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THOMAS L JUDCe Helena, Montana
March 1. 197«

Mr. Derrell P. Thompson
Regional Director
Heritage Conservation G

Recreation Service
P.O. Bo* 25387
Denver Federal Center
Denver. Colorado 8022S

Dear Mr. Thompson:

As Governor of Montana, I am pleased to present the "1978 Montana Statewide
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan." This document is the official statewide
recreation plan prepared in accordance with the requirements for participation
in the Federal Land and Water Conservation Fund Program. It is a major step
toward accomplishing the goal of benefiting the people with optimum outdoor rec-
reation opportunities consistent with proper resource management while maintaining
a high quality environment.

Development of the plan has allowed ample opportunity for public participation.
At the ;.ame time we recognize the planning process as continuous and view this plan
as a catalyst stimulating a greater and more orderly involvement of the public and
private sectors of our economy in decisions which affect recreation.

I have reviewed and concur with the Department of Fish and Came Administrative
Regional delineations used in the plan and believe that they will contribute to a
useful comprehensive plan and an effective program of impleraentation.

On behalf of Montana. I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the dil-
igent efforts of the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in assisting with this pl.in. I

hope we will continue this mutually beneficial partnership with the newly created
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service.

Sincerely.

TU
Enc.
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Outdoor recreation Is an important part of the heritage of
Montanans and has been a source of enrichment to the quality of
their lives. People today and in the future will also continue
to need the opportunity to spend some of their leisure time in
outdoor activities that are both physically beneficial and
spiritually refreshing. The Importance of outdoor recreation
has been well demonstrated by relatively high races of
participation in hunting, fishing, and an ever Increasing
variety of other outdoor activities.

A review of the history of more developed states with
problems of advanced environmental degradation in its many forms
illustrates how increasing population and resource consumption
has resulted in substituting man-made goods for natural amenities
Montana's natural resources are likewise in jeopardy if develop-
ment proceeds unteopered and without restraints. The opportunity
still exists in Montana, with appropriate planning, foresight,
dedication, and cooperation, to protect the state's natural
environment while utilizing its bountiful resources to meet the
needs of the future.

Montana la a state rich in a variety of natural and cultural
resources that in the past have been shared by relatively few
people. High quality outdoor recreation with diverse choices has
been a way of life for Montanans. Intenslfyina land use and
accelerating human pressures seriously challenge that way of life
and the future quality and quantity of recreational resources.
The destiny of these resources depends upon what Is done with, on
for, or to the land In the future.

Implementation of legislation, such as the Montana Environ-
mental Policy Act and restrictive mining laws, reflect the
changing attitudes of the state's citizens. There is strong
concern that the state's environmental quality not be subservient
to economic development, but rather that It be an Integral and
realistic part of planning for the state's future.

FOREWORD

We are In full agreement with the three basic principles of the
Montana Environmental Policy Act (Sec. 69-6503 R.C.M. 1947) that:

a) the high quality of Montana's natural resources, parti-
cularly its renewable resources, must be maintained and
enhanced; b) Montana's natural resources must be allocated
to the widest variety of beneficial uses while minimizing
degradation of the resources; and c) the timing and Intensity
of resource use must not deny the coequal right of succeeding
generations to use natural resources.”

The Department of Fish and Game necessarily has been a leader
In striving for better stewardship of the land in order to carry out
Its assigned responsibilities to protect, maintain, enhance, and
manage for the wise use of the state's fish and wildlife, general
outdoor recreation assets, and specific cultural resources. In view
of current trends, the future of natural reeource management can only
bring an era of increaaing etreeo upon a generally limited reeourae
baee. This plan Is optimistic as It calls for Improvement In addition
to maintenance. It will require significant departures from routine
and "business as usual" approaches used In the past by many agencies
and groups, legislative bodies and this department. It Is a major step
toward meeting the responsibilities, tasks, and challenges of the future.

Our goal Is to benefit the people of Montana and vioitore uith
optimum outdoor recreational opportwiitiee ooneietent itith proper
reeource management while recognizing humn needs and desires and
maintaining a high quality environment. I am therefore proud to
present the 1978 Montana Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan.

Dr. Robert F. Wambach, Director
Montana Department of Fish and Came



KEEP FOR PLANNING

The Montana Department of Fish and Game is the legally

designated manager of the state's fish and wildlife. In addition,

It is also legally responsible for protecting and managing

Montana's scenic, cultural, scientific and recreational resources.

The department has little control over land-use practices that

impact fish, wildlife, cultural, and other resources worthy of

conservation. Forecasts indicate that Increasing complexities

and obstacles will have to be dealt with If we are to sustain

current outdoor recreational resources. The effectivensBs of

the department as the principal spokesman for Montana's outdoor

recreational resources will have a major bearing on the future
quality of life of people in Montana.

Inflationary trends and advanced technologies have caused

Che costs of management and problem solving to exceed traditional

sources of funding. Thus, ways must be found not only to become

more effective In attaining goals but to become more effioient In

operation. Sound planning is a major management tool In attain-

ing chat high level of effectiveness and efficiency.

PURPOSE

The purpose of adopting comprehensive planning is to develop

an Improved goal-objective oriented program management ayetem to

Improve the department's capability to carry out its broad resource

responsibilities and to serve the expanding and changing needs of

the people within Che financial framework available. Program

planning-management requires organizing the department's activities

in line with its program goals and objectives while satisfying the

traditional functions designed to manage personnel of different

disciplines and training. Program planning-management requires

formation of a department program structure that allows a system-

atic evaluation to insure that Che optimum level of desired program

outputs (such as high quality recreation) can be malnatlned despite

changing circumstances. This type of management focuses first on

Che program outputs desired prior to establishing the Inputs (morey,

personnel, and materials) needed.

Thus comprehensive planning and management is Intended to aid the

decision-making process In an effort to increase the department's

effectiveness and efficiency In the challenging years ahead. A planning

and management system Including program goals and quantified objectives

is needed to:

1. provide a means of analysis that assists the decision-

maker in critically evaluating what the department is

doing and what It should be doing in the future;

2. provide a method to measure the progress of all department

programs and to minimize Internal organizational problems

caused by functional lines of authority;

3. provide continuity of department programs;

4. provide a means for improving information to the public and the

legislature regarding the department's direction, problems,

needs and evaluation of accomplishments;

5. promote timely action rather than only reaction Co

resource management decisions;

6. Improve efficiency in use of public monies to gain

desired public benefits;

7. strengthen Che department's position in alerting other

resource users to the needs and values of recreational,

scientific and cultural resources; and

8. promote maximum effectiveness in coordination and

cooperation with the comprehensive plans and programs of

ocher government agencies, Montana's communlcies and Che

private sector.



SCOPE OF DEPAR'mENT'S PRINCIPAL LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITY

FOR FISH. WILDLIFE /ND PARKS PROGRAMS

The 1972 Montana Constitution provides that,

"The state and each person shall maintain and improve
a clean and healthful environment in Montana for present
and future generations.... The legislature shall provide
adequate remedies for Che protection of the environmental
life support system from degradation and provide adequate
remedies to prevent unreasonable depletion and degradation
of natural resources."

In order to help Implement this constitutional mandate,
the Montana Department of Fish and Came is charged by statutes of

Che State of Montana with Che supervision of all Che fish and

wildlife of Che state (Sec. 26-104, R.C.M. 1947). Included in the

many associated laws (Sec. 26-101.1 to 26-1809, R.C.M. 1947)

is Che authority for: the protection, preservation and propagation

of fish, game, fur-bearing animals and game and nongame birds within
Che state; the setting of seasons and limits for utilizing game,

birds, fish and furbearers; assents to Acts of Congress governing

Che conservation of wildlife (Plttman-Robertson Act) and fish

(Dlngell- Johnson Act) that provide federal aid revenues collected

from excise taxes on certain hunting and fishing equipment; The

Scream Preservation Act; The Natural Streambed and Land Pre-
servation Act of 1975; a legislative policy on the conservation

of nongame and endangered species declaring that certain nongame

wildlife should be managed for human enjoyment, for scientific

purposes and to ensure their perpetuation as members of ecosystems

and that endangered species should be protected Co maintain and,

where possible, enhance their numbers.

The Montana Department of Fish and Came is vested with the dudes
and powers necessary to Che maintenance of a state park system

for the purposes of conserving Che scenic, historic, archaeologlc,

and recreational resources of the state, and of providing for

their use and enjoyment, thereby contributing to the cultural.

recreational, and economic life of the people (Sec. 62-301 to 403,
".C.“. 1447). As a oortlon of this responsibility, the Fish and Game
Department is designated by law (Sec. 62-401 to 403, R.C.M. 1947) as the state
agency to implement the federal Land 6 Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965.

Thus Che Department of Fish and Came is designated as Che state agency
in charge of outdoor recreation. Recreation is defined to include:
hunting, fishing, swimnlng, boating, water skiing, camping, picnicking,
pleasure driving, winter sports, hiking and other pleasure expeditions.

In addition, the Department is responsible for a variety of miscellaneous
laws including motorboat and vessel regulations to promote water safety

(Title 69, R.C.M. 1947), litter laws (Title 32, R.C.M. 1947), snow-

mobile regulations (Title 53, R.C.M. 1947), motorboat fuel tax

(Title 69, R.C.M. 1947), and trespass laws and firearms acts (Title 94,

R.C.M. 1947).

Ocher state laws influencing department activities include the Montana

Environmental Policy Act, Flood Plain law. Strip Mining and Utility

Siting laws. Subdivision laws. Water Use Acts, Water Quality Act,

Pesticide Act, Lakeshore Protection Act, Renewable Resources

Development Act and others.



COAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND OAME

(wildlife and aon-wlldllf e oriented) Is the principal "end

product" that this Depart.ent is responsible for

?o the public. Listed below Is the overall “*15'““'“

for the Department of Fish and Game as approved by the Fish

and Came Coisatl.slon and as presented to the P'»P‘‘

State in the MONTANA OUTDOORS magazine (Harch/Aprtl
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SCOPE OF THE PLAN

This plan describes projected wildlife, fish and
recreational resource status through 1990. Coals for

each program are outlined. Six-year objectives are
stated for major elements of the Wildlife and Fish
Programs while five-year objectives are stated for
major tasks to be addressed in the Parks Program.

The Wildlife and Fish Programs address animal species
and their use on a regional and/or statewide basis. Plans
are presented for the categories and elements of the
program structure listed below. The program structure
designates by species and groups of species the basic
elements to be used for planning and subsequent operations.

The Parks Program consists of various functional activities which
produce, enhance and manage recreation. The output elements of the

program are quantified In occasions of specific types of recreation
provided. The program structure listed below Is centered around
these output elements and the functional activities currently being
used to manage for them. The plan emphasizes the Identification of

major problems which need to be addressed In order to better manage
these output elements and other related activities.

Plan Implementation

Operational plans will describe the specific projects and

activities necessary to accomplish the objectives of this strategic
plan. These operational plans specify the monev, logistics and

authority needed for project Implementation and the outputs and

accomplishments to be achieved. These plans will serve as the basis
for the department's biennial program planning and budgeting request

to the state legislature.

Big Came

Mule Deer
White-tailed Deer

Elk
Antelope
Other Big Game

Moose
Big Horn Sheep
Mountain Coats
Black Bear
Grizzly Bear
Cougar

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Nongame Mammals
Nongame Birds

Reptiles
Endangered Species

Cane Fish Streams

FISH PROGRAM

Game Fish Lakes

Trout - Kokanee
Other Salmonlds
Non Salmonlds

Nongane Fish

Cotmnerclal fish

Other fish

Amphibians

Trout
Other Salmonlds
Paddleflsh
Non Salmonlds

PARKS PROGRAM

Small Game

Native Mountain Grouse
Blue
Ruffed
Spruce

Native Prairie Grouse
Sage
Sharp-tailed

Introduced Upland
Came Birds
Pheasant
Hungarian Partridge
Chukar
Turkey

Migratory Gane Birds
Ducks
Geese
Other Migratory Game Birds

Furbearers

Activity Structure

Acquisition, Design, Development

Operation and Maintenance

Law Enforcement

Planning

Land and Water Conservation Fund

Administration

Program Administration

Information and Education

Snowmobile Administration

Output Element

Camping and Day Use

Boating

Summer Trail Actlvlclea

Swlmnlng

Vehicular Recreation

Site Oriented Winter Activities

Downhill Skiing

Winter Trail Activities

Snowmoblllng
Sightseeing

Urban Recreation



MAJOR ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED

* Inflationary trends and Increased resource manageaent
requirements are accelerating costs beyond traditional
funding sources.

Increasing participation In all types of outdoor
recreation Is Increasing the use and deterioration
of presently available resources.

* Maximum effectiveness and efficiency In achieving
departckent goals and objectives could be aided by
changing the provisions of some laws, regulations
and rules.

* A systematic evaluation method for statewide needs
and specific land acquisition proposals Is needed to

Insure attainment of department goals through land
acquisition.

* There are apparently many people who are not aware
of, or do not appreciate, the value of Montana’s
wildlife, fish and other recreational resources.

Expanded and intensified land and water usee are
often detrimental to wildlife, fish and other recreational
resources.

* Public access for recreation to private land or

through private land to public land Is limited and

Is expected to be further restricted in the future.

^ Current methods of program planning and priority
budgeting need to be scrutinized as to their
adequacy in managing recreational resources.
Alternative methods should be evaluated.

* Land and Water Conservation Fund grants to communities
must be maintained at a high level of efficiency.

^ More basic knowledge Is needed cf Tany wildlife and fish

species, especially nongame and endangered species. In

order to better manage these as a part of Montana's
recreational resources.

The Impact of non-residents on Montana's recreational
resources needs to be identified so that goals and policies
can be established or reviewed as appropriate.

^ Increased efforts are necessary to effect better
coordination between the department and other resource
management agencies and within the department Itself.
Particularly roles, responsibilities, and policies must
be better defined.

The Importance of nongame and endangered wildlife and

fish species to the people of Montana needs to be assessed

so that appropriate efforts can be made to protect,

perpetuate, enhance and manage these species for human
enjoyment.

The department should Initiate the establishment of an
adequately funded unified comprehensive off-highway vehicle
management program for the State of Montana.

^ Recreational resource management activities of Federal
agencies are often underfunded while their authority Is

often over-extended and inel. roles, responsibilities and

* The department should become more active In Identifying,

providing and promoting a wide variety of recreational

resources and activities which will allow people to

participate in outdoor recreation every season, year-around.
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MAJOR PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES:

FISH AND WILDLIFE PROGRAMS

The Fish and Wildlife Programs have a common goal of protecting,
perpetuating, enhancing, and regulating the oiae use of renewable
resources (fish and wildlife) for public benefit now and In Che

future. The Department thus has a two-fold responsibility:

(1) to protect, maintain and enhance the habitat that produces

the abundance and diversity of fish and wildlife that Is an
Integral part of Montana’s heritage, and (2) to provide current

and future generations of people an equitable distribution of

diverse and high quality outdoor recreation through the wise

utilization of fish and wildlife resources. This dual challenge
is a formidable task in the face of Increasing human populations,

land use developments, tightening access to private and public

lands and Inflating costs of management.

Fish and/or wildlife species occur on every square mile of the

state. Approximately 868 species of fish and wildlife occur in

Montana and are under the Jurisdiction of the Montana Fish and

Game Commission and Che Montana Department of Fish and Game.

Included are 80 species of fish, 10 big game mammals legally

hunted, over 66 small game mammals and birds, and many nongame
birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, and Invertebrates. Four

species are classified as endangered.

Montana has a total area of 167,138 square miles with over 1,260

square miles of water surface divided Into seven Fish and Game

admlnlatratlve regions. About 30 percent of the state's land is

controlled by the Federal government, 6 percent by state govern-

ment and 64 percent is private. The majority of private land is

used for agricultural purposes; there are now 23,500 farms and

ranches — a decrease of 14 percent in 10 years. Over 76 million

acres of the state's land area, or 62 percent, is used for agri-

cultural purposes. About 23 million acres, or 25 percent of the

state's land area is forested and wood products are a major industry.

Large segments of Montana are underlaid by vast coal reserves and

significant quantities of oil and natural gas. National danands

are accelerating pressures for expanding development of Montana's

underground energy resources.

Montana's human population Is estimated at 746,000 for 1975, a 7

percent increase since the 1970 census. There are currently about

5 persons per square mile. The human population Is very unevenly

distributed with concentrations of people in the valleys of the west

and near the loajor rivers of the east. Current In-state migration

trends indicate continued movement from sparsely populated areas to

established human concentration areas. The state's Department of

Community Affairs' projection (medium series) for 1980 is 790,000
people; for 1985, 860,000 peiple; for 1990, 924,000 people; with
over 1,000,000 by year 2000.

The rate of participation of Montana citizens and visitors in hunting,

fishing and nonconsumptive fish and wildlife uses is an indicator of

Che high Importance of these resources for outdoor recreation. During

the 1974-75 license year over 262,000 residents purchased fishing and

hunting licenses. Thus, about 35 percent of the state's total residents,

or 63 percent of chose between ages 15-65, fish and/or hunt. Not

included are the undetermined number of unlicensed "varmint" hunters

and fishermen (under the age of 15). Approximately 381,500 resident

and nonresident persons purchased more than 1,112,000 hunting and/or

fishing licenses in Montana between May 1, 1974 and April 30, 1975.

Recent household surveys by the Parks Division indicate Chat 43 percent

of Montanans (ages 16-60) participate in wildlife viewing. Current

trends indicate the public participation rate will continue or increase

during the next 15 years.

Montanans exercise a high degree of mobility in pursuing their outdoor

recreation needs, according to a recent household survey. About one-

third of the households surveyed throughout the state indicated they

traveled outside the Fish and Game Region in which they lived to fish

and hunt. (The 7 Pish and Game Regions include from 4 to 12 counties

and range in size from 10,250 to over 31,700 square miles.)

In 1975, sportsmen participated in an estimated 5,200,000 days of big

and small game hunting, fishing and Crapping. No recent analysis of

Che statewide economic impact of fishing and hunting has been made in

Montana. The Environmental Quality Council Annual Report (1976) states

(continued)



th»t the Income accruing to Montanans from recreational reaoorces

(excluding hunting and fishing license reuenuee) be as high as

1 to 8 percent of the state's total Income. If

expendUure for hunting and fishing 1. 520, over 5100,000,000

annually may he generated In the state's economy,
f

' ‘“If
Is the economic Impact of thousands of persons participating in

"varmint" hunting and nonconsumptlve uses such as birdwatchi^.

wildlife photography, and nature study and appreciation.
J

to determine the volume of nonconaumptlve use of fish and wildlife

in Montana have not yet been undertaken. Colorado surveys ^dicated

about 1.5 days of nonconsunptlve fish and wildlife use for ea y

of hunting, fishing and trapping. Colur.do'a ratio of nonconaumptlve

use is probably higher because of Its higher human density and

larse metropolitan areas. Yet Colorado data is an indicator that:

(1) the volume of nonconaumptlve fish and wildlife use in Montana

may currently be In the millions of days, and (2) trends of

Increasing human densities and urban concentrations ““X

accompanied by increased Interest in nonconaumptlve wlldilte uses.

Projsctlohs indicts so sstlmsted 6,500,000 day. >« “'">‘"8

and trapping activities will take place in Montana by 1980. If

Montana's hLan population reaches l.OOO.OOO In the 1990-a, current

participation rates would result in approximately as ^ny resident

hunters and fishermen as there Is now in total of reexdente and

nonreeidente

.

Following are listed the major problems confronting both the Fish

and Wildlife Program and strategies for dealing with them. More

specific problems and strategies are Hated under the programs

and/or regions.



MAJOR PROBLEMS FACING FISH AND WILDIFE PROGRAMS AND

STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS NEEDED

PROBLEM

:

Expanding and intensifying land and water uses are
deteriorating the carrying capacity of fieh and
wildlife habitate.

STRATEGIES:
Conduct pertinent field studies to iiaprove knowledge of

fish and wildlife species' life requirements and to ascertain
the impact of man-caused and natural changes in the environment.

Improve current means of environmental surveillance
necessary to detect and monitor changes In Montana's fish and
wildlife habitat.

Participate sufficiently in federal, state and local

land use planning to Insure adequate consideration for fish
and wildlife needs.

Inform the public, other agencies and land users of those
developments, practices and human activities that are detrimental,
or beneficial, to Montana's fish and wildlife resources. Some of

the major threats to fish and wildlife habitat receive little
formal resistance from our agency.

Secure control of key fish and wildlife habitats where
feasible.

Enter Into litigation on key court cases affecting land use
decisions.

Maintain Department Information program regarding fish and
wildlife habitat needs.

Establish or describe the demand for wildlife. Provide the

amount of fish and wildlife habitat necessary to support that

amount of wildlife.

Encourage enactment of legislation which provides Increased
protection to fish and wildlife habitat and recognizes fish and
wildlife and associated recreation as high priority beneficial uses
of land and water.

Encourage enactment of legislation which requires our input Into
major actions affecting fish and wildlife habitat such as the Natural
Streambed and Land Preservation Act does.

Encourage coordination of public land use practices to provide
Improved harmony with fish and wildlife needs.

Encourage private landowners to alter or avoid land use practices
that degrade fish and wildlife habitat.

Participate in the development of a state policy on energy conserve
tlon and development that minimizes environmental degradation to fish
and wildlife habitat.

Insist on strict enforcement of environmental laws that extend
consideration to fish and wildlife habitat.

Encourage all users of the land to seek and heed advice from fish
and wildlife professionals In the planning phase of developments and
land uses and consider all alternatives to minimize Impact to fish and

wildlife.

Continue support in efforts to secure key fish and wildlife
habitats.



MAJOR PROBLEMS (cont’d)

PROBLEM:
Inoreaeing derxinde arg expected for all types

of fieh and wildlife-oriented recreation.

STRATEGIES:
Increase emphasis to attain more equitable distribution of

fieh and wildlife users In space and time.

Improve means by which fish and wildlife recreational

opportunity can be provided to an Increasing number of people

without lowering the quality and diversity of Che recreation.

Emphasize the Importance of the quality of Che fish and

wildlife recreational experience and the necessity to Improve

the behavior and ethics of fish and wildlife users afield

including reduction of poaching loss.

Improve methods for determining the status and changes In

demand for fish and wildlife-oriented recreation.

Continue efforts to Improve hatchery fish and their

utilization in waters that are not managed for wild trout

fisheries.

Improve public awareness of, appreciation for, and concern

for nongame wildlife.

Encourage utilization of nongame species such as "varmint"

hunting and angling for nongame fish such as perch, etc.

Analyze available Information, experience, and status of

laws and regulations with the view to develop hunting

recreation parameters to guide Che Department In making

regulations when they are needed to distribute hunters In

time and apace.

PROBLEM: Iv

A eignificant portion of fieh and wildlife reeourcea

occur on private land where public acceee opportunitiee
will rapidly decline unleee aatiefactory eolutione can
be found. Closed private lande also preclude access to

public lande.

STRATEGIES:

Determine exactly why these lands are closed or restricted Co

public use.

Upgrade field surveys to determine distribution of harvescable

fish and wildlife In relation to public-private ownership.

Improve methods for dete mlnatlon of current use levels and

evaluation of potential utilization.

Conduct extensive contacts with private landowners to determine

acceptable conditions for maintaining land open to Che public at some

reasonable degree.
Regulate the distribution of hunters and fishermen In time and

space CO avoid over-concentrations of people seeking entry to Che same

areas.
Enter into cooperative agreements providing for access Co private

lands and waters in exchange for Department services.

Seek solutions through establishment of various levels of Land

Access Committees that represent all concerned parties.

Improve public awareness of available public lands and waters by

improved marking and map availability.

Emphasize the Importance of improved individual behavior and

ethics of recreatlonlsts seeking access to private land.

Cooperate with public land agencies and landowners to Improve

access to public lands Chat are blocked by private holdings.

Maintain and Improve access to public lands and waters by purchasing

and/or leasing easements through private lands.

Seek legislative approval to Improve recreational access to state

lands.
Recreatlonlsts should be encouraged to help police their ranks and

to report offending individuals.
Encourage adults to teach and demonstrate good hunting ethics Co

youngsters.
Means should be sought to make public hunting and fishing an economic

benefit to private landowners rather than an undesirable and costly acclvlry.

Support legislation chat will redefine navigability on Che basis

of a water's capability to support recreational use rather Chan on its

history of use for commerce.
Critical habitat on all lande should be specifically identified and

landowners encouraged to manage their lands respecting wildlife values
and needs.



MAJOR PROBLEMS (cont'd)

PROBLEM:

Large eegmente of the pablio are uninformed or arenot appreatative of the need, of fish and wildlife.

STRATEGIES;

‘^'““““"•1 ttfoxt, end seek Improved
' ""deftandlng of .lldlltc ecologyand relacionshlps to the human environment.

.nnnfjrth
loElslatlve, governmental and public

of'?ia“ I d^^^d^S"rur:;e"^r“SLy"-tr^rgo“;^“r“’"

g."nL"t;o“*^

siSSSHSS= -7=.;:.....,
guidance Co Carroll College Honors Thesis Projects In biology.

PROBLEM:

trend, and increaeing reiourae management
teeaUrating operational coetTbeuondthe eapaaity of traditional Bourae, of funding.

^

STRATEGIES;

resourc‘M''Lri ^^h??“ “"‘‘"“•"'“"S "hat fish and ulldllte

Whereby lit wnd?«“usrrrInro,r""’"“'’”“"-
fair sJare to .upp:tt“::n"gL"fnrJ"t""“'‘“"“"

St efficient In meeting program objectives.™- ".s«- »;=

s.r£SrirSFfrom private sharecroppers and leaaees to*h l

income
maintenance of Department wndUfrarL^ '

funds'^:“LL"‘’ag:n:;::
wildlife habitat.

^ rtlclpate in land use decisions affecting

Of ourt"L%s?cr:,;tpSrto'tu'„d“tt::
programs, both game and nongame.

“Udllfe conservation



MAJOR PROBLEMS («coat’d.)

PROBLEM:
Existing and proposed federal laws, regulations and
rules, and some state laws and regulations, preclude
effective management and the achievement of Department
goals and objectives.

STRATEGIES:

Establleh a system for Identifying all conflicting laws,
rules and regulations; publish them with an explanation of
the conflict for public understanding and involvement.

Stress aress of conflict at inter-agency meetings with
strong suggestions chat the agency representatives report
the problems back to the source of the problem Instead of
merely accepting them as Irreversible.

Make Che Governor aware of all conflicts and urge that
hls office voice the necessary objections to appropriate
authority.

Enter into litigation on court cases that adversely
affect fish and wildlife.

vl

PROBLEM:

A systematic means to evaluate statewide needs in
land acquisition and to make the best choices is
lacking.

STRATEGIES;

Develop methods for evaluation of a sice's potential to meet
regional or statewide needs for resource protection or fish and
wildlife-oriented recreation.

Implement planning project 710 to determine Che syaCematlc means
of evaluating potential land acquisitions.

Develop criteria to evaluate or form the basis for comparison
of fish, wildlife and recreation potential among available tracts
of land.

Define and establish procedures of establishing priorities for
acquiring lands based on biological evaluation and with due
consideration to location with respect to use demands and recreation
potential.

Continue working coward defining the problem of developing suit-
able procedures for land acquisition. When Che problem Is well
tmderstood, the solutions will become apparent.



r«mp a
Program has three categories: Big Game, SmallGme. and Nongame. Included are 101 mananals and 345 birds. Ofthe mammals. 11 are legally defined as gone animals, 1 as wild

I
animals, 4 as predatory animals, 74 as ntw-

t^LTtl epeciee. The birds Include 10 species ofupland g<me birds, 73 species of migratory game birds (34 species

V legally hunted and 39 species are shoreblrds nothunted) 253 nongame and 2 endangered bird species.

Hunting has been a traditional use of Montana’s wildliferesource since before it changed from a means of survival to theMjor recreational activity it currently represents. TheDepartment provides opportunity for sport hunting for that
desires to hunt and harvest certain

mJ? ! r® U"<ler sustained yield management.
surpluses of animal population are harvested each yearand the remainder of the population is contlnously available tothe nonconsumptive user. The majority of wildlife species are

protected and maintainedby the sportsman s dollars. Hunting Is also used as a management

habitlt
populations that are Injurious to ?helrhabitat or to man s health or property. The rate of participa-tion Indicates the importance of hunting; In 1974 nearly 1 of 2Montanans (age 15-65) and 31,400 nonresidents purchased a hunting

nrovird
million days of hunting recreation were

In facing the era ahead, of an increasinq stress upon adecreasing resource base, the Department has five major options
to accomodate Increasing hunting pressure:

1. Maintain or increase the number of animals available
through Intensive management and/or protection of the
habitat.

2. Regulate hunting In a manner that decreases hunting
success.

3. Limit the number of participants.

DLIFE PROGRAM

4. Increase access to hunting areas not available to the public5. implement a combination of the above four actions.

of
''“'‘•'"olio foifc.u oo„co„,o.ptlv.

oppfy to teralnology used frequently In theWildlife Program segment of the Strategic Plan.

iodlftlng the end. tou.rd which O.p.rt.ent

prog^™.
Utected end Indicting the philosophy snd direction of .

OBJECTIVE; A .ore precise stateisent Indicting apeclflclly whet the

nXirr'e”*"" f°
"“hin . given ti.e-ftele. to thepublic In terns of recrestlon, annual herveats end/or aceo.pll.h.ente In

K;si5ifsK;5;;!‘°°- “^.. 11... provide . target for program

smPLY; The eetljsnted quantity of hstvcat.ble wildlife that can annually

eff!c'’'’'e ?" f
P°P“lo'‘°" ot unit of area, under the cn.ge.ent In

Insr .
*! otPtoPooO either in quantities of hstveotshle snld,

‘f f"!?
M*y>) “'Of would he provided, or both. The

“Lrelf’Shrepec!.”."’"'
“““

DEM^: De^nd is the quantity of wildlife, that was, or Is expected tobe ha^ested by specific numbers of hunters under the management In effectDemand is expressed either In quantities of harvestsble animals or in

JlIJ?
(d«y8) that would be provided, or both. The number ofviewing deys resulting from specific participation rates and circumstances.

LICENSEE AEIELD: One licensed person who participated In hunting or ifone person had two deer tags and hunted with both, he or she was twolicensees afield.



miSTINC SUCCESS; Th. percent of llten.eee

an animal, as determined by hunter questionnaire surveys.

EFFORT: The number of hunting days (generated by both

successful and unsuccessful hunters) per animal harvested,

under the management In effect.

ated recreation days resulting from a
)“ j necessary to provide

consideration of these oocitned orltetl. ° ^“"en Jolu.e of

deattlptlon and/or stendatds to te^ptocess^t^^t ptovld.s
^ ^

:r.rnrurtr^p:e=.!de ^^-•-‘^“‘“^^^“^"Srpilnri'n^'trersefve”"'"'™
or any other product of management become an end point

WILDLIFE PROGRAM
GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE
(1977-82)

Protect, perpetuate, maintain, enhance end regulate the wise use of

Honnn^s wildlife for puhllo benefit now and In the future.

A. expressed by Ptogta. Categories (Big Ca.e. S.all Ga.e. and hong..a)

In subsequent pages.



WILDLIFE PROCRAM

BIG GAME STRATEGIC PLAN

This category of the Ulldllte Ptogta. relates to 10 big ga.especies; cole deer, uhlte-called deer, elk, aotelope, moose,
bighorn sheep, mountain goats, black bear, grizzly bear and
cougar. Big game hunting traditionally has been a major use ofMontana s wildlife resource. In 1975 over 1.9 million days ofbig game hunting recreation and 111,500 harvested animals were
provided to nearly 200,000 license holders. An Indicator of itsimportance Is that at least 1 In 3 Montanans (ages 12-65) currently
participate In big game hunting. Between 1971 and 1973 the numberof deer licensees afield Increased from 171,000 to 220 000 or
29 petcsnt, and decteased to 177,000 In 1975 uhcn mocs'stcingsnt
deer hunting regulations were imposed. Over 8,800 archers hunted
big game In 1974.

The big game resource also provides an as yet undetermined

^imt of nonhunting recreation through wildlife observation and photo-graphy. Local studies have Indicated observation of big game on winterranges is a popular activity In specific areas. Many hunters «« al^rappreciative users of big game.

ing Increase. Halntaln-

ejjeoting an equitable utilization of them will be a aeriAna ,

the face of decreasing and deteriorating habitat, an expanding hJian
"

puSuru^ds
.„d tightcp.p, .cc...^o p,Lr:„d

lohS ;»bl .hd 6-1 ;kr objective, fot big g«.e e„d the e;o,o,

dlt^l!^ .r ? ?
ncbded follow. More .p.clflc

j
Included In subsequent segments on Indlvlduel big gem. specie.
® regional and statewide basis. Big game archery hunting issummarized on page 15. "

BIG GAME GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To maintain an available supply of big game to meet demand for all type, of

f "“1' Insuring tha protection and perpetuationof all big game species i i their ecosystems.

hLu«s to or!^
9uantltle. of harvest.ble, available big gure animal, and theltproduce an average annuel quanclcy of 2.1 million deys of big game hunclng

ouHl^f s”
bbek eolutlona Co opeS all pertIneLpublic lands which exclude public access or big game oriented recreation; to strive toPddldc •t«ss to at leant 70 percent of thoee private land, ilth

5 00ncr.r.i”rM“' J
Commlealon-owned and tontrolled big ga.e habitat by spproslmately5,000 acre, each biennium; and to e..es. the demand for other recreational uLa of big game.

Increasing numbers of hunters and decreasing access to private and
public lands are resulting in concentrations of hunting pressure
that are locally excessive from the standpoint of: species popula-
tion levels, landowner tolerance to hunters, and deterioration of
the quality of the sport of hunting.

Regulate the distribution of huntera in time, space, numbers and locality
to find and maintain the optimum levels of hunting pressure for the
variable circumstances in Individual hunting districts and regions.
Improve the Identification of public-private land ownership and availability
of public access routes. Increase the capability and effecclveneaa of
field personnel monitoring hunting pressure and aasletlng landownera and
hunters during the Fall. Continue to emphasize the Importance of good
hunting ethics and the need to respect private property. Recognize that
TCthods are needed to make public hunting an economic benefit to private
landowners rather than an undesirable and coatly activity. More specific
strategies are included In mule deer, whltetall and antelope segments.

(continued)



BIG CAME STRATEGIC PLAN STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

The carrying capacity of big game habitat Is declining due to the

encroachment, intensification, and development of various land

use practices and due to natural changes In vegetation (forest

succession). Heavy livestock grazing on rangelands and unvlse

timber management practices have been and are deteriorating big

game habitat over extensive areas. Energy and mining develop-

ments are destroying habitat In specific localities and threaten

extensive areas of Important big game habitat. Subdivision of

big game ranges, especially foothill winter range areas, are

particularly damaging to mule deer.

Increasing demands are expected for hunting big game and for

appreciative uses.

More basic knowledge Is needed on all big game species and their

ecology, population status and trends, distribution, factors

Influencing reproduction, survival and mortality rates, and

competition between big game species.

Large segments of the public are uninformed or are unappreciative
for the needs of big game species, the rationale for hunting, and
overall big game management problems. Lack of respect for

regulations and Illegal hunting by even a small minority reduce
public opportunity for big game recreation and provide incidents
to Incite anti-hunting feelings.

Continue to Identify Important big game habitat and Increase participa-
tion In local, state and federal land use planning and strive for adequate
consideration for big game species' needs. Inform the public, other
agencies and land users of those developments, practices and human
activities that are detrimental, or beneficial, to big game populations
and habitat. Enter Into litigation on key court cases affecting land
use decisions. Continue field studies to Improve knowledge of big game
species' life requirements. Ascertain and monitor the Impact of man-
caused and natural changes .n ecosystems that big game are dependent
upon. Acquire key big game habitat areas where feasible.

Implement means by which big game hunting and ocher recreational oppor-
tunities can be provided to an Increasing number of people without
lowering the quality and diversity of the recreation. Emphasize Che
recreational aspects of hunting and keep Che public Informed about Che
problems, needs and outlook for maintaining adequate big game suppliea.
Provide additional recreational opportunity and diversity by encouraging
a wide variety of methods and types of hunting and appreciative uses.
Improve the effectiveness of law enforcement In preventing Illegal
harvests of big game.

Improve methods and Increase efforts to monitor big game populations
and trends over extensive areas. Continue intensive long-term research

on population dynamics, habitat requirements, and Influences of land
uses, hunting, species competition and predation. Inform Che public
of big game goals, objectives and actions needed.

Continue educational efforts and seek Improved means to improve public

support and understanding for: the ecological needs of big game; the

role of hunting: Che need for, and Increasing costs of, big game
management practices; and the need for respect for regulations.

(Specific problems and strategies are
species and Fish and Game Regions on s

discussed by big game
subsequent pages.)



BIG CAME ARCHERY HUMTINC

Archery Is a method of hunting that provides diversity and a

high degree of quality recreational opportunity. Interest In

archery hunting for big game has grown rapidly In recent years.

In 1953, only 535 archer licenses were sold; this Increased to

2,270 In 1963, peaked at 10,342 in 1973, declined to 7.665 In

1976.

Special early archery seasons for deer, elk and antelope

during portions of September and October provide recreation for

archery enthusiasts prior to the general big game hunting season.

This serves to distribute hunters In time and space and to mlnlmlie

conflicts between types of hunters concurrently in the field.

Unsuccessful archers can continue to hunt big game during the

regular big game season.

Of nearly 8,000 big game archers afield In 1975, 90 percent

reported they hunted deer, 67 percent hunted elk and 6 percent hunted

antelope. In 1975, 76 percent of the deer archers did their hunting

in Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 where they took 59 percent of the statewide

archer deer harvest. Archer deer hunting success In 1975 averaged

11 percent statewide and ranged from a low of 6 percent In Region I

to as high aa 30 percent In Region 7.

Past, current and projected management parameters for big game

archery (deer, elk and antelope) follow. The projected harvest and

archer hunting days for 19b0 are additional to thoaa proposed tn

individual big gma epaoiee on auiaaquent pagaa.

Mo.

Licenses

Year Sold

1971 5,370

1972 6,579

1973 10,342

1974 10,134

1975 9,296

1976 7,665

1980 11,000

198S 12,000

1990 13,000

Total
Archers
Afield

4,516

6,579

8,052

8,832

7,972

6,817

10, 000

11,000

11,700

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIG GAME ARCHERY HUNTING

DEER

Archers Hunting Hunting

Harvest Afield Success Days

Effort
(Days

Hunted Per
Deer

Harvested)

ELK

Archers Hunting Hunting

Harvest Afield Success Days

ANTELOPE

Effort
(Days

Hunted Per
Archers Hunting Hunting

Harvested) Harvest Afield Success PsV

Effort
(Days

Hunted Per

Antelope
Harvested)

593 4.066

511 4,794

711 7,162

663 7,965

805 7,202

486 6,000

eso 8,soo

940 9,400

1,000 10,000

15: 23,176

IIX 29,722

lO: 41,539

8: 43,011

IIX 39,611

8Z 37,800

10% 48,750

10% 51,700

10% 55,000

39 57

58 122

58 111

65 81

49 175

78 198

55 180

55 200

55 210

2,208 3X

2,966 3X

4,926 2t

5,636 IZ

5,344 3Z

4,928 4Z

6.000 3%

8,600 3%

7.000 3%

10,156 178

15,423 126

22,659 204

27,616 341

28,323 162

29,562 149

31,500 175

35,000 175

36,800 175

20

23

52

25

85

60

60

66

70

236 6Z 826

425 5X 1,487

489 IIZ 1,711

489 5Z 1.711

508 17X 1,778

474 13X 1.516

600 10% 2,100

660 10% 2,300

700 10% 2,500

41

64

33

68

21

25

35

35

35





MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Mule deer are widely distributed over extensive areas of

Montana, occurring at sone time of the year on 119,380 aq. miles,

or 91 percent of the state (excluding National Parks and Indian

reservations). Landownershlp status where mule deer occur la

38 percent public, 6 percent state and 56 percent private. About

50 percent of the mule deer harvest is estimated to come from

private and state school lands. Except west of Che Divide, most

state land Is in school trust status with public access at the

discretion of the private leasee. In 1975, it was estimated that

about 40 percent of private land with mule deer was closed or

severely restricted to public hunting for deer. The extent of

mule deer distribution and publlc/prlvate landownershlp status

where mule deer occur Is presented by 7 Fish and Game Regions

In Figure 1.

Mule deer populations peaked at high levels during the 1950's

and early '60's causing deterioration of winter ranges in many

areas of the state. Populations have recently been In various

stages of decline In Montana and over extensive areas of other

western states.
Mule deer have been the most sought after big game animal

In terms of numbers of hunters afield and annual harvests.

During the 1955 to 1970 period, estimated statewide harvests

varied from 66,000 to 104,000 mule deer annually, which with

whltetall harvests, often provided 80-90 percent hunting success

for 100,000 to 130,000 individual deer hunters.

A peak number (220,000) of deer hunters afield (1 tag -

1 hunter) was reached In 1973. Under Che more liberal management

then In effect, hunting demand began to exceed the available

supply of harvestable mule deer. By 1974, it became apparent

that mule deer numbers were declining In many parts of Montana

and throughout the western states (including areas where hunting was

not a factor). Various factors were rapidly reducing the availability

of private land for deer hunting. In 1975 more stringent harvest

regulations were set for mule deer and legislative action Increased

Che price of deer licenses; a significant reduction In hunters afield

resulted. Buck-only hunting seasons were predominant in 1976.

Attainment of objectives by 1980 will depend upon the success

in finding solutions to the major statewide problems chat follow, and

regional problems. Major changes In Che current deer management frame

work will be necessary; this will require the understanding and

cooperation of landowners, hunters and the general public.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MULE DEER ^

Mule
Deer Licensees Hunting

Harvest^ Afield^ Success

Mule Deer
Hunting

Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

1971 86,500
1972 84,200
1973 98,700
1974 73,700
1975 49,000
1976 27,000
1980 56,000
1985 58,000
1990 58,000

126.500 682

140,400 60Z
158,600 62X
140.500 52Z

111,900 44Z

71,200 38Z

116.000 50%

120.000 48%

129.000 45%

646.000 6

759.000 9

872,400 9

877.000 12

677,200 14

503.000 19

685.000 72

750.000 15

828.000 14

^Deer questionnaire information split on basis of percent of species

In harvest
^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer In harvest

^Total deer licensees afield x percent mule deer in total harvest

STATEWIDE GOAL:
To protect and perpetuate mule deer and their habitat and to Increase the supply of

available, harvestable mule deer to meet demands for hunting and nonhunting recreation.

To provide 685,000 days of mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

50 percent and an average hunting effort of 11 days per mule deer harvested by 1980.

(continued)



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Accelerating closure or restriction of private land Is removing

extensive deer hunting areas from access by the public.

Available supplies of harvestable mule deer are currently not adequate

to meet the Increased hunting demands demonstrated during the

circumstances and coanagement In effect In the early 1970’s.

Habitat carrying capacity for mule deer Is deteriorating due to a

vsr.lety of land-use practices, competition with elk, and past over-

use by mule deer.

More basic knowledge Is needed about mule deer ecology, population

dynamics, distribution and factors Influencing reproduction, survival

and mortality rates.

Implement an extensive effort of contact with pertinent landowners to

identify the basic reasons for closure and ascertain the conditions necessary

to maintain or restore a reasonable degree of public access for hunting.

Implement means to control the number and distribution of deer hunters In

time and space. Continue to emphasize the Importance of good hunting ethlca

and respect for private property. Improve access to public lands by

(a) purchasing and/or leasing easenents through private lands, and

(b) seeking the cooperation of public and private land managers to improve

signing and provision of maps designating public roads and public-private

land ownership. Provide and implement specific area plans for managing

and supervising deer hunting on private lands. Explore methods to provide

improved economic Inducement for private lands to accommodate public hunting.

Where private land predominates, InplaBent harvest objectives snd seasons that

aim toward a relatively high hunter success and low effort (days afield per

deer harvested) and stress controlled participation and distribution of hunters

Support legislation to Improve control of distribution of nonresident deer hunters.

Continue conservative regulations with reduced harvests until refined,

Intensive management can provide the means and Justification to Increase utili-

zation of the supply of harvestable mule deer. Regional mule deer manage-

ment efforts snd statewide mule deer research are being Intensified. Where

feasible, divert demand from hunting mule deer to whitetalls by providing

increased Incentive and opportunity for whltetall hunting. Seek public

cooperation and understanding for the outlook for mule deer and mule deer

hunting.

Identify key mule deer habitat areas and strive to protect them against over-

grazing, unwise timber management practices, subdivision development,

highway construction, energy and mining developments, and other man-caused

activities Chat remove or deteriorate mule deer habitat. Continue sustained

yield management to strive to maintain mule deer herd levels within limita-

tions of their habitat. Identify conflicts with elk management on specific

areas to the public and seek proper management solutions. Seek means to

improve mule deer habitat. Support legislation that protects wildlife habitat.

Improve methods of determining and monitoring mule deer populations and

trends over extensive areas and various habitat types. Continue intensive,

long-term research on population dynamics, habitat requirementa, and Influences

of land uses, hunting and predation. Modify hunter questionnaire to provide

specific Information on hunter success and effort for mule deer.

(More specific problems and strategies in Regions follow.)



MULE DEER DISTRIBUTION* AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP
by

Fish and Game Regions
(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 1

10

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Mule deer occur on 95 percent (10,660 sq. olles) of Region I's

land area^, which Is 9 percent of this species’ statewide distribu-

tion area. In this region 78 percent of the mule deer distribution

area is In public ownership (primarily U.S.F.S.}; 22 percent is

privately owned. About 80 percent of the mule deer harvest comes

from public land. Most of the mule deer area on private land is

open to hunting.
Mule deer populations are reported to be stable in Region 1.

Productivity rates are fair to poor.

Region 1 has 12.3 percent of the state’s human population and

had 9 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide

during 1971-74. The number of all deer licensees afield in Region 1

Increased from 17,325 In 1971 to 22,566 In 1973 with an average of

nearly 20,000 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74 and 1975.

An average of 1,600 mule deer were harvested annually during the

1971-74 management period and comprised 21 percent of the region's

total deer harvest and 2 percent of the statewide mule deer harvest.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success In

solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MULE DEER ^

Mule
Deer

Harvest^

Licensees

Afield^

Hunting
Success

Mule Deer
Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

1971-74 1,800 4,180 42Z 34,000 19

1975 1,600 5,600 28E 43,000 27

1976 1,300 5,090 26Z 42,000 32

Jpaa 1,800 5, SOO dJX 47, 000 26

198S 1,800 6, 000 SOX SO, 000 26

1990 1,800 6,600 2?i S?,600 32

^Deer questionnaire
In harvest

Information split on basis of percent of species

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest

^Totsl deer licensees afield x percent mule deer In harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)*^^ provide 47,000 days of mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

33 percent and an average hunting effort of 26 days/mule deer harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

The quality and quantity of mule deer habitat is Influenced both by

a closing forest canopy and by timber management practices.

Management practices for elk may not be beneficial to mule deer.

Based on past experiences, some hunters will be expecting a higher
success and lower rate of effort.

Mule deer winter ranges and population reproductive rates remain
poor over much of the region. In many areas mule deer are not as

easily hunted as whltetalls during regular big game season.

STRATEGIES

Find means to effectively Influence timber management decisions on public

and private forests to consider mule deer habitat requirements. Logging

alone is often not adequate to restore or enhance mule deer habitat being

lost to forest succession. Seek use of more beneficial habitat management

practices.

Determine specific areas of conflict, establish priorities, and modify
management as feasible.

Inform the public as to the future outlook for mule deer hunting In

Region 1, and what to expect for average hunting success.

Find means to obtain public acceptance for late seasons with special
permits to control populations In specific areas.

‘Not including Indian reservations and National Parks.
(continued)
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MULE DEER - REGION 1 {continued)

PROBLEMS

)

Subdivision developments, In some areas, are encroaching on
spring range Important to mule deer.

]
011, gas and mineral exploration and associated road-bulldlng
and increased human activity will deteriorate mule deer habitat.

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

f

STRATEGIES

Identify Important mule deer habitat and current and potential conflict
areas to land use planners and developers. Oppose degradation of deer
habitat. Support legislation that protects wildlife habitat from
subdivision development.

Identify important mule deer habitat and conflict areas and seek cooperation
to protect deer habitat and mlnlmlie degradation. Eliminate or curtail use
of expanded road systems chat do develop.

i



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 2
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Mule deer occur on 92 percent (9t673 aq. miles) of Region 2*8

land area*, which Is d percent of this species' statewide distribu-

tion area. In this region, 66 percent of the mule deer distribution

area Is In public ownership (primarily U.S.F.S,); 32 percent is

privately owned. About two-thirds of the mule deer harvest comes

from public land. Most of the mule deer area on private land is open

to hunting, particularly the corporate-owned forest land.

Mule deer populations are reported as stable on 35 percent of

the region's hunting districts, decreasing on 50 percent and undeter-

mined on the remainder. Productivity is fair to poor over much of

the region.
Region 2 has 15.3 percent of the state's human population and

had 11 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide

during 1971-74, The estimated number of all deer licensees afield

In Region 2 ranged from 20,200 in 1971 to 27,200 in 1973 with an

average of 23,400 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74.

An average of 5,200 mule deer were harvested annually during the

1971-74 management period and comprised 65 percent of the region's

total deer harvest and 6 percent of the statewide mule deer harvest.
Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success In

solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MULE DEER^

Mule
Deer

Harvest^
Licensees
Afield^

Hunting
Success

Mule Deer
Hunting

Recreation
Davs

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

1971-74 5.200 15,200 35? loe.ooo 20

1975 4,000 17,400 23Z 116,000 29

1976 2,600 14.50C 16Z 110,200 42

1980 4,600 18,400 25% 129,000 28

198S 4,600 20, 000 23% 138,000 30

1990 4,600 21,600 21% 156,000 34

^Deer questionnaire
in harvest

information split on basis of percent of species

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified” deer reported In harvest

^Total deer licensees afield x percent mule deer In harvest

vp*o nniBf'TTui? fl977-82)' To provide 129,000 days of mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

25 percent and an average hunting effort of 26 days/mule deer harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

The quality and quantity of mule deer habitat Is influenced both by

a closing forest canopy and by timber management practices.

STRATEGIES

Find means to effectively Influence timber management decisions to

consider mule deer habitat requirements.

Land development and other use practices are reducing the amount and Acquire control by purchase, lease or agreement, of important deer ranges,

quality of deer habitat. Promote land-use planning, zoning and legislation which would protect

important deer ranges from subdivision, mining, excessive grazing, poorly
planned timber harvest, or other damaging development.

Management practices for elk may be detrimental to mule deer. High

elk populations will reduce mule deer populations where a common

winter range must be shared.

In some areas long seasons are necessary to adequately harvest elk; and

deer may be over-harvested In the process. Here the strategy would be to

restrict deer hunting regulations to prevent over-harvest.

Land treatment which would reduce browse and increase grass is favorable

to elk (at least in low snow-depth areas) and detrimental to deer, end

should be avoided If the objective is to Increase deer.

Restrictive elk hunting regulations may allow elk to become so numerous

they reduce deer populations through competition, so here the strategy

would be to achieve adequate elk harvests through more liberal regulations.

‘Not including Indian reservations and National Parks. (continued)



MULE DEER - REGION 2 (continued)

PROBLEMS

Decreased habitat security due to extensive forest road
building and greatly Increased numbers of hunters have
caused excessive pressure on mule deer In some areas.

Klnter browse is not adequate to support the desired deer
population. Considerable Improvement in browse condition
has occurred as a result of lower deer populations, but
there are still areas In poor condition, and a moderate
increase in the deer population can be expected to reverse
the improving trend.

Increased efforts are needed to manage mule deer and
whltetalls as separate species.

STRATEGIES

Keep new roads to low standards and close them after the need for them no
longer exists.
Insist that public land managers close existing roads where such closures would
protect Important areas of deer habitat from too-easy access.
Establish walk-ln hunting areas within which no vehicle traffic is allowed.

Use restrictive hunting regulations to Increase deer numbers In areas where
browse Is In good condition and llghtl.’ used, but liberalize them when the
population reaches carrying capacity.
Be prepared to accept occasional moderate deer losses and heavy browse use during
severe winters as consequences of maintaining higher deer populations.
Educate hunters to be satisfied with a low rate of hunting success, since the
range won't support enough deer to supply a high rate of success to current
number of hunters.

Adjust hunter questionnaire to provide specific Information on hunting success
and effort by separate species.



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 3
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Mule deer occur on 96 percent (17,318 sq. miles) of this Region's

land area*, which Is 14.5 percent of this species' statewide distribu-

tion area. In this Region, 59 percent of the mule deer-lnhablted area

Is in public ownership (primarily U.S.F.S.}; 5 percent Is on state

school lands and 36 percent is privately owned. About 40 percent of

private land Is closed or severely restricted to public hunting.

Public land provides about 70 percent of mule deer harvest.

Mule deer populations are declining on 60 percent of the Region's

hunting districts and stable on most of the remainder. Productivity

is fair to poor In a majority of hunting districts.

Region 3 has 15.2 percent of the state's human population and had

17 percent of Che total deer hunters reported afield statewide during

1971-74. The number of all deer licensees afield In Region 3 In-

creased from 30,760 In 1971 Co 39,630 in 1973 with an average of

35,800 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74. An average of

15,400 mule deer were harvested annually during Che 1971-74 management

period and comprised 94 percent of the Region’s combined mule deer and

white-called deer harvest and 17 percent of the statewide mule deer

harvest. The peak harvest was 18,200 In 1973; Che low 4,600 In 1976.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success in

solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MULE DEER *

1975

1976

1980

1985

1990

Mule
Deer

Harvest^

15,400

7,500

4,600

9, 700

9, 700

9, 700

Mule Deer
Hunting
Recreation

Days

Effort
(Days Hunted

Pec Mule Deer
Harvested)

33,700

28,100

20,950

52,300

34.600

36,500

Information

26%

ipllt I

194.000 13

182,200 24

155.000 36

204.000 21

223.000 23

252.000 26

I basis of percent of species*Deer questlonnaln
In harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest

^Total deer licensees afield x percent mule deer In harvest

1 a YPAB nnrvrTTVF n977-82^- To provide 204,000 days of mule deer hunting annually at

j

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82).
percent and an average hunting effort of 21 davs/mule

a hunting success rate of

deer harvested by I960.

STRATEGIES

Mule deer winter ranges are In poor condition over much of the region

due CO past over-populations, resulting In poor fawn production and
survival. Substantial winter kill periodically occurs In many areas.

Disproportionate hunting pressure occurs on various herds and herd
segments, resulting in local over-harvests and concentrations of hunters
in some areas and lack of sufficient harvest In others.

Mule deer have been neglected In management emphasis because of

high demands associated with elk management.

' Improve mule deer

Manage on a sustained yield basis to strive to maintain herd levels within
limitations of winter range. Identify variations In mule deer habitat and

their different potential Co sustain populations and harvest levels.

Implement means to limit hunting pressure where necessary and Co better
distribute it by time, space, and consideration for degrees of habitat
security and access.

Ascertain specific areas chat this is true, determine what management
changes are necessary and feasible, and present the alternatives to the

Establish management priorities based on local land capability, species needs,

and consideration for public demand and allocate time and funds accordingly.

Continue field studies <

and effects of habitat i

grazing)

.

*Not Including Indian reservations and National Parks.



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 4

SUPPLY AND nKMAfin

tl™
percent of this species' statewide dletrlbu-

IJee Z <' "dSlo"' 2‘ percent of the .ule deer dlstrlbntlonarea is in public ownership (primarily U.S.F.S.); 7 percent Is on

cent of Che private (and state) land is closed or severely restricted

p^h'urJL'd*;
"•"«« cLertJo"

of 1’Z PdPdlatlons are reported to be declining on 60 percent
districts, stable on 25 percent IncteLlngn 6 percent and undetermined on remainder. Productivity Is fair topoor on a majority of the hunting districts.

h a oJ"'**'’"
* percent of the state's human population and

during 1971-74 °
Th

' '‘''7 hunters reported afield statewideduring 1971-74. The number of all deer licensees afield In Region

tz sor/Jr fr" « everfge of

1^400 m r J
enoually during 1971-74. An average of

a
''•"’“ted annually during the 1971-74 manage-ment period, this comprised 72 percent of the Region's combined Liedeer and white-tailed deer harvest and 18 percent of the statewldfmule deer harvest. The peak harvest of 19,883 was In 1971* thelowest was 7,100 In 1975.

’

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success insolving problems listed below.
success in

P^T, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MAMACEMEtfT PARAMETERS TOR hULE DERR 1

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

1985

1990

1

Mule
Deer

Harvest^

15,400

7,100

8,159

10,000

10,000

10,000

30,470

21.400

21, .00

20, 000

21,300

22.400

Mule Deer
Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

45%

136.000 9

108.000 IS

110,400 1]

90, 000 8

100.000 20

111,000 21

basis of percent of species
‘Deer questionnaire information split
In harvest

'T«al‘‘dLr?J‘''‘' "“T Z "unldantlfied" daa, t.port.d In h.rv.stTotal dear llcas.aas afield . percent mule deer In h.rv.et

6-yEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) g^Pv^de 90,000 day. ol mule deer hunting ennually at . hunting succ... ret. 1

It SO P«7“°t and an ave^g; hunting effort of 9 davL.ule de"r hfr^e^Ld b"!^

Current trend is coward accelerated closure of private land tohunters.

‘hot including Indian Reservation, and National Parks,

STRATEGIES

Deten^ne by hunting district the amount and location of lands open.
hunting and why. Control the numberand distribution of mule deer hunters by; habitat type based on vegetationtopography and mule deer biology; some sort of permit system that Sillallow landowners to also hunt may be feasible; and establishing and

toplementlng management plans for private lands using above methods.Cain access to public lands by purchasing and/or leasing easements throughprivate lands. Explore methods to reimburse the private landowner foruse of hie land by the hunters, and not excluding Ides that a personusing the public land for grazing at reduced fees also owes something
to general public. Including hunting public. (Idea of payment to counties
through a percent of hunting license or as Region 7 suggests, through aspecial scamp, should be explored.

(continued)



MULE DEER - REGION (continued)

PROBLEMS

Intensified demand In the face of declining mule deer

numbers will require Intensive, refined management by

habitat type to achieve and maintain a maximum supply

available for hunting.

Mule deer seasons are currently established on a regional

basis vlth little regard toward a statewide goal.

The public lacks awareness of the overall factors Influencing

the status of deer and future management problems.

Federal and private land managing agencies are altering

habitat.

Coyote predation on deer.

Types and combinations of seasons may exert excessive

bunting pressure on mule deer in some units.

16

STRATEGIES

types fro. ERTS photos sod other
th“«°uirtj

*Sliifegt5Hr
srofy- etS^trn ;“Jer.u .ir popuutioo. CO

Establish hunting district boundaries and seasona baaed on vegctatl P g P y

mule deer biology.

taplement statevlde ccptehenslve planning which provide, a statewide goal and

regional objectives for mule deer.

hunting In Region 4.

T df ff ro morp effectively control programs that adversely affect habitat

JS^ougilclosIr contact with respective agencies and ^ke public aware of happenlnga.

Pto-ote land use planning to protect Inpottant nule deer arena.

soS "n“ol’t"hnl,uas! Including legalizing polsona for use under strict controls.

In areas where there ere general elthet-sex deer seasons combined with elk ecasons.

may have to alter deer se.son. Co protect them if h.rve.t

harvest In those areas where mule deer are most vulnerable tn hunting.



SUPPLY AKD DEMAND

l«nH
sq. miles) of Region 5'sland area

, which la 12 percent of this species* statewide distribu-tion area. In this region, only 19 percent of the mule deer distri-bution area is in public ownership (primarily U.S.P.S. and B.L.M.):
State school land and 77 percent is privately owned.About 50 percent of private land Is closed or severely restricted

to public hunting for mule deer. Nearly 70 percent of mule deerharvest comes from private land.
Mule deer populetlons are reported to be .table on SO percent

Ol.trlcts and declining on the remainder.

fl»^dls«lct.'’“'^*“
betueen poor and good and 1 . undetermined In a

K a
5 ha. 17.2 percent of the state's human population and

du^lis lOll'l!
'**“ bunters reported afield statewideduring 1511-M. The number of all deer licensee, afield In Region 5

“ “»«t*ge of28 200 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74, and 22.300 In

Jbl .'oi^ir"**'
“*' hdii'Mted annually duringthe 1971-74 management period and comprised 90 percent of the

region s combined mule deer and white-tailed deer harvest and 17percent of the statewide mule deer harvest. A peak harvest of17,156 occurred in 1973; the low was 3,578 in 1976
Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success Insolving problems listed below.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) To provide 64,000 days of
^ _!—SO. percent and an avraa*

MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5

P^T. CURRENT AND PROPOSED HANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR Mlll.R. npnl

Mule
Deer

Harvest^

15.000

6,500

3,578

8,000

B, 000

6. 000

Licensees Hunting
Af leld^ Success

1975

1976

1980

198S

1990

•Deer questionnaire
In harvest

^Includes a portion
•Total deer licensee

25,400

17.600

9.762

16, 000

18,000

20, 000

Mule Deer Effort
Hunting (Days Hunted

Recreation Per Mule Deer
Harvested^

102,000

73.000

47,700

64.000

72.000

80.000

Information split on basis of percent of species

: "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
afield X percent mule deer In harvest

PROBLEMS

About two-thirds of the mule deer harvest has been from private land,^ans are needed to maintain and increase public access to privatelands and to avoid hunter concentrations that exceed landowner
tolerance.

Mule deer winter r.nge Is lo poor eoodltloo la maoy srees sad
reproductive rates are low.

Land use practices such as subdivisions, overgrazing and sagebrush
control are deteriorating mule deer habitat.

mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of
hUBt iPE effort of 8 dava/mule deer harvaated hy 1980 .

Poor hunter ethics by <

relationships.
small minority continue to hamper landowner

STRATEGIES

Assign more personnel to make contacts with landowners and seek agreements
tor management of hunters. Identify hunter concentration areas, and asnecessary, increase enforcement, modify season lengths, control hunting
pressure by permits and work closely with landowners to keep open or re-
open closed lands. Including recognition of leasing hunting rights.

Continue sustained yield management to keep deer population levels
within limits of winter range.

Identify key habitat areas and encourage land managers to protect against
sagebrush control and over-use by livestock. Advise planners and land
developers on locations of key habitats. Purchase key land tracts
where feasible.

Encourage all hunters to consider rights of landowners and to assist
policing their ranks against Incidents that alienate landowners.

•Not including Indian reservations and National Parks. (continued)



MULE DEER - REGION 5 (continued)
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PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Disproportionate hunting pressure occurs on various herds Control distribution of hunting pressure through a permit system that could minimize
and herd segments, resulting In excessive hunter concentrations concentrations and disperse them better In time and available space to hunt,
in some areas and less than potential harvest In others.

Improved Information is needed on mule deer populations. Assign more personnel and work priorities to systematically improve mule deer
seasonal distribution, productivity, etc. In various information in specific districts,
hunting districts.



HULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 6

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Mule deer occur over 75 percent (16,217 eq. miles) of Region E'e

land area*, which is 14 percent of this species' statewide distribution
area. In this region, 44 percent of Che mule deer-lnhablted area Is In

public ownership (primarily 6.L.H.); 12 percent is on State school land,

and 44 percent Is privately owned. Only about IS percent of private
and school land Is closed or severely restricted to mule deer hunting.
About 61 percent of the mule deer harvest comes from public land.

Mule deer populations are reported to be declining on 75 percent
of Che region's hunting districts and stable on the remainder.
Productivity varies between good and fair In different districts.

Region 6 has 9.5 percent of Che state’s human population and had

9 percent of Che total deer hunters reported afield statewide during
1971-74. The number of all deer licensees afield In Region 6 Increased
from 17,958 In 1971 to 23,208 In 1973 with an average of 20,500 deer
licensees afield annually during 1971-74. An average of 5,300 mule
deer were harvested annually during the 1971-74 management period
comprising 45 percent of the region's combined mule deer and white-
called deer harvest and 6 percent of the statewide mule deer harvest.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success in

solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED miNAGEMENT PARAMETERS TOR MULE DEER *

1971-74

1975

1976

1960

1986

1990

Mule
Deer

Harvest^

5,300

2,862

2,762

4, 700

4, 700

4, 700

9,100

6,300

5,400

10, 400

11,000

12,000

Days

37.000

26.000

22,900

47,000

47,000

61,700

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

*Deer questionnaire Information split on basis of percent of species
In harvest

^Includes a portion of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent mule deer In harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)
To provide 47,000 days of mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

45 percent and an average hunting effort of 10 daye/mule deer harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Energy developments and intensified agriculture destroy mule deer

habitat and result In Increased hunting pressure on the remaining

STRATEGIES

Identify and map key mule deer areas and seek means to protect them
from degradation.

Improved Information is needed on mule deer populations, productivity

rates, seasonal distribution, etc. In various hunting districts.

Mule deer and whltetalls need to be managed as separate species.

Region 6 has a diverse mixture of Federal, state and private lands;

expected Increase In hunting pressures will have to be optimally

distributed to prevent private land closures.

Direct and coordinate efforts of all regional personnel, and If necessary,

assign additional biologists to Improve mule deer Information In specific
hunting districts. Modify hunter questionnaire to obtain specific
information by both deer species.

Improve mapping and signing to Identify access routes to public land and

to minimize pressure on private land problem areas. Identify mule deer

habitat on state lands and strive for means to allow and/or maintain

public access. As necessary, limit the number of hunters using specific

iNot Including Indian reservations and National Parks.



MULE DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 7
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SLTPPLY AND DEMAND
Mule (Jeer occur on 96 percent (29,853 sq. miles) of this region's

land ares*, which Is 25 percent of this species' statewide distribu-

tion area. Only 19 percent of the mule deer-lnhablted area Is In

public ownership (primarily U.S.F.S. and B.L.H.), 6 percent Is on

state school land and 75 percent Is privately owned. About 50 percent

of private and state land Is closed or severely restricted to mule

deer hunting. About 67 percent of the mule deer harvest Is on private

land.

Mule deer declined to a low point in 1975; their populations

are now Increasing In all hunting districts in Region 7.

Region 7 has 5.6 percent of the state's human population and had

21 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide during

1971-76. The number of all deer licensees afield In Region 7 Increased

from 33,755 In 1971 to 51,239 In 1976 with an average of 66,250 deer

licensees afield annually during 1971-76. An average of 27,600 mule

deer were harvested annually during the 1971-76 management period and

comprised 79 percent of the region's total deer harvest and 32 percent

of the statewide mule deer harvest.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success In solving

problems listed below.

I
6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) To provide 100,000 days of o

J
of 60 percent and an averagt

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES
Determine by hunting district, the amount an^ location of lands open,

closed and restricted to mule deer hunting and why. Control the number

and distribution of mule deer hunters by: (1) habitat type based on

vegetation, topography, and mule deer biology; (2) permits similar to

antelope: and (3) establishing and implementing management plans for

private lands to accommodate hunting (example: currently a 62CM- section

single land holding in Region 7 has a prescribed management plan for

antelope where the department agrees to: (1) determine the number and

distribution of antelope; (2) recommend the number and distribution

of hunters to accomplish the desired harvest; and (3) provide supervisory
assistance during the hunting season). Gain access to sizable public

land holdings where deer occur by purchasing and/or leasing easements
through private lands and Implementing existing plans, i.e. the S-60
program, with state and Federal land managers. Provide financial
inducement on an area basis (I.e. counties) from sportsmen via a

"county damage stamp" which: (1) yields an economic gain to the area;

(2) insures re-lmbursement of property lose to individual landowners

resulting from hunting: (3) represents a positive acceptable action from

sportsmen; and (6) obligates the state to initiate and regulate the means
of opening private land to hunting. (continued)

Private land has been providing about two-thirds of the mule deer

harvest but the current rate of private land closure or restriction

Is rapidly removing extensive hunting ares from access by the

general public. Mule deer have sometimes been overharveeted In

areas of hunter concentrations In accessible deer habitat.

*Not including Indian reservations and National Parka.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MULE DEER*

Mule
Deer Licensees

Afield^
Bunting
Success

Mule Deer
Hunting

Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Mule Deer
Harvested)

Aver
1971- 76 27,600 35,000 78Z 136,000 5

1975 19,000 30,800 62Z 122,000 6

1976 6,206 7,600 57Z 32,665 6

1980 20,000 25,000 80% 100,000 5

198S 20,000 26, 700 75% 100, 000 5

2990 20,000 28,000 71% 120, 000 6

*Deer questionnaire Information split on basis of percent of species
In harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported in harvest

^Total deer licensees afield x percent mule deer In harvest

mule deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate
hunting effort of 5 days/mule deer harvested by I960.



HULE DEER - REGION 7 (continued)

PROBLEMS

Since 1970, the demand for deer In Region 7, as Indicated
by the numbers of hunters, has Increased by 123 percent
while the number of mule deer has declined. Intenaifled
demand la the face of declining numbers will require
Intensive refined management by habitat type to achieve
a maximum supply.

The existing nonresident license structure of four specific
types (BS, B7, B8 and BIO) prohibits desired control by
hunting district.

Mule deer seasons are currently established on a regional
basis with little If any consideration toward a statewide
goal, consequently a variety of Interacting recommendations
result.

Intensified agricultural and energy developments are
deteriorating mule deer habitat. Heavy grazing, brush control,
extensive cultivation and vegetation removal, coal stripping,
and other activities are destroying and/or deteriorating
the quality of deer habitat.

STRATEGIES

Determine, by topographic and vegetation similarities, habitat types from CRTS
and Infrared photos and geological survey maps.

Determine the biological supply of mule deer by habitat type for each hunting
district and assess Che security of each type by evaluating productivity, mortality,
age structure, density, distribution and effects of hunting. Intensive serial and
ground surveys, population modeling, thermo Infrared censuslng and specific research
will be employed.
Establish hunting district boundarlis and seasons based on vegetation, topography,
mule deer biology and landovmer considerations. Modify hunter questionnaire to
obtain specific Information on hunter success and effort for mule deer.

Introduce legislation to pattern the nonresident license structure after Che
resident.

Implement and support statewide comprehensive planning which provides a statewide
goal and regional objectives for mule deer.

Identify key mule deer habitat areas and encourage public agencies and private
landowners to protect them from degradation. Promote land use planning and
land management practices that will protect or enhance deer habitat and provide
guidelines for minimizing or ellmlnsting the effects of detrimental land use
practices

.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
White-tailed deer are widely distributed In Montana, but over less

extensive areas than mule deer. Whltetalls occur on 38,356 sq. miles,
or 29 percent of the state (excluding National Parks and Indian Reserva-
tions). Landovmershlp status where whltetalls occur Is 32 percent
public, 65 percent private and 3 percent state school lands. About a

third of private land with whltetalls was estimated to be closed or
severely restricted to public hunting in 1975. Slightly more chan 75

percent of the whltetall harvest Is estimated to come from privately
controlled lands. Figure 2 Indicates whltetall distribution and land-
ownership by regions.

Whltetalls have gradually extended their range throughout most of

the drainages of Montana that have tree and/or brush cover and they
also are present In foothill habitat of most mountain ranges.

Whltetall populations appear to be stable or Increasing in many
areas east of the Divide, and are stable or decreasing west of Che

Divide.
During 1965-74, whltetalls comprised between 25 and 29 percent

of the statewide deer harvest. This percentage rose to 37 percent In

1975 with the declining mule deer harvest.
The supply of whltetalls currently exceeds the demand. Increasing

demand is expected and attainment of 1960 harvest objectives will be

dependent on the availability of whltetalls on private land. Major

changes in Che current deer management framework and success In

solving problems listed below will be necessary to attain 1980 objec-
tives. Increased emphasis on whltetall management in specific areas

is expected.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER*

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1$80

1985

1990

White-tailed
Deer

Harvest^

30,200

28,800

38,700

30.000

28,500

16.000

40,000

40,000

40, 000

Licensees
Afield^

44,500

49.000

61,600

57,330

65,700

43,640

79. 000

80.000

83,000

Wliite-called Effort
Deer Hunting (Days Hunted Per

Hunting Recreation White-tailed Deer
Success Dave Harvested)

68Z 227,600 8

60Z 266,700 9

622 331,800 9

522 358,200 12

442 391,800 14

382 308,000 19

461,000 II

60% 462,000 12

48% 488,000 12

^Deer questionnaire information split on basis of percent of species
in hatvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified” deer In harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer In total harvest

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To protect and perpetuate white-tailed deer and their habitat and to main sufficient quantities

of available, harvestable whltetalls to meet demands for hunting and nonhunting recreation.

To provide annually 461,000 days of whltetall hunting at a hunting success rate of

SO percent and an average hunting effort of 11 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by I960.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Whltetall habitat is deteriorating due to expansion of man's activities.

Including dams, subdivisions, intensifying agriculture and forest

munagement .

Identify whltetall habitat areas and strive to protect them against over-

grazing, cover removal, subdivision development, unwise timber management

practices, highway construction, energy and mining developments, dam

building and other man-caused activities that destroy or deteriorate

white-tailed deer habitat. Provide assistance In planning, timber

management, road construction, agriculture, and county and city develop-

ments. Seek means to improve whltetall habitat. Support legislation

that protects wildlife habitat.

(continued)
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PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Landowner tolerance to public hunting Is a key factor In toalntalnlng
or Increasing whltetall harvests.

Implement an extensive effort of contact with pertinent landowners to
Identify the basic reasons for closure and ascertain Che conditions necessary
to okalotaln or restore a reasonable degree of public access for hunting.
Implement means to control Che number and distribution of deer hunters In
time and space. Continue to emphasize Che Importance of good hunting ethics
and respect for private property. Improve access to public lands by
(a) purchasing and/or leasing easements through private lands, and
(b) seeking the cooperation of public and private land managers to Improve
signing and provision of maps designating public roads and public-private
land ownership. Provide and implement specific area plans for managing
and supervising deer hunting on private lands. Explore methods to provide
improved economic inducement for private lands to accommodate public hunting.
Where private land predominates, implement harvest objectives and seasons
that aim coward a relatively high hunter success and low effort (days afield
per deer harvested) and stress controlled participation and distribution of
hunters. Support legislation to Improve control of distribution of non-
resident deer hunters.

Improved knowledge about white-tailed deer ecology, population
dynamics, distribution, and factors Influencing reproduction,
survival and mortality rates Is needed to provide Che Intensive
management necessary to adequately protect and properly utilize
this species in Che future.

Increase field efforts Co ascertain whltetall populations and trends over
extensive areas and various habitat types. Continue research on population
dynamics, habitat requirements, and Impacts of land use, hunting and
predation. Continue cooperative efforts with state veterinarians and
livestock interests CO determine causltlve factors and significance of
local whltetall die-offs. Modify hunter questionnaire to provide specific
Information on hunter success and effort for white-called deer.

(More specific problems and tcegles in Regions follow.)



WHITE-TAILED DEERl DISTRIBUTION AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP
by

Fish and Game Regions

(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)

^Dlstrlbuclon Includes all area where species Is present at some time of the year;
thus It tends to be a maximum Inclusion of area Che species Inhabits, Including
marginal habitat with low population densities of the species.

*Includes state forestry land open to public.

••State school land — access dependent on private leasee.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Whltecalls occur on 6,497 aq. olles, or 76 percent of Region l'(

land area^, which la 22 percent of this species' statewide distribu-

tion area. In this region, 70 percent of the whltetall-lnhablted

area la In public ownership (prlmarly U.S.F.S.}; 30 percent is

privately owned. Only about S percent of private land with white-

tails is estimated to be closed or severely restricted to hunting.

About 55 percent of the whltetall harvest comes from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported as stable throughout Region

I's hunting districts. Productivity rates are fair to poor.

Region 1 has 12.3 percent of the state's human population and

had 9 percent of the total deer licensees reported afield statewide

during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield in Region 1

ranged from 17,325 In 1971 to 22,566 in 1973 with an average of

nearly 20,000 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74 and

1975. An average of 6,600 whltetalls were harvested annually

during the 1971-74 management period and comprised 79 percent of

the region's total deer harvest and 21 percent of the statewide

whltetall harvest. Recent harvests ranged from 8,400 in 1973 to

3,300 In 1976.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success in

solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER*

White-tailed
Deer

Harvest^
Licensees
Afield^

Hunting
Success

White-tailed
Deer Hunting
Recreation

Davs

Effort
(Days Hunted Per
White-tailed

Deer Harvested)

1971-74 6,600 15,700 42Z 124,500 19

1975 4,000 14 400 28Z 110.400 27

1976 3,300 i2,:no 26Z 108,000 32

]980 6,000 28,000 J3Z 266,000 26

198S 6,000 20,000 JO* 268, 000 28

2990 6,000 22,000 2?X 292, 000 32

^Deer questionnaire information split on basis of percent of species

in harvest
^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported in harvest

^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer in harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)* provide 156,000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate

of 33 percent and an average hunting effort of 26 days/white-talled deer harvested by 1960,

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

White-tailed deer habitat Is influenced both by a closing forest

canopy and by timber management practices.

Provide assistance in timber management planning, evaluate and propose

alternative practices, closely monitor all logging activities. Seek

cooperation from land management agencies and private companies to

promote desirable whltetall habitat.

Subdivision development Is eliminating essential whltetall winter
range in many areas.

Elk management emphasis may be detrimental to whltetalls in some

areas. Whltetalls cannot compete with elk on most winter ranges.

Deer-car collisions are Increasing In certain localities.

White-tailed deer fawn survival is chronically law.

Provide necessary input to local land use planning groups and encourage

strict subdivision laws that protect deer habitat.

Determine land capability for whitetalls and other big game, establish
management priorities based on species needs and consideration for

public demand. A higher harvest of elk may be necessary in some areas
to benefit white-tailed deer.

Seek Improvements in roadside vegetation management that will minimize
frequency of deer collisions.

Continue field research to determine the causltlve factors.

‘Not Including Indian Reservations and National Parka. (continued)
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PROBLEMS

Oil, gas and mineral exploration and associated road-building
and increased human activity will deteriorate white-tailed
deer habitat.

Free ranging dogs harass and kill deer.

STRATEGIES

Identify Important whltetall habitat and conflict areas and seek cooperation
to protect deer habitat and mlninlze degradation. Eliminate or curtail use
of expanded road ayetems that do develop.

Institute regulations making free ranging dogs a nuisance and permit
disposal of game-harassing dogs by enforcement personnel.
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SITPPLY AND DEMAND
Whltetalls occur on 5,74ii sq. mllee or 56 percent of Region 2's

land area^, which la 15 percent of this species' statewide distribu-

tion area. In this region, 58 percent of the whltetall-lnhablted

area is in public ownership (primarily U.S.P.S.): 42 percent is

privately owned. Host (85X) of private land with whltetalls is open

to hunting. About 60 percent of the whltetall harvest comes from

private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be declining in about 60

percent of the region's hunting districts, stable In 15 percent and

undetermined in the remainder. Productivity la poor In many areas.

Region 2 has 15.3 percent of the state's human population and

had 11 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide

during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield In Region 2

ranged from 20,200 In 1971 to 27,200 in 1973 with an average of

23,400 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74. An average

of 3,000 whltetalls were harvested annually during the 1971-74

management period. This comprised 35 percent of the region's deer

harvest and 9 percent of the statewide whltetall harvest. Annual

harvests ranged from 4,500 In 1973 to 1,200 in 1976.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success In

solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER l

White-tailed

Harvest^
Licensees Hunting
Afield^ Success

White-tailed
Deer Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted Per

White-tailed Deer
Harvested)

1971-74 2,800

1975 2,060

1976 1.200

1980 2,600

198S 2,600

1990 2,600

8,300 35Z

9.000 23t

7.000 18X

10,4 70 25%

11,400 23%

12,200 21%

58,100

59,700

51,800

73. 000

78. 000

88. 000

20

29

42

28

30

34

^Deer questionnaire Information split on basis of percent of species
In harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer In harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):

PROBLEMS

To provide 73,000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success race of

25 percent and an average hunting effort of 38 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by 1980.

STRATEGIES

Land development and use practices are reducing the amount and Promote land use planning, zoning and legislation which would protect

quality of deer ranges and competing with deer use. important deer ranges from subdivision, mining, excessive grazing, poorly
planned timber harvest, dams, or ocher developments. Oppose range manage-
ment emphasis on public land that benefits livestock at the expense of

deer. Discourage brush removal projects and heavy cattle grazing In

river bottom areas Chat are whltetall range. Discourage silvicultural
practices chat reduce or degrade whltetall winter range, such as large
clearcuts chat remove excessive amounts of conifer canopy and remove
brush to stimulate tree growth.

White-tailed deer net production Is generally low over much of

the region.

Whltetall population Information Is lacking in some hunting districts.

INot Including Indian Reservations and National Parks.

Continue field research to determine causative factors for low productivity
and fawn survival and take appropriate action recosnoended from research
results. Whicecail habitat can be Improved by periodically logging small
portions of their winter range in a manner to maintain early successlonal
stages of vegetation essential as winter food supply. Coyote control
may be necessary If their predation Is shown to have a significant effect
on whltetall populations.
Change current work priorities, develop more efficient means of obtaining
deer population data and/or assign additional personnel Co obtain deer
population information In specific hunting districts.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Whltetalls occur on 1,246 sq. miles, or 12 percent of Region
3'9 land area^, which Is 3 percent of this species' statewide
distribution area. Only 5 percent of the whltetall-lnhablted
area Is In public ownership, 4 percent Is on state school lends
and 91 percent Is privately owned. An estimated 50 percent of
private land with whltetalls Is closed or severely restricted
to hunting. About 80 percent of the whltetall harvest comes
from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be increasing on
25 percent of Region 3's hunting districts, stable on 33 per-
cent and undetermined on the remainder. Productivity Is known
to be good In a few areas and is undetermined in most hunting
districts.

Region 3 has 15.2 percent of the state's human population
and had 17 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield
statewide during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield
in Region 3 ranged from 30,780 In 1971 to 39,630 In 1973 with
an average of 35,600 deer licensees afield annually during
1971-74. An average of 1,000 whltetalls were harvested annually
during the 1971-74 management period and comprised 6 percent of
Region 3's deer harvest and 3 percent of the statewide whltetall
harvest.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success
in solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FDR WHITE-TAILED DEER>

White-tailed

Deer
Harvest^

Licensees
Afield^

Hunting
Success

White-called
Deer Hunting
Recreation

Davs

Effort
(Days Hunted 1

White-Called 0«

1971-•74 1,000 2,100 46Z 12,000 13

1975 600 2.400 27Z 16.000 24

1976 500 2.300 21Z 17,200 36

1980 1,100 3,?00 30% 23,000 21

1986 1,200 3,800 28% 26,300 23

1990 1,100 4,200 26% 28,600 26

‘Deer questionnaire
In harvest

Information spilt on basis of percent of species

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer In harvest

6-YEAR 0BJECTlVE{1977-82) :

provide 23,000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate
of 30 percent and an average hunting effort of 21 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by 1980.

Subdivisions and other land use development)
upon whltetall winter habitat.

Whltetall population and distribution Information Is lacking In
some areas due to pressing workloads from ocher big game species.

I Is small and hunting Is limited

STRATEGIES

Identify Important whltetall habitats and promote land use planning, flood
plain zoning, and legislation which would protect whltetall range from
subdivisions and other land use developments. Discourage land uses thot
destroy or degrade whltetall habitat.

> improve basic

Control the number of hunters participating and encourage good hunting
ethics and consideration for private landowners.

‘Not including Indian Reservations and National Parks.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Whltecalls occur on 7,322 s<). olles, or 30 percent of

Region 4's land area^, which Is 19 percent of this species'
statewide distribution area. Only 9 percent of the uhltetail
distribution area la In public ownership, 05 percent is privately
owned and 6 percent Is on State school land. About 70 percent
of private and state land with whltetalls is closed or severely
restricted to hunting. Over 00 percent of the whltetall harvest
comes from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be stable on 75 per-
cent of the region's hunting districts, declining on 12 percent,
Increasing on 6 percent and undetermined on 6 percent. Produc-
tivity is good In most of the region's hunting districts.

Region 4 has 24.7 percent of the state's human population
and had 20 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield
statewide during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield
In Region 4 increased from 40,756 in 1971 to 47,000 in 1973
with an average of nearly 42,300 deer licensees afield annually
during 1971-74. An average of 6,100 whltetalls were harvested
annually during the 1971-74 management period and comprised 20
percent of the region's deer harvest and 19 percent of the state-
wide whltetall harvest. Annual harvests have ranged from 7,100
In 1973 to 4,100 In 1974 and 1975. Due primarily to lower mule
deer harvests, the percent whltetall In Region 4 deer harvest
has Increased from 24 percent In 1971 to 43 percent in 1975.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success
In solving probl««"a listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER*

1971-74

1975

1976

3980

1985

1990

White-tailed
Deer

Harvest^

6.100

5,300

3,327

4,900

4,900

4,900

11,000

16,100

0,. 16

9,600

10, 500

11,100

White-tailed
Deer Hunting
Recreation

Days

54.000

01.000

43.000

44.000

49. 000

54. 000

Effort
(Days Hunted Per
White-tailed Deer

Harvested

I basis of percent of species^Deer questionnaire Information
in harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer in harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-02): provide 44,000 days of
50 percent and an average

white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate <

hunting effort of 9 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by I960.

i white-tailed deer

With methods described In R-4 mule deer segment, maintain and/or re-open
private land to hunting through working with landovmers. Acquire deer
habitat and/or access through purchase or lease.

Provide whltetall habitat information to local v’lanning groups and inform
public land managers and private landowners of the harmful effects of
activities such as brush removal and heaw gracing In whltetall habitat
and encourage consideration for the deer.

Where It is established that coyotes are significantly reducing deer
populations, Instigate control techniques, including legalizing poisons
for use under strict controls.

iNot Including Indian Reservations and National Parks.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

^

Whitecails occur on 1,242 sq. miles, or 9 percent of Region
5 s land area*, which Is 3 percent of this species' statewide dis-
tribution area. Only 4 percent of the whltetall-lnhablted area Is
in public ownership, 93 percent Is privately owned and 3 percent
Is on state school land. Over 60 percent of private and state
land Is closed to whltetall hunting. About 97 percent of the
whltetall harvest cones from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be Increasing on 50
percent of the region's hunting districts, stable on 25 percent
and undetermined on 25 percent. Productivity is reported good
on about 50 percent of the hunting districts and is undeierolned
in the remainder.

Region 5 has 17.2 percent of the state's human population and
had 13 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide
during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield in Region 5
increased from 24,218 in 1971 to 32,044 in 1973 with an average
of nearly 28,200 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74.
An average of 1,700 whltetalls were harvested annually during the
1971-74 management period and comprised 10 percent of Region S’s
deer harvest and 5 percent of the statewide whltetall harvest.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success in
solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOK WHITE-TAILED DEER^

White-tailed
Deer

Harvested^
Licensees
Afield 3

Hunting
Surcesft

White-tailed
Deer Hunting
Recreation

DavB

Effort
(Daya Hunted T

White-tailed C

1971-74 1,700 2,800 60t 11,000 7

1975 1,765 4,600 37t 19,500 11

1976 960 2.600 37X 12,700 13

1S80 2,500 S.vOO 60% 20, 000 e

198$ 2, $00 5,700 44% 22, 500 9

1990 2,500 6,400 40% 25,000 10

‘Deer questionnaire Information spilt on basis of percent of species
in harvest

^^**^^***^®8 prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer In harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 20.000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate
of SO percent and an average hunting effort of 8 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by 1980.

Whltetall hunting is dependent upon access to private
of which is being closed or restricted to hunting.

STRATEGIES

Assign additional personnel and/or change work priorities to make
personal contacts with landowners and seek agreements for managing
deer hunters using private land.

Whltetalls biologically could sustain higher harvest rates In many
areas but many hunters have a low interest or lack knowledge on how
to successfully hunt them.

Promote Interest through Information programs and specific hunting
seasons that Increase opportunity to hunt whltetalls.

Biological Information Is difficult to obtain In some units; Improved
Information might allow better utilization of whltetall populations
and prevent chronic agricultural damage in winter.

Subdivisions, intensifying agriculture and other land use developments
are deteriorating whltetall habitat.

Assign additional personnel and/or change work priorltlea to obtain
additional field Information on whltetall population status,
distribution, and sustained harvest potential In specific areas.

Provide whitetail habitat Information to local planning groups and
Inform public and private land managers of the harmful effects of
activities such as brush removal and heavy grazing to whltetall
habitat.

Not Including Indian Reservations and National Parks.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Whltetalls occur on 3,026 sq. miles, or percent of Region 6*9

land area*, which la 8 percent of thle species' statewide distribution
area. Only 10 percent of the whltetall distribution area is in public
ownership (B.L.M.), 82 percent Is privately owned and 8 percent la on

state school land. Over 83 percent of private and state land is open
to whltetall hunting. About 88 percent of the whltetall harvest comes

from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be stable on 70 percent of

Region b's hunting districts, decreasing on 15 percent and Increasing
on the remaining IS percent. Productivity Is known to be good on a

few hunting districts, Is poor on one and undetermined In many.
Region 6 has 9.5 percent of the state's human population and had

9 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide during
1971-74, The number of deer licensees afield in Region 6 Increased
from 17,958 In 1971 to 23,208 In 1973 with an average of 20,250 deer
licensees afield annually during 1971-74. An average of 6,400 white-
tails were harvested annually during the 1971-74 management period
comprising 55 percent of Region 6*8 deer harvest and 20 percent of

the statewide whltetall harvest. Annual harvests have varied from
8,100 In 1973 to 2,190 in 1976.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success In
solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEER *

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

1986

1990

White-tailed
Deer

Harvested^

6,400

3,200

2,190

6,000

6,000

6,000

Licensees Hunting
Afield^ Success

11,000

6,300

4.250

n, zoo

14,200

16,000

White-tailed
Deer Hunting (Days Hunted Per
Recreation

Days

44.500

30.000

18,064

60.000

60, 000

66, 000

White-tailed Deer
Harvested)

*Deer questionnaire information split on basis of percent of species
In harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified” deer reported in harvest
^Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer in harvest

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)

:

To provide 60,000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success rate of
45 percent and an average hunting effort of 10 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Future harvests depend upon maintaining access to private and public
land. Inconsiderate behavior by a few hunters aggravates the access
problem.

Intensifying agriculture and energy developments are or will deteriorate
deer habitat in some areas.

Hunters prefer mule deer in some areas and have a lower Interest In
hunting whltetalls.

Implement steps to cause Improved distribution of hunters. Including
agreements with private landowners to control and monitor hunting
pressure and Improved signing and mapping of access to public lands.
We suggest compulsory adult hunter education to Improve hunter ethics.
Seek means to provide Incentive to landowners to maintain land open
to public hunting.

Identify key whltetall habitat areas and encourage public agencies and
private landowners to protect them from degradation.

Provide incentive for hunting whltetalls.

Biological Information Is not easily obtained on whltetalls and lack
of Information limits higher utilization rates.

*Not Including Indian Reservations and National Parks.

Assign personnel to work specifically on obtaining white-tailed deer
information and to contact private landowners to seek means to keep land

open to hunting. Modify hunter questionnaire to obtain specific informa-
tion on whltetall hunting success and effort.



VfHITE-TAILED DEER STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 7

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Whltetalis occur on 11,277 sq. miles, or 36 percent of Region

7 s Isnd area
, which Is 29 percent of this species' statewide

distribution area. Only 17 percent of the whltetall distribution
area Is in public ownership (primarily B.L.M. and U.S.F.S.), 78 per-
cent Is privately owned and 5 percent Is on state school land.
Estimates are that 33 percent of private and state land Is closed
or severely restricted to whltetall hunting. About 85 percent of
the whltetall harvest comes from private land.

Whltetall populations are reported to be Increasing In 40
percent of the region's hunting districts and stable In most of
the others.

Region 7 has 5.8 percent of the state's human population and
had 21 percent of the total deer hunters reported afield statewide
during 1971-74. The number of deer licensees afield In Region 7
Increased from 33.755 in 1971 to 51,239 in 1974 with an average
of 44,250 deer licensees afield annually during 1971-74, An
average of 7,200 whltetalis were harvested annually during the
1971-74 management period comprising 21 percent of Region 7'8
deer harvest and 23 percent of the statewide whltetall harvest.
Whltetall harvests have increased from 4,600 In 1971 to 11,300
in 1975; the percentage of whltetalis In deer harvests changed
from 17 percent to 37 percent In the same period. Whltetall
harvests dropped sharply in 1976 when regulations resulted In a
sharp reduction of resident and nonresident hunters traveling
to southeast Montana.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success
In solving problems listed below.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) ^o provide 85,000 days of white-tailed deer hunting annually at a hunting success
80 percent and an average hunting effort of 5 days/whlte-talled deer harvested by

STRATEGIES

Identify key whltetall habitat areas and encourage public agencies and
private landowners to protect them from degradation. Promote land-use
planning and management which would protect whltetall habitat from
activities such as coal stripping, heavy graslng. and brush and riparian
vegetation removal.

Support legislation to pattern the nonresident license structure after
the resident and enable control of hunting pressure by specific hunting
districts.

Intensified agriculture and energy developments are deteriorating
whltetall habitat.

The existing nonresident license structure precludes desired
hunter number control by specific hunting districts.

raar. current AND proposed MANACEME.NT PARAMETERS FOR WHITE-TAILED DEg8>

1975

1976

1980

1985

1990

White-tailed
Deer

Harvested^

7,200

11,300

4.755

1?,000

17,000

17,000

Licensees Hunting
Afield^ Success

9,200 76Z

18,100 62Z

8.366 51Z

Zl, 200 80%

22,600 75%

24,000 71%

White-tailed Effort
Deer Hunting (Days Hunted Par
Recreation White-tailed Deer

Harvested)

35.000 5

72.000 6

36,837 8

65.000 5

85.000 5

102,000 8

r Information spilt on basis of percent of specie
^Deer questlonnalr
In harvest

^Includes prorated number of "unidentified" deer reported In harvest
Total deer licensees afield x percent white-tailed deer In harvest

‘Not including Indian Reservations and National Parks. (continued)



WHITE-TAILED DEER - REGION 7 (continued)

PROBLPtS

Intensified demand for a species located primarily on

privately controlled land will require intensive, refined

management by both habitat types and landownershlp

considerations to achieve and sustain desired supplies

of hsrvestable deer available for public hunting.

3A

STRATEGIES

Determine, by hunting district, the amount and location of lands open, closed and

restricted to white-tailed deer hunting and why.

Control the number and distribution of white-tailed deer hunters by: (1) habitat

type based on vegetation, topography, and whltetail biology; (2) permits similar

to antelope; and (3) establishing and implementing management plans for private

lands to accoomodate hunting (example: currently a section single land holding

in Region 7 has a prescribed management plan for antelope where the department

agrees to: (1) determine the number and distribution of antelope; (2) recommend

the number and distribution of hunteis to accomplish the desired harvest; and

(3) provide supervisory assistance during Che hunting season).

Gain access to sizable public land holdings by purchasing and/or leasing easements

through private lands and implementing existing plans, l.e. the S-60 program, with

state and Federal land managers.

Provide financial inducement on an area basis (l.e. counties) from sportsmen via a

"county damage stamp" which; (1) yields an economic gain to the area; (2) insures

re-imbursement of property loss to individual landowners resulting from hunting;

(3) represents a positive acceptable action from sportsmen; and (A) obligates the

state CO Initiate and regulate Che means of opening private land Co hunting.

Determine, by topographic and vegetation similarities, habitat types from ERTS

and Infrared photos and geological survey maps.

Determine the biological supply of white-tailed deer by habitat type for each hunting

district and assess Che security of each type by evaluating productivity, mortality,

age structure, density, distribution and effects of hunting. Intensive aerial and

ground surveys, population modeling, thermo infrared censuslng and specific research

will be employed. Modify hunter questionnaire to obtain specific information on

hunter success and effort for whlcecails.

Establish hunting district boundaries and seasons based on vegetation, topography,

white-tailed deer biology and land ownership considerations.



ELK STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
The elk Is a highly prlied big gaae animal from the standpoint

of Its size, palatable meat, trophy value and sporting qualities.
Elk occur on 36.370 sq. miles, or 28 percent of the state (excludingNational Parks and Indian reservations). They are distributed
primarily in the forested areas of western and central Montana, butalso occur In the rough terrain of the Missouri Breaks in north-
eastern Montana (Fig. 3). Landownershlp status where elk occur Is
73 percent public, 2 percent state school land and 25 percent
private. Slightly over 80 percent of the elk harvest Is estimated
to come from public land.

Since 1950, estimated annual elk harvests have usually been
•ustalned between 10.000 end 16.000. Elk manege.ent. Including
acquisition of Important winter ranges, has received a high degree
of Department emphasis and has been relatively successful. Most
of the state s elk herds have stable or increasing populations;

by*i980*^
Increase In the annual, harvestable supply is anticipated

Future supplies of elk for harvest and/or viewing will depend
greatly upon land-use policies on public forests and adjacent lands
vital for winter range. Elk management policies and the types and
variety of hunting opportunities available will also be dependent
on land uses (degree of roads, timber harvest, access, etc.)

Hunting demand for elk Is continually increasing; the number
of elk hunters reported afield statewide Increased from 70,300 In
1971 to 90.700 In 1975. Nonresident elk huntere reported afield
Increased from 9.750 In 1971 to 18.000 in 1975 (20Z of total elk
hunters)

.

In 1976 a 17,000 limit (and Increased fees) was placed on non-re.lgcut .Ik llc.ns.s by Che Ugl.latur., Only 11.500 noncld.iit'elk hunter, were reported .field in 1576. Eitrenely mild weather

h'
reduced nuaber of hunter.»d low harvest. Combined re.ldeut and limited uouteeldent deoeodfor b.rvcet.ble elk la expected to exceed the .y.ll.ble euppiy

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ELK

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1980

ms
1990

11,500
10,400
16.900
10,600
14,600
7,660

14,800*
14,800*

14,800*

70,300
74,500
87.700
88,200
90.700
74,190
93,000**
99, 000**

106, SOO**

Hunting
Succeee

16X
lit
les

Elk Hunting
Recreation

Dave

514,800
552.700
641.700
719.000

650.000
601,064

700. 000
785.000

BSl.OOO

Effort
(Daye Hunted
Per Elk

Harvested)

45

53

STATEWIDE GOAL:

e-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):

To protect end perpetuate elk and their hoblt.t and to Increaee Che aupply
of available, harvestable elk to meet demands for hunting and non-hunting recrea
To provide 700,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of 16
percent and an average hunting effort of 48 daya/elk harvested by 1980.

•not including Yellowstone National Park migratory
elk harvestable in late season hunt

••based on Montana Department of Community Affairs
human population projections (mid-range) and 16,000
nonresidents afield statewide.

(continued)



ELK STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Land uses are Increasing chat reduce or destroy the carrying capacity
for elk. Included are timber management, livestock grazing, sub-
division and recreation resort expansion, mining and oil and gas
exploration.

Increasing hunting demand is resulting In concentrations of hunters
which in some cases Is lowering the quality of the hunting
experience and/or causing negative effects to welfare of specific

Access Co public land with elk la blocked by closed private land.

Some elk herds cause periodic damage to private property.

Some habitats may not support current, or increased, numbers of
elk without significant replacement of other big game species.

36

STRATEGIES

Urge public and private forest managers to apply the recommendations
of the cooperative elk-logging study. Seek cooperation to keep the
number and mileage of new forest roads to a minimum and to close
roads when primary need for them is over. Identify Important elk
habitat and provide assistance to timber managers to promote consid-
eration for elk habitat needs. Closely monitor all logging practices
and present alternatives wnere necessary. Seek means to Improve
elk habitat. Encourage "let burn" policies in wilderness areas
that would benefit elk. Sejk cooperation of public land managers
to improve allocation of forage for elk. Acquire key elk winter
ranges on private land where feasible by purchase, lease or
agreements. Promote land-use planning and legislation which would
protect elk habitat. Continue Intensive research to determine elk
requirements and relationships of land use.

Reduce hunter concentrations in time and space by manipulating hunting
seasons, restricting elther-sex hunts to limited permits, and assigning
hunting periods and quotas to specific areas to disperse hunters.
Evaluate current hunter use of Department elk ranges and take necessary
steps to prevent excessive concentrations of hunters.

Work intensively with private landowners to seek conditions under which
they would increase public access. Cooperate with the U.S. Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management to expand their public access
programs. Assist sportsmen in maintaining legal access where It is
threatened. Acquire access routes by purchase, lease or agreements.

Maintain Sustained harvests by adequate hunting seasons to maintain
elk herds within range carrying capacity. Implement special hunting
seasons In local areas of reported damage and provide other necessary
assistance to landowners. Acquire or seek trades of private land that
have chronic elk damage complaints.

Evaluate specific areas of inter-speclf Ic competition, determine what
alternative management directions arc possible and Inform the public
of the various consequences and/or trade offs. Revise management
objectives. If necessary, in accordance with the capability of the
land, species needs, and consideration for public demand.



Pig. 3
ELK DISTRIBUTION* AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP

by
Fish and Game Regions

(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)
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••State school land — access dependent on private leasee.

(Public area somewhat Inflated due to private land within forest boundaries.)
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PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS r<iK ELK IN REGION

Elk occur on 10,570 sq. miles, or 95 percent ot the land area

in Region 1; this Is 29 percent of the statewide elk distribution

area. The elk-inhabited land in Region 1 Is 75 percent public

(mainly U.S.F.S.) and 25 percent private. Nearly 90 percent of Elk Licensees Hunting
Elk Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Elk

the elk harvest comes from public land. Harvest Afield Success Davs Harvested)

Elk populations are reported as stable In 4 of 5 hunting

districts and increasing In 1. Productivity is good In 4

districts and fair In 1. 1971- 74 2,200 16,650 13X 129,000 59

The number of elk hunters (licensees afield) ranged from

14,950 in 1971 to 18,250 in 1973 with a 5-year average of 16,750, 1975 2,476 17,133 14X 126,800 52

representing 20 percent of the total elk hunters afield statewide.

An average of 2,250 elk were harvested annually from 1971 to 1975, 1976 1,583 14,533 11? 121,900 77

comprising 17 percent of the statewide elk harvest. Annual

harvests ranged from 1,563 in 1976 to 2,750 In 1973. 1980 2, 600 18,200 131 140,000 56

Future objectives are aimed to maintain elk harvest and recrea-

tion opportunities similar to those of 1975. Increasing numbers of 2986 2, 600 19,900 12% 166, 000 62

hunters afield will tend to gradually lower hunting success and

increase days of hunting effort per elk harvested. Attainment of 1990 2, 600 21,800 11% 1?6, 000 ?0

future objectives will be dependent upon the degree of success In

solving problems listed below.

L
6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 140,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

13 percent and an average hunting effort of 56 days/elk harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS
Timber cutting and associatea road building are accelerating at a

rate that precludes proper consideration for elk habitat values

in public forest land management.

Request forest managers to give full consideration to recommendations
of Interagency Cooperative Elk Logging Study. Provide assistance to

public and private timber managers to promote consideration for elk
habitat requirements. Closely monitor all logging practices and prepare
alternatives where necessary. Close logging roads that hinder elk herds
and migration.

Forest succession and fire suppression policies are causing elk

habitat deterioration.

Hunting pressure is Increasing to undesirable levels, particularly
during shorter either-sex seasons.

Short either-sex seasons do not harvest migratory elk In South Fork
In all years.

Promote the recognition of the importance of serai vegetation stages
for optimum elk winter range and pursue possibilities of improving elk
winter ranges through burning (both controlled and wildfire) and/or
carefully conceived and executed timber management practices.

Implement hunting seasons with limits on hunter participation per time

Implement late either-sex permit hunts aimed to obtain proper harvest
of migratory herds.

Subdivisions, mining, and oil and gas exploration threaten the

welfare of elk.

Identify all important elk habitat and oppose activities that are

detrimental to elk.



ELK STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 2

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Elk occur on 6,508 sq. miles, or 83 percent of the land area

In Region 2; this is 23 percent of the statewide elk distribution
area. The elk-inhabited land in Region 2 is 73 percent public
(mainly U.S.F.S.) and 27 percent private. Over 20 percent of the
private land is closed or severely restricted. About 78 percent
of the elk harvest comes from public land.

Elk populations are reported as stable in 14 of 21 hunting
districts, increasing in 3 and undetermined in 4. Productivity
Is good In 11 districts, fair in 3 and undetermined In 7.

The number of elk hunters (licensees afield) Increased from
22,000 in 1971 to 26,950 In 1975 with a 5-year average of 24,600,
representing 30 percent of the total elk hunters afield statewide.
An average of 3,900 elk were harvested annually from 1971 to 1975,
comprising 30 percent of the statewide elk harvest. Annual
harvests ranged from 1,936 in 1976 to 5,285 in 1973,

Future objectives are aimed to Increase elk harvest and
recreation opportunities somewhat over the 1971-75 period.
Increasing numbers of elk hunters afield are expected to gradually
lower hunting success and Increase days of effort per elk harvested.
Attainment of future objectives will be dependent upon the degree
of success in solving problems listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ELK IN REGION 2

1971-74

1975

1976

19S0

198S

1990

Elk Licensees Hunting
Harvest Afield Success

3,670 24,000 15X

4,714 26,949 17X

1,936 21,954 9X

4,900 29,800 14t

4,200 31.100 13%

4,200 33,100 12%

Effort
Elk Hunting (Days Hunted
Recreation Per Elk

Days Harvested)

171,400 48

175,500 37

166.000 85

210.000 SO

231.000 66

282.000 60

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): ‘*'0 provide 210,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of
14 percent and an average hunting effort of 50 days/elk harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Timber cutting and associated road building has accelerated at a
rate that precludes proper consideration for elk habitat values.

Insist that public land managers apply the recommendation of the coopera-
tive elk-logging study when planning timber sales. Insist that land
managers keep the number and mileage of new roads to a minimum, to build
them only to minimum standards and to close roads when the primary need
for them is over. Encourage road closures that would result In slseable
portions of drainages, or small drainages In their entirety, to serve sa
elk retreats on both sunnier and winter ranges. Establish walk-in hunting
areas where no vehicle traffic is allowed during the hunting season.

(continued)



ELK - REGION 2 (continued)

PROBLEMS

Subdivision developments, overgratlng, mining, and proposed
dans are destroying or threatening elk winter range.

Elk herds often cause daoage to private property.

Increasing hunting demand is resulting In concentrations of
hunters and lowering the quality of the hunting experience.

Land acquisition and other management aspects are becoming more
expensive.

Much actual or potential elk range la now being fully utilised
by livestock.

Elk productivity Is below its potential in much of Region 2.

Habitat may not support increases In elk without displacement
of other species, particularly mule deer, whltetails, bighorn
sheep and possibly moose.

STRATEGIES

Subdivisions on actual or potential winter elk range should be discouraged.
Promote land-use planning, zoning and legislation which would protect elk
habitat. Acquire control by purchase, lease or agreement, of Important
elk ranges. Participate in land-use planning by other agencies and
organizations. Seek more consideration for elk requirements on public
range lands.

Implement special hunting seasons In the area of the reported damage.
Maintain sustained harvests by adequate hunting seasons to keep elk
herds within range carrying capacity. Trap and transplant If feasible.
Provide protection to private property by fencing, herding, scare devises,
or other means necessary to decrease damage.

Reduce hunter concentrations by malnlpulatlng hunting seasons, such as
having similar seasons over large areas, restricting either-sex hunting
to limited special permits and assigning hunting periods and quotas.

Seek new sources of funding. Take action to terminate In-lleu of tax
payments. Reduce game range headquarters Installations to the bare
minimum necessary for maintenance work. Eliminate some headquarters
and concentrate headquarters facilities In central locations.

Urge public land managers to allocate more forage for elk. Acquire
Important elk winter range on private land when possible.

Maintain forage on native ranges In good condition. Reseed unproductive
portions of department-owned ranges with palatable forage species.
Acquire small "stump-ranches" and manage them for elk. This would
also reduce damage complaints. Investigate predation on elk calves
and Initiate local control measures If justified.

Evaluate the anticipated effects of elk population Increases. Inform
the public of the problem and consequences of various alternatives and
evaluate their responses. If detrimental aspects outweigh benefits,
control elk population with adequate elk harvests.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Elk occur or, 9.946 .lies, or 55 porceot of the Und ore. InRegion 3; this Is 27 percent of the statewide elk distribution ore.The elk-lnh.blted land in Region 3 Is 81 percent public (mainly
u.b.F.S.), 16 percent private and 3 percent state school land. Over
40 percent of the private land with elk Is closed or severely re-
strlcted to hunting. About 85 percent of the elk harvest comes from
public land.

Elk populations are Increasing on about half of the region's
hunting districts and stable In the remainder.

hunters (licensees afield) Increased from
23,800 In 1971 to 32,500 In 1975 with a 5-year average of 28,800
representing 35 percent of the total elk hunters afield statewide.
An average of 4,300 elk were harvested annually from 1971 to 1975
comprising 33 percent of the statewide elk harvest. Annual kills'
ranged from 3,495 In 1976 to 5,550 in 1973.

Future objectives Intend to provide elk harvest and recreation
opportunities similar to 1975. Expected increases In hunters
afield will tend to lower hunter success and Increase days of
effort per elk harvested. Attainment of future objectives will be
dependent upon the degree of success In solving problems listed
below. More consistent utilisation of migratory elk from Yellow-
stone National Park could add a bonus to elk hunting opportunities
in Region 3.

mu . CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ELK IN Bvntnu >

1971-74

Elk
Ha^e«

Licensees
Afield

Hunting
Success

Elk Hunting
Recreation

Davs

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Elk

4,200 27,900 15t 185,000 44

1975 4.883 32,500 15X 214,750 44

1976 2.495* 25,612 lOX 190,493 76

1$$0 $.000* S2, 000 1$* 8S0, 000 44

198$ S,000* iS, 700 14S 260,000 so

1990 $, 000* 36, SOO 13t 270, 000 S4

'not Including harvest of migratory Yellowstone National Park elk
In post-season hunts

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 220,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success race of
15 percent and an average hunting effort of 44 days/elk harvested by 1980.

Hunting pressure and related hunter congestion has reached Intolerable
levels In some situations, both from the standpoint of the hunters and
the landowners.

Access to public land with elk Is blocked by closed private land In

Significant portions of Region 3*8 elk populations winter on private
land where their welfare Is dependent on the landowner's economic
status and tolerance to elk.

Two major elk herds In Region 3 winter in Montana and summer In Yellow-
stone National Park. This complicates management In that animals are
not available to hunters until snow stimulates downward migration which
usually occurs much later chan the general hunting season.

Other land uses, such as logging, livestock grating, and recreational
resort development are minimizing opportunities to produce elk.

Distributing hunters by time periods has worked successfully In several
locations. This activity will be expanded In the future.

Encourage USFS and BLM to Intensify their access program; exert a
stronger effort to assist sportsmen In maintaining existing access when
attempts are made to block bona fide public access.

Land acquisition must hove higher priority than It has received In order
to maintain current elk populations In some localities that have
encroaching land-use demands.

Scheduled hunting seasons for a later dace have allowed successful sunage-
ment In some years, but minority objections have hampered conducting late
seasons and are a chronic source of expenditure of public funds and manpower.
Sustained elk management programs can be successful only If there la a
consistency of action In the right direction.

Where public lands are Involved, more responsible conelderatlon should
be given to wildlife needs.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Elk occur on 5,071 sq. miles, or 21 percent of the land area

In Region 4; this Is 14 percent of Che statewide elk distribution
area. The elk-lnhablted land In Region 4 la 64 percent public
ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.), 33 percent private and 3 percent state
school land. About 40 percent of private land with elk is closed

or severely restricted to hunting. About 60 percent of Che elk
harvest comes from public land.

Elk populations are Increasing on about half of the region's
hunting districts and are stable on Che remainder.

The number of elk hunters (licensees afield) Increased from
15,300 In 1971 to 19,100 in 1975 with a 5-year average of 17,900;
thla represented 22 percent of Che total elk hunters afield state-
wide. An average of 2,100 elk were harvested annually from 1971
to 1975, comprising 17 percent of the statewide elk harvest.
Annual kills ranged from 1,592 In 1976 to 2,900 in 1973.

Future objectives Intend Co increase elk harvest and recreation
opportunities somewhat over the 1971-75 period. Increasing numbers
of elk hunters afield will tend to gradually lower hunter success
and Increase hunting effort per elk harvested. Attainment of future
objectives will require improved success In solving problems listed

PAST, CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ELK IN REGION 4

Elk
Harvest

1971-74 2,100

1975 2,124

1976 1,592

2960 2,500

2985 2,500

2990 2,500

Licensees Hunting
Afield Success

17,600 12X

19,060 11%

17,161 9Z

29.200 23%

20.200 22%

22,200 22%

Elk Hunting
Recreation

Days

103.000

106,200

103,981

220. 000

228, 000

225, 000

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Elk
Harvested)

47

50

65

44

47

50

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) :

provide 110,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

13 percent and an average hunting effort of 44 days/elk harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Heavy grazing and Intensifying logging practices on public lands
reduce the carrying capacity for elk.

Significant portions of public land with elk are blocked off to
public access by private land closures.

STRATEGIES

Continue and Intensify work with U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management to Implement and use priorities that gives wildlife a fair
shake. These priorities Include both timber and grazing lands. Hake
the public aware of detrimental and beneficial effects of land use
practices to elk. Urge land managers to apply the recommendations of
the Cooperative Elk-Logging Study when planning sales.

Work with private landowners to seek conditions under which they would
open lands to the hunter. Acquire more land through purchase or lease.
Hay require purchase only of certain segments of land if landowners are
agreeable.

(cont Inued)



ELK. - REGION 4 continued)

PROBLEMS

There Is a need to determine inter-specific competition between
elk and other big game.

Subdivision developments are encroaching upon important elk winter
range in some areas.

Hunter concentrations on department-owned lands.

Low productivity of some department-owned land for raising elk.

Current elk herd levels in some areas are already at or above
the landowner’s tolerance.

Continuation of Sun River Came Preserve precludes proper
management of elk in surrounding areas.

43

STRATEGIES

Further study the effects of competition between the various big game
species and elk and make reconmendations for harvests based on these
facts. If competition is acute and harmful, set seasons to solve the
problems, l.e. reduce the elk herd to increase deer or sheep herd or
vice-versa.

Subdivisions on actual or potential winter elk range should be
discouraged

.

Reductions of the number of hunters present at one time may have to
be Implemented if elk distribution or production is being adversely
affected, or if the quality of the hunting experience is being adversely
affected.

Some lands may have to be artificially stimulated to produce more
desirable vegetation than is presently available for elk.

Either elk numbers will have to be reduced in these areas or key tracts
of land purchased.

Strive to abandon Sun River Came Preserve.



ELK STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEHENT PARAMETERS FOR ELK IN REGION

Elk occur on 1,476 sq. miles, or 11 percent of the land area

In Region 5; this Is 4 percent of the statewide elk distribution

area. The elk- inhabited land In Region 5 Is 60 percent public

ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.), 38 percent private and 2 percent Elk Licensees Hunting
Elk Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Elk

state school land. About 75 percent of the elk harvest comes Harvest Afield Success Days Harvested)

from public land.

Elk populations are Increasing In 6 of 9 hunting districts 1971- 74 280 3,700 6Z 17,300 62

and are stable In 3.

The number of elk hunters (licensees afield) Increased from 1975 390 4,930 82 24,062 62

3,000 In 1971 to 4,900 In 1975, representing 4 percent of the

total elk hunters afield statewide. An average of 300 elk were 1976 202 3,393 62 17,442 86

harvested annually from 1971 to 1975, comprising 2 percent of

the statewide elk harvest. Annual kills ranged from 161 In 400 4,600 e% 24,800 62

1972 to 390 In 1975.

Future objectives are aimed to maintain elk harvest and i$es 400 S, 200 7% 28,000 70

recreation opportunities similar to those experienced in 1975.

Attainment of these objectives will require Improved success 1990 400 6, 700 ?% 28,000 70

Ln solving problems listed below.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide 25,000 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

6 percent and an average hunting effort of 62 days/elk harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Subdivision and recreation developments are reducing elk

habitat In some hunting districts.

Llvestock/grazlng conflicts with elk management on some

public lands.

Over-concentrations of hunters in some areas.

Winter range for elk Is deteriorating In some areas due to

forest succession.

Privately owned elk winter range Imposes limitations on proper
herd management In some areas.

Identify Important elk habitat areas and seek consideration for them at

all levels of land-use planning and development. Purchase key habitat

areas where possible.

Seek cooperative efforts from the USFS and permltees to shorten or change

period of livestock use In areas of elk/livestock conflict. Encourage

Improved range management practices for livestock that disperse livestock

grazing pressure away from conflict areas.

Implement seasons that will control the number of hunters present at one

time, such as a bull only season and elther-sex permits limited to time

period and space.

Seek cooperative efforts from USFS to Initiate timber cutting and controlled

burning to stimulate growth of desirable vegetation for elk winter range.

Seek cooperative efforts from USFS and landowners to obtain easements for

hunting access to public and private lands. Purchase key winter areas where

possible. Implement post-season hunts where necessary. Consider a limited

number of landowner preference permits for hunting elk on private land

currently closed to hunting.



ELK STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 6
AS

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Elk occur on 799 sq. miles, or 6 percent of the land area in
Region 6; this is 2 percent of the statewide elk distribution area,
The elk-lnhablted land in Region 6 is 89 percent public ownership
(BLM), 5 percent private, and 6 percent State school land. About
93 percent of the elk harvest comes from public land.

The elk herds have excellent productivity and the population
is increasing which should allow an Increased harvestable supply.

The number of elk hunters (licensees afield) ranged from 275
In 1971 to 110 In 1976 with a six-year average of 81; this repre-
sented .1 percent of the total elk hunters afield statewide. An
average of 75 elk were harvested annually from 1971 to 1975,
comprising .6 percent of the statewide elk harvest. Annual kills
ranged from 173 In 1971 to 63 In 1976.

Elk hunting Is primarily by permits. The number of applica-
tions for permits has Increased from 3,661 In 1971 to 5,070 In
1975. Some 3,016 archers have harvested about 106 elk from 1970
through 1975.

Future objectives Intend to significantly Increase public
utilization of elk in Region 6. Attainment of objectives will
depend upon success In solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS 1 : ELK IN REGION 6

Elk
Harvest

1971-76 03* 129 65X

1975 60* 55 721

i$eo zoo zes 70%

19$S zoo 300 57J

1990 zoo 300 e?s

*not Including archer harvest, which t

Elk Hunting
Recreation

Days

160

l^ZOO

1,200

1,200

raged about !

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Elk

Harveated)

3.5

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): provide 1,200 days of elk hunting annually at a hunting success rate of
70 percent and an average hunting effort of 6 days/elk harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Excessive concentrations of hunters and other recreatlonlsts has Hunter (Including archers) concentration and distribution will be controlled
caused undesirable displacement of elk and decreased quality of by time and area adjustments.
hunting.

Elk damage to private property including crops, fences and range.

Considerable disagreement as to elk management objectives exists
between various agencies, ranchers and sportsmen.

Elk populations may be having adverse effects on mule deer.

Illegal hunting and taking of elk.

A detailed management plan for controlling elk ninbera In specific areas
is being prepared.

Implement a coordinating coanlttee with representatives from interested
groups to resolve differences.

A detailed management plan will identify conflict areas and weight
priorities for different portions of the elk range.

Intensify law enforcement and public education and seek Improved public
cooperation.





ANTELOPE STRATEGIC PLAN — STATEWIDE
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
AnCelope occur on 61,189 sq. miles, or 47 percent of the state

(excluding National Parks and Indian Reservations). Land ownership
status where antelope occur Is 75 percent private, 16 percent
public, and 7 percent state school lands. Over one-fourth (27Z)

of privately controlled land with antelope Is closed or severely
restricted to public hunting; hunters are charged "trespass fees"

on an additional 5 percent of private land with antelope. Nearly
four-fifths (76t) of the antelope harvest Is derived from privately
controlled lands.

Many of the state's antelope herds are stable or Increasing,
but some populations ace decreasing due primarily to habitat
deterioration.

AnCelope harvests have been regulated annually by a pennlt
system since 1943. Peak harvests were reached In 1955 and 1964

when over 26,000 antelope were bagged.

The supply of harvestable antelope can be maintained and

Increased ^ hunting access to private lands can be Improved.

Demand for antelope hunting has Increased since the 1965-69
period when an annual average of 19,800 hunters drawing permits

harvested 14,200 antelope annually. From 1971-75 an average of

26,600 hunters (allowed permits) harvested 16,700 antelope
annually. Total applications for antelope permits peaked at

46,092 In 1974 and declined 2 percent (45,207 to 44,518) between

1973 and 1975; this was primarily due to a decrease In application

for permits In eastern Montana (Regions 6 and 7) and to preference

given CO unsuccessful applicants from previous years. Applications
continued to Increase (28Z) in Che other Regions (3, 4 and 5)

between 1973 and 1975. Less permits were Issued in 1976 and total

applications decreased to 34,523; major decreases occurred In

eastern Montana (Regions 5, 6 and 7). The number of applications

In Regions 5 and 7 was less than the number of permits available

In 1976. This shift in Interest from east to west Is probably due to
the combination of: decreasing access to hunt antelope In eastern
Montana, decreased availability of mule deer, and Increased travel
and hunting costs.

The etatsuide hunting demand for antelope Is expected to continue
CO exceed the available supply. Supply will continue to exceed demand
in eastern regions unless means to redistribute resident and nonresident
hunters are Implemented. Attainment of future objectives will depend
on success In finding solutions to statewide problema (next page) and
regional problems.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE

1971
1972

1973
1974

1975

1976

ues

1990

18,400
19,700
19.300
16,600
17.300
16.300

2S,S00

ZS,600

2S,&00

24,800
27,600
28,100
27,200
25,000
23,300

S$,400

55.400

56.400

Antelope
Hunting

Recreation

64.700
55.500
71.700
81.500
75.000
69.000

96.000

96.000

98.000

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Antelope
Harvested)

3.5

2.8

STATEWIDE COAL: protect and perpetuate antelope and their habitat and to increase the supply of

available, harvestable antelope to meet demands for hunting and nonhuntlng recreation.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): provide 96,000 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunting success rate of 72

percent and an average hunting effort of 4 days per antelope harvested by 1980.

(continued)



ANTELOPE STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Accelerated closure of private land Is greatly reducing the supply

of harvestable antelope available for hunting and Is Intensifying

the concentrations of hunters elsewhere.

Intensifying land-use practices on public and private rangelands

including expanding cultivation, heavy livestock grazing, brush

control and coal mining activities are destroying or deteriorating

habitats important to the welfare of antelope.

Better methods are needed to determine Che annual harvestable supply

that will be available for public hunting In specific areas.

Landowner complaints of antelope damage to agricultural crops.

Maintaining an equitable system of allocating hunting permits.

STRATEGIES

Implement an extensive effort of contact with pertinent landowners to

identify the basic reasons for closure and ascertain Che conditions

necessary to maintain or restore a reasonable degree of public access

for hunting. Implement means to control Che number and distribution of ante-
lope hunters In time and space. Continue to emphasize the importance of

good hunting ethics and respect for private property. Improve access to

public lands by (a) purchasing and/or leasing easements through private

lands, and (b) seeking the cooperation of public and private land managers

to improve signing and provision of maps designating public roads and public-

private land ownership. Provide and Implement specific area plans for man-

aging and supervising antelope hunting on private lands. Explore methods
Co provide improved economic Inducement for private lands to accommodate

public hunting. Where private land predominates, implement harvest

objectives and seasons Chat aim coward a relatively high hunter success

and low effort (days afield per antelope harvested) and stress controlled

participation and distribution of hunters. Support legislation to Improve

control of distribution of nonresident antelope hunters.

Identify Important habitat areas and strive for range management practices
and policies that provide adequate consideration to the life requirements

of antelope. Provide guidelines for protecting and/or enhancing antelope
habitat Co minimize Che detrimental effect of other land uses. Seek
improved coordination with public land managers and increase consultations
with private landowners.

Determine, by topographic and vegetation similarities, habitat types from

ERTS and infrared photos and geological survey maps. Determine the

biological supply of antelope by habitat type for each hunting district
and assess Che security of each type by evaluating productivity, mortality,
age structure, density, distribution and effects of hunting. Intensive
aerial and ground surveys, population modeling, thermo Infrared censuslng
and specific research will be employed. Establish hunting district
boundaries and seasons based on vegetation, topography, antelope biology
and landownership considerations.

Strive to keep private lands open to public hunting and direct hunting
pressure Co areas where it is desired Co alleviate chronic damage reports.

Evaluate current system and seek alternatives to simplify and Improve.

(More specific problems and scracegli listed under Regions on Che following pages.)



FU. 4
ANTELOPE distribution! AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP

by
Fish and Game Regions

(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)

thus It tends to be a maxinum Inclusion of area the species Inhabits, including

marginal habitat with low population densities of the species.

•Includes state forestry land open to public.

••State school land — access dependent on private leasee.



ANTELOPE STRATEGIC PUN - REGION 2
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
TChteibpe occur on only ^>9 eq. miles, or .5 percent of the land

area In Region 2; this Is .1 percent of the statewide antelope

distribution area. The antelope- inhabited land in Region 2 Is 94

percent private ownership and 6 percent State School land.

The status of the small antelope population in Region 2 is

stable, with some fluctuations.

Future objectives are to maintain this herd and provide

recreational values to the public including opportunity to view

them and hunt them on a limited, but sustained basis.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSPn MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE IN REGION

Antelope
Antelope Licensees
Harvest Afield

Effort
Antelope Hunting (Days Hunted

Hunting Recreation Per Antelope

Success Days Harvested)

_2_

1976 9

1980 20

1985 20

1990 20

10 90t 30

29 70% 80

29 70% 80

29 70% 80

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide 80 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunter success rate of

70 percent and an average hunting effort of 4 days/antelope harvested by 1°80.

Limited habitat, all of It privately controlled, la available

for antelope.

Manage the herd to keep its numbers compatible with the limited range.

This may be possible by issuing a small number of hunting permits each

The population trend and status has been difficult to determine. Endeavor to Increase the efficiency of aerial counts to obtain population

data.

Concentration of most of the herd on one farmer’s cropland Adjust area open to hunting so it Includes only the Immediate vicinity

leads to damage complaints. of the damage complaint area.

Productivity of this population appears much lower than its Evaluate production and predation and ask for coyote control if Justified,

potential.



ANTELOPE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 3

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Antelope occur on 5,955 aq. odles, or 33 percent of the land

area In Region 3; this la 10 percent of the statewide antelope
distribution area. The antelope-inhabited land In Region 3 la
19 percent public ownership, 73 percent private, and 8 percent
state school land. About 20 percent of private land with antelope
la closed or severely restricted to public hunting. Over 50
percent of the antelope harvest cornea from public land.

Antelope population trends vary considerably between 18
hunting districts In Region 3; 9 have stable populations, 6 have
decreasing and 2 have increasing populations.

An average of 1,967 antelope hunters were afield annually
from 1971-74, representing 7 percent of the total antelope
hunters afield statewide. An average of 1,400 antelope were
harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 7 percent of
the statewide antelope harvest. Harvests ranged from 1,495 in
1971 to 1,029 in 1975.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE ]

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

ms

1,400

1,029

1,081

1.500

1.500

1,967

1,325

1,492

2,100

2,100

Recreation Per Antelope
Pays Harvested)

4,400 3.2

3.975 3.9

4,476 4.1

4,600 3.0

4,600 3.0

Applications for permits in Region 3 increased from 4,052
in 1973 to 7,267 In 1975, and decreased to 6,007 In 1976. The
ratio of applications per permit changed from 1.9rl In 1973 to
5:1 In 1975 and 3,7:1 in 1976, Indicating the relatively high
degree of public Interest in antelope permits available in
Region 3. Future regional objectives are to maintain antelope
hunting similar to that of early 1970*8.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)^0 provide 4,500 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunter success rate of
70 percent and an average hunting effort of 3.0 davs/antelope harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Land uses such as heavy livestock grazing and sagebrush control
reduce the carrying capacity for antelope.

STRATEGIES

If land use Intensifies on private lands, harvest levels will have to
be adjusted to existing habitat capacity. Seek cooperative assistance
from the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management land managen
to give adequate consideration to antelope In their planning end land
management practices.

Maintaining access to private and public lands Is necessary to
attain harvest and recreation objectives.

Seek cooperation of public land managers and private owners to maintain
access to all public lands with antelope and Improve marking of public/
private boundaries. Encourage hunters to respect private property so
that a reasonable degree of access to private land can be maintained.
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SirPPLY AND DEMAND
Antelope occur on 14,943 sq. miles, or 62 percent of the lend

area in Region 4; this Is 24 percent of the statewide antelope

distribution area. The antelope- Inhabited land In Region 4 Is 84

percent private ownership, 6 percent public and 10 percent state

school land. Over one-third of private land with antelope is closed

or severely restricted to public hunting. Over 70 percent of the

antelope harvest comes from private land.

Antelope population treads vary between the II hunting districts;

7 have stable populations, 3 are decreasing and 1 is Increasing.

The average number of antelope hunters afield during 1971-74

was 3,800, representing 14 percent of the total antelope hunters

afield statewide. An average of 2,513 antelope were harvested

annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 13 percent of the statewide

antelope harvest. Harvests ranged from 2,942 in 1971 to 1,933 In 1975.

Applications for antelope permits In Region 4 increased from 7,801

In 1973 to 9,542 in 1975, and decreased to 8,165 In 1976. The ratio of

applications per permit changed from 1.5:1 in 1973 to 2.6:1 in 1975 and

2.1:1 In 1976. Future regional objectives are to maintain antelope

hunting similar to that of the 1971-74 period.

PAST, CimRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE IN REGION 4

Aver.
1971-74

1975

1976

19B0

19BS

1990

Antelope
Harvest

2,515

1,933

2,581

2,400

2,400

2, 400

Licensees
Afield

3,800

3,121

3,494

J, 700

3, 700

3, 700

Hunting
Success

66Z

62Z

74E

66*

esi

6$%

Antelope
Hunting

Recreation
Days

9,400

9,363

10,482

9, 600

9, 600

9, 600

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Antelope
Harvested)

3.7

4.8

4.1

3.0

3.0

3.0

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide 9,600 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunter success rate of

65 percent and an average hunting effort of 3.0 days/antelope harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

The majority of antelope area In Region 4 is privately controlled;
the current trend is toward accelerated closure of private land
to hunters.

STRATEGTP.S

Determine by hunting district the amount and location of lands open,
closed and restricted to antelope hunting and why. Ascertain what
conditions are necessary to allow public hunting on private land.
Control the number and distribution of hunters by (1) habitat type
based on vegetation, topography and antelope biology, (2) land owner-
ship considerations Including continuing permit system that will allow
some preference to landowners to hunt antelope, and (3) establishing
and Implementing management plans for private lands using above methods.
Gain access to public lands by purchasing and/or leasing easements through
private lands. Explore methods to reimburse the private landowner for use
of his land by the hunters and not excluding idea that a person using Che
public land for grazing at reduced fees also owes something to general
public. Including hunting public. (Idea of payment to counties through
a percent of hunting license, or through a special scamp, should be
explored.

)

Intensifying agricultural practices such as eicpanding cultivation,
sage brush control, and heavy grazing are deteriorating antelope
habitat.

Encourage land management practices that consider wildlife needs and long
term maintenance of soil and vegetation. Purchase key tracts of land
where necessary to okalncaln habitat.

(continued)



ANTELOPE - REGION 4 (continued)
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The need to better determine
of antelope by habitat type i

boundaries based on vegetatlc
Is apparent.

: biological harveetable supply
to establish hunting district
topography and antelope biology

STRATEGIES

I'"’!'"
“"t'ldP' l>y habitat type for aaah hunting

‘‘ typa by evaluating productivitymortality, ag. atructura, danalty. dl.trlbutlon and aff.ct. of huntln.^tenolva aerial and ground ourvayo will be e.ployad aa wall aa oth.r*’Mthoda auch aa population nodallog and thatrao Inft.tad canaurlng aa they
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ANTELOPE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5

SUPPLY AND DEMAND PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE IN REGION 5

Antelope occur on 8,013 sq. miles, or 56 percent of the land

area In Region 5; this is 13 percent of the statewide antelope

distribution area. The antelope-inhabited land in Region 5 is 90

percent private ownership, 4 percent public, and 6 percent State Antelope Licensees Hunting

Antelope
Hunting

Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Antelope

school land. An estimated 45 percent of privately controlled land Harvest Afield Success Harvested)

with antelope is closed or severely restricted to public hunting.

Over 95 percent of the antelope harvest comes from private land.

Antelope population trends are stable on 9 of 11 hunting 1971-74 4,160 5.750 722 13,400 3.4

districts and decreasing on 2.

The number of antelope hunters increased from 3,854 in 1971 1975 4,863 7,454 662 22,362 4.5

to 7,665 in 1974 with a 4-year average of 5,750, representing

21 percent of the total antelope hunters afield statewide. An 1976 4,599 7,163 642 14,321 3.1
average of 4,160 antelope were harvested annually from 1971 to

1974, comprising 22 percent of the statewide antelope harvest. 1S80 6,600 7,900 70\ 16, 600 6.0
Harvests Increased from 2,976 in 1971 to 5,321 in 1974.

Applications for antelope permits in Region S have increased 1986 6,600 7,900 70X 16, 500 Z.O
from 9,339 in 1973 to 10.361 in 1975. and decreased to 7,583 in
1976. The ratio of applications per permit has decreased from 1990 6,600 7,900 70X 16,500 6.0
1.3:1 In 1973 to 1.2:1 In 1974 and 1975 to .9:1 In 1976 when
supply of permits exceeded demand for them. Attainment of future
objectives to increase utilization of antelope will depend greatly
upon success in solving hunter distribution and access problems.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)' provide 16,500 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunter success rate of

70 percent and an average hunting effort of 3 days/antelope harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Lack of hunter access — nearly half of private land with antelope
present is closed or severely restricted to the public. Annual
biological surplus of antelope is not being utilized in these
areas.

Intensifying agricultural practices such as expanding cultivation,
sage brush control, and heavy grazing tend to deteriorate antelope
habitat.

OBJECTIVES

Implement a continual program of monltering land ownership status and
the degree of public hunting allowed. Ascertain what conditions are
necessary to allow public hunting and seek agreements with private
owners to develop management of hunter numbers and distribution.

Encourage land management practices that consider wildlife needs and
long term protection of soil and vegetation. Purchase key tracts of
land where necessary and feasible to maintain habitat.
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the land are
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1.715

2,100

2,100

2,100

2.350

2.626

S,000

5.000

3.000

11,300

9,S00

6 YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To Provide 9,500 days of
70 percent and an average
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SUPPLY AND DEHANP

Antelope occur on 16,045 aq. mllea, or 57 percent of Che land

area In Region 7; this la 29 percent of the statewide antelope

distribution area. The antelope-inhabited land In Region 7 la 79

percent private ownership, 16 percent public, and 5 percent state

school land. About 35 percent of privately controlled land with

antelope la closed or severely restricted (Including fee hunting)

to public hunting. Over 80 percent of the antelope harvest cornea

from private land.

Antelope population trends are stable on about 50 percent of

Region 7’8 districts. Increasing on 33 percent and decreasing on

Che remainder.
The number of antelope hunters ranged from 11,079 to 12,820

during 1971-74 with a 4-year average of 11,650, representing 43

percent of the total antelope hunters afield statewide. An aver-

age of 8,470 antelope were harvested annually from 1971 to 1974,

comprising 44 percent of the statewide antelope harvest. Harvests

ranged from 9,247 In 1972 to 6,307 in 1976.

Applications for antelope permits In Region 7 have decreased

from 16,673 In 1973 to 12,751 In 1975 to 8,857 In 1976 when all

permits were not utilized. Future regional objectives are for

significantly Increased utilization of antelope In Region 7.

Attainment of these objectives will depend greatly upon success

In solving regional problems chat follow, particularly access

and hunter distribution.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR ANTELOPE IN REGION 7

1971-74

1975

1976

1960

1966

1990

Antelope
Harvest

8,500

7,850

6,307

14,000

14,000

14, 000

Licensees
Afield

11,650

10,570

8,468

1$, 700

18, 700

18,700

Hunting
Success

73?

74?

74?

7&X

?S%

78X

Antelope
Hunting

Recreation

35.000

31,700

25,464

86.000

86,000

86,000

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Antelope
Harvested)

4.1

6-YEAK OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide 56,000 days of antelope hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

75 percent and an average hunting effort of 4 days/antelope harvested by 1960.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Although approximately 45 percent of the statewide antelope harvest Determine, by hunting district, the amount and location of lands open, closed

occurs In Region 7, a sizeable, unavailable surplus remains in most and restricted to antelope hunting and the reasons why. Control the number

hunting districts due to restricted access. and distribution of hunters by: 1) habitat type baaed on vegetation, topography,

and antelope biology; 2) permit limitations; and 3) establishing and imple-

menting management plans for private lands to accommodate hunting (e.g. current^

a 42CH' section single land holding in Region 7 has a prescribed management plan

for antelope where the department agrees to: (I) determine the number and

distribution of antelope; (2) recommend the number and distribution of hunters

to accomplish the desired harvest; and (3) provide supervisory assistance

during Che hunting season) . Gain access to sizeable public land holdings by

purchasing and/or leasing easements through private lands and Implementing

existing plane, l.e. Che S-60 program, with state and federal land managers.

Provide financial Inducement on an area basis (l.e. counties) from sportsmen

via a "county hunter use stamp" which: 1) yields an economic gain to Che area;

2) Insures re-lmbursement of property loss Co Individual landowners resulting

from hunting: 3) represents a positive acceptable action from sportsmen; and

4) obligates the state to Initiate and regulate Che means of opening private

l.nd to hontlog. (contlnood)



ANTELOPE - REGION 7 (continued)

PROBLEMS

There Is a need to deteralne the biological, hervestable
supply of antelope by habitat type/huntlng district to
establish hunting district boundaries based on vegetation,
topography, antelope biology, and land ownership
considerations

.

The existing nonresident license structure of two specific
types (B2 and BIO) prohibits desired controls.

Intensified agricultural and energy developments are
detSTioratlng antelope habitat. Heavy grazing, brush control,
extensive cultivation and vegetation removal, coal stripping,
and other activities are destroying and/or deteriorating
the quality of antelope habitat.

57

STRATEGIES

Determine, by topographic and vegetation similarities, habitat types from
ERTS and Infrared photos and geological survey maps. Determine the
biological supply of antelope by habitat type for each hunting district
and assess the security of each type by evaluating productivity, mortality,
age structure, density, distribution and effects of hunting. Intensive

and ground surveys, population modeling, thermo Infrared censustng
and specific research will be employed. Establish hunting district boundarlsa
and seasons based on vegetation, topography, antelope biology and landownarahlp
considerations.

Introduce legislation to pattern the nonresident license structurt ofter the
resident to allow Improved control of hunter distribution.

Identify key antelope habitat areas and encourage public agencisa and
private landowners to protect them from degradation. Promote land uae
planning and land management practices that will protect or enhance antelope
habitat and provide guidelines for minimizing or eliminating the effects
of detrimental land use practices.
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MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE
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SIPPIY AND PEMAND
Tl>« moose is the largest big game animal native to Montana.

They occur on 22,982 sq. miles, or 18 percent of the State (exclud-
ing National Parks and Indian reservations), primarily in forested
areas of northwestern and southwestern Montana and extending east
CO Red Lodge and the Smith River area of Cascade and Meagher
counties. Land ownership where moose occur Is 75 percent public,
2U percent private and 1 percent State school land. An estimated
86 percent of Che harvest comes from public land.

Moose populations are reported as stable in most areas and
increasing in some western hunting districts.

.Moose hunting has been regulated by a permit system since
19^5. Statewide harvests for the 1965-69 period averaged 459;
harvests for the past 5 years (1971-75) averaged 505.

Demand for noose hunting has been increasing and will continue

to exceed the available supply. Total applications for permits

Increased from 13,007 to 16,806 from 1973 to 1976. The ratio of

total applications per total permits available Increased from 16 to

1 In 1973 to 22 to 1 in 1976 (or 10. 2Z per year).

Attainment of 1980 objectives will require Improved annual

utilization of harvestable moose In specific hunting districts.

This will depend upon Improved success in dispersing moose hunters

into less accessible moose habitat, improved moose population

informatloQ In specific areas, and significant reduction of Illegal

kills.

Sustaining Che harvestable supply Indicated for 1965 and 1990 will depend
greatly upon success In protecting and Improving moose habitat.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED HANACEMEWT PARAMETERS FUR MOOSE

1971

1972

1973

1976

Moose Licensees
Harvest Afield

476 672

427 651

597 766

532 780

Hunting
SuCciS S

711

66t

78X

68Z

1975

1976

1930

198S

763 65Z

698 S4t

938 70%

1,000 68%

1,000 88%

this ratio varies

Hunting
Recreation

Days

Effort

(Days Hunted
Per Moose
Harvested)

Ratio of
Permits to

Appllcatlnnt

4,740

5.544

4,578

8.800

8,800

8,800

islderably among

7.9 1 to 16

10.4 1 CO 18

9.0 1 to 21

13.0 I to 22

10.0

10.0

10.0

regions and hunting dli

STATEWIDE GOAL

To provide 6,800 days of moose hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

70 percent and an average hunting effort of 10 days per moose harvested by 1980.

lets.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Illegal harvest is reported to be high in many hunting districts — Seek means Co Increase effectiveness of law enforcement and hunter
reducing Che potential legal harvest for public benefit. education efforts. Suggested steps include: assigning more enforcement

time In problem areas, encouraging hunters and the public to provide
Increased assistance to enforcement personnel; placing precautionary
signs In moose hunting areas; and increasing news media publicity.
Many of Che Illegal moose are killed during elk hunting; thus, measures
to allow elcher-sex elk hunting by limited permits only might reduce

Illegal moose kill.
(continued)



MOOSE STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Land-use conflicts including poorly planned timber harvest,

livestock grazing, brush removal, road building, subdivisions,

marsh drainage, mining and energy developments are Impacting

on the quality and quantity of moose habitat.

Natural forest succession Is replacing willows and other shrubs,
important to moose, with conifers.

Moose population data and habitat inventory Is not adequate for

the Intensity of management needed. Increased population Information
from extensive areas will be necessary to achieve harvest and
recreation objectives for 1980.

Demand for moose permits has been Increasing -- decreasing the

chances for an individual to have an opportunity to hunt moose.

60

STRATEGIES

Identify Important moose habitat and provide Input to land managing
agencies and other organizations. Use all means possible to discourage
degradation of moose habitat. Support legislation protecting wildlife
habitat. Urge that new forest roads be minimized and specify road
closures where needed.

Assist land managers In designing timber harvests and implementing
prescribed burning where noose habitat Is reverting to a dense timber
canopy. Maintain beaver populations at levels beneficial to moose
ecology.

Assign field work schedule to include more moose survey effort on a

regular basis.

Initiate a S-year preference system to favor the application who has
not been successful on permit applications.



MOOSE DISTRIBUTION! AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP
by

Fish and Game Regions

(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)
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MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 1
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<;tlPPT,Y AND DEMAND
, , , ,

Moose occur on 8.7A5 sq. miles, or 78 percent of the land area

In Realon 1; this is 38 percent of the statewide moose distribution

area. The moose- Inhabited land in Region 1 is 78 percent public

ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 22 percent private. Very little of

the private land with moose Is restricted to public hunting. About

90 percent of the moose harvest comes from public land.

Moose populations are reported as stable in most hunting

districts and Increasing In a few areas. Productivity is fair to

good throughout the region.

The number of moose hunters averaged 126 during 1971-7A, rep

resenting 18 percent of the total moose hunters afield statewide.

An average of 106 moose were harvested annually from 1971 to 197A.

comprising 21 percent of the statewide moose harvest. Harvests

ranged from 95 In 1971 to 112 in 1974. Applications for permits

increased from 4,358 In 1973 to 5,550 In 1976. Indicating the

Increasing demand for hunting this species In Region 1. The

chance of drawing a moose permit In Region 1 decreased from

1 In 33 In 1973 to 1 In 44 In 1976.

Future objectives are geared to Improve public utlllratlon

of harvestable supplies of moose In Region 1. Attainment of

future objectives will require Imoroved solutions to the problems

listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOOSE IN REGION 1

1975

1976

I960

1966

1990

Licensees
Afield

Moose
Hunting

Recreation
Days

992

1,300

1,300

1,300

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82)
.To provide 1,300 days of moose hunting annually at a hunter success rate of

'80 percent and an average hunting effort of 10 days/moose harvested by 1980.

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Moose
Harvested)

Illegal harvest Is known to be high in most hunting districts,

and reduces the potential legal harvest for public benefit.

Excessive road building is deteriorating moose habitat In some

areas.

Mining and oil and gas leasing threatens the security of moose

habitat in some areas.

Intensify hunter education and law enforcement efforts. Encourage

hunters to provide assistance to enforcement personnel.

Specify road closures In logging < > where needed.

Identify Important moose habitat zones and u

to discourage degradation of their habitat.
: all means possible

Improved knowledge of moose habitat requirements and populations Implement appropriate field research.

Is needed In northwest Montana.



MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 2
63

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Moose occur on 3,703 sq. miles, or 36 percent of the land area In
Region 2: this Is 23 percent of the statewide moose distribution area.
The moose-inhabited land In Region 2 Is 59 percent public ownership
(mainly U.S.F.S,) and 41 percent private. An estimated 13 percent of
private land with moose Is closed or severely restricted to hunting.
About 67 percent of the moose harvest comes from public land.

Moose populations are stable and/or slightly Increasing In

several hunting districts. Good information is difficult to obtain
and lacking in other areas.

The average number of moose hunters was 100 during 1971-74; repre-
senting 14 percent Of the total moose hunters afield statewide. An
average of 69 moose were harvested annually from 1971 to 1974; comprising
14 percent of the statewide moose harvest. Harvests have ranged from 43
in 1976 to 81 in 1973. Applications for permits increased from 1,737 to
2,431 In 1975. The chance of drawing a permit In Region 2 decreased from
1 in 17 In 1973 to 1 In 25 in 1976.

Future objectives are geared to Improve public utilization of harves-
able supplies of moose; attainment requires improved solutions to problems
listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOOSE IN REGION 2

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

198S

1890

Hunting
Recreation

Days

776

910

1,200

1,200

1,200

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Moose
Harvested)

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):

Land use conflicts: subdivsions, heavy cattle grazing, poorly
planned timber harvest, brush removal, marsh drainage, and mining
activities may all conflict with moose habitat needs. New roads
also make moose more vulnerable to hunting.

Probably more moose habitat is being lost from forest succession

than any other cause; willow and ocher shrubs are being replaced
by conifers.

STRATEGIES

Increase effectiveness of enforcement and hunter education efforts.
Means of doing this would include more enforcement time spent In moose
areas, putting up signs in moose areas cautioning hunters not to shoot
moose mistakenly, and news media publicity. Since many moose are
Illegally killed In important elk hunting areas, measures which require
hunters to take a closer look may help. Thus, allowing either sex elk

hunting by limited permits only, might reduce Illegal moose kill.

Land use zoning and subdivision regulation should be supported. Proposed

drainage of marshy moose habitat should be opposed. Come managers should

provide input into land management plans of land managing agencies and

organizations. Urge that new roads be kept Co a minimum and all roads

in moose habitat be closed when the primary need Is past.

Judicious timber harvest and prescribed burning should be planned In

actual and potential moose habitat which Is reverting to a dense timber

canopy. In some locations, active beaver colonies may maintain marshy

areas which provide moose habitat. Beaver populations should be

maintained in such areas.

Lack of moose population information. Employ, or otherwise obtain, more personnel to make the survey. Divert

effort from a current activity to moose surveys.



MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 3

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Moose occur on 7,638 sq. miles, or 42 percent of the land area

in Region 3; this is 33 percent of the statewide moose distribution
ares. The moose- inhabited land in Region 3 is 62 percent public

ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.), 15 percent private, and 3 percent

State school land. Over 25 percent of the private land with moose

is closed or severely restricted to public hunting. About 90 per-

cent of the moose harvest comes from public land.

Moose populations are stable on most Region 3 hunting districts.

The number of moose hunters increased from 369 in 1971 to 498
in 1974 with a 4-year average of 435; this represented 61 percent of

the total moose hunters afield statewide. An average of 302 moose
were harvested annually from 1971 to 1975, comprising 60 percent of

the statewide moose harvest. Harvests ranged from 216 in 1976 to

370 in 1973. Applications for permits increased from 5,810 in 1973
to 8,252 in 1976. The chance of drawing a permit In Region 3

decreased from 1 in 11 in 1973 to 1 in 18 in 1976.
Future objectives are aimed at significant increases in public

utilization of harvestable supplies of moose in Region 3. Attain-
ment of stated objectives will require Improved solutions to Che
problems listed below,

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOOSE IN REGION 3

Moose Licensees Hunting
Harvest Afield Success

Moose
Hunting

Recreation
Days

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Moose
Harvested)

1971-74 302 435

1975 304 480

1976 216 440

J9$0 42S 610

196$ 426 610

1990 426 610

69X 2,711 8

63Z 2,880 9

49* 3,080 14

?0% 2,825 9

?0% 3,826 9

?0% 3,826 9

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
I days of moose hunting annually at a hunter success rate of
m average hunting effort of 9 days/moose harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Illegal harvest is significant in some hunting districts and
reduces the supply of harvestable animals available to the public.

The annual biological surplus is not being utilized in some
hunting districts.

Willow stand eradication for livestock operations is reducing
winter carrying capacity for moose in some locations.

Moose habitat Inventory and population data Is not adequate for
the intensity of management needed.

Increase effectiveness of enforcement and hunter education efforts.
Stress the need for improved hunter ethics including "self policing"
of their ranks.

Allow additional antlered bulls to be harvested over and above
either-sex quotas.

Identify areas of conflict and discourage destruction of riparian
vegetation.

Assign field work schedule to include more moose survey effort on a

regular basis. Increased population Information from extensive areas
will be necessary to achieve harvest and recreation objectives by 1960.



MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 4

SIE£LY AND DEHAtTJ

Moose occur on 162 sq. miles, or 1 percent of the land area

In Region 4; this is 1 percent of the statewide moose distribution

area. The moose-inhabited land in Region 4 is 92 percent public

ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.), 6 percent private, and 2 percent

State school land.

Moose populations and distribution status Is currently not

well known. Very limited hunting has been allowed in occasional

years. Future limited hunts are anticipated If sufficient field

data can be collected to justify them.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MAMACEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOOSE IN RECION 4

Effort

Moose Moose Hunting (Days Hunted

Moose Licensees Hunting Recreation Per Moose

Harvest Afield Success Days Harvested)

1971-74

1975 (no season)

}$B0 (future harvest objective pending improved field data)

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To determine by 1980 whether a huntable population of ooosc exists In Region 4

PROBLEMS

Distribution of moose In region, population sizes and interspecific

competition is not adequately known.

STRATEGIES

Determine the distribution of moose In Region 4 and their relative numbers.

Determine If competition with other game species or livestock is affecting

them and how, and make adjustments accordingly.



MOOSE STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5

66

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Moose occur on 73^ sq. miles, or 5 percent of Che land area

In Region 5; this Is 3 percenc of the statewide moose distribu-

tion area. The noose-lnhablted land In Region 3 Is 92 percent

public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.), 7 percent private, and 1 per-

cent state school land. About 90 percent of the moose harvest

comes from public land.

Moose populations are stable In some areas and declining in

others; information on productivity Is difficult to obtain and

lacking in most areas.

An average of 54 moose hunters hunted In Region 3 during

1971 to 1974; this represented 6 percenc of the total moose
hunters afield statewide. An average of 29 moose were harvested

annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 6 percent of the statewide

moose harvest. Harvests ranged from 12 In 1976 to 33 In 1973.

Applications for permits Increased from 579 in 1973 to 679 in

1976. The chance of drawing a permit decreased from 1 In 9 in

1973 to I in IS In 1976.

Future objectives are geared to maintain harvest rates
similar to chose of the early 1970's In Region 5. Actalnmenc
of stated objectives will require improved solutions to problems
listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROJECTED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOOSE IN REGION 3

Hunting
Licensees Hunting Recreation

Afield Sucoess Days

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Moose
Harvested)

1975

1976

1960

19BS

1990

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82) •
provide 400 days of moose hunting annually at a hunter success rate of

35 percent and an average hunting effort of 13 days/moose harvested by 1960.

PROBLEMS

Moose population data are difficult to obtain but moose appear
to be declining In portions of some hunting districts.

Recent harvests have been concentrated In most accessible areas.

Moose habitat Is gradually declining over much of the region due
to forest succession.

STRATEGIES

The harvest will be limited to bulls only in these units until
population information indicates justification for either sex.

Increased emphasis on moose population surveys will be required.

Some hunting districts will be divided into smaller units and
hunting pressure more evenly distributed by allocation of hunting
permits within these units.

Continue to seek cooperative efforts of U.S. Forest Service to
Implement prescribed burning and timber cutting designed to Improve
moose habitat over significant areas.



BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE
67

bUPPLY AND DEMAND

Bighorn sheep occur on 3,504 sq. olleB, or 3 percent of the
state (excluding National Parks and Indian reservations). Eleven
major native herds of bighorns exist in Hontana and numerous
other areas have been stocked by transplanting with variable
results. Land ovmershlp status where these wild aheep occur
is over 95 percent public. 4 percent private and less than 1
percent State school land. Over 95 percent of the sheep harvest
comes from public land.

Bighorn harvests, which are controlled by a permit system,
varied between 55 and 80 for the 1959-69 period with an average
annual harvest of 70 for that period. The average annual
harvest for the 1971-75 period was 93. Bighorn populations
appear to be stable or Increasing in most of the hunting
districts. Somewhat higher harvest rates probably can be
sustained in some areas to Increase the annual supply of
harvestable sheep. An "unlimited" number of permits has been
allowed in some hunting dletrlcts where rugged terrain and
difficult access exists — these areas provide maximum sheep
hunting opportunity and recreation at very low hunting success.

Demand for bighorn sheep hunting Is Increasing and will
continue to exceed supply. Applications for sheep permits
Increased from 2,619 In 1973 to 4,310 In 1976. Despite increased
applications, the ratio of total applications to total permits
has decreased from 1:34 in 1973 to 1:26 in 1976; KArcsr
utilization of certain herds has allowed a recent increase in
Che number of permits available.

Attainment of future objectives will depend upon success
in solving statewide problems listed on Che next page and
regional problems.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep Licensees Hunting

Harvest Afield Success

Bighorn Sheep
Hunting
Recreation

Aver. 59L> 78L 76t L
1971-74 33UL^ 6531JL 5X UL

92 721

540L
S.481UL
6.021

1975
89L
lOIJL

99

121L
631irL

752

757L
4.417UL
5,174

1976
lOOL
20irL

120

142L

53101
673

844L
3.7I7lfL

4,561

1960
16?L 1201
Z6VL 760UI

20S 1,000

1,&00L
S, 964UL
7,464

196S
167L 2201,

S6UL 78001
203 1,000

1,6001
S, 98401
7,464

1990
167L 220L
360L 7800L

203 1,000

76% L
S% OL

^Limited number permits
^Unliffllced permits in areas of severe, rugged

1,600L
S,964VL
7,464

terrain

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Sheep
Harvested)

9 L

119 UL

8.SL
442 UL

6 L

186 UL

9 L
166 OL

9 L
166 OL

9 L
166 OL

STATEWIDE GOAL: protect and perpetuate blghori
available, harvestable sheep to i

I sheep and their habitat and to Increase the supply of
:eec demands for hunting and nonhunting recreation.

To provide 7,500 days of bighorn aheep hunting annually at a hunting success rate of 75 percent
6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: and 5 percent and an average hunting effort of 9 and 165 days per sheep harvested, in limited

(1977-82) and unlimited areas, respectively, by 1980.

(continued)



BIGHORN SHEEP STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Bighorn eheep population and habitat Inventory la not adequate for

the Intensity of management needed If the harvest and recreation
objectives for I960 and the long term goal of protecting sheep and

their habitat Is to be attained.

Specific herds are currently under harvested. Increased annual

harvests could be sustained and are necessary to maintain

productive herd base and minimize habitat deterioration and

lung vorm disease.

Sheep management philosophy and hunting regulations such as criteria

for designating trophy rams and need for harvesting ewes, are

usually accompanied by considerable disagreement between various

sheep hunters and others.

Competition exists between bighorn sheep and ocher big game species.

Land uses such as logging and forest road building, mining and

grazing are deteriorating the quality and quantity of big
habitat.

Illegal harvest may be a significant drain on some populations.

Delays are being encountered on some National Forests In allowing
additional bighorn sheep transplants.

Demand for sheep hunting permits Is rapidly increasing, reducing

the chances for an Individual to have Che opportunity Co hunt

bighorn sheep.

STRATEGIES

Ongoing Intensive field studies of bighorn populations should continue and
additional field efforts redirected in order to ascertain population status
and trends over extensive areas.

Increased quotas for both rams and ewes are necessary on specific herds.

Certain regulations should be modified. The 7-year waiting period after
harvesting a ewe Is Coo resccictlve and Is precluding participation by
ewe-hunters in some areas. Ewe. hunting Is essential as a herd management
tool and should not be under c 'e restrictions of harvesting trophy rams.

The 3/4 curl regulation on rams should be discontinued in some areas.

Determine Che capability of specific areas and Identify to the public the

consequences of malncainlng current management on a specles-by-specles
basis. Establish species priorities for specific areas and adjust
management practices accordingly.

Identify sheep habitat areas and encourage only those land management
pracClcles chat will protect or enhance wild sheep habitat. Insist that
public roads not be built chat Interfere with Che welfare of bighorn sheep.

Seek cooperation from the U.S. Forest Service to transplant bighorn sheep
Into areas now deemed to be suitable.

Initiate a preference system (5 years) to favor the applicant who has not
been successful before.

Increase enforcement effort In problem areas and seek Improved public
cooperation through news media. Put up signs on certain bighorn areas
cautioning against mistaking sheep for deer during Che big game season.
Legalize the harvest of any sized ram In limited permit areas. Upgrade
Che knowledge of permit holders through educational sesBlons and/or materials.

Determine better what the public desires In terms of hunting and other
recreational uses and values for wild bighorn sheep. Establish legal
ram regulations that are more Interprecable and/or acceptable to the

various types of sheep hunters and ocher Interested persons. Establish
specific herd management objectives that are consistent with the capabilities
of Che sheep population and its habitat and chat recognize the various
types of hunting and other recreational uses desired by the public.



69BIGHORN SHEEP DISTRIBUTION* AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP
by

Fish and Game Regions
{Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)

*Dl9Crlbuclon Includes all area where species Is present at some time o( the year;

thus it tends to be a tnaxlauD inclusion of area the species inhabits, Including
aarginal habitat with low population densities of the species.

*lncludes state forestry land open to public.

**State school land — access dependent on private leasee.
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BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 1

SirPPLY AND DEMAND ^ w , j
Bighorn 8h«P occur on 395 sq. miles, or li percent of the land

area In Region 1: this Is 11 percent of the statevlde bighorn sheep

distribution area. The bighorn sheep-inhabited land In Region 1 Is

87 percent public ovnership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 13 percent

private. All of the sheep harvest comes from public land.

The bighorn sheep population Is Increasing In both bighorn

sheep hunting districts of Region 1.
, . „ , ,

An average of 10 bighorn sheep hunters were afield In Region l

from 1971 to 197^; this represented 1 percent of the total bighorn

sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of 6 sheep were harvested

annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 8 percent of the statewide

sheep harvest. Harvests ranged from 6 in 1973 to 20 In 1976.

Applications for bighorn sheep permits In Region 1 Increased

from 150 in 1973 to 705 in 1976. The ratio of applications per

permit In Region 1 changed from 15:1 In 1973 to 41:1 In 1975

and 35:1 in 1976.

Future objectives are for Increased harvests of sheep;

attainment of objectives will depend upon success in solving

problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep

Harvest
Aver.

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

298$

1990

Bighorn Sheep

Hunting
Recreation

136

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Sheep
Harvested)

17

lOOZ

loo::

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 400 days

of 65 percent and a

of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success rati

3 average hunting effort of 12 days/sheep harvested by 1980_

PROBLEMS

Increasing sheep populations are currently underharvested ;
Increased

harvests are possible and necessary to maintain productive herds and

minimize range deterioration and lungworm disease.

The 7-year restriction on sheep hunting following taking of a ewe

Is unnecessarily restrictive.

STRATEGIES

Increased quotas for both rams and ewes are being Implemented. Transplanting

may also be necessary If suitable sites can be found and approved on the

National Forest. Discontinue three-quarter curl regulations.

Allow successful ewe hunters to apply for a ewe or ram permit without a

7-year waiting period. Ewe hunting Is essential as a herd management tool

Improved population and ecological information Is needed on specific

herds.

Illegal harvest continues on winter range areas close to public

highways.

Competition exists between other big game species and bighorn

sheep in some areas.

Land uses such as extensive logging may be conflicting with

bighorn sheep management.

Unnecessary delays are being encountered In receiving approval

for additional bighorn sheep transplants on public land.

Intensive study of the Ural-Tweed herd has been initiated.

Improve effectiveness of law enforcement and seek increased public

cooperation in eliminating the problem.

Establish species management goals and priorities for specific areas

and adjust harvests and management emphasis accordingly.

Identify sheep habitat areas and encourage only those forestry practices

that may enhance sheep habitat.

Request U.S. Forest Service to change current policy In Lolo Forest and

cooperate In transplanting bighorn sheep Into areas now deemed to be suitable.



BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 2

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Bighorn sheep occur on 272 sq. miles, or 3 percent of Che

land area in Region 2; this is 8 percent of the statewide big-

horn distribution area. The sheep-inhabited land in Region 2

is 63 percent public ovmershlp (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 17 percent

private. About 62 percent of the bighorn sheep harvest comes

from public land.

The bighorn sheep populations are stable or increasing in

Region 2*8 sheep hunting districts.

An average of 9 bighorn sheep hunters were afield in

Region 2 from 1971 to 1974; this represented 1 percent of the

total bighorn sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of

4 sheep were harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising

4 percent of the statewide bighorn sheep harvest. Harvests

ranged from 1 in 1971 to 13 in 1976.

Applications for bighorn sheep permits decreased from 464

in 1973 to 320 in 1974 and then increased to 669 in 1976. The

ratio of applications per permit in Region 2 has varied from

48:1 in 1973 to 21:1 in 1974 to 37:1 in 1976.

Future objectives are to increase the annual sustained

harvest of sheep; attainment of objectives will depend upon

success in solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep

Harvest

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

1986

1990

Bighorn Sheep
Hunting

Recreation

120

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Sheep

Harvested)

16

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE(1977-82)

:

To provide 300 days of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success rate <

45 percent and an average hunting effort of 16 days/sheep harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS
Population control in thriving populations is difficult because of

constraints on shooting females.

Lamb mortality is high in some areas, leading to slow population
gains and few, if any, hunting opportunities.

Illegal kill may be a significant drain on some populations.

Some apparently suitable bighorn habitat does not have any big-

horns. Unnecessary delays are being encountered in receiving
approval for additional transplants in certain public areas.

Trap and transplant ewes and lambs if release sites are available. Support

legislation to remove seven-year waiting period for successful hunters who

kill ewes.

Evaluate causes of lamb mortality and request coyote control assistance if

indicated. Endeavor to maintain ranges in good condition by recommending

grazing adjustments on public land, lease or acquisition on private lands,

and keeping game numbers within carrying capacity on all ranges.

Increase publicity through news media. Put up signs on bighorn sheep areas

cautioning against mistaking sheep for deer. Increase enforcement effort

in sheep areas. Legalize harvest of any sized ram in limited permit areas.

Hake Che required habits

bighorn transplant from
U.S. Forest Service to t

CO be suitable.

. surveys, obtain landowner consent and request a

in available source. Seek Improved cooperation from

ansplanc bighorns into areas that have been Judged

Increased information is needed on specific sheep populations and

habitats.

Encroachment on important bighorn habitat by expanding forest road

systems.

Employ, or otherwise obtain, store personnel to make Che surveys. Divert

effort from some current activities to sheep surveys.

Insist that public roads not be built that Interfere with the welfare of

bighorn sheep.
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BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 3

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Bighorn sheep occur on 925 sq. miles, or 5 percent of the land

area In Region 3; this Is 26 percent of the statewide bighorn sheep

distribution area. The sheep- Inhabited land in Region 3 Is 97 per-

cent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 3 percent private.

About 95 percent of the sheep harvest comes from public land.

The bighorn sheep populations are stable in Region 3.

An average of 385 bighorn sheep hunters were afield In Region

3 from 1971 to 1974; this represented 53 percent of the total big-

horn sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of 27 sheep were

harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 26 percent of the

statewide sheep harvest. Harvests ranged from 13 to 30 during

1971-74.
Applications for limited bighorn sheep permits have Increased

from 257 in 1973 to 315 In 1975 and 311 Ln 1976. The ratio of

applications per limited permit ranged from 17:1 to 21:1 from 1973

to 1975 to 62:1 In 1976.

Future objectives are to maintain sheep harvests similar to

the 1971-74 period. Attainment of objectives will depend upon

success In solving problema listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED

Bighorn
Sheep Licensees

Harvest Afield

Aver. 6 L*

1971-74 21 in,

5 L

1975 5 UL

0 L

1976 11 UL

6 L
1980 24 UL

6 L

1985 24 UL

e L
1990 24 UL

12 L

373 UL

15 L

363 UL

3 L

334 UL

12 L

480 UL

12 L
480 UL

12 L

480 UL

*Llmlted and Unlimited blgh(

MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn Sheep
Hunting

Hunting Recreation

Success Days

50X L 132 L

5% UL 3,200 UL

332 L 165 L

12 UL 2.541 UL

02 L 15 L

32 UL 2,345 UL

50i L 132 L
5% UL 3,264 UL

50% L 132 L

52 UL 3,264 UL

50% L 132 L
52 UL 3,264 UL

orn sheep hunting districts.

Effort
(Days Hunted

Per Sheep
Harvested)

22 L

188 UL

33 L

508 UL

213 UL

22 L
136 UL

22 L

13$ UL

22 L

136 UL

To provide 3,400 days of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): rate of 50 and 5 percent and an average hunting effort of 22 and 136 days/

sheep harvested, in limited and unlimited areas, respectively by 1960.

PROBLEMS
STRiiTEGlES

Increased Infonaatlon 1. needed on ahe.p popoletlon. and habitats. Meld work priorities are being changed to intensify collection of sheep

population status Information.

Sheep hunting regulations, criteria for designating trophy rams,

ewe harvests, etc., are usually accompanied by considerable

disagreement between various sheep hunters and others.

Establish legal ram regulations Chat are more Interpretable and/or

acceptable to sheep hunters and other Interested persons. Determine

better what the public wants in terms of hunting and ocher uses of

wild sheep. Modify requltecnent of 7-year waiting period for successful

ewe permit holders so chat ewe penolLs can be more offtctively used

where needed In future manupoment

.



BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Bighorn sheep occur on 66S sq. miles, or 3 percent of the land

area In Region 4; this Is 19 percent of the statewide bighorn

sheep distribution area. The sheep- inhabited land in Region U ia

95 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 5 percent private.

All of the bighorn sheep harvest cones from public land.

Bighorn sheep populations are increasing in Region 4.

An average of 45 bighorn sheep hunters were afield in Region 4

from 1971 to 1974; this represented 6 percent of the total bighorn

sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of 40 sheep were har-

vested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 38 percent of the 8tac<

wide sheep harvest. Harvests ranged from 32 in 1972 to 66 in 1976.

Applications for sheep permits increased from 1,640 in 1973 to

2,184 in 1976. During the sacne period the ratio of applications per

permit in Region 4 has changed from 41:1 (1973) to 18:1 (1976) as an

increasing number of permits has become feasible. Future objectives

ace to gradually increase the utilizatiun cate of Region 4's sheep;

attalnaent of future objectives will depend upon success in solving

problems listed below,

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep

Harvest

1971-74

1975

1976

1980

1986

1990

Bighorn Sheep
Hunting
Recreation

Days

200

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):

Effort

(Daye Hunted

Per Sheep
Harvested)

PROBLEMS

Adequate harvests are needed to maintain a productive herd and

prevent range deterioration and disease. Harvests should Include

ewes; use of ewe permits is discouraged by seven-year waiting

period regulation.

Coyote predation.

Basic information needed on transplanted herds.

Interspecific competition between sheep and other big game.

Movements to curtail hunting and place bighorn sheep on Che

threatened or endangered list.

Continuation of Sun River Came Preserve precludes proper

management of sheep.

STRATEGIES

Continue intensive work to determine production and survival on various

herds 80 realistic harvests (or trapping and transplanting) can be

attained to assure most productive herd size. Work toward getting

waiting period for successful ewe permit holders reduced. Continue

either aex and ewe permit Issuance in Sun River area. Continue annual

classification and counts of Sun River herds.

If coyotes are a significant problem in any given area, control them.

Strive to get all Information possible on transplanted herda. In this

way, we will hopefully be able to cause better ''take" of transplanted

herds and determine beforehand if an area Is suitable for tranaplant.

Evaluate interspecific competition In various sheep herds (especially

Sun River) and set seasons accordingly.

Intensify field studies of sheep population status and keep public

informed of their status and the necessity of herd control to maintain

and Improve productivity.

Strive to abandon Sun River Game Preserve.



BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5
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Slff-PLY AND DEMAND
Bighorn sheep occur on 1,135 eq. miles, or 8 percent of the

land area In Region 5; this Is 32 percent of the statewide big-

horn sheep distribution area. The bighorn sheep- inhabited land

in Region 5 Is 99 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.)

and 1 percent private. All of the sheep harvest comes from

public land.

The bighorn sheep population Is stable in Region 5.

An average of 280 bighorn sheep hunters were afield In

Region S from 1971 to 1974; this represented 38 percent of the

total bighorn sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of 12

sheep were harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 13

percent of the statewide sheep harvest. Harvests ranged from

11 In 1971 to 15 In 1974 and 5 In 1975.

All bighorn sheep hunting districts In Region 5 have un-
limited permits available as the terrain Is high, rugged and

difficult to hunt and success is low. Hunting Is closed when
harvest quotas are being reached. The number of hunters
afield Increased from 337 In 1973 to 386 in 1974 and decreased
CO 196 in 1976.

Future objectives are to maintain sheep harvests similar
to Che 1971-74 period. Attainment of objectives will depend
upon success in solving problems listed below.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep Licensees

Harvest Afield

1971-74 12 266

Bighorn Sheep
Hunting

Hunting Recreation
Success Days

51 2,700

1975 5 268 2Z 1,876

1976 5 196

2980 22 300

298S 22 300

3X 1,372

4% 2, 700

4X 2, 700

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Sheep
Harvested)

207

375

274

22S

223

2990 22 300 4% 2, 700 228

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): provide 2,700 days of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success rate
of 4 percent and an average hunting effort of 225 days/sheep harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Improved Information Is needed on sheep population status.

Some range deterioration Is occurring, particularly on the high
winter range In the Rosebuds and lambing areas in Rosebuds and
Stillwater. Some herd reduction may be needed.

Rocker and Gardiner segment needs information on population,
range and movement. Clarification of Interaction between
Stillwater and Gardiner herds Is also very Important.

Possible competition between sheep and goats.

Trophy ram hunting should be discouraged In areas needing
population control.

Additional field time will have to be assigned to bighorn sheep studies;
either by changes of work priorities or assignment of additional personnel.

Issuing of ewe permits Is anticipated and discouragement of 7-year
waiting period should be sought for legislative action.

Students or preferrably a full-time man is needed. Work priorities
may need adjusting.

Study on goats needed.

Departmental agreement and objective should be sought and encouraged.



BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PUN - REGION 6

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Bighorn sheep occur on about 62 square miles, less than 1
percent of the land area In Region 6; this Is 2 percent of the
statewide bighorn sheep distribution area. The bighorn sheep-
inhabited land in Region 6 is 65 percent public, 3 percent
state school land, and 32 percent private ownership.

Bighorns were planted in the Little Rockies area during
1973 and 1976. Their current status Is yet unknown. It Is
possible that limited permit hunting may be allowed by 1980.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS POR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep

Harvest

1971-74

1975

iseo s

ms s

1S90 $

Licensees
Afield

Hunting
Success

Bighorn Sheep Effort
Hunting (Days Hunted

Recreation Per Sheep
P*y» Harvested)

70t SO 10

?0% $0 IQ

so 10

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
provide 50 days of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success rate of

70 percent and an average hunting effort of 10 daya/sheep harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Dlstructlon of habitat by gold and silver mining activities.

Illegal harvest of bighorn sheep.

STRATEGIES

Identify key bighorn habitat and conflict areas and urge increased
protection for bighorns by public land managers.

Increase enforcement efforts and seek improved public cooperation.
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BIGHORN SHEEP STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 7

SITPPLY AND DEMAND
Bighorn sheep occur on 50 sq. miles, or .01 percent of the

land area In Region 7; this la 1 percent of the statewide

bighorn sheep distribution area. The bighorn sheep-lnhablted

land In Region 7 Is about 30 percent public ownership and 70

percent private.

The bighorn sheep population Is stable.

Two bighorn sheep hunters were afield In Region 7 from

1971 to 1974; this represented .02 percent of the total big-

sheep hunters afield statewide. An average of I sheep

j harvested annually from 1971 to 1974. comprising 1 percent

1 sheep harvest. Harvests ranged from
of the statewide blgho

0 In 1972 to 2 In 1974.

Applications for t

have Increased from 68

Future objectives — -- —
sufficient numbers to continue the current

and hunting opportunity.

bighorn sheep permits In Region 7

1973 to 127 In 1976.

• maintain this limited herd In

of harvest

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BIGHORN SHEEP

Bighorn
Sheep

Harvest

Licensees
Afield

Bighorn Sheep

Hunting

Hunting Recreation

Success Days

Effort

(Days Hunted

Per Sheep
Harvested)

1971-74 1

1975 2

1976 1

1980 2

1986 2

1990 2

2 50Z 20

2 loon 16

2 50% 10

2 100% 20

2 100% 20

2 100% 20

12

8

10

10

10

10

£.-i\ To provide 20 days of bighorn sheep hunting annually at a hunting success rate

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
percent and an average hunting effort of 10 days/sheep harvested by 1980.

Access to private and public lands where bighorns occur Is

severely restricted.

Heavy grazing by livestock.

Determine why the land is closed and what measures are needed to allc

some hunting.

Identify important bighorn sheep habitat and conflict areas and seek

Improved range management that considers forage needs of bighorns.



MOUNTAIN COAT STRATEGIC PUN - STATEWIDE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR
Mountain goats are native to the major mountain ranges of

western Montana and have been introduced to those Isolated
mountain ranges where habitat is suitable. They are known to

Effort

occur on 5,290 sq. miles or U percent of the State (excluding
National Parks and Indian reservations). Land ownership where
goats occur is 49 percent public and 6 percent private land.

Goat
Harvest

Licensee
Afield

8 Hunting
Success

Recreation
Davs

Per Goat
Harvested)

Over 98 percent of the harvest has come from public land.
Coat populations are stable or increasing In most districts,

1972 234 546 43X -- -
decreasing In a few units and undetermined in some.

Mountain goat hunting has been regulated by a permit system
1973 280 556 50X 2.407 8

since 1953. The average annual harvest for the 1959-69 period
was 384 (including limited and unlimited permit areas). Harvests

1974 306 571 541 2,745 9

for 1972-75 (limited permits only) ranged between 234 and 306 and
averaged 264. A higher annual harvest rate probably could be sus-

1975 237 508 47: 2.540 11

talned in some units to increase the overall harvestable supply.
Demand for goat hunting is increasing and will continue to

1976 302 500 61Z 2,500 8

exceed the supply. Total applications for permits increased from
3,699 to 4,683 between 1973 and 1975. The ratio of total applications

1980 SCi 3,100 9

to total permits has increased from 5.8:1 In 1973 to 8.6:1 in 1976.
Future objectives are to increase the statewide harvest; attain-

1985 345 685 60% 3,100 9

menc of objectives will depend upon success in solving statewide and
regional problems listed for mountain goat management.

1990 345 €85 50% 3,100 9

STATEWIDE GOAL: To protect and perpetuate oiountaln goats and their habitat and to increase the
supply of available, harvestable goats to meet demands for hunting and non-hunting
recreation.

6-YEAK OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 3,100 days of mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success
rate of SO percent and an average hunting effort of 9 days per goat harvested

by 1980.

PROBLEMS

More Intensive population statue and trend infonsation Is needed

for specific herds if 1980 objectives are to be attained.

STRATEGIES

More field effort needs to be assigned or re-directed to complete goat

population surveys over extensive areas. Intensive studies of specific

herd population dynamics and habitat relationships ore necessary to

evaluate the Impact of various ultllzatlon rates and/or land use encroach-

ments on goat habitat.

(continued)



MOlfMTAIN GOAT STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEKS

Expanding road systeias due to logging and/or energy developmente

and explorations are lowering the security of existing goat

habitat.

Goat hunters tend to concentrate in the more accessible areas.

The severity of terrain makes It difficult to attain proper

distribution of hunters throughout goat habitat. Many hunters
may tend to shoot first goat they see, which may cause selectivity
of females.

Demand for goat hunting permits is rapidly increasing, reducing
the chance for an Individual to have the opportunity to hunt
goats.

STRATEGIES

Identify goat habitat and seek cooperation of public land managers to

prevent road building and/or implement road closures as necessary to
maintain or enhance security of goat habitat. Provide assistance to

public land managers to seek means to enhance goat habitat.

Create smaller hunting districts bssed on goat distribution, population
status and production and survival. Allocate hunting permits to more
specific areas to cause a wider distribution of hunters. Provide goat
permltees with Information on goat habits, social behavior and local
distribution so that hunters will tend to disperse themselves and Include
more males In Che harvest.

Initiate a preference system (5 years) that would favor Che applicant
who has not been successful before.

(More specific problems and strategies listed by Regions on following pages.)



Fla. 7 MOUNTAIN GOAT DISTRIBUTION* AND RELATIONSHIP TO LAND OWNERSHIP

by

Fish and Game Regions
(Not Including Indian Reservations or National Parks)

thua It tends to be a naxlaus locluslon of area the apecles lohablta. Including

nargloal habitat with low population densltlee of the apccles.



MOUNTAIN GOAT STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 1

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Mountain goats occur on 964 sq. miles, or 9 percent of the land

area in Region 1; this Is 18 percent of the statewide mountain goat

distribution area. The mountain goat-inhabited land In Region 1 Is

99 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 1 percent private.

All of the goat harvest comes from public land.

Coat populations are stable or Increasing In goat hunting

districts of Region 1.

An average of 118 hunters were afield from 1972 to 1975 with

limited quotas; this represented 18 percent of the total goat

hunters afield statewide. An average of 46 mountain goats were har-

vested annually from 1972 to 1974, comprising 16 percent of the state-

wide goat harvest. Harvests ranged from 34 In 1972 to 62 in 1976,

Applications for goat permits in Region 1 Increased from 678 In

1973 to 1,013 In 1976. The ratio of applications per permit In Region

1 Increased from 4.5:1 in 1973 to 7.9:1 In 1976.

Future objectives ere to Increase goat harvests and recreation;

attainment of objectives will depend upon success In solving problems

listed below. — -

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN COATS

Mountain
Coat

Harvest

1972-74

1975

1976

1980

1985

1990

230

130

Goat Hunting
Recreation

Days

900

900

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Goat
Harvested

)

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide ^00 days of mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success rate

of 50 percent and an average hunting effort of 14 days/goat harvested by 1980.

Excessive access through numerous forest roads entering goat habitat

lowers habitat security against man-caused activities including legal

and Illegal hunting.

Cooperate with responsible authorities to Implement road closures as

necessary to Improve security of goat habitat. Provide information on

location of goat habitat to timber management and other land-use planners

and encourage adequate consideration for needs of mountain goats.

Many hunters tend to shoot first goat they see in most accessible

areas — which may emphasize harvest of females.

Weather conditions preclude systematic aerial surveys for goat

population data.

Provide goat permltees with Information on goat habits and social

behavior so they are better able to Include more males in the harvest.

Continue priority for availability of adequate personnel to carry out

goat survey flights as conditions allow.

Oil, gas and mineral exploration and associated road-bulldlng

and Increased human activity will deteriorate mountain goat

habitat.

Identify Important mountain goat habitat and conflict areas and seek

cooperation to protect goat habitat and minimize degradation. Eliminate

or curtail use of expanded road systems that do develop.



MOUNTAIN COAT STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 2

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Mountain goats occur on 2.470 sq. miles, or 24 percent of the

land area In Region 2; this Is 47 percent of the statewide goat
distribution area. The mountain goat-inhabited land In Region 2

Is 89 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.) and 11 percent
private. About 96 percent of the goat harvest comes from public

Goat population trends are stable or increasing where known
and undetermined on some hunting districts.

An average of 159 goat hunters were afield in Region 2 during
1971 to 1974; this represented 26 percent of the total goat hunters

afield statewide. An average of 79 mountain goats were harvested
annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 26 percent of the statewide
goat harvest. Harvests ranged from 64 in 1971 to 106 In 1976.

Applications for goat permits in Region 2 increased from 816

in 1973 to 1,177 In 1975. The ratio of applications per permit in

Region 2 has increased from 4.5:1 in 1973 to 7:1 in 1975 and 6:1

In 1976. Future objectives are to increase goat iiarveets and
recreation; attainment will depend upon success in solving problems
listed below.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN COAT

Mountain
Coat

Harveat
Licensees Hunting

Afield Success

Coat Hunting
Recreation

Days

Effort

(Days Hunted
Per Coat

Harvested)

1971-74 79 159 501

1975 74 168 44X

632

840

1976 106 167 63% 835

1980 SO

2986 SO

19S0 90

280 sot

280 60%

280 sot

700

700

700

8

II

8

8

8

8

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82):
To provide 700 days of mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success rate

of 5*^ percent and an average hunting effort of 8 days/goat harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Population data are difficult to obtain and lacking

STRATEGIES

districts. Employ, or otherwise obtain, more personnel to obtain needed Information.

Divert effort from current activity to goat surveys. More aerial surveys

of goats may yield more population data.

Hunters tend to concentrate In more accessible areas. Larger hunting districts could be divided Into smaller districts to obtain

better hunter distribution. Haps showing goat distribution could be sent

to permit holders to encourage better dispersal of hunters.

Forest access roads for timber harvest In some areas encroach on goat

habitat, making hunter access easier and leading to possible local

over-harvest.

Discourage land managing personnel from building roads to the edge of

goat habitat. Encourage closure of roads which closely approach goat

habitat.

All suitable habitat not currently stocked for mountain goats. Investigate area and recommend transplanting where suitable areas are

defined.



SUPPLY AND DEHAWD
Mountain goat occur on 860 sq. olles, or S percent of the

land area In Region 3; this is 17 percent of the statewide
mountain goat distribution area. The mountain goat-lnhablted
land In Region 3 Is 99 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.)
and 1 percent private. All of the goat harvest comes from
public land.

Coat populations are stable In the majority of mountain
goat hunting districts, declining or unknown on others.

An average of 161 goat hunters were afield in Region 3

during 1971 to 1974; this repreeented 26 percent of the total
mountain goat hunters afield statewide. An average of 61 were
harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 29 percent of
the statewide goat harvest. Harvests ranged from 72 In 1972
to 94 In 1974.

Applications for mountain goat permits In Region 3 Increased
from 1,064 In 1973 to 1,27S in 1976. The ratio of applications
per permit in Region 3 has steadily increased from 5.8:1 In 1973
to 10.2:1 in 1976.

Future objectives are to Increase goat harvests and
recreation: attainment will depend upon success In solving
problems listed below.

MOUNTAIN GOAT STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 3

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN COATS

Mountain
Coat

Harvest

1975

1976

2980

293S

Goat Hunting
Recreation

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Coat

Harvested)

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-32); To provide 800 days o^ mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success rate
of SO percent and an average hunting effort of 8 days/goat harvested by 1980.

Specific data on populations and habitat relationships are lacking.
Opportunities for securing sufficient data are limited with current
assignments of manpower.

The severity of terrain makes it difficult to achieve proper
distribution of goat hunters throughout goat habitat.

More field effort needs to be assigned or re-dlrected to accomplish
goat population surveys necessary to attain 1980 objectives. Intensive
studies of specific herd populations and habitats are also recommended.

for more specific areas will help distribute



MOUNTAIN GOAT STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION <.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN COAT
Mountain goat occur on 666 sq. miles, or 3 percent of the

land area In Region 4; this Is 13 percent of the statewide
mountain goat distribution area. The mountain goat-lnhablted Mountain

Effort

land In Region 4 is 94 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.)
and 6 percent private. Over 90 percent of the mountain goat
harvest comes from public land.

Mountain goat populations are stable to decreasing where Aver

Goat
Harvest

Licensees
Afield

Hunting
Success

Recreation
Davs

Per Coat

Harvested)

known and undetermined in some goat hunting districts. Some 75 43X 264 8

additional areas are expected to provide goat hunting before
1980.

1975 15 24 63Z 96 6

An average of 75 goat hunters were afield In Region 4 from 17 29 59X 145 9

1971 to 1974; this represented 12 percent of the total mountain
goat hunters afield statewide. An average of 33 mountain goats

1960 40 100 40% 500 6

were harvested annually from 1971 to 1974, comprising 12 percent 1 VOb 500 8

of the statewide goat harvest. The number of permits Issued
was reduced and the harvest declined from 46 (1971) to 15 (1975).

Applications for mountain goat permits in Region 4 declined
from 790 In 1973 to 652 In 1974 and Increased to 713 In 1976.

The ratio of applications per permit In Region 4 has Increased
from 12:1 in 1973 to 23:1 In 1976.

Future objectives are to Increase goat harvests and
recreation to levels of 1971-72. Attainment will depend upon

1990 40 100 40% 500 8

success of new areas and In solving problems listed below.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977'82) :
provide 300 days of mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success race of

40 percent and an average hunting effort of 6 days/goat harvested by 1990.

PROBLEMS
Need more basic biology Information on all herds.

Hunter harvest tends to be concentrated In more accessible areas.

Maintaining and/or enhancing goat habitat.

STRATEGIES
Change work priorities or assign additional peraonnvl to Initiate field
studies on each of the known herds present or that will be established
In the coming years.

Create smaller hunting districts to get more even harvest using all
known data on distribution, production and survival. Allocate hunting
permits to more specific areas to cause a wider distribution of hunters.

Work with federal agencies to Improve any situations where competition
with livestock is detrimental. Also determine If controlled burning or

other methods will be beneficial to goats and work with federal agencies
to accomplish habitat Improvements.



MOUNTAIN GOAT STRATEGIC PLAN - REGION 5
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Mountain goats occur on 310 sq. olles, or 2 percent of the land

area In Region S; this la 6 percent of Che statewide mountain goat

dlBCrlbutlon area. The mountain goat- Inhabited land in Region 5 is

100 percent public ownership (mainly U.S.F.S.). All of the mountain

goat harvest comes from public land.

Mountain goat populations are increasing In Region S.

An average of 46 hunters were afield in Region S from 1971 to

1974; this represented 6 percent of the total mountain goat hunters

afield statewide. An average of 29 goats were harvested annually

from 1971 to 1974, comprising 10 percent of Che statewide mountain

gooc harvest. Harvests ranged from 16 In 1971 to 47 In 1974.

Applications for mountain goat permits in Region 5 increased

from 351 In 1973 to 602 In 1976. The ratio of applications per

permit in Region S has ranged between 6 and 7:1 from 1973 Co 1976.

Future objectives are to Increase goat harvests and recreation

opportunity; attainment will depend greatly upon success In Improv-

ing basic Information on goat populations, productivity and rates

of harvest chat can be sustained.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN GOAT

Mountain
Coat

Harvest
Licensees Hunting

Effort

Goat Hunting (Days Hunted
Recreation Per Coat

Days Harvested)

1975

1976

1980

198S

1990

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): To provide 400 days of mountain goat hunting annually at a hunting success rate

of 65 percent and an average hunting effort of 8 days/goat harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

More intensive population Information la needed on specific herds
If full utilization potential of goat populations Is to be attained.

STRATEGIES

More field effort needs to be assigned or re-dlrected to Improve
overall goat population survey Information. Intensive study of specific

populations la also recommended to ascertain relationship of goat
productivity and harvest rates.



MOUNTAIN LION STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE
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Supply and Demand PAST. CURREKT AND PROPOSED MANACFMEWT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN LION

MouncalD Ilona (cougars) have been reported In all seven
regions, though they are unconmon In eastern Montana. Most
notable, populations occur In rugged, nountalnous areas of
western Montana,

Little data has been available on specific distribution
areas, population status, or trends. Increased efforts to
Improve the data base for management are underway.

The lion was declared a game animal In 1971. Estimated
annual harvests ranged from SI In 1971-72 to 91 In 1974-75.
A lion hunting license is required to hunt and a trophy license
Is necessary after killing.

In Che 1976 season nearly 600 hunters pursued lions
for sport; demand for licenses Is currently increasing.

The majority of Che lion harvest in the past 3 years has

come from Regions 1 (47Z) and 2 (39Z); the remainder of harvest
has been In Regions 4 (6Z), 3 (3Z) and S (3Z).

Hunting Estimated^ Effort
Hunter Licenses Success Lion Hunting (Days Hunted Per
Harvest Sold (Llon/Llcense) Recreation Days Lion Harvested)

1971- 72^ 51 450 12Z

1972- 73^ 54 581 9Z

1,350 26

1,750 32

1973- 74 72

1974- 75 91

1975- 76 76

1976- 77 70

1980-62 $0

1985-66 80

1990-91 80

314 23Z

351 26Z

406 19Z

587 12Z

SOO let

500 let

500 let

940 13

1,050 12

1.220 16

1,760 25

1,500 19

1,500 19

1,500 19

CTATrurnr rnfli •
protect and perpetuate mountain lions and to maintain populations

blAitwiut hUAL. provide for all types of sport hunting and non-hunting uses.

To provide l.SOO days of mountain lion hunting annually at a hunting
success rate of 1 lion harvested per 6 licensees and an average

6-YEAR OBJECTIVES: effort of 19 days per lion harvested by 1980. To develop improved
(1977-82) techniques for estimating lion population trends and evaluating

effects of sport hunting.

^Assuming sn average of 3 days
afield for each licensed hunts
^No fee required for license

PROBLEMS

Improved lofonDatlon on lion distribution, density, population
trends and effects of sport hunting Is needed for future
management .

Local problems exist with nonresidents pursuing Hons while

bobcat hunting.

STRATEGIES

Develop census methods to Indicate population trends In various areas of

the state. Assemble and utilize available Information on prey species
trends and develop census methods where necessary. Continue to monitor
Che distribution and Intensity of Hon hunting pressure and the harvest.

Change of bobcat classification to a furbearer will provide Improved
capability to discourage this.

(continued)



HOUNTAIN LION STRATEGIC PLAN STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

There le a need to aalntaln and/or upgrade the quality of lion

hunting and to encourage greater eelectlvlty of harvested lions.

Extensive expansion of forest road systens are reducing the

security of lion habitat.

STRATEGIES

Disseminate Information to lion hunters through special meetings, contacts

with licensees, and questionnaire results. Emphasize the sport of the

chase and merits of harvesting only selected lions.

Seek Improved cooperation to consider lion habitat needs in forest land

planning and management: close roads or curtail use of motorized vehicles

In problem areas.
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Black bear are widely distributed from the timbered portions

of western Montana Into foothill areas east of the Divide Including
isolated mountain ranges such as Che Hlghwoods, Judiths, Snowies,
Pryors and Bighorns. They occur on at least 34,000 sq. miles or
29 percent of the state (excluding National Parks and Indian reser-
vations); Che majority of their distribution area Is public land.

Little data Is available on current black bear population
trends. Intensive studies of black bears conducted In the White-
fish range of northwestern Montana during 1939-66 have provided
basic Information for bear management.

Spring through fall black bear hunting has been allowed
since 1939. Estimated black bear harvests from 1959-70 varied
between 1,100 and 2,100 with an annual average of 1,600. Approxi-
mately 30 percent of the harvest is taken during Che fall big
game season.

Black bear annual harvests have averaged 1,230 for the
1971-75 period. In 1975, Region 1 had the greatest portion (BIT)
of the bear harvest, followed by Region 2 (21?) , Region 3 (lOZ),
Region 4 (SZ). and Region 5 (3Z).

Since 1971 a separate license has been required to hunt
black bear. The demand for black bear licenses has steadily been
rising since 1971 and may reach or exceed 10,000 by early 1980’s.
The statewide harvescable supply of black bears presently exceeds
current and anticipated sport hunting demand. A regional summary
of black bear distribution and hunting information la presented
on Che following page.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR BLACK BEARS

Estimated Licenses
Harvest Sold

Estimated
Licensees
Afield

Hunting

Effort
(Days Hunted
Per Bear

Harveeted)

1971 1.185 2,884

1972 928 4.794

1973 1,347 6,976

1974 1,527 7,515

1975 1,251 8,060

1976 1,637

1,700 9,000

1989 1,8S0 10,000

1990 2,000 21,000

23Z 36,158

3.382 27Z 25,836

5,019 27Z 41,245

'.90S 26Z 50,235

6,201 20Z 54,320

10,187* 16Z 69.458

7,600 22t 98,600

8,400 22% 66,000

9,200 221 70,000

31

28

31

33

43

54

36

36

36

*Psrc of increase due to change In nonresident big game llcanec
that now Includes a black bear tag.

STATEWIDE COAL: protect and perpetuate black bear and their habitat and to maintain
populations and manage for an increase sport hunting demand.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE (1977-82): provide 59,000 days of black bear hunting annually at a hunting success race of

22 percent and an average hunting effort of 35 days/black bear harvested by 1980.

PROBLEMS

Hunting demand for black bears has been relatively low in Regions

2, 3, 4 and 5. The species could provide considerably more sport
hunting and appreciative use opportunity In many areas.

STRATEGIES

Inform Che public of the opportunities for hunting and/or viewing black
bears and stress their availability on extensive areas of public land

during both spring and fall. Provide information on hunting methods,

areas and best time periods for hunting and/or observing bears.

(continued)



BLACK BEAR STRATEGIC PLAN (continued)

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Data population trends, bear densities, and effects of land-use

changes ace lacking throughout each region. Rapid, reliable,

and economical censuslng techniques are needed. Detailed

harvest Infomation about location, date, sex, and age is lacking.

The merits of maintaining the summer hunting season Is

questionable in some regions.

Nuisance, damage, and black bear control efforts are expected to

continue at some level.

The Interrelationship between gristly and black bear Is not well

known. Data are also needed on black bear relationships to other

big game.

Coordinated and cooperative efforts by Department and other agency personnel

for developing census techniques and obtaining Improved population and

habitat use data. Obtain additional qualitative data on hunter harvest

by special questionnaire and field checks.

Determine the history, location, reasons, and number of black bear

mortalities for damage, nuisance, and control reasons. Consider on a

reglon-by-reglon basis whether limiting general open hunting to spring

and fall periods is deslrab'e.

Determine the cause, extent, and frequency of nuisance and damage actions,

and develop management plans to minimize the need for damage control.

Discourage subdivisions In bear habitat and educate people on avoiding

conflicts with bears. Strive to attain a sustainable level of sport

hunting that will minimize the need for direct bear control.

Intensive field studies involving tagging, observing and radio telemetry

would be required. Determine the relationship to other big game species

In high density black bear habitats through field studies.

i Of

Fish & Estimated Region

Came Distribution Black Bear

Region Area Occur On

1 10.180 sq.mi

2 7,000 sq.mi

3 9,600 sq.mi

it 6,650 sq.mi

5 600 sq.mi

State 34,030 sq.mi

Total

91 Z

68 Z

53 Z

28 Z

4 Z

26 Z

SUMMARY OF BLACK BEAR DISTRIBUTION AND HUNTING DATA BY REGIONS

Black Bear Estimated Indicators of Hunting

Licensees Afield Annual Harvests Hunting Recreation Success and Effort

Past

(Aver.

)

1971-74

Current Projected Past
(Aver.

)

1971-74

Current Proposed Hunting Days Percent
Hunting Success "per

Hunted
Bear

1975 1960 1975 1980 1971-74 1975 1980 1971-74 1975 1980 1971-74 1975 1980

2,400 3,268 3,400 700 761 850 19,300 28,604 29,800 29Z 23Z 25Z 28.0 37.6 35.0

1,200 1,507 1,800 300 263 450 8,900 12.54q 13,500 26Z 17Z 25Z 26.5 47.7 30.0

645 980 1.300 140 126 200 5,600 7,112 8,400 16Z 13Z 15Z 40.7 55.6 42.0

510 599 700 72 68 100 3,100 3.985 4,400 14Z IIZ 14Z 43.7 58.6 44.0

252 339 400 29. 31 ^ 1,400 2.083 2.500 12Z _91 12X 49.2 67.2 50.0

5,207 6,201 7,600 1,241 1,251 1,650 36,300 54,320 58.600 24Z 20Z 22t 31.0 43.4 35.0



GRIZZLY BEAR STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE
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Supply and Demand
Grizzly bears are present in some of the more rugged, oountainous

areas In 5 of 7 Fish and Came Regions. They occur at some time of the
year on approximately 8,850 square miles of Montana (excluding National
Parks). Grizzly distribution may slightly exceed the recorded distribu-
tion of 30 years ago. Viable populations exist In northwestern and
southcentral Montana.

Hunting is currently allowed in Regions 1, 2 and Region 3 has
been closed since 197^. A $25 license is required to hunt and a $25
trophy license is required when a grizzly is harvested. Many bear
hunters are also pursuing other big game; grizzly hunting success is
low — 1 to 2 percent.

Since 1975, the grizzl as been classified "threatened" under
the Endangered Species Act of 1973. This has resulted In limiting the
statewide annual harvest to 25 (including known man-caused mortalities
in addition to sport hunting) "nd the closure of grizzly hunting in
southcentral Montana. Unlimited licenses are issued and a strict
monitoring of Che harvest results in closing Che season on ^8 hours
notice when the annual quota of 25 la approached. Only about 50 per-
cent of Che annual knoun mortality Is attributed to sport hunting; other
reported mortalities are caused by trains, cars, illegal hunting, kills
on Indian Reservations and In Glacier National Park, U.S, Fish & Wildlife
Service control, and ocher "problem” bears. Viable grizzly populations
require harvests which can best be done by hunting.

Grizzly bear hunting harvests have varied annually since 1967
from 11 to 33. The northwest areas has provided most of the harvest.

Considerable controversy exists as to the status of grizzly
bears and the role of hunting In their management. Carefully
controlled hunting is an important cool to manage grizzly populations.
Hunting tends to maintain or Increase the bear's wariness of humans
and decreases Che incidence of "unfortunate" grizzly-human encounters.

Sport hunting should be continued to harvest part of the population
which would otherwise likely be removed Illegally or in response to
depredation complaints. Maintaining opportunity for grizzly hunting and
observation adds to the diversity of wildlife recreation opportunlt ten
available in Montana — and is the only grizzly hunting now available
in Che (i8 contiguous states.

The hunting demand is expected to continue in excess of harvastablc
supply. The demand for appreciative use of the grizzly, with Improved
degrees of human safety, Is expected to remain high.

PAST. CURRENT AMD PROPOSED GRIZZLY BEAR MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS

Number
Est imaced Licenses
Harvest Sold

1971 22 968
1972 14 948
1973 15 810
1974 18 918
1975 13 966
1976 U 513

1980 2S^ 1,000
198S IS 1,000
1990 IS 1,000

^Number licenses sold t hunter harvest
^hunting harvest
^estimated 80Z of licensees actually hunt
‘‘estimated 7 days per hunter

Hunters HunClngl Hunting
Osya Hunted
Per Bear

Harvested

To protect and perpetuate grizzlies and their natural habitats and maintain them
STATEWIDE COAL: in sufficient numbers to provide for hunting and all nonhunting uses. To

minimize any negative effects of grizzlies on human health and private property.

To maintain grizzly distribution in all occupied habitat and austalo their

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE*
populations within Che safety tolerances for human health and private property.
To provide sufficient harvescable grizzlies annually from all available, huncablc
populations to provide 5.000-6,000 days of grizzly hunting opportunity at a hunter
success rate of 1-3 percent by 1980.

(cone tnued)



GRIZZLY BEAR STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

The Federal law (Endangered Species Act) deoanded a classification

of "critical" grlaily habitat by October 1. 1976. The U.S. Fish 6

Wildlife Service is not qualified nor able at this time to define

the habitat.

"Critical habitat" as used in the Endangered Species Act has too

many interpretations by too many people and organizations. Public

distrust for govcrntnent agencies is a result. Federal hearings

held in December 1976 on critical grizzly habitat indicate the

public is opposed to the clasalf icatlon and boundaries Indicated

by the U.S. Fish 6 Wildlife Service.

The U.S. Flah 4 Wildlife Service pushed the grizzly Issue too far

and too fast. Unfortunately, the result has worsened the grizzly

Image In the minds of many. The welfare of the grizzly vaulted

to a national issue In 1968 and become a part of the high level

Washington political structure by the coalition of eastern conser-

vation organlzaclona and emotionalism to persuade the Department

of Interior and U.S. Fish 4 Wildlife Service to classify the

grizzly under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. The Fish 4

Wildlife Service has ignored the State Director and International

Pish 4 Came Commlssionors' requests to answer and spell out certain

definitions in the Endangered Species Act and the Federal Rule —
about "substantial data," "forseeable future," etc.

Incompatibility of grizzlies and human developments. Identifying

grizzly habitat and preventing detrimental modification through

unwise land uses and human activities.

Continuation of livestock grazing leases where grizzlies are coimnon

on Federal lands and proliferation of subdivisions and inappropriate

farming operations In key grizzly areas.

90

STRATEGIES

Continue Che studies in progress that are Intended to determine

these features.

Improve public relations activities to adequately spell out Che

meaning of the word "critical" relative to the grizzly and its

habitat; or, remove the grizzly from the Endangered Species Act

and achieve a sincere pro-^ram for a more realistic position for the

grizzly. The issue could he delayed by having the U.S. Fish 4 Wildlife

Service required to prepare an environmental Impact statement and to

address all biological, social, and economic Impacts of the grizzly.

A sincere effort is needed by the U.S. Fish 4 Wildlife Service

decision-makers to learn about grizzly status and problems, and

the state's responsibilities, efforts, and studies is of paramount

importance. Continue with efforts to get meaningful answers.

Increase habitat studies so that habitat can be properly recognized

over extensive areas and all possible steps to protect it from

degradation implemented. Discourage all types of development In

areas determined to be Important grizzly habitat. Some logging may

not be detrimental to grizzly habitat, but each sale should be

carefully planned and evaluated. Roads are detrimental by giving

increased numbers of people easy access to grizzly habitat. Therefore,

roads should be permanently closed after timber harvest is completed.

Launch a determined effort In cooperation with the Forest Service and

Bureau of Land Management to purchase and trade for seasonal bear ranges,

areas where problems are recurrent, and other areas essential to the

grizzly. Increase restrictions on those sites already in government

control where problems continue.

(continued)



GRIZZLY BEAR STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Local garbage dumps, apiaries, bone yards, abattoirs, fish farms andlivestock carrion left In grizzly habitat continue to cause
man/grlzzly conflicts.

Too high human use levels In portions of Important grizzly ranges.

Preliminary Montana studies indicate that grizzlies are not
threatened In the northwest and southcentral populations.

About 50 percent of known annual mortality is due to nonhuntinc
causes. ^

Montana has no authority on Indian Reservations and grizzlies
are killed on these lands. The Indian kills, which the State can-
not administer, are included In the annual 25 quota. Grizzly
mortality on Indian lands and in National Parks should not be
included In the Montana quota.

Improved information on grizzly population densities, reproduction
and mortality, age structures, and distribution data are needed.

STRATEGIES

Identify problem areas, evaluate the nature and degree of problem and takecorrective action under State and Federal regulations. Encourage theprompt disposal of dead livestock In bear areas.

(tralT^f Management to monitor the use,(trail, logging, livestock grazing, etc.) In key grizzly ranges. Deviseways to keep the cuamulatlve total use within tolerable limits.

additional areas. Request U.S.

Si rh
reconsider the data provided by the Fund for^tmals for the listing, and to consider new data as presented by theDepartment. Investigate suitability and means to remove them from theEndangered Species Act whenever adequate data are on hand.

Strive to reduce bear/people conflicts and attempt to reduce illegal killsIncreasing conflicts are a costly affair chat the State or private Individual,have CO assume because of the Federal law. Provide the public and landmanagers with guidelines on reducing bear/people conflicts.

State personnel are working with Indian councils for assistance with studiesand management. Federal government agencies hsve been informed about the
have Ignored the issue. Petition the U.S.Fish & Wildlife Service to Immediately address and reconsider the Stste'srequest for clarification.

Intensive grizzly studies were initiated during 1975 In the Border Grizzly
and Interagency grizzly populations; these studies must be continued for 6CO 10 years to provide meaningful Information. Maintain and Improve
current programs to obtain accurate annual grizzly mortality data.
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This category of the Wildlife Program relates to 9 upland game
bird species, numerous waterfowl species (ducks, geese and swana),
other migratory waterfowl and game birds. Also Included are those
native mammals legally designated as fur bearers or predators, with
mention of others harvested for fur.

During the early 1960'8 (when pheasants were abundant) over
86,000 persons were licensed to hunt birds. Upland bird and water-
fowl hunting currently provides more than 500,000 days of hunting
recreation to over nearly 50,000 bird hunters afield.

Over 1,000 persons are engaged In trapping furbearers each

In addition, Che small game resource provides an undetermined
amount of nonhunting recreation through wildlife observation and
photography to many persons, including hunters and non-huntera.
Appreciative uses of small game species are available year around.

Future demand for upland bird and waterfowl hunting la expected to
Increase as Is the nonconsumptive use of these species. This category
of the wildlife program is expected to assume a greater role in Che
wildlife program of the future.

Hunting of coyotes and bobcats Is currently Increasing at a rapid
rate due to high prices and high Interest by livestock growers to control
predator damages. The number of persons active In "varnlnt*' hunting is un-
known. but this growing sport adds several months of sport hunting opportunity.

Small game species are typically relatively ahort-lived with high
potential to reproduce their members. The overall harvestable supply
of these species exceeds cuirenc and anticipated hunting demands;
however, the aDaiUbilitu of the supply Is strongly dependent upon access
Co private land In many cases.

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To maintain an available supply of small game to meet demand for all
types of small game oriented recreation while insuring the perpetua-
tion of all small game species and their ecosystems.

To provide sufficient quantities of harvestable, available upland
game birds, furbearers and waterfowl, and their habitats to provide
annually an average of 750,000 man days of hunting and Crapping
recreation within stated management parameters; to seek solutions
to open all pertinent public lands which exclude public access for
small game oriented recreation and to strive to maintain reasonable
degrees of public access to at least 80 percent of these private
lands with small game; and to increase the Connlsslon owned and
controlled small game habitat by 1,000 acres per biennium; to assess
the demand for other recreational uses of all small game species.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Land use practices including heavy grazing, marsh drainage, expanding
cultivation and "clean-farming". Intensive forestry, spraying of

herbicides and insecticides, strip mining and expansion of subdivisions

are reducing the quantity and quality of small game habitat over

extensive areas.

Identify Important habitat areas and seek Improved consideration for them

In all land use planning. Seek cooperation to Improve grazing and timber

management practices on public lands for the benefit of wildlife. Provide

counsel to private land managers to encourage consideration for wildlife

habitat. Seek means to provide economic Incentives to maintain and

Improve habitat on private lands and discourage and bring public attention

to uses of public money that harm wildlife habitat on public and private

lands. Acquire or lease key areas for small game habitat enltanccment.

(continued)
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SMALL CAME STRATEGIC PLAN (continued)

PROBLEMS

Decline of access to private and public lands for public hunting

and other vlldllfe recreation.

Lack of biological Information to determine and/or monitor the status

of various small game species and to ascertain the Impacts of land

use changes and Increasing consumptive uses.

Large segments of the public are uninformed or unappreciative of the

needs of snail gome species, the rationale for hunting and trapping,

the ecological role of predators, and the values and human benefits

of overall wildlife resources.

STRATEGIES

Assist private landowners with hunter control and law enforcement.

Implement means to disperse small game hunters In time and space to

minimize heavy concentrations of hunters in local areas. Encourage

and/or assist public managers In marking, mapping and improving

access to public lands with small game resources. Strive for

elimination of the Inconsiderate behavior and acts of the minority

of hunters and other recreatlonlsts that alienate landowners, degrade

the sport, and/or threaten public safety. Recognize the need and

support methods to make p-jbllc hunting an economic benefit to private

landowners instead of an u tdesirable and costly activity.

Upgrade extensive field efforts to determine the status of small game

populations and monitor the effects of land uses and increasing rates

of harvest. Implement Intensive studies to determine the life

requirements of selected small game species and to Identify the cause-

and-effect relationships of fluctuating small game populations.

Continue educational efforts with youth and adult groups. Explain the

basis for annual consumptive use of renewable small game populations.

Seek public understanding and support for broader means to fund wildlife

programs that are providing benefits to all residents of and visitors

to the state. Clarify the Department's position and policies regarding

predators and predator management.

(Specific problems and strategies are discussed by small

game species groups and Fish and Game Regions on subsequent

pages.)



MOUNTAIN GROUSE STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE 9S

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
Three species of grouse— blue, ruffed, and spruce (Franklin) —

are native to Montana's mountainous and forested areas. Blue grouse
occur over the most extensive area, about 34,000 sq. otlles, ruffeds
are present on about 30,700 sq. miles, and spruce grouse occur on
some 19,700 sq. miles. The total area on which some species of
mountain grouse occurs is approximately 38,000 sq. miles, or about
29 percent of the state (excluding National Parks and Indian
Reservations). The majority of this area Is public forest land.

Hunting seasons have been in effect since 1960 that allow
opportunity to hunt mountain grouse from early September to late
November. From 1960 to 1969, Che average annual statewide harvest
of mountain grouse has been 140,000, varying between 99,000 and
182.000. From 1970 to 197S, the average annual harvest has been
116.000, varying from 82,000 to 160,000. The harvest has been
comprised of 39 percent blue grouse, 39 percent ruffed grouse and
22 percent spruce grouse. Mountain grouse species make up about
33 percent of the total upland game bird harvest In the state.

Regional Information on mountain grouse harvests and hunting Is
listed In Table 1. (Only atstewlde summaries were updated to 1976.)

The statewide supply of harvestable mountain grouse exceeds current
and anticipated hunting demands.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED STATEWIDE MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN CROUSE

Eatlmated Annual Harvest Hunting
Days Hunted
Per Crouse

No. Bird
Hunters Afield

1970-74

Blue - Ruffed - Spruce ALL Dave BaRged In RsRlona Hunted

45,000 45,000 25,000 115,000 . _ 31,900
1975 49.200 47,400 23,900 120,300 123,000 1.0 32,700
1976 51,300 38,000 16,600 107,900 107,000 1.0
1$B0* 69,600 69, 600 30,000 149,000 149, 000 1.0 40, 900

2986* 64,000 64,000 33,000 161,000 161,000 1.0 43, 600

1990* 70,000 70,000 36,000 176,000 176,000 1.0 46,800

^Dependent upon natural fluctuations In annual grouse populations,
weather, and expected number of hunters, etc.

STATEWIDE GOAL:
To protect and perpetuate mountain grouse species and their habitat and
to maintain the available, harvestable supply of mountain grouse and
increase demands for hunting and nonconsumptive uses.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To provide 149,000 days of mountain grouse hunting at a rate of

hunter effort of 1.0 days per grouse by 1980.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Land-use practices such as heavy grazing and intensive logging
and reforestation deteriorate grouse habitat. Use of Insecticides
and herbicides remain a potential threat to forest grouse welfare.

Identify Important grouse habitats and seek consideration for them In oil

land-use planning. Urge public land managers Co adjust heavy grazing on

scream bottoms and foothill grasslands to leave more cover, particularly
during the early surnsKr brood season. Seek cooperation In planning timber

sales: to leave thickets of tree reproduction unthlnned In grouse breeding
areas; to avoid large clearcuts; and to promote seeding of road beds, log

landings, and other soil disturbances, with palatable grass/legume mlxturea.

Provide Input to land-use planning and monitor land management practices

that are altering grouse habitats. Oppose use of herbicides that deteriorate

grouse brood habitat. Oppose use of Insecticides that are a hazard to grouse

populations. Cooperate with public and private land managers to minimise

wlldllfe/pestlclde problems.

(continued)



MOUNTAIN CROUSE STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Bird hunting pressure Is concentrated In the early part of the mountain

grouse hunting season. As the effort per bird bagged increases some-

what after opening day, many hunters Ignore mid and late aeason hunting

opportunities

.

Early September seasons provide additional public hunting opportunity

but Bometimes pose a fire danger and/or landowner conflict In local

Lack of access through private land to the public forest In many
locations reduces hunting opportunity and concentrates hunters In

other areas.

Reliable and economical means of monitoring mountain grouse
population trends over extensive areas are lacking.

The statue of mountain grouse species in some of the isolated
mountain ranges of central Montana Is not well known.
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STRATEGIES

Promote the aesthetic features of bird hunting that are available throughout

the hunting season; provide hunters with Information on finding birds on

public lands and the advantages of hunting after Che early concentration

of hunters are absent. Maintain liberal bag limits and long seasons for

those who want to take advantage of them. Improve public understanding
about Che role of hunting In relation to bird population fluctuations.

Schedule opening of season on a date which usually follows late summer

storms to reduce fire danger. Have alternative season dates ready to

effectively Implement If real fire danger conditions are prolonged. Urge

hunters to respect private landowner's property and point of view. Assist

public land managers in informing the public where grouse hunting opportunities
are available to public access.

Encourage and provide assistance to public land managers to Improve access
to public lands. Seek cooperation of private landowners and cake steps

to minimize over-concentrations of hunters, mls-use of vehicles, and other

negative affects of hunting.

Evaluate the variety of current field efforts being used and available

research findings. Continue to Implement only those methods that provide

meaningful information and seek ways to Improve their effectiveness with
available work force.

Implement field surveys to determine the presence of and relative status of
blue and ruffed grouse. Where appropriate. Include additional areas In
hunting regulations. Evaluate feasibility of transplanting wild stock of
species not present In Isolated mountain ranges.



Table 1 .

9;

SUMMARY OF PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED REGIONAL MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR MOUNTAIN GROUSE

INDICATORS OF HUNTING

Fish &

Game

Region

ESTIMATED TOTAL BIRD HUNTERS ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST
SUCCESS AND EFFORT

Past
(Aver.)

Current Projeoted Past^
(Aver.)

Current*

(1 Total)
PropoBed^ Hunting uays Mtn. Grouse Bagged/

Bird Hunter
1975 1980

T585 1970-74 1975 1980 1985 1990 1975 Tisir 1990 1975 1980

1 6.500 7,100 8,000 8.600 9.400 38,000 47,062 48,000 51,600 56,400 46,072 48,000 51,600 56.400 1.0
(42X)

2 5,500 5,900 7,000 7,500 8.200 35,000 28,328 42,000 45.000 49,200 31,985 46,200 49,500
(25X)

3 4,800 5,700 6,500 7.300 7,700 16.000 20,395 23,000 25,500 27,000 18,611 21,000 23,000 24,300
(18X)

4 10,600 9,800 13,000 13,800 14,600 13,000 13,416 18,000 19,300 20,400 13,138 18,000 19,300
(12X)

5 4,300 4,200 5,600 6,200 6,700 2,500 3,224 4,500 5.000 5,400 2,532 3,600 4,000 4,300
( 3X)

6

7

0

0

— 100 150 150

—

200 300 300 200 300 300 1.0 — 2.0

STATE
TOTAL

31,900 32,700 40,200 43,500 46,800 104,500

115,1002

U2.400

120,3002

135,700

149,3002

146,700

161,4002

158,700

174,6002

112,338

122,824

137,000

150,700

147,700

162,500

159.800

175.800

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0 3.7 3.8

^Approximately 40Z blue, 40Z ruffed, and 20Z epruce grouse; proposed annual
harvest by 1980 baaed on projected Increase of hunters with approximate
average hunting success and effort of 1970-76. Future harvest objectives
onist be considered "target" numbers due to the many factors that Influence
attainment of a harvest annually.

^State total exceeds sum of regions as location of a portion of the
harvest is unknown.



PRAIRIE CROUSE STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

SUPPLY AND DEMAND
j

Two apecieTof pralrle-dwclllng grouse, sharp-tailed and sage.

are native to Montana. In 1975, these two species provided 36 per-

cent of the state upland bird harvest and over 85,000 days of hunter

recreation. Both are of special interest to bird watchers and

wildlife photographers.

71,5 r.r.ae Plains Sharpt.ll 1« •oit In enstern nnd

C5„,„l «ont.na nhcrn prairie and foothill groo.lnnb. are In roaaon-

ably good condition. Only marginal aharptall populatlona exlat

where graeelando are heavily grated or extenelwely cultivated.

ShetptallB occur on over 83,000 eq. miles or 64 percent of the

State (excluding National Parks and Indian reservations). About

57 percent of their distribution area Is currently rated as

Class I or II habitat with the capability for moderate hunting

depending on annual population fluctuatlonSe The remainder (43Z)

Is Class III which is distinctly marginal habitat and provides

fair hunting only In local areas. A major portion of sharptall

distribution area Is privately-controlled land except where large

blocks of public rangeland (mostly BLM) exist.

Since 1970, statewide harvests of sharptalls have varied

from 73,000 to 09,700; comprising an average of 23 percent of

the statewide annual upland bird harvest.

Regional Information on sharptall harvests and hunting is

listed In Table 2. The statewide supply of harvestable sharp-

tails exceeds current and anticipated hunting demands If a

reasonable degree of access to private lands Is maintained.

Remnant populations of the Columbian Sharptall subspecies

exist on an estimated 21 sq. mllea of valley grasslands In northwest

Montana. This subspecies la In a precarious status due to loss of

Its native habitat; sharptall hunting la not permitted in western

Montana (Regions 1 and 2). Additional steps may be necessary to

protect Che Columbian subspecies.

The Sage Crouse , also commonly known as sage hens or sage chickens, are

the largest-sized ~^ouBe In North America and occur on over 50,000 sq. miles,

br 38 plrcaat of Hootan. (excluding National Parks and Indian reservations).

Sage grouse are strongly dependent upon sagebrush and related plants In sagebrush

grassland ranges. They have thln-walled glerards and depend upon the leafy

naterlal of asgebrush to survive the harsh, prairie winters. About 50 percent

of their distribution area Is currently rated as Class I or II habitat and

SO percent Cleas III taarglnal) . A -Jor portion of

area Is privately controlled, except where large blocks of public rangeland

(BLM and USES) exist. ^ ^ t ^ -xf. ann
Since 1970, statewide harvects of sage grouse have ranged from 36,900

to 46,000; comprising an average of 12 percent of the statewide annual upland

bird harvest.
, . , , u ..„j

Regional information on sage grouse harvests and hunting Is listed in

Table 3 (Only statewide summaries are updated to 1976.)

The statewide supply of harvestable sage grouse exceeds current and

anticipated hunting demands if a reasonable degree of access to private

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED STATEWIDE MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR PRAIRIE GROUSE

Days Hunted/ Total Bird

Huntina Days Bird Bagged Hunters Afield

(Sharptall) (Sage) (Sharptall) (Sage) In Regions Hunted
Annual Harvest

(Sharptall) (Sage)

1970-74 80,000

1975 87,700

1976 137,300

1980* 118,000

198S* 131,000

1990* 143,000

41.000
45.000 52,000

50.800 72,700

67.000 71,000

63.000 78,600

69.000 86,600

33.000 .6

38,100 .5

40.000 .6

46.000 .6

48.000 .6

29,000

.7 31,600

.7 39,000

.7 41,100

.7 46,300

. 7 49, 000

•Dependent upon natural fluctuations In grouse populations, fall

weather, expected number of hunters, etc.

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To protect and perpetuate prairie grouse and their habitat and to maintain

the available, harvestable supply of prairie grouse and increase demands

for hunting and nonconsumptive uses.

To provide 111,000 days of prairie grouse hunting at a rate of .6 days

per sharptall and .7 days per sage grouse of hunter effort by 1980.



PRAIRIE CROUSE STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Although considerable knowledge exists on the biology and life

histories of prairie grouse, regional oanagefflent efforts have been
minimal as the result of supply exceeding demand. If the reverse
occurs, those responsible for the birds’ welfare will be lacking
quantitative Information necessary for future management
circumstances.

The available, huntable supply of prairie grouse Is consistently
under-utilized in some regions, particularly eastern Montana.

Prairie grouse seasons are established on a county line basis with
no apparent rationale ocher than keeping the number and kind of

seasons to a minimum, Hunters need better Information to clarify
season regulations, bag limits, and dates over extensive areas.

Increased manipulations (plowing, heavy grazing, mining, spraying)
of grasslands and/or sagebrush-grasslands has altered or made
unsuitable many acres formerly Inhabited by prairie grouse.

Access to private and public lands with prairie grouse Is becoming
more difficult.

BaoltaC for the Columbian sharptail In western Montana is becoming

extremely limited.
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STRATEGIES

Implement field efforts to determine reglonwlde the biological supply of

prairie grouse by habitat type and evaluate productivity, density and
distribution. Determine the amount and location of lands open, closed
and restricted to prairie grouse hunting and why. Establish hunting
seasons and boundaries based on grouse biology and available supply.

Allow more liberal daily bag in peak production years; increase possession
limit beyond current two-day big to provide addltlonsl hunting opportunity
and harvest to those hunters triveling long distances and/or going afield
longer than two days. Allow short-term bird licenses (such as l-dsy or

6-day) to nonresidents in specific areas. Encourage bird hunters to deter-
mine and recognize the actltudea of specific landowners toward bird hunting

on private land. Improve means for public to locate and gain accssa to

public lands where grouse are abundant.

Develop statewide boundaries and seasons based on quantitative information
obtained from regional objectives. Provide the hunting public annually

with an Improved, printed synopsis of bird hunting season regulstlons,

dates, bag limits, and management units.

Where possible develop guidelines and procedures to benefit and/or do the

least amount of damage to prairie grouse. Identify key breeding, production

and wintering areas and focus efforts on preserving them. Determine ths

extent and location of habitat alterations annually to adjust hunting season

boundaries and harvest objectives accordingly. Inform the public of uses

of public land that are detrimental to prairie grouse. Urge improved long

range management of public and private rangelands.

Assist land managers in providing the public with improved means to locale

available hunting areas and minimize pressure in problem areas. Assist

private landowners with hunter control and law enforcement. Strive for

elimination of the inconsiderate behavior of the minority of hunters and

other recreatlonlsts that tends to alienate landowners.

Seek public control and appropriate management of key areas essential to

maintain and/or enhance Columbian sharptail habitat. Seek Improved under-

standing and consideration for this species. Seek cooperation to transplant

this species to suitable public areas (such as Holse Buffalo Range) whers

their distribution could be extended and their security improved.
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Table 2. SUMMARY OF PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED REGIONAL MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR SHARP-TAILED GROUSE

ESTIMATED TOTAL BIRO HUNTERS ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST HUNTING RECREATION
Fish &

Game
Past Current Projeotod

(Aver.

)

THt
(Aver.

)

Current
(t Total)

Propoeed^ Hunting Days
(Current)

Region 1970-74 1975 TIBS TBSS R5o 1970-74 1975 "two T955 1990 1975 ^1980 1t§V t99()

INDICATORS OF HUNTING
SUCCESS AND EFFORT

Days Hunted/ Sha'rptalf
Sharptail Bagged/
Harvested Bird Hunter

1975 1^ 1975 1980

2

4,800 5,700 6,500 7,300 7,700 1,200

>.300 4.200 5,600 6,200 6,700 8,100

4.400 5,500 9,000 10,000 11,000 20,100 28,000 45,000 50,000 55,000

( 34 :)

1,200 1,400 1,500 1,600

12,600 16,000 16,600 17,500

5,300 7,100 7,800 8,500

15,500 27,000 30,000 33,000

13,200 14,000 16,000 18,000

.2 .2

2.1 2.0

28,900 31,600 41,100 45,300 49,000 74,900 82,300 110,400 122,200 133,800 47,800 65,500 71,900 78,600

XOtIl 79,8002 87,1002 118, 000^ 131,000^ 143,0002 52,200 70,800 78,600 85,800 .6 .6

•Proposed annual harvest by 1980 based on projected Increase of hunters, hunting success and effort similar to 1975. ' Future harvest objectives
should be considered "target" numbers only due to the many factors that Influence attainment of a harvest annually.

2state total harvest exceeds sum of regions as county of kill not always designated.
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Table 3. SUfWARY OF PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED REGIONAL MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR SAGE GROUSE

ESTIMATED TOTAL 8IRD HUNTERS ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST HUNTING RECREATION

INDICATORS OF HUNTING

SUCCESS AND EFFORT

Days Hunted/ Sage Grouse

Fish & Past Current Projected Past Current
(Aver.l (» Total)

Propoeed^ Hunting Days Sage Grouse
Harvested

Bagged/
Bird Hunter

Region 1970-74 1975 TgBo r585 T55o 1970-74 1975 1980 TM5 nW 1975 19&5 1990 1975 1980

3 4,800 5,700 6,500 7,300 7,700 5,400 5,200
(13t)

6,500 7,300 7,700 4,900 6,000 6,600 7,000 .9 .9 1.1 1.0

4 10,800 9,800 13,000 13,800 14,600 8,500 8,500
(2U)

11,700 12,400 13,100 5,300 7,000 7,400 7,900 .6 .6 .9 .9

5 4,300 4,200 5,600 6,200 6,700 5,500 9,800
(24Z)

8,400 9,300 10,000 6,200 5,000 5.600 6.000 .6 .6 2.3 1.5

6 4,400 5,500 9,000 10,000 11,000 11,900 9,700
(23X)

16,200 18,000 19,800 7,600 13,000 14,400 15,800 .8 .8 1.8 1.8

7 4,700 6,400 7,000 8,000 9,000 6,700 8,300
(20Z)

9,800 11,200 12,600 5,900 6,900 7,800 8,800 .7 .7 1.4 1.4

29,000 31 ,600 41,100 45,300 49,000 38,000 41 .400 52,600 58,200 63,200 29,900 37.900 41,600 45,500

STATE
TOTAL

41,100* 45,000* 57,000* 63.400* 68.900* 33.200 40,100 44,400 48,200 ,7 .7 1.3 1.3

^Proposed annual harvest baaed on projected Increase of hunters, hunting success and effort similar *<>1975.

should be considered "target" numbers as attainment of harvest In any one year Is subject to taany variables.

^State total harvest exceeds sum of regions as county of kill not always designated. Nonresident hunters noi

Future harvest objectives

Included In 1970-74.



INTRODUCED UPLAND GAME

Supply and Denand

Four introduced species, ring-necked pheasant, Hungarian (grey)

partridge, chukar partridge, and Merrlao's turkey hold an important

role in providing Montana's bird hunters, bird watchers, and wildlife
appreciators with recreation and enjoyment.

Introduction of the Ring-necked Pheasant has had the greatest

impact. Introduced in the early 1900's, it began thriving with the

type of agriculture present in the late 1920's and lO’s. By 1940, the

pheasant became the State's most popular game bird. By the early
1960*8, pheasant populations in many areas of the State began to

decline. The decline is primarily in response to changes in agri-

culture including decreasing acreages of grain crops, increasing hay
land and increasing livestock numbers and "clean farming” practices

that deteriorate pheasant cover.

The pheasant is currently distributed on about 17,300 sq. miles,
or 13 percent of Montana.

Most of their habitat is privately-controlled agricultural land.

About two-thirds of the current pheasant distribution area is

considered as "marginal" habitat, supporting only low densities of
birds and providing only fair hunting in local areas.

Between 1948 and 1964, estimated statewide pheasant harvests
ranged between 169,000 and 393,000 an^ from 40,000 to over 70,000
hunters were afield. By 1965, pheasants, pheasant harvests and
pheasant hunters were declining. The average annual harvest during
1970-74 averaged 74,000, ranging from 96,300 in 1970 to a low of

46,400 in 1974. The pheasant is no longer the "Number 1” game bird
in Montana in terms of total harvests. In 1975, the pheasant made
up only 16 percent of the total upland game harvest; sharptail grouse
comprised 23 percent, the combined mountain grouse species were 32

percent, and Huns were 15 percent.
Regional Infonnation on pheasant harvests and hunting is pre-

sented in Table 4. (Only statewide summary is updated to 1976.)
The statewide supply of harvestable pheasants exceeds the

current demand; this is in part due to decreased hunter interest
and participation as effort required to bag a pheasant has been
increasing. The propects for an Increase in the future supply of
harvestable pheasants looks dim in view of intensifying agricultural
trends and dependency on private land for hunting.
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STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

The Hungarian Partridge was Introduced throughout the State
during the years 1922-26 by the State Fish and Game Commission; earlier

plants In neighboring Canada Provinces resulted in Huns being seen in

Montana before 1922.

The species has filled diverse habitat throughout the prairie and

valley-bottom regions of Montana. Currently it is distributed over some
94,680 eq. miles, or 75 percent of Montana. About three-quarters of the

Hun distribution area is considered "marginal” habitat which usually
provides only fair huntinp. depending on year-to-year population fluctuations.

Between 1958 and 1969, the statewide annual harvest of Huns varied
between 37,000 and 164,000 (averaged 74,000) and comprised between 9 and

18 percent of the statewide total upland game bird harvest. From 1970-74

the statewide Hun harvest has varied between 33,000 and 50,000, averaging
41,000 for Che 5 years. The recent reduced annual harvests of Huns Is

largely attributed to the decline of pheasant hunters (and pheasants) that

are now afield compared to the early 1960*8.

The Hungarian partridge has the potential to attain Cop popularity
of upland game birds chat can be maintained in agricultural areas. It

has demonstrated more adaptability to maintain Itself over extensive areas
despite agricultural changes than has the pheasant or native sharptail
grouse. Its sporting qualities as a game bird are not fully recognized

by many hunters.
Having the capability to exist over extensive areas of Montana, including

close proximity Co human habitation and agricultural activities, it is

highly appreciated for its viewing qualities.
Regional Information on Hun harvests and hunting Is presented in

Table 5. (Only statewide summary is updated to 1976.)
The statewide supply of harvestable Hungarian partridge far exceeds

current and anticipated hunting demand.

The Chukar Partridge was introduced in numerous locations throughout
Montana between 1933 and 1958. Though potentially prolific, this bird has
been able to survive In only a few scattered locations of Montana. In

many localities where chukars initially survived and bred, severe winters
eventually eliminated them.

Chukar hunting was first allowed In 13 eastern counties in 1959. Since
then, chukar hunting has been allowed In all seven regions of the State in
conjunction with Hungarian partridge seasons.

(continued)



INTRODUCED UPLAND GAME BIRDS (continued) 103

Currently, distinct areas where chukar populations are known
to be located ore limited to some 2,600 sq. miles of which over
90 percent Is located in Region 5 (Carbon County) and the remainder
West of the Divide In Regions 1 and 2. A few chukars are still
reported to be harvested In other regions.

Since 1976, a special late chukar season has been allowed
on public and private land in Carbon County where chukars are
thriving and have been only lightly harvested. This has provided
a diversity of hunting experience to those ardent bird hunters
who have tried pursuing this elusive game bird In rough terrain.

Regional Information on chukar harvests and hunting Is presented
in Table 6. (Only statewide summary Is updated to 1976.)

The current supply of harvestable chukars exceeds current and
anticipated hunting demands. However, the huntable area la relatively
small and is limited by private ownership.

PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR PHEASANTS, HUNS AND CHUKARS

(Aver.)
1970-76

1975

1976

1960^

1985^

1990^

Annual Harvest
Pheasant Hun Chukar

76.000 60.900 1,600^
56,600 56,500 800

87,800 103,900 1,600

78.000 64,000 2,200

86.000 72,000 1,300

94.000 78,000 1,400

Hunting Dava
Pheasant Hun Chukar

66,100 39,000 700

77,200 61,900 2,100

86.000 46,000 1,200

95.000 50,000 1,500

105,00 55,000 1,400

Days Hunted
Per Bagged Bird

Pheasant Hun Chukar

1.0

T-T .7 1.0

*1976 only

^Dependent upon natural fluctuations In bird populations, weather, expected number of hunters, etc.

No. Bird
Hunters Afield

In Regions

61,000

66,900

51,770

56,000

61,400

66,600

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(197^82)

To protect and perpetuate existing Introduced upland game bird species (pheasant, Hungarian
partridge, and chukar partridge) and their habitat and to maintain an available, harvestable
supply and increase utilization opportunity through hunting and nonconsisnptive means.
To provide annually by 1980 an average of 132,000 days of upland bird hunting at a rate of
1.1 days per pheasant. .7 days per Hungarian partridge, and .8 days per chukar partridge.

(continued)



INTRODUCED UPLAND GAME 8IRDS (continued)

PROBLEMS

PHEASANT:

Intensifying and changing agriculture and other land uses are
continuing to reduce the quality and quantity of pheasant habitat.

Pheasant hunting is dependent upon private land with a few
exceptions. Decreasing access adds to a din outlook for
future pheasant hunting opportunity.

Lack of public understanding of the needs of the pheasant,
the reasons for its decline, and the role of hunting.

The Department continues to spend license money raising and
releasing game farm pheasants, which is neither biologically
or econoolcally sound. The practice requires at least the
price of "several" bird licenses to provide one harvested bird.

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE:

Hun populations could safely support much greater utilicatlon
rates each year and provide addidonal bird hunting opportunity.
This potential is the most practical substitute available to
replace hunting formerly provided by pheasants.

Specific knowledge is lacking on the distribution, population
status, and availability of Huns throughout the state.
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STRATEGIES

Advise the public, landowners and government agencies of land-use practices
chat eliminate or deteriorate pheasant habitat. Provide counsel to private
and public land managers to encourage land uses and practices favorable to
pheasants. Some type of economic incentive to private landowners is
necessary before significant improvements of pheasant habitat can be expected
over extensive areas. Maintain an intensive educational program to minimize
the misuse of insecticides and herbicides. Improve pheasant cover wherever
possible OR Department lands. Discourage conversion of pheasant habitat and
agricultural land to subdivisions and ocher developments. Discourage the
practice of burning roadsides, ditches and railroad areas.

Work with landowners to assess amount of hunting they will tolerate and
under what circumstances, and strive to conform. Inform public of
alternative bird hunting opportunities, particularly Hungarian partridge.
Continue to encourage improved respect for private land and the necessity
of good hunting ethics. Where feasible, acquire key tracts of land where
pheasant populations could be enhanced for public use.

Maintain educational efforts through publications, news releases, public
meetings, and input to government agencies, agricultural organizations, land
use planners, sportsmen and bird watcher organizations. Make best application
possible of the recent publication on "Montana's Ring-necked Pheasant —
History, Ecology and Management".

Improve information to public as to the biological limitations and economical
realities of this practice. If the public wants this continued, then some
manner of defraying the cost by charging those few that are benefittlng from
this is in order.

Increase information to bird hunters of Hun hunting opportunities, particularly
on public lands, and regulate distribution of addltonal hunting pressure onto
private lands.

Improve efforts of all field personnel to obtain and assemble data on Hun
distribution, population trends, and the degree of availability for hunting.

(continued)



INTRODUCED UPLAND GAME BIRDS (continued)
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PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

CHUKARS

:

The anounc of suitable habitat is extremely limited and has probably
reached its capacity for chukars. Existing chukar populations
could provide more hunting in some areas.

Maintain sustained harvests within the capability of specific populations
and availability of land area to public hunting. Continue to promote special
seasons chat provide public opportunity to see and hunt chukars and maintain
compatibility with private landowners. Increase efforts Co monitor chukar
population trends in specific areas.
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED REGIONAL MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR PHEASANTS

Fish i

Game

Region

3

STATE
TOTAL

ESTIMATED TOTAL BIRD HUNTERS
Past Current Projacted
(Aver.)
1970-74 1975 1980 T555 Tl90

6.500 7,100 8,000 8,600 9,400

5.500 5,900 7,000 7,500 8,200

4,800 5,700 6,500 7,300 7,700

10,600 9,800 13,000 13,800 14,600

4,300 4,200 5,600 6,200 6,700

4,400 5,500 9,000 10,000 11,000

4,600 6,700 7,000 6,000 9,000

40,900 49,000 56,100 61,400 66,600

ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST
“Past Current Provoeed^
(Aver.) (X Total)
1970-74 1975 "1980 T985 T990

8,400

1,600

2,200

27,500

8,600

11,600

11,100

5.500
(lOZ)

650

( 2Z)

1.500

( 3Z)

13,900
(24Z)

6,400
(lit)

15,000
(27t)

13,400

(24Z)

6,500

1,000

2,000

16,000

8,400

24,300

14,700

6,900

1,100

2,200

19,300

9,300

27,000

16,600

7,500

1,200

2,300

20,400

10,100

29,700

18,900

90,100

93,7002

71,200 56,550 74,900 82,600

74,0002 58,6002 77,9002 85,9002

HUNTING RECREATION
Hunting Days

(Current) (Propoaed)
1975 "1980 T955 T0?O

8,800

2,200

3,100

14,500

8,000

13,300

12,900

10,400

2,600

4,200

18,000

10.900

21.900

14,700

11,000

2,900

4,600

19.300

12.100

24.300

16,800

12,000

3.200

4,900

20,400

13,100

26,700

18,900

62,800 82,700 91,000 99,200

66.100 85,700 94,500 103,000

INDICATORS OF HUNTING
SUCCESS AND EFFORT

Days Hunted/ Pheasant
Pheasant Bagged/

Harvested Bird Hunter
1975 1980 1975 1980

1.6 1.6 .8 .8

2.6 2.6

2.1 2.1

1.0 1.0

1.3 1.3

.9 .9

1.0 1.0

l.l 1.1

.1 .15

.3 .3

1.4 1.4

1.5 1.5

2.7 2.7

2.1 2.1

1.3 1.2

^Future proposed annuel harvests are based on projected Increase of hunters with hunting success and effort similar Co 1975.
Future harvest objectives should be considered "target" numbers as attainment In any one year Is subject to many variables.

2scace total harvest exceeds sum of regions as county of kill not always designated on questionnaire. Nonresidents not
Included in 1970-74.
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Fish & Past Current
Game (Aver.)

ESTIMATED TOTAL BIRD HUNTERS
Projected

:qion 1970-74 1975 T980 T9W

6.500 7,100 8,000 8,600 9,400

5.500 5,900 7,000 7,500 8,200

4,800 5,700 6,500 7,300 7,700

10,800 9,800 13,000 13,800 14,600

4,300 4,200 5,600 6,200 6,700

4.400 5,500 8,000 10,000 11,000

4,600 6,400 7,000 8,000 9,000

40,900 44,600 56,100 61,400 66,600

, . , Propoaedj
(Aver.) (X Total)
1970-74 1975 “T980 T985

HUNTING RECREATION
Hunting Days

(Current) fPropQatd)
).975 T960 \96S ) 9~^6 1975 19B0 1975 1 980

INDICATORS OF HUNTING
SUCCESS AND EFFORT

Days Hunted/ Run
Hun Bagged/

Harvested Bird Hunter

1,600 2.200 2,300 2,500 .9 .9 .3 .3

750 800 900 1,000 1.2 1.2 .1 ,1

2.000 3,900 4.400 4.600 1.0 1.0 .4 .6

13,600 15,600 16,600 17,500 .6 .6 2.4 2.0

5.000 5,800 6,500 7,000 .8 .8 1.5 1.3

9,700 9,600 12,000 13,200 .6 .6 3.0 2.0

4,300 5,600 6,400 7.200 1.0 1.0 .6 .8

38,100 54,200 61,900 69,900 75,300

40,900^ 56,500^ 64,0002 72,000^ 77,600^

37,000 43,500 49,100 53,000

38,800 45,000 50,400 54,600 .7 .7 1.3 1.1

future proposed average annual harvests are based on projected Increase of hunters, hunting success and effort slnllar to 1975 and/or
1970-74 average. Future harvest objectives should be considered "target" numbers as attainment In any one year la subject to many variables.
State total harvest exceeds sun of regions as county of kill is not always designated on questionnaire. Nonresident hunters not Included In 1970-74.
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table 6. SUMMARY OF PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED REGIONAL MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR CHUKAR PARTRIDGE

INDICATORS OF HUNTING
SUCCESS AND EFFORT

ESTIMATED TOTAL BIRD HUNTERS ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST HUNTING RECREATION Days Hunted/ Chukar

Fish & Past Current Projected Past Current Propoeed^ Hunting Days Chukar Bagged/

(Aver.

)

(Aver.) (I Total) (Current) (ProDoeed) Harvested Bird Hunter

Region 1970-74 1975 TMT 1955 IM 1970-74 1975 1980 Tnj uro 1975 1980 198? UW 1975 1980 1975 1985

1 6,500 7,100 8,000 8,600 9,400 100 74 80 85 95 50 60 60 65 .7 .7 .01 .01

( 9*)

2

3

5,500 5,900 7,000 7,500 8,200 45 0 40 40 50 35 40 40 50 1.0 0 <.01

A

5 4,300 4,200 5,600 6,200 6,700 1,221^ 738 1,100 1,200 1,300 595 900 1,000 1,100 .8 .14 .2

6

(91*)

7

State
Total

16,300 17.200 20.600 22,300 24,300 1,366 812 1,200 1.300 1,400 676 1,200 1,300 1,400 .8 1.0 .05 .05

^Future proposed annual harvest 8 based on projei:ted Increase of hunters and hunting success and effort similar to 1975. Futur. harvest
objectives should be considered "target" numbers as harvest attainment In any one year Is subject to many variables.
^197A only - first year special late season.
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MERRIAM TURKEY

Supply and Demand

Merrlan's Turkeys were Introduced to Montana in 1954 and
19SS with wild-trapped stock from Colorado and Wyoming.
Portions of the original plants thrived and subaequently pro-
vided wild turkeys for numerous ocher areas of Montana.
Extensive crapping and transplanting Introduced them Into all
seven regions of Montana. Populations of some of Che initially
successful plants have since declined and total turkey distri-
bution area Is considered to be reduced from that estimated in
1970. Wild turkeys presently occur In all 7 Fish & Came Regions.
Currently, wild turkeys are known to occur on 5,093 sq. miles,
or about 4 percent of Montana (excluding National Parks and
Indian reservations). About 80 percent of their current
distribution area is raced as "good" to "superior" habitat.
Periodic severe winters apparently have curtailed the success of
turkey populations chat initially spread into marginal habitat.

Turkey hunting was first allowed In 1958. From 1958 through
1969, an average of 475 turkeys were harvested annually; pro-
viding successful hunting to an average of 30 percent of Che
hunters afield. Peak harvests of over 900 birds were reached
in 1963 and 1965 when over 2,600 turkey hunters were afield.
Spring gobbler hunting has been allowed since 1962 in some
areas. Currently, a portion of the male turkey population is
harvested each spring, at a time when females are secretive and
wary during their role of nesting. Seeing wild turkeys has
also provided considerable enjoyment to numerous landowners,
bird-watchers ana wildlife viewers throughout Che year.

From 1970 to 1974, an average of over 500 turkeys have been harvested
annually and hunter participation Is steadily Increasing. In 1975, 938
turkeys were reported harvested by some 2,665 hunters. The statewide
harvestable supply exceeds current demands for hunting. However, significant
segments of the turkey distribution area Is private land and the availability
of part of the harvestable supply Is limited.

In 16 consecutive hunting seasons, over 9,200 turkeys have been
harvested and provided an estliated 75,000 days of turkey hunting. Coming
from an original stock of lees than 60 birds, Che turkey "story" Is a classic
example of how sustained yields of wildlife can be provided where suitable
habitat is available.

PAST, CURRENT AND PROPOSED STATEWIDE MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR TURKEYS

Pall

Turkey
Harvest

1970-74 516

1975 938

1976 805

I960 1,02&

198$ 1,200

1990 1,SOO

Effort
Licensees Hunting Days Hunted
Afield Success Per Turkey

Turkey Hunting
Recreation

1,330 39 I

2,665 35 Z

2,079 39 Z

3,400 days

6,900 days

6,100 days

3,000 34 i 8.0 8, 200 day$

3, $00 SS J 9,800 daye

4,000 S3 Z 10,400 daye

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To protect and perpetuate wild, Merriam's turkeys and their habitat and

to increase the available, harvestable supply to meet increasing demands
for hunting and nonconsumptive uses.

To provide annually 6.000 days of turkey hunting at a hunting
success rate of 34 percent and an average effort of 8 hunting

days per harvested turkey by 1980.

(coaclnusd)
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PROBLEMS

Population expansions from original plants on public lands have

resulted In large numbers of turkeys now inhabiting private lands

where they are generally unavailable to public hunting or viewing.

Past management efforts have been limited to the regulation of
hunting based primarily on "opinion." Improved Information Is

needed on turkey population status, distribution, and availability
for hunting and observation. Increasing hunting demands on

turkeys will require an Improved information base for management.

Domestication of wild turkeys and crossing with domestic turkeys.

Land uses such as heavy grazing and timber removal are deteriorating

turkey habitat in some areas. Energy development threatens additional

Turkeys do not seem to be suited to the environment of
western Montana.

Hunter participation, harvests, and recreation provided are not
well known for spring gobbler seasons.

STRATEGIES

Determine why private lands are closed to turkey hunting. Seek means to

control the number and distribution of hunters and harvest on private

lands which will accommodate hunting, by permits, management plans, and

with assistance monitoring hunters. Conduct seasons at time of year,

Including spring, when conflicts associated with other types of hunting
or activities will be minimized or eliminated.

Implement sufficient field studies to determine the biological supply
of turkeys by habitat type an.' evaluate productivity, density and

distribution.

Maintain a sufficient degree of hunting to preserve "wild" characteristics
of Herrlam turkey. Avoid transplanting turkey near domestic flocks or

where the future of public hunting la doubtful. Discourage closure of
hunting on public lands.

Identify key turkey habitat areas and encourage consideration for their
welfare on both public and private lands.

Restrict management activities in Regions 1 and 2 to the minimum necessary
to provide "appreciative" or nonhunting uses of existing flocks.

Implement questionnaire and/or field checks to monitor the spring gobbler
season.



Table 7. SUMMARY OF TURKEY DISTRIBUTION AND HUNTING DATA BY REGIONS

in

Z Of
Fish & Region
Caoe Turkeys

Region Occur On

1 X

2 Z

TURKLY DISTRIBUTION ABFH

(I, II, HI)* Class (Aver.)
(? State Total) I f, 11 1970-74 1975

114 sq. ml

( 2X)

INDICATORS OF HUNTING
EFFORT AND SUCCESS

244 sq. mi.

( iZ)

753 sq. mi. 16 X

(ISX)

1,230 sq. ml. lOO X 301
(24X)

337

.«a/Y
(Current) (PropoesJ) Turkey Bagged A Turk*/’1980 1970-74 1^ 1980*** 1975 1980*** 1970-75 1980 1970-75 \980

330

40 sq. mi. 100 X 7 n

100 X 915 2,107 2,600

80 X 1,330 2,665 3,000

2,707 sq. mi.

(53X)

5,093 sq. ml.

103 135 115

1 0

350 779 900

516 938 1.025

13

4,983 7,200

6,900 8.100

10.0 24 X

7.0 35 X

6 X

8.0 38 2

8.0 38 X

* Habitat Capability Classes
I - Superior
II - Good
III - Marginal

State total harvest exceeds regional total
in some cases as a small portion of
questionnaire returns did not cite region.

Proposed average annual harvest by
1980 based on projected Increase of
hunters, hunting succese and effort
alollor to 1975 and/or 1970-75 average.
Harvest objectives fur 1980 should be
considered "target" numbers as attain-
ment In any one year la aubjcct to many
variables.





STRATEGIC PLAN:

Supply and Demand
A large variety of migratory waterfowl are iocluded, and separated

In three sub-groups: duoka, geeee, and other migratory game birde.
Montana is divided into two Flyways, the Pacific and Central. Water-
fowl provide significant amounts of hunting, bird watching and
aesthetic enjoyment.

Ducks Included are many species of ducks; some are residents
and others are seasonal migrants. Congregations of mallards, golden-
eyes and redheads winter in limited open water areas of Montana.
Approximately 80,350 sq. miles, or 56 percent of Montana (excluding
National Parks) is considered Fall habitat for ducks. (This does
not include extensive areas of forest with limited waterfowl habitat.)
A Land ovmership analysis of waterfowl distribution areas has not
been completed; much of the prime wetland habitat is publicly owned
but extensive areas of Fall habitat are private.

The total annual harvest of ducks in Montana currently ranges
between about 160,000 and 230,000 ducks. About two-thirds of the
harvest is made up of mallards. About 71 percent of the Montana
duck harvest occurs in the Pacific Flyway. From 1971 to 1974, duck
hunters averaged 1.4 ducks per day hunting there. Montana duck
hunters in Che Central Flyway averaged 1.6 ducks per day in that
period.

In 1975, a total of 29,596 Federal "Duck Stamps” were sold
in Montana; not all of these were purchased by active waterfowl
hunters. Increases in duck hunting demand are expected, the current
overall supply of harvestable ducks, resident and migrant, exceeds

current and anticipated hunting demand in Montana.
Ducks and all species of waterfowl are receiving increased

demands for nonconsumptive uses such as birdwatching and photography.

Geese Included are four species of geese, residents and migrants.

Only the Canada geese are resident breeders in Montana. Some Canada

geeSe winter in the State. Approximately 75,700 sq. miles, or 53
percent of Montana (excluding National Parks) is considered Pall

habitat for geese. Private agricultural lands provide a large share

of goose hunting area.

STATEWIDE

The current annual harvest of geese ranges between about 12,000
and 14,500 geese with the number of goose hunters ranging between
11,000 to 13,000. The Canada goose comprises over 60 percent of the
annual harvest, snow geese about IS percent.

From 1971 to 1974 Pacific Plyway goose hunters In Montana cook
63 percent of the average State harvest. They averaged about one
goose per five days of hunting. Less geese are harvested In the Central
Flyway portion of Montana, but hunters averaged about one goose per
three days of hunting.

Increases in goose hjnting demand are expected. Except for some

resident populations, Che current overall supply of harvestable geese
exceeds current and anticipated hunting demand. Availability of

public goose hunting space is decreasing.
A summary of duck and goose management parameters is listed in

Table 8.

Other Miaratoru Game Birds Included are the whistling swan, little

brown crane, coots, mergansers, rails and Wilson snipe.

Hunting of whistling swans has been allowed in Teton County since

1970; 500 permits have been Issued each year. An average of 137 swans

were taken annually during 1970-74; hunting success has ranged between

25 and 65 percent. Over 1,000 days of hunting recreation were provided.

The demand for swan hunting permits is increasing and exceeds the

quota of permits allowed.

Hunting of little brown cranes has been allowed in Phillips County

since 1972. About SO cranes have been taken annually.

Harvest estimates of ocher waterfowl species are not available;

they appear to be a negligible part of waterfowl harvest on public

shooting areas. The large diversity of waterfowl species seasonally

present makes public waterfowl areas increasingly popular to wildlife

viewers and photographers.

(continued)
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To protect and perpetuate all migratory waterfowl species and tlielr habitat and to
STATEWIDE GOAL: maintain the available, harvestable supply and meet Increased demands for hunting

and other recreational uses.

To provide annually 217,000 days of waterfowl hunting at a rate of 1.4 ducks bagged
6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: p«r day of hunting, .2 geese bagged per day of hunting, and .1 swans bagged per day
(Pacific Flyway) of hunting by 1980.

6-YEAK OBJECTIVE: To provide annually 73,000 days of waterfowl hunting at a rate of 1.9 ducks bagged
(Central Flyway) per day of hunting and .25 geese bagged per day of hunting by 1960.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES
(The following problems are statewide in scope unless Indicated otherwise.)

Maintaining waterfowl breeding populations at present or higher
levels In the future. Waterfowl habitat is being lost through
intensifying agriculture, residential expansions and ocher land

Improved information is needed on waterfowl breeding populations,
production, habitat status, migration patterns, hunter distribution,
and effects of hunting If future demands on waterfowl management
are to be met.

Support Federal-State programs that provide incentive and direction for
Improving the management of private lands to benefit waterfowl and ocher
wildlife. Discourage agricultural practices, drainage, and ocher
developments and human activities which are detrimental to waterfowl.
Provide advice on maintaining and enhancing waterfowl habitat. Identify
Important waterfowl habitat and encourage land-use zoning Chat considers
wildlife needs. Improve waterfowl habitat on Department controlled areas
where feasible. Discourage fall plowing of grain stubble In areas valuable
to fall and winter concentrations of waterfowl. Efforts should be made to
maintain, improve, and/or provide productive waterfowl breeding habitat.
This Includes developing marshes and water areas, putting out nesting
structures for some species, and encouraging landowners to enhance their
lands for waterfowl production. This can be done by: a) constructing
nesting Islands In water areas; b) providing nest structures; and c)
controlling livestock grazing near ponds and marshes.

Increase field effort to improve the overall data base for waterfowl manage-
ment. Evaluations of the effects of hunting and concentrations of recreation'
Ists on specific waterfowl areas should be conducted and appropriate
modifications implemented as necessary.

(continued)
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PROBLEMS

Most waterfowl habitat is privately owned and public access Is

very limited in many areas.

Eliminating use of lead shot and replacing it with steel shot.

Performance information on use of steel shot does not preclude

Che possibility that required widespread use of steel shot on

ducks, geese and swans would result in a disproportionate Increase

In wounding loss, under Montana hunting conditions.

Pressure groups and litigation actions to eliminate waterfowl

sport hunting or curtail it. such as by elimination of Che

point system for harvesting ducks.

(The following problems and strai

but may apply to numerous areas.

Allowing waterfowl hunting on public lands and hunting areas without

disrupting traditional waterfowl use of the areas. This Includes

goose hunting on traditional loafing areas resulting in reduced

goose use of that area.

STRATEGIES

Endeavor to obtain cooperative agreements with landowners to allow a

higher degree of public hunting. Acquire suitable areas for enhancing
public opportunity to view and hunt waterfowl as state and federal funds
become available. Encourage consideration for private property and

stress Che necessity of good hunter ethics to maintain waterfowl hunting
on both private and public land.

Determine Che nature and extent of Che lead shot situation in Montana;
identify any problem are.ts and seek solution on a case-by-case basis
rather chan the "blanker" restriction on use of lead. Urge Chat eolu-
Cions in addition to steel ehot be considered if and where lead toxicity
problems are Identified. Use of steel shot may be advleeble In the

future in certain "hot spots".

Seek all possible means to keep Che general public, waterfowl hunters and

bird watchers Informed about the role of hunting from the biological and
economic standpoint of sustaining waterfowl populations. Provide sduca-
cional material to waterfowl hunters (youth and adults) to Improve
ability to identify waterfowl and recognise proper hunting tthlce. Manage

Department-controlled waterfowl areas in a manner chat strives for high
quality hunting and appreclatlva use opportunities. Intensify enforcamsnc

of regulations and seek cooperation of public to identify and curtail chose

individuals not in compliance with regulations or reasonable ethics.

8 are more specific to local situations,
one or more Fish and Came Regions.)

Hunting on any waterfowl loafing or feeding area should be llmltsd only

to Che point of preventing a loss of hunting opportunity or hunter succeea.

Eecabllshmenc or confirmation of refuges or closures should be done only

to Increase Che waterfowl use of an area to the point that It provldas

greater hunting opportunity. If creating or maintaining a closure or

refuge will increase the nustber of hunter days and waterfowl harveeted

in Che surrounding area to where it exceeds the hunting opportunity and

success which would be available In and around the refuge were it open,

then a closure should be considered. If hunter uae is eufficlant to keep

geese from loafing in s hunted area, rsstrlcclone on that hunting ehould

be enacted. Where goose management is the primary concern, duck hunters

should not be allowed to hunt on loafing areas closed Co goose shooting.

However, If an area Is managed to provide duck hunting primarily rather

to serve as s goose resting ares, then more over-water shooting should

be allowed.

(continued)
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PROBLEMS

Over-water shooting resulting In the loss of large bulld-upa
of migrant waterfowl over extensive areas where large concentrations
noroally occurred.

Over harvest of resident breeding Canada geese.

Closure of private lands to duck and goose field hunters.

Closure of private lands to prevent access of waterfowl hunters

to public waters.

Leasing of private lands for waterfowl hunting.

116

STRATEGIES

If fall migrant populations loafing in an area decline markedly for several
years in an area where they originally were high, measures should be
considered to limit over-water shooting to try to Induce more migrants
to loaf in that area. This should be done only after studies indicate that
over-water shooting is probably one of the main causes In the observed
decline.

In areas where Increased production of Canada geese Is of primary Importance
it may be desirable to limit the harvest of resident geese. This should be
accomplished by: a) over-water hunting closures from some areas or for some
periods; b) limiting bag limits during critical periods; or c) any other
restriction necessary to reduce goose kill in areas and at times when the take
or resident geese Is likely to be too high for high goose production in that
area In following years. If at any time sportsman in a given area ask that
a loafing area be closed permanently to the taking of waterfowl to protect
that species and allow it to increase, steps should be considered to go all
the way with such a plan. If a species needs protection on loafing areas in
order to increase then close the entire home range of the birds in question
to the taking of that species. This could be done on a countyvlde basis.

Where fields which are attracting feeding waterfowl are closed to hunting,
efforts should be made to get those lands opened to at least a few hunters
to encourage the birds to move to other areas. Landowners should be

contacted and efforts made to get their cooperation in allowing at least

some hunting.

As above, landowners should be contacted and efforts made to get them to

allow hunters access to waters open to public hunting. Access problems
on any body of water could be alleviated by purchasing an access site
somewhere on the water Co allow sportsmen to launch boats or to hunt from

shore there.

Leasing of private lands for waterfowl shooting can pose future problems for

public waterfowl shooting in eastern Montana. Solutions include: a) purchase

of lands in critical areas to develop for waterfowl use to reduce pressure

on nearby private lands and to provide a place to hunt; b) purchase of lands

which in Che past were prime fall waterfowl feeding areas; and c) allowing
over-water shooting in areas where field-feeding areas are leased to break-
up established field-feeding patterns.

(continued)



WATERFOWL (continued)

PROBLPtS

Efforts by special interest groups to close public lands to
waterfowl hunting, either through establishment of closures or
refuges.

Increasingly restrictive Federal waterfowl hunting regulations
in the Central Flyway portion of Montana where overall hunting
pressure on waterfowl is relatively light.

Loss of field-feeding habitat.

Fluctuating water levels on water storage impoundments.

Lack of waterfowl habitat and public hunting and appreciative
use areas Is most critical near human population centers in

western and southern portions of Montana.

Maintaining public access for waterfowl hunting on Indian
Reservations.
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STRATEGIES

All efforts to close public waters to waterfowl shooting by special Interest
groups should be opposed unless studies Indicate that over-water hunting in

Che area Is detrimental to the waterfowl populations Involved or may ultimately
result In reduced hunting opportunity and success In chat area.

Adopt regulations which provide for: a) larger bag limits; b) longer seasons;

c) high plains seasons; and d) drake mallard, teal, and other bonus duck
limits and seasons; and e) Caking of sandhill cranes in Region 7. Liberal
regulations should be chosen inless hunting pressure will be sufficient to

be detrimental to the populations of the species Involved.

If fall plowing becomes comon in areas where field-feeding populations were

once abundant, efforts should be made to cry to convince some landowners to

leave critical fields In stubble through Che fall. Fields on state-owned

game management areas should be left as stubble to induce waterfowl to feed

Seek Improved consideration for waterfowl needs In specific areas where

water level control problema persist.

Seek an improved funding base and a syaCemaclc means of selecting and

acquiring areas for enhancement of waterfowl management.

Seek cooperative agreements with ‘Ibal councils.
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TABLE 8. SUMMARY Of PAST. CURRENT AND PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS FOR WATERFOWL

DUCKS

(Pacific PlwMy - Montana)
INDICATORS OF

HUNTING SUCCESS
Birds Bagged/

Fish S NUMBER HUNTERS AFIELD ESTIMATED ANNUAL HARVEST RECREATION HUNTING DAYS Dav Hunted
r Tim TTtn TTtTtGame T^TT^ T?7T^ wrr:

Region 1974 1975 1960 1965 1990 1974 1975 1980 1 985 1 990 1974 1975 1980 1985 1990 1974 1975 1980

1. 2.

3. 4
14,100 17.000 20,000 23,100 24,800 140,000 165,600 200,000 222,000 239,000 97,000 121.900 148,000 165,000 177,000 1.4 1.4 1.4

(Central Flyiay - Montana)

4, 5.

6, 7
6,100 6,800 9,500 11,500 12,600 56,800 70,100 88,000 104,000 113,000 35,800 37,800 47,000 55,000 60,000 1.6 1.9 1.9

STATE ^ 20,200 23.800* 29,5002 34,6002 37,4002 196,800 235,900* 266,000 326,000 352,000 132,800 159,700 195,000 220,000 237,000 1.5 1.5 1.5

GEESE

(Pacific Flyvaif - Montana)

3. 4 7,600 10,200 12,300 14,300 15,300 7,500 10,700 11,200 12,900 13,600 41,000 57,200 67,000 77,400 62,600 .18 .19 .2

(Central FlinXiy - Montana)

4, 5.

6, 7
3,550 3,800 5,000 6,500 7,200 4,400 4,500 6,500 8,500 9.400 12,300 15,500 26,000 34.000 37,600 .36 .29 .25

STATE 11,150 14,000* 17,3002 20.600^ 22,5002 11,900 15,200* 17,700 21,400 23.200 53,300 72.700 93,000 111,400 120,400 .22 .21 .2

SWAN

(Pacific Flyuay - Teton County Only)

288 362 400 400 400 127 221 200 200 200 1,183 874 1,600 1,600 1.600 .1 .25 .1

^Resident hunte rs only. In 1975 .h.re w,ire also 1,770 nonresident waterfowl hunters (harvested 10,800 ducks and !1,010 geese).
^Includes residents and nonresidents.
^In 1976, the statewide harvest of ducks and geese, respectively, was 215,200 and 12,700 with 25,000 active waterfowl hunters.



STRATEGIC PLAN: FX'RBEARERS - STATEWIDE
U9

Supply and Demand
This plan sef^ment relaccs to chose native CLamDal species

whose pelt Is currently or potentially of coinnercial value.
Included are chose "furbearing animals" listed In current
Fish and Game laws (marten, otter, muskrat, fisher, mink,
beaver and bobcaCl

,
"predatory animals" (coyote, weasel and

skunk), and raccoon, badger, fox, lynx and wolverine.
Bobcat, fox and coyote comprised about 18 percent (by

number) and a high percent of the fur value of some 9S,000
pelts of 14 species reported taken by 1,336 active, licensed
trappers in 1975-76. Estimates of the numbers of these
species also taken by hunting and predator control
activities are not available, but probably exceed the

trapping cake by many times because of current high fur

prices. It Is difficult CO manage the fur harvest on a

sustained yield basis because of extremes in fur price

fluctuations and the associated economics.
Numbers of trappers are currently increasing; 2,046 were

reported active in 1976 compared to 1,336 In 1975 and 565 in

1970. Fluctuations in fur prices preclude any long range

projections as to the future change In number of active

trappers.
The recent acceleration of Interest in predator hunting

is expected to continue dependent on fur values and predator

populations. Species such as the coyote and fox have the

potential to provide a large volume of recreational oppor-

tunity (viewing, photography, and hunting) to the public.

They not only add to the diversity of choice, but are

available throughout the year and on extensive areas of
public and private land.

Supply of Fur Take Estimates in Recent Years and Projected Number of Trappers

5-Year Average
1970-74*

Licenses Sold 1,321
Active Trappers 917

Mink 3,670

Muskrat 28,362

Beaver 11,845

Weasel 530

Bobcat 1,745

Skunk 4,482

Coyote 3,776

Raccoon 3,758

Badger 790

Fox 5,159

Canada lynx 166

Wolverine 19

Marten 401

Otter 36

TOTAL 64,741

*trapping year

1975* 1976* 1980

1,532 2,289 2,500
1,336 2,046 2,300

2,544 17258

52,069 80,697

8.627 18,755

632 1,674

1,067 656

6,644 8,571

9,117 11,404

4,669 6,170

1,272 2,085

7,084 5,991

244 200

40 58

971 2,086

« ^
95,042 142,937

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAB OBJECTIVE:
(1977-82)

To protect and perpetuate furbearers and their habitat, and to maintain populations for

all types of recreation, hunting, trapping and appreciative uses. To minimize conflicts

with specific furbearers and human health, private property or agricultural values.

To Implement specific studies and upgrade basic furbesrer management information

on an extensive basis. To implement management plans for the bobcat and other

selected species. To provide an estimated 69,000 trapping days** annually. To

assess the demand for recreational uses of furbearers.

**estlmated 30 days afield per trapper



FURBEAKERS (conCinued)

PROBLPIS

The basic biological Information necessary to manage, or plan for

the management of furbearers la lacking. Improved knowledge la

essential to: determine the status of the various species and to

ascertain the Impacts of land use changes and Increasing

consumptive uses; to evaluate predator-prey relationships;

mlnlmlte conflicts with agricultural Interests and private property,

and to protect human health.

Only "legally-defined" furbearers require a license to trap or

hunt and have seasons to regulate the harvest. Species important

In the fur trade and not classed by law as "furbearers or game

animals are subject to an unregulated harvest which may Jeopardize

their population statue. The rate of participation In hunting

furhenring animals such as the coyote, fox and bobcat is not known.

Halntalnlng sustained yield fur harvests Is difficult because of

erratic changes In fur prices. Over harvest may occur on some

species or In specific areas when high fur prices prevail.

Inflated fur values have greatly increased the participation

rates of people involved in trapping and "predator" hunting.

This has caused some negative effects from the standpoint of

private land owners and livestock raisers.

The beaver should receive Increased attention because of Its

unique ecological relationship to: riparian vegetation, water

quality and flow rates, other terrestrial and aquatic fauna —
and its capability for conflict with agriculture and private

property.

Mortality of non-target species during specific predator control

efforts.
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STRATEGIES

Implement special intensive studies and extensive field effort to

InLrmatlon on furbearers population status, habitat requirements and effects

of harvesting and/or population control attempts. Continue

research on coyote-prey relationships and implement pertinent findings into

public information and various levels of decision making. Continue to

cooperate with appropriate health and agricultural authorities to minimize

or eliminate effects of diseases vectored through furbearers to man or

domestic livestock.

Evaluate the atatua of lynx, fox. and uolverlnc and aeak consideration tor

adding thaee apaclea to the furbenter list. l.pla«ent nanaganent Pl«ns

assoelatad vlth reclasalfylng the bobcat aa a furbearer.
,

latlon that uonld require a furbearer hunting license by all persons hunting

them on public lands or private lands of ethers.

Improve basic information on available supplies of harvestable furbearers.

Improve capability to monitor the changing rates of harvest through

coordination with fur dealers, licensed aerial hunters, livestock board,

and trappers. Evaluate the Impact of the variety of trappl^ and halting

methods that are being used. For example, the "hanging set for bobcat

should not continue to be allowed. Require fur trappers to report where

and how many animals they take.

Provide Information to predator hunters to direct them to public lands and/or

to private lands where they are welcome. Provide guidelines for their

hunting techniques to improve the quality of the sport and to minimize

conflicts on private land. Curtail, or limit the use of snares, where they

are detrimental to non-target species such as livestock, eagles, etc.

Continue or expand where necessary current census techniques such as cache

counts and organize and utilize observations of field personnel and cooperators

to determine effects of trapping and adjust trapping regulations accordingly.

Extension of the trapping season into April is recoosaended In eastern Montana.

Assist landowners and direct trappers to problem areas where they are requested.

Monitor the status of beaver in key areas and Implement management that

utilize fully their positive benefits to stream and marsh ecology. (For example,

the value of beaver is cited in the moose segment of plan.)

Seek cooperative efforts of Livestock-Predator Control Board to maximize efforts

to minimize losses to non-target species. Require identification numbers on

coyote getters and/or other predator control devices.

(continued)



FURBEARERS (continued)

PROBLEMS

There is a lack of public understanding and extreme polarization
of views on predator" and predator control.

There is concern chat hunter license fees currently being spent
on predator control in livestock complaint areas are not producing
the intended or desired benefits.

Information on the amount of recreation (hunting, trapping and
appreciative uses) associated with the furbearer group is totally
lacking.

Unnecessary or out-dated regulations.
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STRATEGIES

The Department needs to formulate and clarify its poaltlon on "predators"
and predator management — as a first step to Improve this situation.

Seek evaluation of the use of such funds with emphasis on an objective
analysis of the direct and indirect results.

Implement appropriate 8urve>9 and/or other means to ascertain this demand.

Discontinue shipping permit and tags currently required on marten.
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NONGAME MAMMALS STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

This plan segment pertains to 74 species of msinmals, sub-
jected to a variety of consumptive and nonconsuoptive uses by

Consumptive uses Include hunting and trapping for recreation
and coaaserclal value, and collection for scientific and educational
purposes. The latter activity Is directed at all species and is

limited In scope, since relatively few people are believed to

participate In scientific collecting activities. Hunting and
trapping activities, however, are more widespread. There is

currently no estimate of the number of recreation days spent in

hunting or trapping nongaoe mammals, but it is believed to be

substantial.
Rabbits and hares arc hunted for sport, food and commercial

uses. The value of this resource for recreational purposes has

not been assessed. Populations are believed secure, although
fluctuations are common. Cottontails, in particular, could
provide a significantly greater amount of hunting recreation

in the future.

Prairie dogs, ground squirrels, and chucks also provide
opportunities for recreational hunting. Although these species

generally are not eaten, interest in hunting them is widespread.
The sport of "varmint" hunting has increased in recent years due to
Increased leisure time and affluence. Such activities provide an
ideal training ground for youngsters learning to hunt. At the other
extreme is the dedicated varmint hunter who may invest large amounta
of money in highly specialized equipment. Some nonreeldenta come
from other states solely to shoot prairie dogs. These species, thus,
constitute a very valuable recreational resource which has not been
measured.

Several nongame spec:ee are hunted or trapped for their fur.

These Include fox, lynx, wolverine, raccoon and badger. Pur prices
strongly Influence the degree of consumptive utilization to which
these are annually subjected.

Nonconsumptive uses include nature study and photography, and

the more rigorous academic study for scientific and educational
purposes. Informal nature study and photography by members of the
public is generally limited to those mammals which are larger and

more readily observed. Academic studies extend to all apccles.

Both consumptive and nonconsumptive uses of nongame mammals are

presently undetermined. As the populstion of Montane grows, snd ss

leisure time increases, the value of these resources will increase

appreciably.

STATEWIDE GOAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

(1977-82)

To manage nongame mansDals and their habitats for human enjoyment,

for scientific purposes, and to secure their perpetuation as

members of ecosystems, consistent with other land uses.

To determine the status, distrlbutioo, and habitat requirements for

at least five species of nongame mammals for which priorities are

highest. To assess public demand for conaumptlve and nonconsumptlve

use of nongame mammals.

(continued)



NONCAME MAMHALS statewide (continued)

PROBLEMS

Habitat changes are taking place which have an unknown effect

on many species.

"Predators" and "noxious rodent" control programs are taking place

with little regard for welfare of the wildlife conmunlty.

Some landowner/managers feel that some nongame mammals compete with

domestic livestock for forage, or provide other conflicts with

agriculture.

There Is a lack of positive management for some species (l.e.

the taking of nongame mammals Is permitted without restriction).

Hunter license fees provide the primary support for current

nongame studies. Funding and manpower levels are Inadequate to

develop a nongame conservation program pursuant to legislative

Intent.

Some department personnel are apathetic toward nongame mammals.

Nongame manmials have been slighted due to the administrative

demands of endangered species programs.

The nature, scope and degree of consumptive and nonconsumptlve

uses of nongame mamDals are undetermined.
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STRATEGIES

Organize a citizen's nongame advisory committee to aid in Identifying

priorities. Identify habitat requirements of selected nongame

mammals, and develop appropriate land use recommendations.

Identify "side effects" of control programs and develop recommendations

to deal with them.

Demonstrate factual ecological relationships, based on research,

through Information and education efforts.

Develop management recommendations for selected species based on results

of status determining investigations.

Seek public understanding and support for developing an Independent

source of funding for the nongame program.

Involve more department people in nongame-orlented activities.

Require endangered species activities to be fiscally Independent from

nongame activities.

Compile data on utilization of nongame manmials through appropriate

surveys. Identify individuals and organizations Interested In nongame

conservation.



NONGAWE 8IRDS STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE
12S

This plan segment pertains to 251 species of birds,
subjected to a variety of uses which are primarily nonconsumptlve
In nature. In addition, there are 39 species of shoreblrds
classified as "migratory game birds," which are not hunted and
should be considered "nongame."

Consumptive uses of nongame birds are limited. Some birds
are collected for scientific and educational purposes. Raptors
are occasionally taken for falconry.

Nonconsumptlve use of nongame birds Is substantial. Blrduatchlng and
winter bird feeding are popular hobbles for many people. Bird photography
Is popular, and continues to grow. These activities extend to all species.
There is no current estimate of the number of recreation days provided by
nongame birds, but it is certainly substantial, and expected to increase
In future years.

To manage nongame birds and their habitats for human enjoyment,
STATEWIDE GOAL: Tor scientific purposes, and to secure their perpetuation as

members of ecosystems, consistent with other land uses.

To determine the status, distribution and habitat requirements

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE-
fifteen species of nongame birds for which priorities

(1977-82) ^’9hest. To assess public demand for valid consumptive and
nonconsumptive use of nongame birds.

STRATEGIES

Habitat changes are taking place which have an unknown effect
on many apecles.

Use of chemical agents for agricultural purposes poses an ongoing
threat to certain species.

Golden eagles eat domestic lambs.

Many landowner/managers feel that certain nongame birds are
"no good;" they are apathetic to positive management.

Organize a citizen's nongame advisory committee to aid In identifying
priorities. Identify habitat requirements of selected nongame birds,
and develop appropriate land use recommendations.

Identify Impacts of chemical agents on the nongame bird community and
develop recommendations to deal with them.

Encourage the use of lambing shed, where feasible, to reduce the "baiting"
effects of range lambing. Provide advice on lambing procedures which
minimize predation.

Demonstrate factual ecological relationships, based on research, through
an information and education program.

(continued)



NONfiAME BIRDS STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Montana does not allow the hunting of doves.

Hunt.r licens. fee. provide the prl.aty support (or current nongane
atudles. Funding and manpower levels are Inadequate to develop a
nongame conservation program pursuant to legislative Intent.

Some department personnel are apathetic toward nongame birds.

Nongame birds have been slighted due to the administrative
demands of endangered species programs.

The naiurs. acopa and dagree of the uatlnua uses of nongame birds
are undetermined.
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STRATEGIES

Seek support to reclassify the mourning dove as a migratory game bird.

Seek public understanding and support for developing an Independent
source of funding for the nongame program.

Involve more department people in nungame-orlented activities.

Require endangered species activities to be fiscally Independent from
nongame activities.

Compile data on utilisation of nongame birds based on appropriate
surveys. Identify Individuals and organizations interested In
nongame conservation.
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NONGAME REPTILES STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

This plan segtoenc pertains to 16 species of reptiles. Use
of reptiles is limited due to their secretive natures.

Consumptive uses Include collection of rattlesnakes for
trophy and commercial value, and collection of all species for
scientific and educational purposes. Snapping turtles are
occasionally taken for human consumption. There are a few

dedicated snake catchers in Montana that annually capture a signifi-
cant number of rattlesnakes for venom, meat and trophy values. The
extent of conaumptlve activities to which reptiles are subjected has
not been measured.

Nonconsumptive uses of reptiles include nature study and photo-
graphy; for instance, paloted turtles are frequently captured for use
as pets by children.

STATEWIDE COAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE
(1977-82)

To manage nongame reptiles and their habitats for human enjoyment, for
scientific purposes, and to secure their perpetuation as members of

ecosystems, consistent with other land uses.

To determine the status, distribution and habitat requirements for at least

two species of reptiles for which priorities are highest. To assess public
demand for consumptive and nonconsumptive use of nongame reptiles.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Habitat changes are caking place which have an unknown effect
on many species.

Hunter license fees provide Che primary support for current
nongame studies.

Nongame reptiles have been ignored in the past, and receive
only token attention at present.

Some department personnel are apathetic coward nongame reptiles.

Nongame reptiles have been slighted due to the administrative
demands of endangered species programs.

The nature, scope and degree of consumptive and nonconsumpclve
uses of nongame reptiles are undetermined,

Organize a citizen's nongame advisory committee to aid in identifying

priorities. Identify habitat requirements of selected species and

develop land use recommeodations.

Develop an Independent source of funding for the nongame program and

identify Che public supporting these species.

Develop an expanded nongame conservation effort backed by an effective

I & E program.

Involve more department people In nongame-orleotcd activities.

Require endangered species actlvlcles to be fiscally independent from

nongame activities.

Identify individuals and organizations Interested In nongame conservation.

Compile data on utilization of nongame reptiles.



'I
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ENDANGERED SPECIES STRATEGIC PLAN - STATEWIDE

This plan segoenc pertains to four species which currently
appear on both State and Federal lists of endangered species.
They are the Northern Rocky Mountain wolf, the black-footed
ferret, the Aoerlcan peregrine falcon and the whooping crane.

Consumptive use of endangered species Is prohibited by
both State and Federal law. Nonconsumptive use is limited due
to the extreme scarcity of all species. Because of their scarcity,

a single observation is regarded as a valuable experience.

Hanagemeot of each of Che endangered apeclea will be outlined
In a recovery plan developed for each species. The recooBDended

responsibilities of Che Montana Department of Fish and Came will be

outlined In Chose plana. It will then be up to the department to

accept or reject Its responsibility aeslgnmenta.

cTATvuTne firtAt .
protect, maintain, and If possible, enhance numbers of Chose species of wildlife

Indigenous to this State Chat may be found to be endangered within the State.

6-YEAB OBJECTIVE: To participate In recovery plan Implementation for endangered species.

(1977-82)

PROBLEMS

Populations are dangerously low.

Suitable habitat la lacking in some cases.

Environmental degradation threatens Che continued existence of

these species.

Public apathy toward endangered species precludes progressive

management.

Presence of endangered species may be viewed as a threat to

existing land use priorities.

Management programs for endangered species are wholly inadequate.

STRATEGIES

Acquire or protect key habitat where appropriate.

Participate In recovery plan implementation.

Identify problem areas and make every effort to reverse trends which

are detrimental to the welfare of endangered species.

Develop and implement appropriate Information and education measures

designed to reduce public apathy.

Seek public awareness and understanding of the needs of endangered

species.

Obtain a source of funding earmarked specifically for endangered apeclea.

(continued)



ENDANGERED SPECIES STATEWIDE iclnued)

PROBLEMS

AdffllnlstraClon of the endangered species program is at Che

expense of Che nongame program.

Some deparcmenc personnel oppose endangered species recovery

efforts.

Federal Intervention via critical habitat restrictions and control

of "taking" complicates management procedures and precipitates
Interagency hostility.
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STRATEGIES

Develop an independent source of funding for endangered species.

Develop a commission policy stacemenc on endangered species conservation.

Continue to request the Pish and Wildlife Service to cake a more
realistic approach coward administration of the Endangered Species
Act. More attention needs to be focused on the needs and
reconnaendacions of state wildlife management agencies. Current

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service administrative attitudes in many cases
preclude effective endangered species recovery programs, thus

negating Che Intent of the Endangered Species Act.
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Wildlife Methodology

PeteTminaeiaK of bi^ gtme epeciee distribution area—
Mylar overlays of big game species distribution areas were

prepared for all 1974 big game hunting districts using U.S.C.S.
Quadrangle maps (1:250,000 or 1 Inch • 4 miles) as a base.
Overlays were drawn primarily by regional wildlife biologists,
with assistance from wardens and regional supervisors. Indian
reservations and national parks were not Included.

Three types of distribution areas were mapped:

1. Oiferall dietribution— A designated area (blue line) which
is known to have the species present at some time of the year.
Overall distribution was mapped for all big game species except
mountain lion. Areas of high and low security were designated
for mule deer where known.

2. Vinter dietribution— The general area known to be used
during various degrees of winter severity was designated (red

line) and known concentration areas during severe winters were
narked in solid red. Wintering big game areas were designated

where distinctively known; primarily in mountainous areas of

western and central Montana.
3. Other dietinat seasonal activity areae— Known special use

areas were penciled on separate overlays; Included were elk-
calving areas, migration routes, and in a few cases, special use
areas for other species. It should be emphasized that specific

seasonal use areas are known only for a few species In some

areas — because these special areas have not been identified

and mapped ehould not preclude their exietenae irithin each
species' overall distribution area.

A statewide collection of big game overlays is filed at the

department's Wildlife Research Office, Montana State University

Campus, Bozeman. Copies of big game overlays for the seven

regional areas of the state are also on file at Department of

Fish and Game Regional Offices (except Bozeman).

Dete-mination of upland game bird and uaterfoul dietribution

and habitat oapabiliii^sonee—
Mylar overlays were drawn for upland game birds on a

county basis (with 1:250,000 U.S.G.S. base maps) to designate

their known overall distribution, which was broken down into

three zones of "Habitat Capability":

Class I — (red line) The majority of this zone consistently
has capability for higher known densities of this species. This
Is Intended for Che distinctive, larger blocks of superior habitat
that provide good to excellent hunting.

Class II — (green line) This general tone consistently has
capability for moderate densities of this species; local limitations
CO habitat preclude It from Class I. Fair to good hunting is

provided over most of this zone.

Class III — (brown line) This zone usually has only relaclvaly
low densities of this species and Is distinctly marginal habitat.
Only fair hunting can be expected In localized areas of the zone.

Known sharp-tailed grouse breeding grounds were marked with red

dots and sage grouse breeding areas marked with green dots. Some sage
grouse wintering areae were also designated.

Vaterfaul fall habitat mapping—
Mylar overlays were drawn for known fall use areas (aquatic and

terrestrial) of "ducks" and "geese" using the 1:250,000 U.S.C.S. base

maps on a county area basis.
Three zones of seasonal habitat capability were designated for

ducks and for geese:
I (prime) — zone contains an abundance of high quality, permanent

water areas and sources of food and conslstcncly has a high capability

CO hold fall concentrations of waterfowl.
II (good) — zone contains numerous (variable quality) water

areas and feeding areas for waterfowl and has capability to attract

fall waterfowl populations.
III (fair) — zone contains only occasional water areas and/or

feeding areas valuable for fall waterfowl use — has only scattered

or IntenDlttent use by waterfowl during fall.

Known winter concentration areas for waterfowl were also designated.

All big game overall distribution areae, winter areas and game

bird and waterfowl habitat overlays were planlmetered (or area size

(sq. miles) using an electronic planlmeter provided by the Engineering

Department at Montana State University.

(continued)



wildlife Hechodology (continued)

Landcnjnerahip (publie-privat«) etatua of big gone distribution
arsae—

The 1:250,000 scale big game overall distribution overlays

were reduced to 1:500,000 regional coopoeltea through use of
facilities at the Earth Sciences Department, Montana State
University. Estimates of the percent of each species distribu-
tion area that is private, state or Federal were made with use
of the 1967 Landownershlp Status Map (1:500,000) available from

the U.S. Bureau of Land Management. The break-down of landowner-

shlp status for each big game species' distribution area in each
hunting district was accumulated into regional and statewide
totals.

Datsimnation of supply—
Supply is defined as the quantity of game animals and birds

that can annually be harvested from a population or unit of area,
under the management in effect. The supply of hunting recreation
days Is a function of the harvest, number of hunters, percent
hunter success and days of effort expended per harvested animal
by specific area and the management in effect.

Regional wildlife biologists made estimations of the

expected annual average harvest of big game species from each
hunting district (with current management and circumstances) and,

using the best Indicators available, they estimated the 'nurtrrum

sustainable harvest for each species and hunting district.
Criteria used In these harvesteble supply estimates included
species population trends and productivity status, sex-age
composition, harvest trends, species distribution in regard to
public-private landownershlp and effects of land closure and/or
restrictions to public access. A sample of the big game supply
determination fonoat Is attached (page 133). Regional supplies
of hsrvestable big game species are the sunsnatlon from all
hunting districts In the region. The "reliability" of the supply
estimates for Individual species In specific hunting districts Is

expected to have a wide range of variability. The "state of the

arts" varies considerably between the types of species Involved,
terrain and climatic factors, and levels of field effort that can
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be applied with existing regional manpower. For Instance, data on

population size and productivity rates of antelope herds and certain

elk herds that can periodically be observed are much improved over

data available on species such as moose or white-tailed deer In

heavy cover. The highest reliability of hunter questionnaire data
lies In regional and statewide totals; planning Information on supply

and demand Is assembled on a regional and statewide basis. Numbers

of deer and elk licensees afield In 1985 and 1990 were projected on

basis of Montana population growth. Montana population projections

(Appendix, Table I) were provided by the Montana Department of

Coonunlty Affairs (Dodge, August 1977 - draft copy).
Small game species were assumed to have overall harvestable

supplies that exceed current and anticipated hunting demands. Thus,

game bird harvests were projected primarily on the basis of Increased
human population and current hunter participation rates in 1980,

1965 and 1990.

Big game harvest objectives generally exceed current trends.
Attainment of stated objectives will depend upon the degree of success
in solving major problems and the feasibility of changing limitations
in the current management framework. Future harvest objectives must be
considered "target" numbers as attainment in any one year is subject to
many variables.
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APPENDIX TABLE I

MONTANA HUMAN POPULATION PROJECTIONS*

(By Pish and Came Realons)

1960 1970 (197^) 1980 1985 1990

1 65.486 79,061 66,300 91,834 102,455 112,648

2 88,697 100,679 111,900 119,913 130,036 140.954

3 105,173 106,648 116.000 121,187 129,353 136,306

4 167,426 171,341 178,200 184,130 196,121 207,072

5 115,273 119,310 131,700 144,517 163.779 182,322

6 75,116 63,044 64,800 66,627 71,086 75,512

7^ 58.549 54.262 56.900 61.622 65.998 69.262

State

Total 675,720 694.365 745,600 790,030 859.728 924,076

*Prom Oepartoent of Connrunlty Affairs - August 30, 1977 (incomplete draft)

^Includes Richland County
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FISH
INTRODUCTION

Uacer resources in Honcana are diversified and widely distributed
throughout the State. The Missouri River systen drains approximately
82 percent (120,000 sq. miles) of the state's area. Two primary
tributaries of the Columbia River (Clark Fork of the Columbia River
and Kootenai River) drain Che 26,000 square miles of the state located
west of the Continental Divide. This is 17 percent of Che state's
total area. A small area of about 700 square miles near the east
boundary of Glacier Park drains northward into the Hudson Bay drainage.

Surveys and ocher field activities have identified 9,000 individual
waters. Approximately 16,000 miles of streams and 3,400 lakes provide
Che base for the current recreational fishery. Other waters have value
for game fish reproduction, water quality maintenance and nonconsumptive
use of aquatic organisms, Seventy-five percent of the stream miles
support salmonids and the balance contain varying combinations of non-
salmonld species. The lakes include mountain lakes, natural lakes,
reservoirs and farm ponds. Sixty percent of these waters support trout

populations.
The waters of the state support approximately 80 species of fish,

16 species of amphibians and an undetermined number of aquatic inverte-
brates. Fifty-two species of fish are native and 28 have been intro-

duced. These exotic species include a wide range of fish from some of

the most popular game fish to tropical fish with very limited distribu-
tion. Some of these introductions have created significant fishery

management problems.

The popularity of fishing for recreation and as a source of food

has increased significantly in recent years. There has also been an

increasing interest in aquatic organisms for aesthetic, scientific or

other nonconsumptive uses as well as an increasing awareness of the

value of these animals as indicators of environmental well-being.

Although these animals provide a variety of benefits, only Che

recreational and commercial fisheries have been quantified. License

sales records indicate that over 2$ percent (210,000 people) of the

state's residents participate in the recreational fishery. In addition,

more than 75,000 nonresidents annually purchase a Montana fishing

license of some type. During the 1975-76 season total angling pressure

was 3,105,000 man days. License sales have been increasing at an

average annual rate of 3.25 percent since 1970 and are expected to

increase at a comparable race through 1982.

In 1975 there were five commercial fishermen authorized to fish

in designated waters. Eighteen bait dealers were also authorized to

harvest bait fish from certain waters.

Interest in nonconsumptive uses of aquatic resources appears to

be Increasing, but no data are available.
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Nonresidents accounted for lb percent (508,000 man days) of total
statewide fishing pressure in 1975-76. Seventeen waters accounted for

over half of the total use by nonresidents during that year. Nina of

these seventeen waters are in close proximity to direct route to

Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks.
The Fish Program includes all activities related to the managoBent

of aquatic organisms that provide recreational fishing or other beneficial
uses in waters of the state. The major effort is directed toward gome

species with attention also given to nongame fish that are indicators of

envirorunentsl conditions, fished commercially or utilized for some form

of beneficial use.

It is generally believet' that Montana has a supply of recreational
fishing well in excess of the current use levels. However, this is not

necessarily the case. Major portions of the total supply receive limited

use while other portions are heavily* used. A fishing llccnao is not
specific to any species nor water type so the licensing process has no

Influence on distribution of fishing pressure. Use levels are determined

by custom, angler preference, availability of waters, fishing quality,
time-distance factors and other social considerations not clearly
understood.

Trout fishing in streams is a highly desired element of the fishery,

and those waters receive a disproportionate share of total stream pressure.

The pressure among trout streams Is also enevenly distributed. Mountain

whltefish are abundant but lightly utilized in many of the more popular

streams where the trout species are heavily used.

Fishing regulations have been general in nature and quite liberal

in the past. Some, but not all, of the problems of dlaproportlonate

utilization can be resolved with regulations based on conditions and

needs of individual waters.

This Program Includes three categories: Came Fish in Streams, Game

Fish in Lakes, and Nongame Fish. The Stream category la subdivided into

elements of Trout, Other Salmonids, Psddlefish and Other Nonaalmonlds.

The Lake category Includes Trout and Kokanee, Ocher Salmonids and Non-

saloonlds. Came fish were considered to be all species utilized in the

recreational fishery rather than those classified as gome fish in Montana

statutes. The yellow perch, for example, is not legally classed as a

game fish, but It is an important fish in the recreationol fishery. The

Nongame category is separated into Commercial Fishing and Other which

includes amphibians, invertebrates and any fish not included in the Come

Fish categories.



The following tems an defined are used In Che Fish Program
segment of this plan.

COAL: A general scatenenc indicating the philosophy and purpose
of a program.

OBJECTIVE: A specific statement Indicating the quantity of
resources and/or products that the Department intends to
influence in a specified time period.

SUPPLY: The estimated quantity of hsrvestable fish that can
be harvested under existing management expressed in man days
of recreational flehing; the miles of streams or acres of
lakes that currently support flshable populations; the
quantity of habitat and/or aquatic animals available for any
beneficial use.

DE21AND: The level of utilisation Chat has taken place in Che past
or is expected to occur in the future under existing management.
It Is expressed in man days of recreation or in the quantity of
animals required to support a need.

MAN DAY: One fisherman or ocher recreatlonlst using Che resource
for some portion of a 24 hour day.

PROBLEM: Any condition, situation or management practice that
adversely affects a segment of the aquatic resource.

STRATEGY: Any proposal that reduces or eliminates the adverse
Influence of a problem.

FISH PROGRAM GOAL:

To ensure the perpetuation of all aquatic
species and their ecosystems and to meet the
public demand for fish in state waters.



r.ENERAL PROBLEMS

Aquaclc habitat is being altered and degraded at an Increasing

Mater diversion from rivers for Industrial, agricultural and

domestic purposes is Increasing.

Many of the prime fishing waters are located on private land.

The availability of these waters Is decreasing each year as

policy or ownership changes.

Fishing pressure by both residents and nonresidents Is

increasing while the supply remains constant or possibly

declines. Fishing pressure Is not distributed In proportion

to the supply and can not be directly diverted to the waters

or species with Che largest potential to absorb increasing

pressure

.

Angler use is determined by personal preference, angling success,

convenience, location and custom rather than by biological

production of waters.

Information needed for proper management or resource protection

Is lacking In many areas and for many species.

Public understanding of the consequences of many land and water

uses is often less chan adequate.

The Department of Fish and Game Is responsible for the manage-

ment of the fishery resource that Is on lands cnanaged by other

agencies or Individual owners.

License fee revenues have not kept up with increased operating

costs In recent years. The last license increase was earmarked

for land acquisition. Therefore, development and maintenance

costs on these lands must be payed out of ocher revenues. This

reduces total funds for other fishery related activities.

The Fish Program is not self-sufficient, and, therefore, it

becomes progressively more difficult to fund new projects.
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PROGRAM

ACTIONS WEEDED

Department

Fill data gaps regarding status, life history requlremoncs and

utilzatlon of fishery resources.
Identify and evaluate public opinion regarding fishery values.

Reassess programs, projects and goals.
Improve Inventory oi fishery habitat and classification.

Other Government Agencies

Greater consideration for long-range Impacts of development and

land use on basic resources.

Legislature

Funding authority from General Fund for general recreation activities.

Adjust fishing license structure and fees.

Full recognition of the beneficial use of water to support aquatic

resources and recreational use.

Public

Improve image and status of recrcat Ionises on both public and

private land.
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STRATEGIC PLAN: CAME FISH IN STREAMS
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Status

This category Includes four elements: Trout In Screams, Other
SalmoDlds In Streams, Paddleflsh In Streams and Other Nonealmonlds
In Streams. The recreational use of game fish species in streams
takes place largely on about 14,500 stream miles. An undetermined
number of additional miles are extremely Important to the fishery.
Although these additional streams miles support relatively few
catchable-slzed fish, they are extremely important to the total
resource through their affect on watershed conditions, water quality,
and as spawning or nursery areas for game fish. The total length
or tnese aooltlonal streams Is estimated to exceed the 16,500 miles
that support recreational fishing.

The stream fishery for salmonlds is located mostly in the
Columbian drainage. In the Missouri drainage above Great Falls and
in the Yellowstone drainage above Billings, with some stream fishing
for trout also available in streams In northeast Montana and in the
Tongue River near Miles City. This fishery Is supported by six
species of trout, kokanee, arctic grayling and mountain whlteflsh.

The nonsalmonld stream fishery Is mostly below Great Falls
and Billings In the Missouri and Yellowstone drainages. Burbot (ling)
also occur In screams In Regions One and Three and northern pike
populations have become established In a few streams in Region One.
Major species In the scream fishery for nonsalmonlds are paddleflsh,
sauger, walleye, northern pike, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass,
sturgeon, channel catfish and burbot.

During 1975-76 streams received 51 percent of all fishing
pressure generated by the license buyers. In 1968, 55 percent of

Che statewide pressure was on streams.
Degradation of stream habitat has a major Influence upon Che

ecosystems that support all species of fish. Favorable legislation
has placed some constraints on land and water uses that adversely
affect fishery resources but this will only help to maintain
existing supplies rather chan Increase future supply.

The past management of trout screams Included put-and-take
plants of hatchery trout In many of the prime trout fishing waters.
Recent studies have shown chat large plants of fish in streams sub-
stantially reduced Che wild trout population. Consequently, manage-
ment policies were revised to place more emphasis on wild trout
populations. Limited plants of hatchery trout are made In some
streams chat do not support wild populations or that support only
limited wild populations. Scream management of nonsalmonlds Is

also based on wild populations.

Problems
The demand for diversions from major streams for agricultural.

Industrial and domestic uses Is Increasing.

Information regarding the Impact of other water uses on aquatic
populations Is lacking.

Proposed developments for mining, energy and subdivisions threaten
habitat on major streams throughout Che State.

Large amounts of the stream fisheries are bordered by private land
where Ingress rights are not ensured. There Is a progressive increase
In Che posting of private land and Che difficulty that anglers
experience In getting to important fishing waters.

Navigability and ingress rights have not been determined for most
screams. Existing laws require a separate legal decision for each
stream rather than a class action for several streams.

Unstable scream channels caused by Intensive land use and abuse
result In a continual loss of aquatic and floodplain habitat.

The coat of stream preservation activities are supported by
traditional fish and game funding sources although other segments of
society also benefit.
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STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS STATEWIDE
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Supply and Demand

The various species of trout occur in numbers large
enough to support recreational fishing In 12,000 miles of
Montana streams. The total supply of fishing In these
waters Is 1,649,000 man days under current standards and
regulations. Thirty-one percent of this fishery is
located on public land, 51 percent on private land that
is currently available to public fishing and 18 percent
on private land where public use Is restricted or pro-
hibited. The larger trout are generally In the lower
reaches of streams where private land la predominate so
current use is proportionately higher on those waters.

Current use of this element by anglers Is 1,280,000
man days plus an undetermined amount of nonconsumptive
use. Restrictive regulations on selected waters In some
regions will Increase supply when the need occurs.
Supply will generally decline during Che period because
of habitat deterioration.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

(man days)

Supply 1,649,000 1,641,800

Demand 1.308,600 1,343,700

1,749,700

1,376,800

1,742,300

1,410,800

1.728,700

1,444,200

1.715.300

1.485.300

1,698,700

1,649,800

1,634,300

1,846,700

COAL:

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To ensure the perpetuation of these species and the stream envlronmenCB that

support them and to meet future public demand for these species in streams.

To preserve or enhance the 12,000 miles of streams that support wild trout. To manage
wild trout populations in screams to support an annual use of approximately 1,485,000 man
days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards
and for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumpclve uses.

PROBLEMS

Scream habitat Is deteriorating as a result of Intensive land use.

Div<f:rslon8 for Industrial, agricultural and domestic purposes are

progressively more in demand.

Disproportions! use on popular waters. Some waters will be heavily

fished before 1981-82.

STRATEGIES

Give high priority Co additional funding for work under the Scream Preserva-

tion Act, Natural Screambed and Land Preservation Act and flow reaervatlons.

Continue aggressive Information and education program regarding watershed,

floodplain and screambsnk management. Utlllxe Sikes Act projects to monitor

habitat stability and habitat Improvement measures. Promote legislation

that would require the Input of fishery Interests In all major actions that

affect fishery resources.

Continue work on flow reaervatlons and effect of flow reduction on aquatic

resources.

Implement special regulations as needed on Individual waters. Use combina-

tion of I 6 E and regulations CO divert fishermen to lees-flehed weters,

l.e. nonsalmonld streams.

(continued)



TROUT IN STREAM STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Much of the tDore desirable fisheries are on private land where
Ingress restrictions are increasing.

Infomiation on standing crop population dynamics and exploitation
rates Is lacking on most waters.

Navigability and Ingress rights have not been established on most
of the Importaot streams.

Distribution of supply Is not related to public requests for
recreational fishing. Therefore, we are pressured to increase
supply locally although regional or statewide supply may be high.

The cost of stream preservation activities are supported by
traditional fish and game funding sources although other segments
of society also benefit.

Stream habitat Is threatened by proposed exploration and
development associated with energy sources.

Proposed dam construction will alter stream environment and
possibly Interrupt migratory spawning runs.

Flood irrigation methods Involve high losses between diversion
and the Irrigated crops. This practice also contributes to
slltatlon and chemical pollution of streams.
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STRATEGIES

Continue fisherman access acquisition program with emphasis on relative
use by anglers.

Manage waters where Information Is lacking similar to the waters in
need of special regulations. Continue to systematically gather baseline
information. Devise Innovative, time-saving sampling methods. Define
critical habitats.

Promote legislation that would redefine navigability on the basis of a
waters capacity to support recreational use rather than past conmercial
use. Promote legislation that allows legal action on groups of waters
rather than on Individual streams. Evaluate and attempt to minimize
the Impacts of navigability on private landowners.

Continue efforts to redistribute supply and/or use. Establish policies
regarding the availability of recreational fishing to license buyers.

Request public funding for a portion of these activities.

Expand work on minimum flow requirements for aquatic organisms and effect
of reductions on those resources. Request funding from developers to
acquire baseline data on physical, chemical and biological characteristics
of threatened waters.

Negotiate with water resource developers for funding to study Impacts of
proposals on stream environments and to develop plana to protect or
replace the fishery In kind.

Encourage the Department of Natural Resources and other agencies to
Improve Irrigation methods through the use of more efficient and
effective methods such as sprinkler systems.



STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION
14S

Supply and Demand

Region One has Identified 6,510 miles of streams of
importance to the trout fishery. This Includes 3,800
miles of small streams that t&aintaln water quality and
provide spawning-nursery areas for migratory species
that reside in the larger streams, and 2,710 miles Chat
support fishable populations of trout that can support
262,400 man days of recreational fishing at current
standards and management.

One half of this fishery is on public land with

31 percent on private land open to public use and the

remaining 19 percent on private land where public use

is restricted or prohibited. The streams on private

land support most of Che larger trout so pressure is

proportionately higher on those streams.
The supply of this element will increase from 1977

Co 1980 due to some scream restoration projects and

will decline thereafter because of overall habitat
deterioracloQ. Angling pressure on trout in streams
was 180,700 man days in 1975-76 and is expected to

reach 209,900 man days by 1981-82.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

Supply 262,400 266,600

Demand 185. 400 191,100

270.800

194.800

275,000

199.500

273,500

204,200

272,000

209,900

267,500

232,700

260,000

260,700

To preserve or enhance Che 2,710 miles of streams chat support wild trout

and chose additional miles of tributaries that Influence Che fishery. To

manage wild trout populations in screams to support an annual use of

approximately 209,900 man days of recreational fishing wlchlo resource

limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic,

or ocher nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Stream habitat is deteriorating
associated activlcles.

Scream habitat is deteriorating

in Che drainages.

Scream habitat is deteriorating

result

result

result

of timber harvest and

of agricultural activities

of subdivision development.

Scream habitat is threatened by

and oil exploration.

proposed energy development, mining,

Provide additional funding for work under the Stream Preservation Act,

Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act and minimum flow rsqulremcncs.

Promote legislation that would require Che input of fishery Interests

in all major actions that affect fishery resources.

Continue work on flow reservation In streams.

Enforce existing laws regarding pollution and stream alceratloo.

Request funding from UJC for stream inventory of affected screams.

Continue 208 N.P. water quality study for two more years.

(continued)



TROUT IN STREAMS REGION I ((

PROBLEMS

Private landownera control ingress to portions of many of the more
productive streams. Changes In policy regarding public use would
limit availability of Important waters.

Angler use Is not distributed In relation Co supply.

Navigability and ingress rights have not been estsbllshed for most

Information on standing crop and exploitation races Is lacking on

The importance of the many small tributaries In a drainage Is often
overlooked in land use plans and practices.

STRATEGIES

Continue fisherman access program with emphasis on relative use by
anglers.

Implement special regulations as needed on Individual waters.

Promote legislation that would redefine navigability on the basis
of a water's capacity Co support recreational use rather chan past
commercial use.

Expand efforts to monitor fish populations and to fill data gaps.

Expand laws and regulations to include protection for Intermittent
screams that Influence water quality and fish populations in
perennial streams.



STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION 2
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Supply and Demand
Region Two has 1,490 miles of trout streams that are

capable of providing 305,000 days of recreational fishing
at current standards under existing regulations. Twenty-
nine percent of this fishery ie on public land, 49 per-
cent is on private land that is open to public use and
22 percent is on private land where ingress is restricted
or prohibited. The fishery on private land Includes many
of the screams that produce the larger trout. These fish
are more desirable to anglers so use la proportionately
higher on these waters. Five streams support 50 percent
of the regional annual pressure on trout streams.

Restrictive regulations on selected waters will
increase the supply in 1978-79. Total supply will
decline throughout Che planning period because of habitat
deterioration. Angling pressure on trout in streams was
247,200 man days in 1975-76 and it is expected to reach
286,900 man days by 1961-82.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77

Supply 305,000

Demand 253,600

77-78 76-79

302.000 333,000

260.000 266,400

79-60 80-81

(man days)

330,000 326,500

272,800 279,000

81-82 1985

323,100 310.200

286,900 318,000

To preserve or enhance Che habitat in 1,490 miles of streams that support wild trout. To
manage wild trout populations in streams to support an annual use of approximately 267,000
man days of recreational fishing within resource limicstloDS and acceptable quality

standards and for aclentiflc, aesthetic or ocher nonconaumpclve uses.

1990

294.700

356,300

PROBLEMS

Scream habitat is deteriorating as

in the drainages.

Scream habitat is deteriorating as

activities.

Scream habitat is deteriorating as

result of agricultural activities

result of logging and associated

result of subdivision development.

Private landowners control Ingress to most of Che more productive

screams. Change In policy or deterioration of landowner-angler
relationship will reduce availability.

Angler use is not distributed in relation to supply.

Information on standing crop and exploitation rates is lacking on most

Navigability and ingress rights have not been established for most screams.

Proposed dam construction will alter stream environment and possibly
interrupt migratory spawning runs.

Mining exploration and potential development could threaten scream
environments.

STRATEGIES
Continue communications with agricultural, forestry, mining and residential
development interests to improve land-uae practices. Continue to provide

recoomendacions for stream protection to those who apply for permits to

alter scream habitat. Continue emphasis on activities related to Stream
Preservation Act and Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act. Promote

legislation chat would require the input of fishery interests in all major
actions Chat affect fishery resources.

Continue fishing access program with emphasis on relative use by anglers.

Implement special regulations as needed on Individual watera. I 6 E program

to encourage more use on less-used waters.

Expand efforts to monitor fish populations, devise Innovative time-saving

sampling methods. Define specific fish habitats.

Promote legislation chat would redefine navigability on the basis of a

water's capacity to support recreational use rather than past casBerclal use

Negotiate with water resource developers for funding to atudy Impacts of

proposals on stream environments.

Expand data base on existing stream environments in potential Impact areas.



STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION 3

Supply and Demand

Region Three has 3,400 miles of trout streams that

are capable of supporting 344,000 man days of recrea-

tional fishing at current standards and existing

regulations. Thirty percent of this fishery Is on

public land, 62 percent la on private land that is

currently open to public use and 8 percent la on

private land where ingress Is restricted or prohibited.

The streams on private land are generally the more

productive streams and, therefore, receive the greatest

angler use. Five streams In this region account for

30 percent of the annual regional pressure on trout

streams.
Restrictive regulations on selected waters In

1978-79 will Increase supply. Total supply will

decline through the period because of habitat

deterioration. Angling pressure on trout In streams

was 443,600 man days In 1973-76 and Is expected to

reach 517.000 man days by 1981-82.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77

Supply 330,000

Demand 437,100

77-78 78-79

344,000 620,200

466,600 480,100

79-80 80-61

(man days)

614,000 607,900

491.600 503,100

81-62 1985

601,800 583,000

517,000 573,300

To preserve or enhance the 3,400 miles of streams that support wild trout. To manage wild

trout populations in streams to support an annual use of approximately 517,000 man days of

recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards and for

scientific, aesthetic and other nonconeumptive uses.
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1990

554,000

642,100

PROBLEMS
Stream habitat is deteriorating as a result of agricultural activities'

in the drainages.
Stream habitat is deteriorating as a result of logging and associated
activities.

Stream habitat is deteriorating as a result of subdivision development.

Stream habitat is threatened by proposed energy development and mining

Private landowners control ingress to many of the more productive
streams. Changes in policy regarding public use would limit

availability of important waters.

Angler use is not distributed In relation to supply.

Navigability and ingress rights have not been established for moat

Information on standing crop and exploitation races is lacking on
moat waters.

Portions of the Madison River are subject to thermal pollution and
low flows.

STRATEGIES
Increase funding for work under the Scream Preservation Act, Natural
Streambed and Land Preservation Act and minimum flow requirements for

aquatic organisms. Continue working coward Che establishment of

minimum flows in streams. Conduct aggressive I & E program regarding
watershed floodplain and streambank management.

Continue fisherman access acquisition program with emphasis on relative
use by anglers.

Special regulations on individual waters as needed. I 6 E programs Co

stimulate greater use on the less-used waters.

Promote legislation that would redefine navigability based on Che wsCec'a
capacity to support recreation rather chan past commercial use.

Expand efforts to monitor fish populations. Devise innovative time-
saving sampling methods. Define specific fish habitats.

Negotiate with Montana Power Company for measures chat would reduce
adverse effects of Ennis Reservoir and Bebgen Reservoir.



STRATECIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION I*

Supply and Demand

Region Four has 3,100 miles of ccouc screams chac are

capable of supporting 290,000 man days of recreaclonal
fishing at current standards and under existing regula-
tions. Twenty-six percent of this fishery is on public
land, 54 percent on private land where public Ingress Is

pennlcted and 20 percent on private land where Ingress

Is restricted or prohibited. The streams on private
land are the more productive waters, and, therefore,
receive much of the angling pressure. One stream, the

Missouri River, accounts for one half of all the annual
regional fishing pressure on trout streams.

Restrictive regulations on selected waters will
increase supply In 1984-B5. Total supply will decline
during Che planning period because of habitat deteriora-
tion. Angler use on trout in streams was 227,200 man
days In 1975-76 and is expected to reach 263,500 by
1981-82.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77

Supply 290,000

Demand 233,200

77-76 78-79

288,600 287,100

239,000 245,000

79-80 80-81

(man days)

285,700 284,200

251,000 256,500

81-82 1985

262,800 306,400

263,500 292,400

To preserve or enhance the 3,100 miles of streams chac support wild trout. To manage wild

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: populations in screams to support an annual use of approximately 264,000 man days of

recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards and for

scientific, aesthetic or other nonconaumptlve usee.
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1990

300,000

327,400

PROBLEMS
Stream habitat Is deteriorating as

In Che drainages.
Stream habitat is deteriorating as

activities.
Scream habitat la deteriorating as

result of agricultural acclvlcles'*X

result of logging and associated

result of subdivision development.

Private landowners control Ingress to many of Che more productive

streams. Changes in policy regarding public use would limit

availability of Important waters.

Angler use is not distributed in relation to supply.

Navigability and ingress rights have not been established for most

screams.

Information on standing crop and exploitation rates Is lacking on

most waters.

STRATEGIES
Provide additional funding for work under Che Stream Prcaervaclon Act and

Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act. Conduct aggressive I 4 E

program regarding watershed, floodplain and streambank management.

Continue communications with private Individuals and groups to Increase

consideration for fishery values in land-use decisions. Promote legislation

that would require Che Input of fishery interests in all major actions

Chat affect fishery resources.

Continue working with private sector for purchase of land or easements

for recreation use with emphasis on relative use by fishermen.

Implement special regulations as needed on individual waters. I 4 E

programs that will encourage greater use on less-used waters.

Promote legislation that would redefine navigability on the basis of a

water’s capacity to support recreation rather than past commercial use.

Expand efforts to monitor fish populations. Devise innovative time-

saving sampling methods.

Dewatering for agricultural purposes

RestrictloDs on public use of waters

is a major factor in many streams,

on Indian Reservations.

Continue efforts to determine the effect of flow reductions and to

establish minimum flows needed to maintain aquatic populations.

Negotiate with tribal councils for recreational use by non-Indiana on

tribal lands.



Supply 219.000 218,000 216,000

STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION 5

Supply and Demand

Region Five has 1,350 olles of trout streams that Projected Supply and Demand Data

are capable of supporting 218,000 man days of recrea>

tlonal fishing at current standards under exletlng

regulations. Eighteen percent of this fishery la on

public land, 47 percent la on private land where ingress

for angling Is penaltted and the remaining 35 percent is

on private land where angler use is restricted or pro-

hibited. The more productive and popular streams are

on private land so they receive a disproportionate

share of the use by fishermen. Four streams account

for over half of the annual regional use on trout

screams. The supply will decline throughout the

planning period because of habitat deterioration.

Angler use on trout in streams was 155,700 man days

In 1975-76 and It Is expected to reach 166,000 man days

by 1981-82

79-80 80-81

(man days)

215,000 214,000 213,000 209,000 203,000

Demand 160,600 165,500 170,400 175,200 180,000 186,000 209,000 233,000

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

PROBLEMS

~T^preBerve or enhance the 1,350 miles of streams chat support wild trout. To manage wild

trout populations in screams to support an annual use of approximately 186,000 man days of

recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards and for

iclentiflc, aesthetic or other nonconsuaptlve \

\ result of agricultural activities

1 result of logging and associated

Stream habitat is deteriorating
in the drainages.

Stream habitat la deteriorating
activities.

Stream habitat is deteriorating as a result of subdivision development
Stream habitat is threatened by proposed energy development and mining

Private landowners control Ingress to many of the more productive

streams. Changes in policy regarding public use would limit avail-

ability of Important waters. A recent court decision prohibits
recreational use on Che Big Horn by non-Indlans.

Angler use is not distributed in relation to supply.

;hcs have not been established for most

standing crop and exploitation races Is lacking on

STRATEGIES
Provide additional funding for work under the Scream Preservation Act,

Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act and minimum flow require-

ments. Support legislation to allow acquired water rights Co be used

for InsCream flows. Continue aggressive I 6 E program regarding

watershed, floodplain and streambank management.

Continue access acquisition program based on related use by anglers.

Continue to work with tribal councils to negotiate for recreational

use on tribal lands.

Evaluate utilisation of existing stocks and strive for better
distribution of fishing pressure.

Promote legislation that would redefine navigability on the basis of a

water's capacity to support recreation rather than past commerlcal use.

Expand efforts to monitor fish populations and habitat needs of aquatic



STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION 6

Supply and Demand
Region Six has 160 lailes of trout streams that are capable

of supporting 22,000 man days of recreational fishing at current
standards and under existing regulations. Four percent of this

fishery is on public land, 71 percent is on private land where
public use for angling is permitted and the remaining 2S percent

is on private land where angler use is restricted or prohibited.
Two trout streams support 78 percent of the Region's annual
pressure on all trout streams.

Angler use on trout In streams was 17,700 man days in

1975-76 and Is expected to reach 21,400 man days by 1982.

Prelected Supply and Demand Data

76-77

Supply 22,000

Demand 16,300

77-76 78-79

22,000 22,000

18,900 19,500

79-80 80-81

(man days)

22,000 22,000

20,100 20,600

61-82 1965

22,000 22,000

21,400 23,600

1990

22,000

26,600

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 180 miles of atreams that support

these species. To manage wild trout populations in streams to support
6-YEAR OBJECTIVES: an annual use of approximately 21,400 man davs of recreational fishing

within resource notations and acceptable quality standards and for
scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Stream habitat Is deteriorating as a result of agricultural
activities in the drainages.

Private owners control ingress rights on most of these streams.

Changes in owners' policy or deterlortelon of landowner-angler

relationships will reduce availability.

Angler use is not distributed In relation to supply.

Conduct aggressive I 6 E program regarding watershed, floodplain and

streambank management. Work for legislation requiring fishery Input

Into projects affecting aquatic habitat.

Continue efforts to improve sportsmen-landowner relstlonshlp. Acquire

access or easements in key areas based on relative use by fishermen.

Encourage utilization of less available waters on private land.

Information on standing crop and exploitation rates is lacking Expand efforts to monitor fish populations and habitat needs,

on most waters.



STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT IN STREAMS REGION 7
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Supply anrf nAmawH

The trout stream fishery In Region Seven Is limited to a
ten-mile stretch of the Tongue River that Is coanaged for a
put-and-take fishery with hatchery-reared rainbow trout. The
scream Is primarily a nonsalmonld scream so the trout fishery
Is a supplement to the main fishery for nonsalmonld species.
Six hundred man days (5 percent of the total pressure on this
stream) Is supported by the trout management program. The
fishery Is self-llmltlng at the present time and there Is no
Intention to expand the fishery during the planning period.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 600 600

Demand 600 600

78-79 79-80 80-81

(man days)

600 600 600

600 600 600

81-82 1985 1990

600 600 600

600 600 600

6-YEAR

OBJECTIVE;
To annually provide 600 man days of recreational fishing for
hatchery-reared rainbow trout as a supplement to the fishery
for non-salmonid species provided by this stream and to preserve
or enhance the habitat in this portion of the Tongue River.

Increased industrial demands for water Include a proposed dam that
would Inundate the stream section that supports trout fishery.

Identify the habitat necessary to maintain this trout fishery and take
necessary steps to preserve the fishery, identify Instream flow needed
to preserve or replace this fishery.

Industrial development may Increase human population with a
resulting Increase in the need for additional recreational
opportunl ty.

Wopt policies regarding expansion of the salmonld fishery In eastern
Montana. Monitor fishing pressure on all fisheries.



OTHER SALMONIDS IN STREAMS - STATEWIDE
IS3

Supply and Demand

This element Includes two native species (mountain white-
fish and arctic grayling) and one Introduced species (kokanee).
The whlteflsh Is widely distributed In the large rivers and
the major tributaries of the Columbia River drainage, the
Missouri River drainage above Great Falls and the Yellowstone
drainage above Billings. They are abundant In approximately
3,600 miles of stream and also occur In lesser numbers In an
undetermined number of stream miles. The artlc grayling
occurs In limited abundance In 20 streams and Is coamon In
two streams.

Utlllratlon of kokanee In streams Is as a snag fishery
on migrating spawners. The major fishery Is in the Flathead
and Whlteflsh Rivers above Flathead Lake with some snagging
also available in the Clearwater drainage and In tributaries
of Georgetown Lake, Helena Valley Regulating Reservoir,
Plshkln Reservoir and Bynum Reservoir.

Utilization of the mountain whlteflsh Is low and Is

expected to remain well below the supply by 1982. Angler
use of the grayling populations Is low and Is usually
Incidental to trout fishing. The use on the salmon fishery
on Che Flathead and Whlteflsh Rivers is increasing each year
while snagging occurs generally on an opportunistic basis
in Che ocher five areas.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

Supply

Grayling*

Kokanee ^

Whlteflsh

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 1985 1990

(man days)

33,000

722,000

33,000

722,000

33.000

722,000

33,000

722,000

33,000

722,000

33,000

722,000

33,000

722,000

33,000

722,000

Demand

Grayling*

Kokanee^ 20,500 21,000 21,600

Whlteflsh 126,700 128,700 131,800

22,100

136,700

22,600

137,600

23,200

161,600

25,800

156,800

28,900

175.600

*UndeCermlned
^Plus an undetermined amount on lightly used areas

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE!

To preserve or enhance Che habitat In 3.600 miles of streams that support whlteflsh,
grayling or kokanee. To manage these species In streams to support an annual use

of 166,600 man days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable
quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumpclve uses.

Mountain whlteflsh are abundant but utilization Is light because

angler Interest In the species Is low.

STRATEGIES

Request funding from developer to determine ways to eliminate or minimize
damage Co aquatic resources. Encourage legislation that requires fishery

Input on projects chat threaten stream habitat.

Continue liberal regulations on whlteflsh as regulation on other species

becomes more restrictive. Encourage utllltstlon of whlteflsh through

I 6 E efforts.

(continued)



OTHER SALMONIDS IN STREAMS - STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

There la an Increasing demand for more diversions for Industrial,
agricultural and domestic purposes.

Stream habitat la deteriorating as a result of intensive land

use In flood plains.

Grayling populations are declining but little specific Information
regarding status and habitat needs Is available.

Proposed dam construction will alter stream environment and will
Interrupt spawning runs.
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STRATEGIES

These species will benefit from Department efforts on flow reservations.

These species will benefit from stream preservation efforts on Che

Stream Preservation Act and the Natural Streambed and Land Preservation
Act. Utilize Sikes Act projects Co monitor habitat stability and
habitat Improvement measures for species of special concern.

Evaluate status of Che grayling In chose areas where data can be
obtained.

Negotiate with developing agency for funding to determine Impacts of
proposed projects and to formulate mitigation.



OTHER SALMONIDS IN STREAMS • REGION 1

Supply and Demand
The element includes all three species In Region One.

Grayling are present in limited numbers In three streams
and are lightly used by anglers. The Rokanee run in the
Flathead River Is well-known and pressure Is increasing
annually. Whlteflsh are abundant and widely distributed
In 1,200 miles of stream but lightly used by anglers.
Forty-one percent of the whlteflsh fishery Is on public
land, 39 percent Is on private land open to public fishing
and the remaining 20 percent is on private land where
ingress Is restricted or prohibited.

The supply/demand relationship of the grayling fishery

Is not expected to change during the planning period.

Current supply of kokanee snagging will meet the demand
through 1990 If the run from Flathead Lake is maintained
near current levels. The demand for whlteflsh is expected
to remain well below the supply through 1990.

ISS

Projected Supply and Demand Data

Supply

Grayling*

Kokanee

Whlteflsh

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81

(man days)

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

33,000

240,000

Demand

Grayling*

Kokanee 20,500 21,000 21,600

Whlteflsh 12,300 12,600 13,000

22,100 22,600 23,200

13,300 13,600 14,000

25,800 28,900

15,400 17,200

*UndetenDiDed

To preserve or enhance the habitat In 1,200 miles of streams that support whlteflsh,

grayling or kokanee. To manage these species In streams to support an annual use

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: of approximately 37,200 man days of recreational fishing within resource limitations

and acceptable quality standards sod for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumptive

PROBLEMS

Kokanee runs are threatened by proposed mining activities and

energy development In the upper Flathead River drainage.

Angler Interest is low in Che large whlteflsh populations.

Stream habitat Is deteriorating as a result of intensive land use

In the flood plains.

Whlteflsh populations and angling opportunities are threatened by

Libby Dam and Reservoir.

Dams are a threat to migratory species. The fisheries of Flathead

Lake and tributaries would be adversely affected.

STRATEGIES

Request funding from developer to determine ways to eliminate or minimise

damage to aquatic resources. Request funding for North Fork Study

through IJC because the mine will be owned by Canadians.

Continue liberal regulations and encourage greater utllliatlon of

whlteflsh through I 6 E efforts.

These species will benefit from stream preservation efforts related to the

Stream Preservation Act, the Natural Streambed and Land Preeervatlon

Act and flow reservations.

Develop recommendations chat will mlnlmlte Che effect of this water

development on whlteflsh populations.

Oppose any additional dams where migratory fish are Involved.



OTHER SALHONIDS IN STREAKS - REGION 2
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Supply and Demand

This element Includes koksnee and whlteflsh in Region Two.

Kokanee snagging Is available In the Clearwater drainage and in

(he tributaries of Georgetown Lake. The amount of use on kokanee

in these areas is undetemined, but is a relatively small part of

(otal scream pressure, tfhitefish are common in 600 miles of

screams Chat can support 120,000 man days of fishing for whlteflsh.
ThrlCy-one percent of Che whlteflsh fishery is on public land, 69

percent on private land that is open to public use and 22 percent

on private land where public use is restricted or prohibited.

The supply demand relationship of the Kokanee fishery is

expected to remain stable through 1961-62. It is expected that

utilisation of Che whlteflsh fishery will remain well below
existing supply through Che planning period.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 76-79

Supply

Kokanee*

Whlteflsh 120,000 120,000 120,000

Demand

Koksnee*

Whlteflsh 25,300 25,900 26,500

*UndeCermlned

79-80

120,000

27,100

80-61

120,000

27,700

61-82

120,000

28,500

1965 1990

120,000 120,000

31,600 35,400

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 650 miles of screams chat support
kokanee or whlteflsh. To mansKe kokanee and whlteflsh populations to

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE support an annual use of 28,500 mao days of recreational fishing within
resource limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific,
aesthetic or other nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Although whlteflsh are abundant, angler interest is low. Continue liberal regulations and encourage greater utilization through I & E

efforts.

Stream habitat is deteriorating as a result of intensive
use in flood plains.

Continue aggressive I 6 E program regarding watershed, flood plain and
streambank management. Cooperate with Sikes Act program to monitor and
Improve scream habitat. Encourage legislation that requires fishery input

in all projects chat affect aquatic habitat. Activities related to scream
preservation for trout species will also benefit "other salmonlds."
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OTHER SALHONIDS IN STREAMS - REGION 3
Supply and Demand

This element Includes grayling and whlceflsh In Region
Three. Grayling are present in limited abundance in 13
streams and la common In two streams. Angler use is un-
determined but it Is relatively light and is generally
Incidental to trout fishing.

Mountain whlceflsh are conmon In approximately 700
miles of streams and are present In lesser numbers in an
undetermined number of additional miles. One-fourth of
this fishery is on public land, 70 percent Is on private
land open Co public use and the remaining S percent is on
private land where Ingress Is restricted or prohibited.

The supply/demand relationship of Che grayling
fishery is not expected to change during the planning
period. The demand for whlceflsh Is expected to remain
well below the total supply through 1990.

Prelected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-61 81-82
(man days)

Supply

Grayling*

Whlceflsh 138,000 138,000 138.000 138,000 138,000 138,000

D^mjiT^d

Grayling*

Whlceflsh 45,600 46,700 47,800 48,900 50,000 51,400

*Undecermlned

1985

138,000

57,000

1990

138,000

63,900
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To preserve or enhance the habitat in 800 miles of streams that support
grayling or whlceflsh. To manage grayling and whlceflsh populations for an

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE annual use of 51,400 man days of recreational fishing limitations and
acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or other

i nonconsumptive usee.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

These species and habitat types will benefit from stream preservation
activities related to the Stream Preservation Act, Natural Streambed
and Land Preservation Act and flow reservations.

Continue liberal regulations and encourage greater utilization of the
species with I 6 E programs. Consider commercial harvest through
sport fishing programs.

Obtain this Information regarding Che grayling In the upper Big Hole
drainage.

Scream habitat Is deteriorating as a result of Intensive land
and water use in the flood plain.

Although whlceflsh are abundant, angler Interest Is low.

Information regarding the status and habitat requirements of

Che grayling are lacking.
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OTHER SALMONIDS IN STREAMS - REGION 6

Supply and Demand
This element Includes kokanee and whlteflsh in Region Four.

A seasonal snag fishery la available for kokanee at three sites
In the Region. The fishery la quite consistent from year-to-
year at all three sites.

Whlteflsh are couoon In approximately 600 miles of streams
and are present In lesser numbers In an undetermined number of

additional stream miles. Fifteen percent of this fishery Is on
public land, 25 percent on private land open to public use and

Che remaining 60 percent Is on private land where Ingress Is

limited to some degree.
The supply/demand relationships for Che kokanee Is not

expected to change during Che planning period. Utilization of

the whlteflsh Is not expected to approach supply by 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 1985 1990

(man days)
Supply

Kokanee*

Whlteflsh 122,000 122,000 122,000 122,000 122.000 122,000 122.000 122, UUU

Demand

Kokanee*

Whlteflsh 24,600 25,200 25,800 26,400 27,000 27,800 30,700 34,400

‘Undetermined

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 700 miles of streams chat support
kokanee or whlteflsh. To manage kokanee and whlteflsh populations for an

annual use of 27,600 man days of recreational fishing within resource
limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic
and other nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Stream habitat Is deteriorating as a result of Intensive land
use In Che flood plains.

Although whlteflsh are abundant, angler Interest Is low.

These species and habitat types will benefit from preservation efforts
on the Stream Preservation Act and Natural Streambed and Land Preservation
Act and flow reservations. Utilize Sikes Act projects to monitor and/or
improve habitat for species of special concern.

Continue liberal regulations. Encourage greater utilization of this
species through I 6 E programs. Consider legislation to permit
coimerclal harvest on some waters.



OTHER SALKONIOS IN STREAMS - REGION S
IS9

Supply and Demand
This element Includes grayling and whlteflsh in Region

Five. Grayling are limited to a sparse population in one
stream. Angler use Is undetermined on this remnant
population.

Whlteflsh are common in approximately SOO miles of
streams In the region and are present in lesser numbers
In an undetermined number of additional miles. Ten percent
of this fishery is on public land, 70 percent on private
land where public use is permitted and the remaining 20

percent Is on private land where Ingress Is limited or

prohibited.

Utilization of the whlteflsh fishery will remain
well below the total supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Pats

76-77 77-76 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82
(man daye)

Supply

Grayling*

Whlteflsh 102,000 102,000 102,000 102,000 102.000 102,000

Demand

Grayling*

Whlteflsh 17,900 18,300 18,700 19,000 19,300 20,000

*UndetermlQed

1985 1990

102,000 102,000

22,100 24.700

To preserve or enhance the habitat In 600 mllea of atream that support whltsflsh and

grayling. To manage grayling and whlteflsh populations for sn annual uae of 20,000
man days of recreation fishing within resource llmltaclons and acceptable quality

etandarde and for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconauapttve uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Stream habitat la deteriorating as a result of Intensive

land uae In the flood plain.

These species and habitat types will benefit from stream preservation

efforts on the Stream Preservation Act, Natural Streambed sod Land

Preservation Act and flow requirements.

Although whlteflsh abundant, angler Interest low. Continue liberal regulations. Encourage greater utllliatlon of the

species through I 6 E programs.
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PADDLEFISH IN STREAMS - STATEWIDE

Supply and Demand
Paddleflsh are present in numbers great enough to provide

recreational fishing at three sites in the State. Fish from
Carrlson Reservoir In North Dakota make spavnlng runs Into the
Missouri and Yellowstone Rivera In Montana. Paddleflsh from
Fort Peck Reservoir run Into the Missouri River above Che
reservoir. The major fisheries for this species occur at Intake
Dam near Glendive and in Che Missouri River near che Fred
Robinson Bridge. Some fishing also cakes place In che dredge
cuts below Fort Peck Dam. A few have been taken In the Yellow-
stone near the mouth of Che Tongue River.

This fishery Is very localized and occurs mostly on public
land. Uclllzatlon has varied in recent years with about 7,000
man days of use In 1975.

The average catch rate on paddleflsh on the Yellowstone
River is 1.5 fish per day and 45 percent of che fish taken are
released. The Missouri River fishery averages .3 fish per day
and 10 percent of the fish taken are released.

Prolected Supply and D*««nd Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 10.000 12.500

Demand 7,100 7,400

78-79 79-80 80-81

(man days)

13,500 13,500 13,500

7,600 7,800 8,000

81-8^ 1985 1990

13,500 13,500 13,500

8,200 9,200 10,300

GOAL: To ensure che perpetuation of the paddleflsh and the environments that

support them and to meet the public demand for Che species.

To preserve r enhance Che habitat In Chose screams that support

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:
paddleflsh. To manage paddleflsh populations to provide an annual
use of 8,200 man days of recreational fishing within resource
limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific,
aesthetic or ocher nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS

Paddleflsh populations are threatened In both che Yellowstone
and Missouri Rivers by proposed water developments and/or
diversions.

Temporal and spatial concentrations of fishermen.

Information regarding life history and habitat needs Is

Incomplete, especially regarding spawning and rearing
requirements. Information regarding sustained yield Is

also needed.

Species Is long-lived and effects of possible over-harvest

will be alow In appearing and even slower In recovery.

STRATEGIES

Continue to support free-flowing status of che Yellowstone and Missouri

Rivers and to request minimum flows for fish, wildlife and recreation wi

emphasis on spawning requirements of paddleflsh. Port Pack regulating d

especially chreatens this species.

Attempt to locate additional paddleflsh concentrations of flshable

numbers. Prepare for permit system to alleviate crowding.

Expand research efforts with emphasis on telemetry, evaluation of

spawning requirements and population dynamics.

Continue with two fish dally limit and prepare for handling a tagging

system for a season limit to be applied if nsceesary.
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Supply and Demand
Projected Supply and Demand

Into the Missouri River provides a fishery in approximately
10 miles of river near the Fred Robinson Bridge on highway
191. A bow-and-arrow fishery occurs In the dredge cuts on
paddleflsh that run from Garrison Reservoir In North Dakota.

The fishery occurs entirely on public land. In 1976
approximately 3,000 man days of recreational fishing
occurred at these two sices.

Supply

Demand

76-77 77-78

5,000 5,000

3,100 3,200

78-79

6,000

3,200

79-80 60-81
(man days)

6,000 6.000

3,300 3.400

81-82

6,000

3,500

1985

6.000

4,000

1990

6,000

4,500
Conteaplated changes la regulations for 1978-79 will

Increase the supply of paddleflsh fishing. The expected
deoand can be net through 1990 If existing habitat condi-
tions for the species can be maintained.

6-TEAR OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat in streams that support paddleflsh. manaee“ to provid. m aoouol „f 3,500 day. of rectoatlon.lfishing within rs.ource ll.Itatlons and acoaptabls quality standards and forscientific, aesthetic or ocher nonconeuaptlve uses.

STRATEGIES
Paddleflsh populations In the Missouri River are threatened by
proposed construction for water development and diversions.

rnformatlon regarding life history and habitat needs Is
incomplete, especially regarding spawning and rearing.

Temporal and spatial concentrations of fishermen.

Oppose any projects or developments that would adversely affect known
paddleflsh spawning areas or migration routes. The reregulatlna
reservoir below Fort Peck Reservoir Is an example.

Expand research efforts to determine life history and habitat require-
ments of the species with special emphasis on spawning needs.

Locate and develop other areas where paddleflsh might be harvested.
Prepare for a permit system that would regulate numbers of anglers Incrowded areas.

Species la long-lived and effects of possible over-harvest
will be slow In appearing and even slower In recovery.

Continue with two fish daily limit and prepare for handling a tagging
necessary. Explore the

possibilities of artificial propagation.



PADDLEFISH IH STREAMS > REGION 7
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Supply «nd Demand
The i&aln fishery for paddlefleh In Region Seven occurs

ac Intake Diversion Oan on the Yellowstone River. A few are
also snagged near the mouth of the Tongue River. Fish have
been observed in other reaches of the Yellowstone but
additional flshable concentrations have not been Identified.

The fishery at Intake Is located on public land and the
limited use at the mouth of the Tongue River Is on private
land that Is open to public use. Approximately A,000 man
days of fishing occurred annually In recent years.

Regulations were changed in 1977 to reduce Che dally
limit from two to one fish per day. This change will
permit more days of recreational fishing for the species.
The demand for paddleflsh fishing can be met through 1990
If existing habitat conditions for the species can be
maintained.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-76 76-79

Supply 5,000 7,500 7,500

Demand 4,100 4,200 4,400

79-60 60-81 61-62
(man days)

7.500 7,500 7,500

4.500 4,600 4,700

1965 1990

7,500 7,500

5,200 5,600

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat In streaais that support the paddleflsh. To
manage paddleflsh populations to provide an annual use of 4,700 man days of

recreational fishing within resource llfflicatlons and acceptable quality standards
and for scientific, aesthetic or other nooconsmptlve uses.

STRATEGIES

Industrial development of Yellowstone Basle water threatens natural
flow regimens of Che Yellowstone River and could alter reproductive

success of the paddleflsh.

Temporal and spatial concentrations of fishermen.

Infonnatlon regarding life history and habitat needs Is incomplete,

especially regarding spawning and rearing requirements.

Species Is long-lived and effects of possible over-harvest will

be slow In appearing and even slower In recovery.

Identify the requirements of the paddleflsh for spawning, rearing and

migration. Oppose projects that threaten this species. Continue efforts

to establish minimum scream flows necessary for this species.

Attempt to locate other concentration areas where recreational fishing

could be developed.

Expand research acCivltlee, especially those regarding telemetric studies.

Continue to monitor the fishery and Implement changes In regulations
as necessary.





OTHER HON-SAIMONIDS IN STREAMS STATEWIDE

Supply and Demand
The stream fishery for non-saLmonlds Include sauger, walleye,

northern pike, large mouth bass, small mouth bass, ling, channel
catfish, sturgeon and several species that are not legally
classified as game fish. This fishery is located largely in the
Yellowstone drainage below Billings and in the Missouri drainage
below Great Falls. Burbot (ling) also occur in the upper Yellow-
stone River, in the headwaters of the Missouri and in the Kootenai
drainage, but use by anglers is negligible, and no specific
management measures are applied to this species. Northern pike
and large mouth bass have been Introduced into the Flathead
River system. Bass distribution in this system is limited to
backwater areas and the fishery for this species is marginal.
The pike Is expanding its range in some of the major tributaries of
Che Flathead River and is attracting the interest of anglers. The
introduction of northern pike in this drainage is potentially harmful
to other stream-dwelling species (native and exotic) but it is not

feasible to eliminate them nor to prevent them from spreading
to ocher waters.

Most of the supply of scream fishing for non-salmonlds is

in approximately 2,500 miles of scream. Ninety percent of this
fishery is on private land where Ingress for angling is permitted.
Seven percent of the fishery is on private land with some restric-
tion (mostly Indian reservations) and the remaining 3 percent is

on public land.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-7y

Supply 497,000 497,000 497,000 497,000 497,UOO 497,000 497,000 497,000

Demand 165,000 169,000 173,200 177,000 161,000 166,000 206,300 231,300

To ensure Che perpetuation of nonsalmonid species and their environments

and to meet Che public demand for these species in streams.

To preserve or enhance Che habitat in 2500 miles of streams chat support

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE' nonsalmonid species. To manage nonsalmonid populations in streams to

provide approximately 186,000 man days of recreational fishing within
resource llmicaclone and acceptable quality standards and for scientific,

aesthetic or other nonconsumptlve uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Diversions or ocher developments for proposed energy development

on Yellowstone River and/or tributaries.
Proposed developments on Missouri River above and below Fort

Peck Reservoir.
Effects of agriculture on water quality and quantity.

Oppose those projects chat will adversely affect these species and their

habitat. Continue Co support minimum flow reservations for all important

streams. Collect data needed to support recooBendatlons. Continue

aggressive I 4 E program regarding watershed, flood plain and streambank

management. Enforce non-point discharge sources of pollutants, especially

chemicals and silt.

(continued)



OTHER NONSALMOHIDS IN STREAMS STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Unauthorized Introductions of fish.

Proposed developments In Canada threaten the fish habitat In

the Poplar Rlver(R6) and Cabin Creek(Rl).

The availability of nonsaloonld streams Is often limited by a
combination of land ownership and a lack of roads.

Data regarding the status and habitat needs of stream-dwelling
nonsalfflonlds Is Incomplete.

Distribution of supply la not related to public requests for
recreational fishing. Therefore, the department Is pressured
to Increase supply locally although regional or statewide supply
may be high.
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STRATEGIES

Enforce existing laws regarding the Introduction of exotic fish, especially
the grass carp. Offer rewards for reports leading to convictions.

Negotiate with IJC for protection of aquatic resources in state waters and
request cooperative funding for necessary surveys. Improve data bank to
support requests and recoamendstions.

Acquire or develop access areas or roads as the need arises.

Increase funding and effort on survey projects Involving these species.

Continue efforts to redistribute supply and/or use. Establish policies
regarding the availability of recreational fishing to license buyers.



OTHER NON-SALMONIDS IN STREAMS - REGION
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Supply and Demand
The stream fishery for non-salmonld species In Region Four

occurs largely In ^75 stream miles. All of this fishery Is

located on private land where public Ingress Is generally un-
restricted. Physical access is limited by a paucity of roads
leading to portions of this fishery.

Current use Is 28,300 man days of recreational fishing
Angler use on this fishery Is Increasing but It Is expected
to be less than the supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 95.000 95,000

Demand 29.000 29,700

76-79 79-80 80-61

(man days)

95.000 95,000 95.000

30.500 31.200 31.900

81-82 1985 1990

95,000 95,000 95.000

32,800 36.300 40.700

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 475 miles of sr reams that
support nonsalmonld species. To manage nonsalmonld populations
In streams to provide an annual use of 32,600 man davs of
recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable
gualitv standards and for scientific, aesthetic or other
nonconaumptive uses.

PROBLEMS

Proposed developments on Missouri River above Fort Peck
Reservoir.

STRATEGIES
Oppose those projects that will adversely affect these species and their

habitat.

Effects of agriculture on water quality and quantity.

Data regarding the status and habitat requirements of nonsalmonld

stream-dwelling species Is lacking.

Continue to support minimum flow concept on all important streams. Collect

data needed to support recotmendatlons. Continue I 4 E efforts regarding

watershed, flood plain and streambank management. Enforce existing laws

regarding non-point sources of pollutants.

Increase funding and effort on survey projects Involving these species.

Hatchery facilities are lacking for walleye, sauger, smallmouth Develop facilities to fulfill demand for Introductions of warm water

and largemouth bass culture. Much available habitat is not species into new or rehabilitated waters,
managed for these species.



OTHER NON-SALHONIDS IN STREAMS - RECTON 5
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Supply and Demand

The scream fishery for non-sslaonlds In Region Five occurs

In 260 stream miles. All of this fishery is located on private

land with 89 percent open to public fishing without restrictions

by Che landowners. Public use Is permitted on Che remaining 11

percent with some restrictions. The distribution of public

roads precludes access to portions of the fishery.

Angler use on this fishery is increasing but it is expected

to remain below Che current supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 50,000 50,000

Demand 26,000 28,800

78-79 79-80 80-81
(mao days)

50,000 50,000 50,000

29,400 30,100 30.600

81-82 1985 1990

50.000 50,000 50,000

31.000 35,000 39.300

To preserve or enhance the habitat in all streams that support nonsalmonid

species. To manage nonsalmonid populations in streams to provide an annual

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: use of 31,600 man days of recreational fishing within resource limitations

and acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or other

nonconsumptive usee.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Diversions or other developments for proposed energy development

on Yellowstone River and/or tributaries would adversely affect

aquatic resources.

Intensive agricultural land use has a detrimental affect on aquatic

habitat.

Large segments of the nonsalmonid stream fishery are unavailable
because of land ownership and/or a lack of roads.

Oppose chose projects Chat will adversely affect these species and their

habitat. Continue to support minimum flow reservations for all Important

streams. Provide additional funding for stream preservation activities

under the Stream Preservation Act and Natural Streambed and Land

Preservation Act. Enforce existing pollution laws.

Provide additional funds for stream preservation activities under the

Stream Preservation Act and Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act.

Promote legislation to allow transfer of acquired water rights to

inatream flows. Identify non-point sources of pollution and encourage

enforcement of pollution laws.

Acquire access areas and develop roads as needed based on relative use

by anglers.
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Supply aad Demand
The 3tream fishery for non-sslmonld species In Region Six

occurs in 920 miles of streams. Elghty-two percent of this
fishery la on private lands where public use Is permitted with-
out restrictions. An additional 10 percent is on Indian reser-
vations where special fees are charged and the remaining 8
percent Is on public land. A limited distribution of public
roads precludes access to portions of this fishery.

Angler use la increasing, but it Is expected to remain
less chan the supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79

Supply

Demand

184,000

35,700

184,000

36,500

184.000

37,400

79-80 80-61 81-82

(man days)

184,000 164.000 184.000

38,200 39,100 40,200

1985 1990

184,000 184,000

44,600 50.000

To preserve or enhance the habitat In all streams that support nonsalmonld soecl«
6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: manage nonsalmonld populations in streams to provide an annual use of 40,200

man days of recreational flshlne within resource limitations and acceptable
quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconaumptlve uses.

PRQBLQjS STRATEGIES

Proposed developments on Missouri River above and below Fort Oppose those projects chat would degrade these species and/or their habitat.
Peck Reservoir.

Effects of agriculture on water quality and quantity. Provide funds to ownltor the Impacts of agriculture on aquatic resources.
Inform the public regarding the effect of land use on aquatic resources.

Proposed developments In Canada threaten the fish habitat
In Che Poplar River and Frechman Creek.

Proposed coal mining and associated transfer of water could
degrade aquatic habitat.

A proposed transfer of water from Che Marlas and Missouri Rivers
Co Che Milk River will aggravate channel erosion In the Milk at
high flow levels. Increased Irrigation will have secondary
Impacts through land use changes.

Proposed potash slurry extraction plants would degrade water

quality and quantity In streams Chat are already subjected to
low flows.

Work through IJC and local groups to achieve proper consideration for aquatic
recreational values In project plans. Collect Che data needed to support
requests and recommendations.

Gather baseline data needed to protect and preserve resourcea.

Investigate alternate methods of construction and determine which method
would have Che least impact on fishery resource. Discourage development
and Irrigation of marginal lands.

Determine diversion/storage alternative that would have Che least Impact

on fishery resources. Survey Che streams that will be affected.

Many of the proposed developments are short-sighted approaches
to economic problems rather Chan long-range approaches to basic
resource problems.

Landownershlp and lack of roads limits use of a large portion
of this fishery.

Inform the public through I 4 E programs of resource values and the Irreveralble
effects of some developments.

Purchase access sites and develop roads based on relative use by anglers.

Nonsalmonld species :lllzed relation their abundance. Encourage greater utlllratlon through I 4 E efforts.
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for „o„-o.l-ooU .poclo. in Region Sovon

occurs in 840 stream miles. All of this fishery is located on

private land with ingress generally permitted with minimal

Jestrictions. A limited distribution of public roads precludes

access to portions of this fishery.

Lgler use is increasing but it is expected to remain less

than the current supply through 1990.

OTHER NON-SALHONIDS IN STREAMS - REGION 7

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79_ 79-80 60-81

(man days)

Supply 168,000 168,000 168,000

Demand 72,400 74,100 75,900

168,000

77,600

168,000 168,000

79,300 81,500

168,000 168,000

90,400 101,400

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To pr.snrvn or nnh.nnn the hnblt.t in .11 strMmi that support nons.taonid

abirju°?Ity .tnndnrd, .nd for .clnntlflc. .nnthetin and other noncnn.n.ptlvn unn.

Addltlnnal dlvaralons are proposed for industrial and sBrlcultural

purposes from the Yellowstone River and tributaries.

Additional agricultural and industrial developments are a threat

to the water quality of these streams.

Hoch of thlB fl.hery le not readily available bdcaoae of United

toad acceae and to aone extent, bccouae of landownerahlp.

Propoaed da. on the Tongue Rivet is a threat to aquatic reaoutcea

STRATEGIES

Identify the floua needed to mlntaln the exlatlng reaource and take

neceeeary actiona to Uiplcent and protect thoae floua.

Monitor water quality of Inportant uateta and take actiona neceaaary

to preserve or enhance water quality.

Identify uee Icvela by fleher.en to determine heavy uae areaa. Acquire

acceae or develop roada baaed on relative uae by anglera.

Identify habitat tequlte.enta of the apecleo Involved and develop

“:^lL.tlo"a th.; would prevent or .Inl.lr. d^ge to aquatic reaource..

Identify minimum flow requirements to maintain the fishery.
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Status

This category is divided into three elements; Trout-Kokanee,
Other Salmonids and Nonsalmonids. The waters that support these
groups of species range in size from ponds and mountain lakes of

less than 5 surface acres to Flathead Lake (125,000 A) and Fort
Peck Reservoir (250,000 A). Earlier surveys have identified
3,400 individual lakes, reservoirs and ponds with fishery potential.
Approximately two-thirds of these currently support fish populations
large enough to provide recreational fishing and other beneficial

Various combinations of trout or trout and kokanee occur in

lakes in all seven Fish and Game administrative Regions. These
populations include wild fish, those maintained with hatchery fish

and combinations of both.

Other salmonids in lakes include the arctic grayling, mountain
whiteflsh, the lake whltefish and the pygmy whlteHsh. Grayling
are present in 50 lakes in that portion of the State west of a

line through Billings and Great Falls. Utilization of the grayling
Is usually incidental to angling for trout but some fishermen do
seek out the grayling. Mountain whltefish are common in many of

the lakes of the Columbia drainage, the St. Marys drainage, the

Missouri drainage above Great Falls, and the Yellowstone drainage
above Billings. Angler interest is low in this species. The lake

whiteflsh is present in ten lakes in the Flathead and St. Marys

drainage and has been reported in Georgetown Lake In southwestern

Montana, and In Nelson and Fresno Reservoirs in northeastern Montana.

Angler interest is low in the lake whltefish. The distribution of

pygmy whltefish is limited to a few waters in the northwestern part

of the State.

The lake fishery for nonsalmonids is largely in the central

and eastern parts of the State. Native ling populations occur

in some lakes In western Montana and populations of nonsalmonlda

(yellow perch, largemouth bass, northern pike and sunflsh) have

been established in a few lakes in Regions One, Two and Three.

During 1975-76 lakes received 49 percent of the total statewide pressure.
In 1968, 45 percent of the statewide pressure was on lakes. During the
1975-76 season, 65 percent of the lake pressure was on salmonld species
and 15 percent on nonsalmonld fish.

Problems
Proposed developments threaten the recreational potential of some

Important lakes.
Current land uses degrade the fishery potential of some important lakes.

Competition occurs among various recreational users on some waters,
especially near the larger population centers and In high use areas.
Multiple recreational use Is desirable but all forma are not compatible
at high use levels.

Deteriorating water quality reduces Che recreational potential of
some important fishing lakes.

The availability of lakes to anglers la reduced each year through posting
and changing land use patterns.

The distribution of fishing opportunity is different from the distribu-
tion of human population. The capability and/or willingness of anglers to

travel to the larger supply precludes optimum utilization of some segments
of Che resource.
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STRATEGIC PLAN; TROUT AND KOKANEE IN LAKES STATEWIDE
Supply and Demand

Trout and/or kok^nee occur In ouabers large enough to
support recreational fishing In approximately 1,900 lakes,
ponds and reservoirs throughout the state. These waters
represent approximately 1,970,000 man days of recreational
fishing under current standards and regulations.

Flfty~seven percent of this fishery is located on
public land where public access is ensured. Waters repre-
senting 30 percent of the fishery are bordered by combina-
tions of ownership chat give incomplete Ingress and Che
remaining 13 percent of the fishery is on private land.

Current angler use on these lakes Is 1,307,200 man
days. Angling pressure Is expected to increase In pro-
portion CO anticipated license sales. Angler use Is not
distributed In relation to supply. Nine lakes account
for one-half of Che total statewide use on Che trout-
kokanee lakes.

Projected Supply and Demand Data
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Supply

Demand

1,970,000

1,360,600

1,970,000

1,376,200

1,970,000

1,607,700

1,970,000

1,661.300

1,970,000

1.676.800

1.970.000

1.516.000

2,026,000

1,681,500

2,077,000

1,882,900

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 3,600 lakes, reservoirs and ponds chat support
trout or kokanee. To manage trout and kokanee populations In lakes to support an

annual use of 1,516,000 man days of recreational fishing within resource llmlcstlons and

acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconamptlve uses

STRATEGIES

Lake habitat Is deteriorating as a result of intensive land

use and development along lakeehorea.

Olsproportlonate use on popular waters. Some waters will be used

CO the maximum before 1982.

Proposed industrial developments threaten Che fishery potential

of some ImporCanc lakes.

Continue to support regulation of lakeshore development to minimize Che

impact of aquatic resources. Discourage land uses that adversely affect
fishery values.

Develop special regulations for heavily uaed waters or adjust
management to redistribute pressure.

Continue efforts to prevent or minimize environmental damage to lakes

by other land uses. Enforce existing laws and support additional

legislation as needed.

(continued)
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PROBLEMS

Restrictions on public use of fisheries on Indlsn Reservations.

Deterioration of spavmlng streams used by lake-dwelling salmonlds.

Some large reservoirs are currently being managed with large
plants of hatchery fish.

The angling public will not accept suitable waters left unmanaged
even through regional supply or statewide supply is not fully utilized.

Unauthorized Introductions of nonsalmonlds Into salmonld waters.

Agricultural activities and power generation reduce fishery potential
of some reservoirs.

Development of lakes for water storage with severe drawdown.

Many existing reservoirs have severe fluctuations that cause poor
conditions for fish production. As the need for water increases
the effect of fluctuations will Increase.

Dams have blocked access to spawning areas for migratory species.

Lack of hatchery capabilities for some species limits management
programs.

Loss of stream spawning facilities for lake populations as a result
of timber harvest and aseoclated problems; l.e. road construction
and altered runoff psttems.

STRATEGIES

Negotiate with Tribal Councils for recreational use by non-Indians on
tribal lands.

Continue efforts to prevent or minimize environmental damage to lakes.
Efforts on the Stream Preservation Act and Natural Streambed and Land
Preservation Act will help solve the problem of degradation of
spawning streams.

Continue present management with hatchery fish but emphasize Improvement
of spawning facilities where feasible. Adjust license structure and
fees to offset costs. Increase recreational potential through rehabilita-
tion when the opportunity arises. Evaluate various strains of fish to
maximize the opportunity to establish self sustaining populations.

Continue efforts to redistribute supply and/or use. Develop policies
regarding the availability of angling for license buyers.

Rehabilitation where feasible. News releases regarding results of
these Introductions.

Discourage those practices that are detrimental to fishery resources,
l.e., overgrazing, brush removal or "breaking" of marginal land.

Include consideration of fishery resources in planning stage of
storage projects.

Investigate individual projects to determine ways of minimizing or
eliminating damage to the fishery within the needs of the operating
group or agency.

Oppose any new projects that would further reduce spawning potential.
Construct spawning channels.

Develop facilities and/or locate sources of brood fish for those species.

Continue to work with land managers in an effort to reduce impacts
aquatic environments.
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Supply and Demand
Region One has 6A0 crouc-kokanee lakes, ponds and reservoirs

that are presently capable of supporting 767,000 man days of recre-
ational fishing at current standards and regulations. Forty-five
percent of this fishery Is located on public land and an equal
amount is bordered by some public land that provides incomplete
Ingress to the fishery. The remaining ten percent is bordered by
private land with varying degrees of public use.

Current angler use on these lakes In Region One is 342,200 man
days. This Is expected to Increase In proportion to anticipated
license sales.

The expected deukiuu wUJ. ue iens tnan supply tnrougn ivyu.

Projected Supply and Demand

76-77 77-76

Supply 767,000 767,000

Demand 351,000 359,600

Data

76-79 79-80 80-81

(man days)

767,000 767.000 767,000

368,600 377,400 386,000

81-82 1985 1990

767.000 767,000 767,000

397.000 440,000 493,000

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 640 lakes, reservolra and ponds that support trout

or kukanee. To manage trout and kokanee populations in lakes to support an annual use

of 397,000 taan days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable

quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsunptive uses.

PROBLEMS

Proposed mining and energy developments in the Flathead drainage

threaten habitat conditions for lake-dwelling species.

Proposed Increases in power production from hydro-electric plants

would adversely affect fish populations in reservoirs, tributaries

and outlet streams.

Poor access to reservoirs during all seasons.

Unauthoriaed Introductions of nonsalmonld species into trout or

kokanee lakes.

Dams have blocked access to spawning areas for migratory species.

Lack of hatchery capabilities for some species limits management

programs.

STRATEGIES

Request funding from developing agency to evaluate the effect of the project

and to develop alternate power or off-system storage and generating fecllitlts.

Negotiate with IJC for funding on international habitat problems.

Negotiate with agencies and/or companies to mlnimite the impacts of

release patterns.

Develop the necessary facilities on a cooperative basis with the managing

agency.

Discourage unauthorised Introductions with enforcement and I 6 E efforts.

Offer rewards for information regarding vlolatore.

Oppose any new projects that would further reduce spawning potential for

these species.

Develop facilities and/or locate sources of brood fish for those species.

(continued)
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TROUT AND KOKANEE IN LAKES - REGION 1 (continued)

PROBLPtS STRATEGIES

Loss of stream spawning facilities for lake populations as a

result of timber harvest and associated problems; l.e. road

construction and altered runoff pattems.

Continue to work with land managers In an effort to reduce Impacts on

aquatic environments.

Current operation of Flathead lake levels has an adverse

effect on kokanee spawning.

Negotiate with Montana Power Company for operational plans that would

Improve current spawning conditions for kokanee. Negotiate with Corps

of Engineers on operational plans as "flood storage" Is a Corps

responsibility.
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Supply i I Demand

STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT AND KOKANEE IN LAKES REGION 2

Projected Supply and Dp-Bu»nd Data
Trout and/or kokanee populations occur in numbers large enough

to support recreational use In 170 lakes, ponds and reservoirs In 76-77
Region 2. These waters are currently capable of supporting 200,000
man days of recreational fishing under existing management. Seventy
percent of this fishery is located on public land where Ingress Is Supply 200,000
ensured. Waters representing 20 percent of the fishery are bordered
by combinations of private and public land where Ingress is Incomplete Demand 153,900
and the remaining 10 percent Is bordered by private land.

Current angler use on these lakes is 150,000 man days per year.
Pressure Is expected to Increase In proportion to anticipated license
sales. Georgetown Lake supports over half of the annual pressure
exerted on trout-kokanee lakes In the region.

Ine expectea demand tor this element can be met until near the
end of the planning period.

200,000

157,800

200.000 200,000

161,600 165,500

200,000

169,300

200,000

193,000

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 170 lakes, ponds and
reservoirs that support trout or kokanee. To manaee trout and
kokanee populationa In lakes, ponds and reservoirs to support
an annual use of 174,000 man days of recreational fiahing within
resource llmltatlona and acceptable quality standards and for
scientific, aesthetic and ocher nonconaumptlve uaes.

Pollution and eutrophication of Georgetoi Strict enforcosent of existing pollution la<

Lake shore developments for reeldential <

Negotiate for gre^

planning.

consideration of fishery values in t
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Supply and Demand
Region Three has 230 lakes, ponds and reservoirs that are

capable of providing 401,000 caan days of recreation fishing
under current nanageioent. Eighty percent of this fishery is
located on public land where Ingress Is ensured. Waters
representing 18 percent of the fishery are bordered by cotoblna-
tlons of public and private land where Ingress Is not ensured
and the remaining 2 percent Is located on private land.

Current angler use Is 330,000 man days on this element and
Is expected to Increase In proportion to anticipated license
sales. Two waters. Canyon Perry Reservoir and Uebgen Lake,
account for over half of the regional pressure on trout lakes,
ponds and reservoirs.

The current supply will meet anticipated needs for this
type of fishing until 1964. The management of selected waters
can be changed at that time to provide additional fishing
opportunity that will satisfy the expected demand through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

79-80 80-81
(man days}

Supply 401,000 401,000

Demand 336,500 347,000

401,000 401,000

355,500 364,000

401,000

372,400

401,000

382,800

425.000 476,000

424,600 475,500

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 230 lakes, reservoirs and ponds that support trout
or kokanee. To manage trout and kokanee populations In lakes, ponds and reservoirs to

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: support an annual use of 382,800 man days of recreational fishing by 1982 within resource
limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or ocher
nonconauaptlve uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Deterioration of spawning conditions In streams used by lake-dwelling Identify problem streams and work with landowners or agencies
salfflonlds. correct specific problems.

Decline of wild stocks from habitat changes and past fish
management practices.

Heavy use by nonresident anglers In the West Yellowstone area.

Development of lakes for water storage and drawdown; excessive and
Irregular drawdowns on existing reservoirs.

Change management Co emphasize wild trout populations. Select and/or
develop strains of fish suited to particular situations.

Determine use levels, success rates and total harvest at Bebgen and
ocher heavily used waters as a basis for future management decisions.

Evaluate storage data for existing reservoirs to determine possible
changes that could benefit the fishing resource. Negotiate for proper
consideration of fishing values In new projects.
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Supply aod Damnnd

Region Four has 120 lakes, ponds and reservoirs Chat
currently support populations of trout and/or kokanee.
These waters are capable of providing 375,000 man days of
recreational fishing under current management.

Waters representing one-half of this fishery are
entirely on public land where ingress Is ensured. Twenty-
two percent of the fishery Is on lands Including combina-
tions of public and private lands with Incomplete Ingress
rights. The remaining 28 percent is on private land.

Current angler use on these lakes, ponds and reservoirs
Is 319,800 man days. Pressure is expected to Increase in

proportion to anticipated license sales. Three waters
account for one-half of the current regional use on this
element

.

The expected demand for this element can be met with
current management until 1982. The management of selected
waters can be changed at that time to provide additional
fishing opportunity Chat will satisfy the expected demand
through 1965.

Prolectcd Supply and Demand Data

76-77

Supply 375,000

Demand 326,000

77-78 76-79

375,000 375,000

336,200 364,400

79-80 80-61
(man days)

375,000 375,000

352,600 360.900

61-62 1965

375.000 412,000

371.000 411,500

To preserve or enhance Che habitat In 120 lakes, ponds and reservoirs that support
trout or kokanee. To manage trout and kokanee In lakes, ponds and reservoirs to provide
an annual use of 371,000 man days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and

acceptable quality standards end for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumptlve uses.

1990

412.000

460,800

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Severe and irregular drawdown on reservoirs. Evaluate storage data to determine changes that would benefit fishery
resources. Negotiate with DNR for greater consideration of fishery

values In reservoir operation.

Deterioration of spawning conditions In streams used by lake- Identify problem streams and work with landowners or agencies Co correct
dwelling salmonlds. specific problems. Implement stream Improvement program to benefit spawning.

Restrictions on public use of waters on Indian reservations. Negotiate with tribal councils for recreational use by non-Indians on

tribal lands.

Competition with other recreational users.

Disproportionate use on popular waters. Three waters currently

support one-half of the regional lake use.

Evaluate conflicting uses and develop methods of allocating limited

resources or recreational opportunities among all Interests.

Develop management procedures chat will divert pressure from heavily

used waters to those that can support more use. Emphasise llghtly-used

waters in I & E programs.
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Supply and Demand Projected Supply and Demand Data

Region Five haa 524 trout lakes, ponda and reservolra,

but no kokanee populations. Moat of these are mountain
lakes and only a few lowland lakes occur in the region.

These trout waters are capable of supporting 126,500 man

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81
(man days)

61-82 1985 1990

days of fishing under existing management. Sixty-five

percent of this fishery is on public land where ingress
Supply 126,500 126,500 126,500 126,500 126,500 126,500 126,500 126,500

is ensured. Waters representing 30 percent of the fishery

are bordered by combinations of public and private land
Demand 109,500 112,200 115,000 117,700 120,500 123,900 137,400 154,000

that do not provide complete Ingress for angling. The

recDslnlng five percent is on private land.

Current fishing pressure on these waters is 106,600
man days. Use is expected to increase in proportion to

anticipated license sales. Three waters receive half of

the current regional pressure on trout lakes, ponds and

reservoirs.

The expected detoand for this type of fishery cannot

be met in this region beyond 1982 under current management
and conditions. The lowland lakes are currently managed
to fully utlllte the biological potential of the waters
so additional supply cannot be made available through
intensified management under present concepts.

To preserve or enhance the habitat in S24 lakes, ponds and reservoirs that support trout or
kokanee. To manage trout and kokanee populations in lakes, ponds and reservoirs to provide
an annual use of 123,900 man days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and
acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsumptlve uses.

PROBLEMS

Habitat conditions in lekes are threatened by proposed mining
activities in the Stillwater and Beartooth areas.

STRATEGIES

Request funding from developer for evaluation of existing resources and
monitoring of the resource during construction and operation. Enforce
exiatlng laws regarding pollution and degradation of aquatic habitat.

Concentrations of fishermen on relatively small waters. Manage waters with fishery potential that are not currently managed.
Encourage utilisation of other fisheries through I & E efforts. Special
regulations.

Cooq>etitlon among recreational users.

Other land uses adversely Influence fish habitat in these waters.

Demands for non-recrestional uses of water cause severe and Irregular
fluctuations that are detrimental to fishery values and recreational
use. This problem will intensify as requests for water increase.

Special regulations and zoning to minimize conflicts.

Promote improved land management practices through I & E programs.

Secure water rights for fishing or recreational purposes. Evaluate indivi-
dual projects to determine ways of minimizing damage to fishery resources.
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Supply and Demand
Region Six has 68 lakes, ponds and reservoirs that

support trout populations. Kokanee have been Introduced

in the past, but there are no established kokanee popula-
tions in the region at the present tioie. The trout

fishery can support 62,800 man days of recreational
fishing under current management. Fifty-five percent

of the fishery is on public land and the remaining 45

percent is on private land.

Current fishing pressure on these waters is 51,000
man days. Use is expected to increase in proportion to

anticipated license sales. Four reservoirs receive half

of the current regional pressure on trout lakes, ponds

and reservoirs.
Current supply will meet the demand for thie fishery

until Che mid-1980'8. The management of selected waters

can be changed at chat time to provide additional fishing

opportunity that will meet the demand through 1990,

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 62,800 62,800

Demand 52,200 53,500

78-79 79-80 80-61

(mao days)

62,800 62,800 62,800

54,800 56,100 57,500

81-82 1985 1990

62,800 62,000 62,800

59,000 65,600 73,400

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 88 lakes, ponds and reservoirs that support trout

and kokanee. To manage trout populations in lakes, ponds and reservoirs to provide an

annual use of 59,000 man days of recreational fishing within resource llmiCatione and

acceptable quality standards and for acieotific. aesthetic and other nonconsumotive usee,

PROBI PMS STRATEGIES

Trout lakes in Che Beaver Creek drainage are heavily used in Develop and manage trout reservoirs on BLM land near population centers,

relation to other trout lakes or ponds.

Winterkill and summerkill periodically reduce or eliminate

populations in some waters.

Investigate methods of anticipating kills and mitigating losses. Experi-

ment with ocher species to determine most suitable species for problem waters.

Agricultural activities adversely affect the fishery value of

many reservoirs.

High cost of cstchable sized trout that are needed to manage

certain waters.

Discourage "breaking" of marginal land for crop production. Promote

good watershed management practices.

Increase license fees. Adopt a special scamp for waters managed with

catcheblea to offset high cost.

Poor luidovoer-sportsoon relatlom cauee land cloaoraa In Continue ettorta to laptove landowner-aportanen relatlonahipa.

some Instances.
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STRATEGIC PLAN: TROUT AND KOKANEE IN LAKES REGION 7

^iinnlv and Oeoand

Region Seven has 102 ponds and reservoirs that support trout

popul.tlooB th.t are maintained with hatchery flah. There are nn

kokanee pnpnlatlona In the keglon. The tront fishery can anpport

33 000 man days of recreational flehlng undet current management

ptlctlcea. One-third of this flahery la on public land and two-

thirds Is on private land where public fishing la permitted.

Current annual fishing pressure on these ponds Is 7,400 man

days. Use Is expected to Increase In proportion to anticipated

Prelected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-76 78-79 79-80
im

80-81

an days)

81-82 1985

Supply 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000 33,000

Demand 7,500 7,700 7,800 8,000 8,100 8,300 9,200

The current supply of fishing opportunity i

:
the through 1990.

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE

1 these lakes will

To preserve or enhance the habitat In 102 oonds and reservoirs that suooort

trout. To manage trout populations In ponds to provide an annual use of

6 300 man daye of recreational fishing within resource limitations and

a«eptable quality standards for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsunptlve uses

1990

33,000

10,400

PROBLDIS

Many of the ponds are short-lived and do not provide fishing for

long periods of time.

Many ponds are In remote locations and available by poor roads.

Ponds are usually managed primarily for a purpose other chan fishing.

STRATEGIES

Monitor pond conditions to maintain current data regarding fishery potential.

Emphasize Che more readily available ponds In oanageaent and I & E efforts.

Establish management criteria and discontinue management of chose chat do

not meet minimum requirements. Encourage good watershed management programs.

The Federal agency that provides fish for these ponds has Indicated

that revised priorities may limit fish for private ponds la the

near future.

Poor landowner/sportsmen relations cause land closures In some

Instances

.

Monitor pond conditions to maintain data on current status of those on public

land. Acquire permanent easement or access to high priority ponds near

population centers. Oaphaslze pond management and construction on public lands.

Continue efforts to Improve landowner/sportsmen relationships.
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Supply and Demand
This element Includes three species of whlteflsh and the

arctic grayling. The mountain whlteflsh Is common In many lakes
and reservoirs In the western half of the state, but receive very
little use by anglers. The lake whlteflsh occurs In 10 lakes In
western Montana, but Is seldom taken by anglers. The distribution
of pygmy whlteflsh Is limited to a few lakes In northwestern
Montana. This fish Is rarely taken by anglers, but It Is an
important Item In Che food of larger game species. Grayling are
present In 50 lakes In the western half of the state and are
utilized by anglers in these waters.

Utilization of all of these species in lakes by anglers la

low and Is expected to remain well below the supply through 1990.

The demand for nonconsumptlve uses of these species is undetermined.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79

Supply*

Demand 12,300 12,700 12,900

*Undetennlned

79-80 80-81 81-82
(man days)

13,300 13,600 13.800

1985

16,500

To ensure the perpetuation of the mountain whlteflsh, pygmy whlteflsh.
GOAL: lake whlteflsh and arctic grayling and the lake environments that support

them and to meet Che public demand for these species In lakes.

To preserve or enhance Che habitat In Che lakes that support whlteflsh or

grayling. To manage these species In lakes to provide an annual use of

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE 13,800 man days of recreational fishing and for scientific, aesthetic and

other nonconsumptlve uses within resource limitations and acceptable
quality standards.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Low angler Interest in Che whlteflsh.

Protection of spawning screams and lakeshore for lake populations.

These species are damaged by the same land uses and other factors

Chat affect trout and kokanee populations In lakes.

Introduction of non-indlgenous species chat compete with or prey

upon trout food organisms.

Habitat degradation will adversely affect game fish through an

Indirect effect on food organisms such as Che pygmy whlteflsh.

Public Information programs regarding distribution, angling methods and

utilization to promote use of these species. Liberalize regulations to

encourage angler Interest.

Identify causes of deteriorating spawning conditions and work with responsi-

ble parties to alleviate or minimize the problem.

These species will benefit from all actions taken to protect trout and

kokanee populations In lakes.

Fine/reward system for Information regarding violations.

Include these species in monitoring programs to determine Impact of land

use changes on aquatic resources.
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STRATEGIC PLAN:

Supply and Demand
Region One has populations of all four species Included In

this element. The mountain whlteflsh Is common In many of the

lakes and reservoirs. It could support a substantial fishery
but angler interest is low. The lake whlteflsh occurs in a few

large lakes but few are taken by anglers. The pygmy whlteflsh
is present in a few lakes, but Is rarely caught on hook and line.

Although this species Is not heavily used by anglers, It Is an
Important link in the aquatic food chain and It Is part of the

state's natural fauna. Grayling occur In 11 lakes In the Region

and are used by anglers at a low level.

OTHER SALMONIOS IN LAKES REGION 1

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-7B 78-79 79-80 8Q-B1 81-82 1985 1990

(man days)

Supply*

Demand 3,100 3,200 3,200 3,300 3,600 3,500 3,900 4,400

*Undeteralned

To preserve or enhance the habitat In all lakes that support whlteflsh or
o-TtAH grayling. To manage these species In lakes to provide an average annual
OBJECTIVE: use of 3,300 man days of recreational fishing and for scientific, aesthetic

and other nonconsumptlve uses within resource limltatloos and acceptable
quality standards.

PROBLmS STRATEGIES

Low angler Interest in all species of whlteflsh Is
predetermined by limited knowledge of harvest methods.

These species are damaged by the same land uses and other
factors that affect trout and kokanee populations in lakes.

Habitat degradation will adversely affect gome fish through
an indirect affect on food organisms such as the pygmy whlteflsh.

Inform anglers of known methods used In other areas for these species.

These species will benefit from all actions taken to protect trout and
kokanee populations In lakes.

Include these species In monitoring programs to determine impacts of
land use changes on aquatic resources. Place more emphasis on
monitoring of waters for Environmental Protection Agency standards.
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Supply and Demand
Houncaln whlceflsh are present In several of the lakes In

Region Two. Angling for this species In lakes is Insignificant
but a few are taken by anglers who are attempting to take trout.
Grayling occur In six lakes and angling pressure Is light.

Angler use on these species is low and Is expected to remain
well below the supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 76-79 79-80 80-81 81-62 1985 1990

(man days)

Supply*

Demand 1.550 1,600 1,600 1,700 1,700 1,700 1,900 2,200

*UndeceniLlned

6-YEAR
OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat In waters chat support
whlteflsh and grayling. To manage mountain whlteflsh and
grayling populations In lakes to provide an average annual use of
1,700 man days of recreational fishing by 1982 and for scientific,
aesthetic and ocher nonconsumptive uses within resource
liffllcaclons and acceptable quality standards.

PROBLE31S STRATEGIES

Low angler interest In the whlteflsh. Encourage utlllracion with Information regarding distribution and harvest
methods.

These species are damaged by the same land uses and other
factors that affect trout and kokanee populations in lakes. These species will benefit from all actions taken to protect trout and

kokanee populations in lakes.
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Supply and Deaand
Lakes In Region Three support populations of mountain

whlteflah and arctic grayling. The whlteflsh are connson in
most of the larger lakes but angler use Is low. Very few
anglers fish for them but a few are taken by trout fishermen.
Grayling are present In 16 lakes In the Region. Some anglers
fish specifically for grayling but utilization Is low.

76-77 77-76 76-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 1985
(man days)

Supply*

Demand ii.lOO 4,200 4,300 4,400 4,500 4,500 5,200

*UndetenDloed

1990

5,800

6 YEAR
OBJECTIVE:

To preserve or enhance the habitat In all lakes that support whlteflsh
or grayling. To manage these species In lakes to provide an average
annual use of 4,500 man days of recreational fishing by 1982 and for
scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsumptive uses within resource
limitations and acceptable quality standards.

PROBLEMS

Low angler interest In whlteflsh.

These species are damaged by the same land uses that affect trout
and koksnee populations In lakes.

Spawning facilities for grayling are deteriorating or have been
lost in some tributary streams.

STRATEGIES

Encourage utilization of this species with Information regarding dls*
trlbutlon and harvest methods.

These species will benefit from those actions taken to protect trout
and kokanee in lakes.

Identify problem areas and work with Individuals or agencies to
prevent further degradation and to restore spawning conditions.
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Supply and Demand
Lakes in Region Four support limited populations of

mountain whlteflsh, lake vhlteflsh and arctic grayling.
Lake whlteflsh occur In a few lakes in the Saskatchewan
drainage and angler use Is very low. Mountain whlteflsh
are present in several lakes but angler use Is limited
to a few taken incidental to trout fishing. Two lakes
support grayling populations that are used by anglers.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 76-79 79-8(

Supply*

Demand 3,100 3,200 3.200 3,300 3,400 3,500 3,900 4.400

*Undetermlned

To preserve or enhance the habitat In all lakes that support whlteflsh or
grayling. To manage these species in lakes to provide an average annual

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: use of 3,500 man days of recreational fishing by 1982 and for scientific,
aesthetic and other nonconsumptive uses within resource limitations and
acceptable quality ecandards.

PROBLEMS

These species are damaged by Che same land uses and other
factors Chat affect trout and kokanee populations in lakes.

STRATEGIES

These species will benefit from all actions taken to protect trout
and kokanee populations In lakes.
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Supply and Denand
Lakes In Region Five support limited populations of mountain

whiteflsh and arctic grayling. Utilization of the whlteflsh In

lakes Is very low. Grayling populations are present In 12 lakes
and anglers make limited use of the species In chose waters.

Angler use on this element Is expected to remain well below
the supply through 1990.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 60-81 81-82 198S 1990
(otan days;

Supply*

Demand 500 500 SOO 600 600 600 600 700

*Undecermlned

To preserve or enhance the habitat In all lakes Chat support whlteflsh
6 YEAR or grayling. To manage whiceflsh and grayling populations in lakes to
OBJECTIVE: provide an average annual use of 600 man days of recreational fishing

and for scientific, aesthetic and ocher nonconsumptlve uses within
resource limitations and quality standards.

STRATEGIES

These species are damaged by Che same land uses and other factors These species will benefit from all actions taken Co protect trout
thac affect trout and kokanee populations In lakes. and kokanee In lakes.
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Supply and Danand
The statewide supply of nonsalnonld lake fishing Is located

in 240 individual waters. The total supply of fishing In
these waters Is 432,200 man days under current fflanagenent.

Eighty percent of this fishery Is bordered by public land
where Ingress Is ensured. Four percent is on combinations
of public and private ownership where ingress Is not ensured,
and the remaining 20 percent Is on private land with most
of this available to the public by permission of the adjoining
landowners.

Current use on this element by anglers Is 200,000 man days
plus an undetermined amount of nonconsumptlve use. Angling
pressure Is expected to Increase In proportion to anticipated
license sales. Five lakes account for one half of the
statewide angling pressure on nonsalmonld species In lakes.

The current supply will meet anticipated demand for this
element in all 7 administrative regions throueh 1990.

Projected Supply and Demsnd Data

76-77 77-78 78-79

Supply 432,200 432,200 432,200 432,200 432,200 432.200 432,200

Demand 204,300 209,500 214,400 219,600 224.500 231,000 256,300

qOaL: ensure the perpetuation of nonsalmonld species and the lake environments that
support them, and to meet the public demand for these species in lakes.

To preserve or enhance the habitat In 240 waters that support nonsalmonld species.

JECTIVE'
manage nonsalmonld populations in lakes to support an annual use of 231,000 man

days of recreational fishing within resource llmltacions and acceptable quality
standards and for scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsumptlve uses.

1990

432,000

287,100

STRATEGIES

This resource Is not distributed in relation to human population
on either a statewide or regional basis.

Over-population and stunting of fish.

Much of this resource is in reservoirs that are operated to the

detriment of fishery resources.

Chemicals used for sgrlcultural purposes are detrimental to

aquatic organisms.

Liberalize seasons and limits to encourage greater utilization of lightly

used waters. Develop policies regarding the availability of recreational
fishing to license buyers.

Partial or complete rehabilitation. Introduction of predator populations.

Collect data to support recommendations for reservoir management plans that

would minimize Impacts on fish populations. Negotiate with other agencies for
cooperative projects and for more recognition of multlole use concept of

reservoir management.

Encourage improvement in monitoring and controlling the use of theae chemicals.

Monitor suspected trouble areas to Identify the problem.

(continued)



NONSALMONIDS IN LAKES - STATEWIDE (continued)

PRQBLPIS

Lack of hatchery capabilities llolta oanagement programs for
some species.

Proposed changes in reservoir maDagement plans for some reservoirs
will result in a loss of fishery potential.

Hany of the reservoirs on both public and private land were built
without consideration for fish production.

Nonsalmonid populations are often overlooked in favor of salnonld
species In management programs.

Some ponds are in remote locations and only available by poor roads.

Poor landowner-sportsmen relations contribute to posting.

Overpopulation or stunting of game fish.
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STRATEGIES

Develop more dependable supply of brood fish or eggs of those species
needed for management programs.

Collect data needed to demonstrate the threat to the fishery and
encourage appropriate groups or agencies to consider fishery values in
final plans. Request cooperative funding on needed surveys.

Consider fish production capabilities in any new pond construction and
in repair or revision of existing reservoirs.

Give more consideration to nonsalmonid species where self sustaining
populations can be managed without damage to other resources.

^phaslze the more readily available ponds in management and I 4 E
programs.

Continue efforts to Improve sportsman-landowner relations.

Partial or complete rehabilitation. Introduction of predator species.
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Supply and Demand
Region One has 12 lakes, ponds or reservoirs Chat support

nonsalmonld populations. The supply of fishing in these waters
for nonsalmonld species is 50,000 man days under current manage-
ment and standards.

One-third of this fishery is on public land, one-third la

on combinations of public and private land where complete Ingress
Is not ensured and Che remaining one-third Is on tribal lands
where special fees are charged.

Current annual use on this element by anglers Is 30,700 mao
days. Pressure Is expected to increase In proportion to antici-

pated license sales.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 50,000 50,000

Demand 31,500 32,300

78-79 79-80 80-91
(man days)

50.000 50.000 50,000

33.000 33,800 34,600

81-82 1995 1990

50.000 50,000 50,000

35.600 39.500 44,200

To preserve or enhance the habitat In 12 waters that support nonsalmonld

6-YEAR species. To manage nonsalmonld populations In lakes, ponds and
OBJECTIVE: reservoirs to support an annual use of 35,600 man days of recreational

fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards
and for scientific, aesthetic or other nonconsumptlve uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Over population of nonsalmonld species.

Some lakes Chat are managed for trout are marginal for those

species and could provide more recreational opportunity

or diversity If managed for nonsalmonld species.

Partial or complete rehablllcatlon.

Classify and manage Individual waters for optimum species utilisation with

adequate safeguards to avoid the undesirable spread of nonsalmonlds to

adjoining waters.
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Supply and Demand
Region Two has five lakes or ponds chat support nonsalmoDld

populations. The supply of fishing In these waters for non-
salmonld species is 10.000 man days under current manageiDenc.

Most of these waters are bordered by public land where
public Ingress Is ensured.

Current annual use on this element by anglers Is 1,500

man days. Pressure Is expected to Increase In proportion to
anticipated license sales.

Prolected Supply and D*™«nd Data

Supply

Demand

10.000

1.600

10,000

1.600

10,000

1,700

10.000

1,700

10,000

1,700

10,000

1,700

10,000 10,000

1,900 2,200

6 YEAR
OBJECTIVE:

To preserve and enhance Che habitat In five waters that support
nonsalmonld species. To manage nonsalmonld populations In lakes
and ponds to support an annual use of 1,700 man days of recreational
fishing within resource limitations and acceptable quality standards
and for scientific, aesthetic or ocher nonconsumptive uses.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Public Interest In these species is low. Encourage use of these species. Rehabilitate and replace with a more
desirable species where practical.
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Supply and Demand
Region Three has five lakes, ponds or reservoirs that

support nonsalfflonld populations. The supply of fishing for
these species In these waters is 20,000 man days under current
management.

Over 90 percent of this fishery la bordered by public land
where Ingress la ensured. The remainder Is on private land where
permission to enter Is readily available.

Current annual use on this element Is 9,000 man days.
Angling pressure Is expected to Increase In proportion to
anticipated license sales.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 20,000 20,000

Demand 9,200 9,AOO

78-79 79-80 80-81

(man days)

20.000 20,000 20,000

9,700 9,900 10,100

81-82 1985 1990

20,000 20,000 20,000

10,400 11,600 13,000

To preserve or enhance the habitat In five waters that support nonsalmonlds

.

6 YEAR To manage nonsalmonid populations in lakes, poods and reservoirs to

OBJECTIVE: support an annual use of 10,400 mao days of recreational fishing within
resource limitations and acceptable quality standards and for scientific,
aesthetic or other nonconsumptlve uses.

PROBLBiS STRATEGIES

Stunted or undersized fish In these populations. Partial or complete rehabilitation where feasible. Introduction of

predators where spread to other wsters would not threaten other

species.
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Supply and Denand
Region Pour has 11 lakes and reservoira chat aupporc non-

saloonld apeclea. The supply of fishing from nonsalmonlda In
these waters is 63,000 man days under current management.

Approximately 90 percent of this fishery is on public land
where ingress in ensured. Five percent is on private land
where public use is permitted and the remaining five percent is
on tribal lands where special fees are levied.

Current annual use on this element by anglers la 25,300
man days. Pressure is expected to increase In proportion to
anticipated license sales.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-76

Supply 63,000 63,000

Demand 25.900 26,600

78-79 79-80 80-61

(man days)

63,000 63,000 63,000

27,200 27,900 26,500

61-82 1985 1990

63,000 63,000 63,000

29,300 32,500 36,400

Many reservoirs
produc tlon.

6-YEAR preserve or enhance the habitat In 11 waters that support non-
OBJECTIVE: salmonlds. To manage nonsalmonld populations in lakes, ponds

and reservoirs to provide an annual use of 29,300 man days of
recreational fishing within resource limitations and acceptable
quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or other
nonconsumptive usee.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

were built without consideration for fish Consider fish production In planning for new reservoir construction.

Some existing lakes are marginal for production of these
species.

Operation of Tiber Reservoir for flood control reduces
northern pike spawning facilities.

Lack of hatchery capabilities limits management programs for
some species.

Negotiate with landowners for lake improvement measures as needed to
meet demand for nonsalmonld flshlne.

Negotiate with Bureau of Reclamation for more consideration of fishery
values in reservoir operational plans. Inform public of the recrea-
tional potential.

Develop more dependable supply of chose species needed for management
programs.
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Supply and Demand
Region Five has ten lakes, reservoirs or ponds thac

support noDsalnonld populations. The supply of fishing in
these waters is 52,000 nan days under current management.

Three-fourths of this fishery is on public land where
ingress is ensured and Che ocher 25 percent is on private
land with pemlsslon easily obtainable.

Current annual use on these waters by anglers Is 25,000
man days. Pressure is expected to Increase In proportion
to anticipated license sales.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 76-79 1990

Supply 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000

Demand 25,800 26,300 26,900 27,600 28,200 29,000 32,200 36,000

To preserve or enhance the habitat in 10 waters chat support nonsaloonld
species. To manage nonsalmonld populations in lakes, reservoirs and
ponds to provide an annual use of 29,000 man days of recreational
fishing within resource llalcaclons and acceptable quality standards
and for scientific, aesthetic and ocher nonconsumpcive uses.

Host of the reservoirs are operated to the detriment of non
saloold species, especially regarding spawning facilities.

Collect needed Infomaclon and inform the public of recreational opporcunit lea

of these lakes is limited by land ownership andAccess CO some
lack of roads.

relat: angli
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STRATEGIC PLAN: NONSALMONIOS IN LAKES - REGION 6

55 UV... po«d. or rooorvolr. rho, oopporr

„<,„..l.onld popoUtlono. Iho .opply of fUhlog for ooo»al«onld.

In th.a. wataro la 187,500 »an days undar currant ^ograent.

Elflhty-five percent of thle fishery is on public land

where Ingress Is ensured and the remaining 15 percent Is on

private land where public use Is permitted.

Current annual use of these waters by anglers Is 86.700

man days and It Is expected to Increase In proportion to

anticipated license sales.

Prelected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80
^

80-81 81-82 1985 1990

Supply 187,500 187,500 187,500 187,500 187,500 187.500 187,500 187,500

Demand 88.900 91,000 93,200 95,300 97,500 100,300 111,400 124,800

To preserve and enhance the habitat in 55 waters that support

nonsalmonld species. To manage nonsalmonld populations In

lakes, ponds and reservoirs to provide an annual use of 100,100

days of recreational fishing within resource limitations and

acceptable quality standards and for scientific, aesthetic or

other nonconeumptlve uses.
STRATEGIES

Much of this fishery Is located In reservoirs that ace not

managed to benefit fish production or recreational fishing.

Intermedlate-elsed reservoirs, which are best suited for fish

management are lacking.

Proposed diversions from Fort Peck Reservoir will adversely

affect sport fish production In the Big Dry Arm.

The supply of northern pike and walleyes fr

adequate to meet the needs.

i hatcheries is

Id.otify problama or naada aod nagotlata ulth aan.glng aganclas for graatar

conaldar.tlon of ff.hary values In reservoir managamant plans.

Identify potential sitae and plan for teaatvolte to b. tonatructed as needed.

Detetinlne habitat tequlremento of sport opacles and encourage consideration

for fishery values In project plana.

Encourage Miles City National Flab Hatchery to develop note dependable

supply of these species.
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Supply and Demand
Region Seven has 133 ponds and reservoirs that support

nonsalmonld populations. The supply of fishing for these
species In these waters is 49.700 man days under current
oanagenent.

Seventy percent of this fishery Is on public land where
Ingress is ensured and 30 percent Is on private land where
public use Is allowed.

Current annual use of these waters is 21,200 ®an days and
that Is expected to Increase in proportion to anticipated
license sales.

Projected Supply and Demand Data

76-77 77-78

Supply 49,700 49,700

Deoand 21,700 22,300

78-79 79-80 80-61
(man days)

49,700 49,700 49,700

22,800 23,400 23,900

81-82 1985 1990

49.700 49.700 49,700

24,600 27,200 30,600

Many of the ponds are short-lived and do :

for long periods of time.

species. To manage nonsalmonld populations In ponds and reservoirs toprovide an a^ua use of 24.600 man days of recreational fishing wJtMn

lelthltlc if acceptable quality standards and for eJlentlflc.aesthetic or other nonconsumptive uses.

: provide fishing

STRATEGIES

islntaln current data regarding fishery potential.

The Federal agency that provides fish for these ponds has
Indicated that revised priorities may limit fish for private
ponds In the near future.

Ponds are usually built and managed for a purpose ocher than
fishing.

Many ponds are In remote locations and only available by poor roads.

Poor landowner/sportsmen relations cause land closures In some Instances.

Over-population and stunting of fish.

Monitor pond conditions to maintain data on current status of those
on public land. Acquire permanent easement and access to high
priority ponds near population centers. Emphasise pond management
and construction on public lands.

Establish management criteria and manage only the poods that meet
minimum requirements. Encourage good watershed management programs.

Emphasize the more readily available ponda In management and I 6 E effor

Continue efforts to Improve landovnar/sporcsmen relationships.

Partial or complete rehabilitation. Introduction of predator population
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NONGAHE FISK • STATEWIDE

Supply and Demand

This cacegory Includes fish harvested commercially, other
fish not Included in game fish categories, amphibians and
aquatic invertebrates. Included are 55 species of fish, 16

species of amphibians, 110 species of mollusks, 200 species of
crustaceans which are classified by law as "nongame", and an
undetermined number of ocher invertebrates.

Commercial fishing has been permitted In Hontana for many
years with varying degrees of participation. Buffalo, carp and
goldeyes have been the primary species In the commercial harvest
with lesser amounts of suckers, carp suckers and catfish.
Catfish are now classified as a game fish and can no longer be
Included in Che commercial harvest.

A commercial harvest of bait fish la also permitted In the eaatem
part of Che state. Eighteen dealers are currently licensed to collect
and sell bale fish In Regions Four, Five, Six and Seven.

Other fish, amphibians and aquatic Invertebrates are used for
scientific or educational purposes, for fish bait and to a very limited
extent, for human consumption. They also serve as an Important pare
of Che aquatic food chain and as Indicators of water quality. The
supply of and demand for these resources has not been determined.

To ensure Che perpetuation of all aquatic nongame species and to meet the
STATEWIDE GOAL: public demand for nongame fish, amphibians and aquatic Invertebrates for

coonerclal, scientific, aesthetic and other nonconsumptlve uses.

To protect and preserve all aquatic species and their habitats for scientific,
educational and other beneficial uses and to provide for an annual cooDerctal
harvest of 1,000,000 pounds of nongame fish where commercial fishing Is

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: compatible with recreational use of fish and wildlife. To determine the

status, distribution and habitat requirements for at least one species of

amphibian. To assess public demand for consumptive and nonconsumptlve use

of nongame fish, amphibians and aquatic Invertebrates.

PROBLEMS

Habitat changes are taking place which have an unknown affect
on many species

.

Intensive commercial harvest of some species has had an adverse

affect on size structure of some fish and has reduced supply of

forage fish In some waters.

Data regarding distribution, abundance and species composition

of all groups in this category are limited or lacking.

STRATEGIES

Maintain existing water quality to the extent possible. Partially

fund habitat preservation activities with nongame monies.

Monitor commercial harvest of all species In waters where this harvest

might adversely affect other resource uses.

Develop techniques and Inventory data for these species. Place more

emphasis on projects that will provide this Information, sepeclally

for those species that provide forage for gams fish.

(contlnuad)
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NONCAHE FISH STATEWIDE (continued)

PROBLEMS

Funding and manpower levels are Inadequate for the nongane program.

Administrative demands of the endangered species program preclude
activities on other nongame species.

The nature, scope and extent of consumptive and nonconsumptlve
use of these species have not been determined.

STRATEGIES

Develop appropriate funding sources for the nongame program.

Develop separate funding for these two segments of the program.

Develop methods for determining and measuring these uses. Determine
the extent of Interest in these species by Individuals and
organizations.
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Supply and Demand

During 197S Che conmercial harvest of fish occurred on three
waters: Lake Helena, Medicine Lake and Port Peck Reservoir. The
total harvest was 623,000 pounds. One-fourth of this came fron
Lake Helena In Region Four and the balance was taken from the
other two lakes which are In Region Six.

Although Che total supply of rough fish available for harvest
Is high, Che harvestable crop of some species Is United. Intensive
harvest of goldeyes In portions of Fort Peck Reservoir substantially
reduced the numbers of fish large enough for conoserclal value.

Coomerclal harvest and sale of bait fish Is permitted and 18
dealers are currently licensed. These dealers operate In Regions
Four, Five, Six and Seven. Harvest data Is not available for this
segment of the commercial fishery. However, harvest has been
restricted In some waters where It appeared that forage supplies
for game fish were substantially reduced.

76-77 77-78 76-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 1985 1990
(pounds;

Supply*

Demand 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000 700,000

*UndeCennlned

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE:

To protect and preserve the waters that produce commercially harvestable crops
of fish and to provide for an annual harvest of 700,000 - 1,000,000 pounds of
nongame fish where that harvest Is compatible with recreational use of fish and
wildlife.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

Data regarding the effect of harvest on selected species Is

Incomplete or lacking.

Intensive harvest of bait fish appears to have an adverse affect
on forable supplies In some waters.

Distant markets and low prices limit the demand.

Conflicts between commercial and recreational fishermen have
reduced the recreatlonists' acceptance of commercial fishing
as a beneficial use of fishery resources.

Determine allowable harvest for species of concern.

Monitor the commercial harvest where possible and regulate the take
conservatively where data is lacking.

Encourage the development of new markets.

Improve methods of monitoring and controlling the commercial fishermen.
Encourage the coamerclal fishermen to Improve their relationship with
recreatlonists.
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OTHER NONCAME FISH - STATEWIDE

Supply anti Demand

This element Includes nongame fish other than those of commercial
value, amphibians and the aquatic Invertebrates. Data regarding the

supply of these species Is very limited. These organisms serve an

Important place In aquatic food chains and some are valuable Indicators
of water quality. They are also used for scientific or educational
purposes, for fish bait and to a very limited extent, for human
consumption.

During the planning period the Nongame Project will Include a

determination of the status, distribution and habitat requirements
for at least three species of nongame fishes and one species of
amphibian for which priorities are highest, an Inventory of Inverte-
brates In Che lover Yellowstone River and an assessment of public
demand for consumptive and nonconsumptlve uses of nongame aquatic

6-YEAR OBJECTIVE: To preserve or enhance these species and their habitats and to provide
an opportunity for beneficial uses of these organisms.

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

The status of many nongame fishes and amphibians Is poorly known.

Data regarding the distribution of invertebrates and the species
composition of Invertebrate communitiee la lacking.

Current funding and manpower are Inadequate for even preliminary
surveys.

Administrative demands of the endangered species program preclude
activities on other nongame species.

The nature, scope and extent of conaumpclve and nonconsumptlve
use of these species have not been determined.

Develop fact finding projecta and appropriate funding.

Develop Inventory methods and appropriate funding.

Develop appropriate funding sources for nongame projects.

Develop separate funding for these two segments of the program.

Develop methods for determining and measuring these uses.
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APPENDIX II

Fleherles Methodology

The Fish Program Includes all aquatic organisma of Importance
to recreational, commercial, aesthetic and scientific uses of the
state's aquatic resources. Categories and elements were selected to
Identify species or groups of species and water types. Although
the Plan recognizes a wide variety of species, water types, and
resource uses, the supply Inventory and demand evaluation dealt
largely with the recreational and commercial fisheries. No
quantitative data la available regarding the nonconsumptive uses
of fish and ocher aquatic organisms, but It is generally agreed
chat Che Interest In these species Is Increasing.

The supply data for the recreational fishery was obtained
through personal Interviews with regional fisheries personnel.
A composite map of each Fish and Game Administrative Region was
prepared from U.S.C.S. topographic maps at a scale of 1:250,000.
This series provided statewide coverage and could readily be
used In the field. The major disadvantage of these maps Is chat

Che large scale loses some scream detail with a resulting nega-
tive error In stream length. The error Is negligible on larger
rivers but Is greater on some small sinuous streams. Because of

this, the scream supply data Is a minimal estimate.

The fishery managers and/or their staff biologists
Identified waters that support fish populations chat could be

used for beneficial purposes. This was based largely on chose

species legally classed as game fish except In those waters
where nongame species are currently supporting recreational,
commercial or ocher uses.

Hark-and-recapCure techniques have been used to estimate
standing crops In selected portions of Montana screams. Host
of this work has been on salmonld streams and the estimates
have usually been limited to trout populations. Detailed
population estimates are available In 33 individual trout

scream sections. These range from populations of less chan

100 trout per mile on small unproductive streams CO over
3000 trout per mile on larger rivers.

Based on available data and literature, it was assumed chat

40 percent of the standing crop of eight Inch and larger trout could
be harvested on a sustained yield basis. On that assumption the
number of harvestable trout ranged from less chan 100 to approxi-
mately 1200 per mile.

These population estlmacea were categorized by numbers and
sizes of harvestable trout In each of Che 33 populations (see page 20S).
These data provided guidelines for the fishery personnel who estimated
supply In screams where population data was limited or lacking.

Screams or stream segments that support flshable populations
of mountain whlteflsh were Identified by regional personnel but no
escimaCes of standing crop were made on Individual streams. It was

estimated chat whlteflsh populations could sustain an average annual
pressure of 200 man days per mile. This estimate Is conservative,
but It Is unlikely chat angler use on this element will approach
this level within the planning period.

The major scream fishery for kokanee occurs In Che Flathead
River system. The supply and demand for that fishery was estimated
by Region One personnel based on recent survey data and on-alte creel

studies.
The paddleflsh fishery is limited to a few areas on the lower

reaches of the Yellowstone and Hlsaourl Rivera. Intensive studies
conducted during recent years In those areas provided data on supply

and demand for this fishery.

Ocher non-salmonld streams were also identified by fisheries
personnel. There was no mark-and-recspture data available for thee#

species so no estimates of standing crop were made for individual

screams. It was estimated that these waters could support an

annual average of 200 man days of recreational fishing per mile

without adversely affecting the fish population or the quellty of

fishing.
The identified stream segments were measured on an electronic

planlmeter. The supply of harvestable flah In each stream was deter-

mined by multiplying length times Che hsrvestsble fish per mile.

This data was converted to sn equivalent number of man days of

recreational fishing based on catch races of recent creel studies.

(continued)



Fisheries Methodology (continued)

Regional personnel also Identified lakes, ponds and
reservoirs that currently contain populations of fish that
can support recreational use. An estimate of maximum
sustainable angling pressure for each water was made.
These eatlmates were based on specific survey data whenever
possible. If such data was not available, the estimate was
based on known data from similar waters In the area.

Salmonld lakes and non-salmonld lakes were treated
separately. If a water contained species from both groups,
separate estimates were made for each group.

The ownership of land adjoining or surrounding each
stream and lake was classified with regard to the availability
for public fishing. Seven categories of ownership and Ingress
were described ranging from mostly public land which ensures
public Ingress to private lands where public use Is prohibited
(see page 206).

Demand data was determined from residential population
data, annual license sales from 1970-1975 and an estimate of
annual fishing pressure. Demographic records were obtained
from the Department of Community Affairs and fishing license
sale data was obtained from Department of Fish and Came
records. Current angler use was determined by a mall survey
during the period May, 1975 through April, 1976. Question-
naires were mailed periodically to licensees asking where they
had fished during designated time periods (see pages 207 and
208). The responses were used to estimate total statewide
pressure, use on each water type, and the use on Individual
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Projected demand levels during the planning period were
based on three assumptions: (1) trends in fishing license sales
for the period 1970-1975 would continue; (2) the relationship
between license sales and annual pressure during 1975-1976 would
continue; and (3) future trends in angler use by residents and
non-residents would be similar.

No estimate of the supply of commercial fishing was made.
Markets are variable with regard to species and very little
population data Is available for the species currently In demand
by commercial fishermen. The recent annual harvest by commercial
fishermen have been approximately 700,000 pounds and It is
anticipated that this use level will be maintained through the
planning period.
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CCKPARISON OP BAitVESTABLE CROPS BASED ON TROUT POPT7UTI0N ESTDUTES

No. of FUh
Available for Earveet
(40Z of Staodiag Crop)

J

6''-10''
2 2

8"-l8" or over

lOOCH- Arvecroag Springe
Spring Creek (A)

O'Dell Creek

Hadleon (Varney)
Hedlaon (Norrla)

750 - 1000 Poindexter Slough
TelloweCooe (fch 4 Cartare)

500 - 750 16 Hlle (CA Ranch)

250 • 500 Bloody Dick Creek
16 Nile (Headvaccra]

E. Callacla
1 U. Fork HadlaoD

HcDooald Spring
Spring Creek (B)

Tellowecooe (Hallard Beat)
E. GalUtln (Belgrade)
Big Bole (Melroee 6 letehle)
Beaverhead River

100 > 250 P. Pear Creak
Fridley Creek

Beaverhead River
Big Sheep Creek
Sblalde River

<100 W. Fork Sclllvater
Hoi Beron
8 tUle Creek
Trail Creek
Long Creek
W. Fork Ruby
E. Fork Ruby
Hlddle Fork Ruby

‘Nearly all flah available arc ehia alxc

^Significant nvabera of theaa altc are available. Saaller flah aay or My not be available.
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CLASSES OF LAKP AVAILABILITY

1. Public land Insures access to enough of the lake to make

all of Che lake available from shore and/or from boat.

2. Public land borders Che lake buc its extent, size or

location doesn't provide adequate access to all or most

of the lake for all types of anglers to the extent chat

they could fully utilize the lake.

3. A lake bordered by private land where Ingress Is uncontrolled

or readily available by permission. Corporate land usually

in this category. Posting may occur.

4. A lake bordered by private land where Ingress Is more
restricted than no. 3 and where permission to enter is

more difficult to obtain.

5. A lake involved In some type of fee fishing such as

leased fishing rights, dally entrance fee or a permit
sold by an owner or private group.

6. A lake surrounded by private land where little or no
Ingress Is permitted. An owner and a few friends may
use the lake but the public Is excluded for all practlc
purposes.

7. A lake bordered mostly by public land that Is essentially
unavailable because of posting of surrounding private
land or locked gatee on private roads.
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CLASSES OF STREAM INGRESS

1. Stream section bordered almost entirely by public lands which
Insure Ingress by anglers. (Exclude state school sections.)

2. A scream section bordered mostly by public land distributed
in such a way that no significant portion of the stream is

unavailable by vehicle and/or walking. Floating may also be

a major means of access.

3. A scream section bordered mostly by private land where Ingress
Is uncontrolled or readily available by permission. This portion
may be available by floating or through navigability laws. Also
Includes corporate lands; these are currently open but could go

CO Individual ownership In Che future or company policy regarding
ingress could change.

4. A stream section bordered mostly by private land where little
or no ingress by permission is allowed. May include minor
portions where public land or road crossing may provide limited
Ingress. The portion through private land is available by
floating or through navigability laws.

5. A scream section bordered entirely by private land where public
fishing Is available for a fee or where a small group has leased
exclusive rights. Legality may be In question on some screams
but this category identified the current "fee" or "lease"
fishing areas.

6. Stream section bordered entirely by private land where public
fishing is not permitted. Owners and a few friends may be
using the fishery. Floating precluded by scream size or other
physical limitation (no road or public land to reach scream).

7. A stream or stream segment bordered by public land that is
unavailable because of posting on private land or locked gates
on private roads.
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STATE OF MONTANA — SPOBT FISHING SDBVEY

We need help in aaihermg hahing mlormation on Monlona s lakes and
streams You are one ol o small group ol represeniolive liahing license buyerswe are contacting Please tel us know where you lished in Mcniemo
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

The central theme of this Strategic Plan for the Montana
State Parks Program has been to identify major problems which
may impede the provision of recreational services to Montanans
and visitors to Montana. The identified problems were
prioritized as major tasks in light of the legal responsi-
bilities of the Montana Department of Fish and Game for their
immediacy and severity. They are restated again in the con-
cluding chapter "Major Tasks to be Undertaken in the Parks
Program of the Department of Fish and Game."

1. The state park system must be maintained at a level
acceptable to the public.

2. Additional and alternative reasonable sources of fund-
ing must be found to support the state park system.

3. In order to best utilize present and prospective
limited funds there is a need to establish regional management
plans which will relate directly to the actions and budgets of
Montana's regions conceived of either as resource areas or
administrative units.

Prerequisite to or concurrent with the formulation of
these regional management plans the following tasks must be
accomplished

:

a. Overall policies, procedures, and criteria
to adequately evaluate potential land
acquisitions must be established and/or
more adequately articulated.

b. Efforts to provide for river and lake
access must be continued; alternate sources
of funding and alternate methods to fee
simple land acquisition must be found;
efforts must be undertaken to protect the
rights of adjacent land owners and the
environmental quality of Montana's rivers
and lakes must be continued.

c. Conflicts and overcrowding within the
state park system require for the pro-
tection of users, facilities, and resources
the establishment of sound management plans
for these areas.

d. Maximum benefits must be derived from pre-
seat law enforcement resources available
to the Parks Program and with this
accomplished, the adequacy of the current
level must be evaluated.

4. The snowmobile management program roust be more
adequately implemented and efforts to establish an adequately
funded, unified off-highway vehicle management program should
be made.

5. Since the bulk of outdoor recreation in Montana will
occur in urban areas, program managers must continue to
refine procedures assuring fair and equitable distribution
of the the LWCF to Montana's communities including the
gathering of necessary data, provision of information on the
program, assurances that facilities are serving the widest
possible population, and the stimulation of innovative
approaches to project and program design and development.

6. Efforts must be continued and expanded to insure
that rural subdivision and the extraction and development
of natural resources, particularly on public land, are
conducted in a manner compatible with the long-range
interests of Montana's cultural, scientific and recreational
resources.
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Philosophy

The Montana state park system ( A.R.M. 12-2.26(1)-
S2670) and consequently the state Parle Program emerged as
a result of concern with the benefits of tourism with major
impetus being provided by federal encouragement through the
Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930*8 and the Land and
Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) in the 1960*8 and 1970's.
While making Montana's natural resources available to
tourists remains an objective in the management of the
park system, recent years have witnessed a shift in
emphasis, stimulated largely by urbanization and greater
environmental appreciation, toward a park system viewed
as a social service institution necessary to the
maintenance of a high quality daily life for Montanans.^

The service obligation of the park system is clearly
spelled out in law (Sec. 62-304, R.C.M. 1947) as the conser
vation of scenic, historic, archaeologic, scientific and re
creational resources 6 their subsequent manaqement for the
and enjoyment of the people. To a dearee, manaqement for
conservation and use are contradictory goals neither of
which may be allowed to predominate within the system.
There is little point in conserving resources if they
cannot be used and enjoyed by people but use cannot be
allowed to destroy the very thing being conserved either.
Management such as land acquisition, capital construction,
law enforcement, interpretation, the provision of infor-
mation, operations, general maintenance and coordination
with other agencies, must be carefully balanced to produce
the end product— resources of value to present and future
generations.

^ A complete history of the park system has been pro-
vided by David Conklin, "Development of the State Park
Idea in Montana," unpublished manuscript, Montana
Department of Fish and Game, 1977.

The magnitude of the management task and the potential
for conflict strongly suggest that comprehensive planning
should be a tool of considerable value to managers. In
fact, despite a ten year history of comprehensive
recreation planning by the Parks Division, the experience
with planning has been less than satisfactory. The
reasons for this are undoubtedly many and complex:
however, the major cause of failure seems to be the search
among planners for a singular deterministic model which
would dictate future action. While a planning process
which removes the requirement for discretion, judg-
ment and insight from the manager may be a worthy goal,
the salient fact remains that the methodology for
accomplishing the goal is lacking now and is not likely
to be developed quickly. Dictatorial methods are there-
fore dismissed as being beyond planning's ability. The
Parks Division views the goal of planning as:

Providing information and insight which will
assist the manager in making the critical
decisions of today in such a manner as to
maximize future management latitude as well as
respond to future conditions.

Throughout this plan, unless specified, the term
"manager” is used in its broadest sense to Include all who
possess authority to make decisions affecting the state
park system. In addition to "park managers" in the limited
sense, this includes the executive and legislative branch
of the state of Montana as well as Congress and appropriate
executives of several federal agencies.

In essence, the manager faces two critical areas of
decision-making. First, he must assure that the present
system is adequately provided for. Second, he must under-
take work which will eventually shape the future state
park system.

With respect to the first obligation the manager
must ask himself if the user is satisfied with the
resources available to him. Is he safe, is his health
assured? Is the resource cared for and perpetuated
for future generations as well? Or is it overused.



neglected and deteriorating? Here the planner is called
upon to help the manager define parameters, identify
weaknesses and formulate strategies for coping with these
weaknesses.

The manager has a certain amount of discretionary
time beyond insuring basic operation of the system to work
on formulation of the system's future. He may identify
resources needing conservation, assist in land
acquisitions, assist in formulation of design concepts
or provide information to the public. Here the planner is
called upon to assist in the identification of potentially
desirable resources, prospective future desires and
sociological trends.

In these areas of decision-making, it is vital to
note that definitive answers to the questions most likely
asked by managers simply do not exist. Ultimately, then,
the function of planning is to interpret for the manager
the complex world before him, particularly the long-range
commitments which today's decisions may imply. This process
should open perspectives and opportunities rather than
restrict action. Within the limits of legal dictates,
the final decision as to where to channel action will and
must remain with management rather than planning.

Methodology

The usual method adhered to in the preparation of
comprehensive recreation plans is to: 1) identify demand or
participation, 2) identify supply and 3) balance demand and
supply to identify present and future needs. To a degree
this method is adhered to in this plan. However, the
standard planning model is beset with serious difficulties.
Most notably, the measuring systems necessary to identify
supply and demand beg for precision. Even though
imprecise, the most technically advanced measurements have
been developed for programs. As a result, most compre-
hensive planning for recreation tends to produce plans for

2

long range capital projects rather than true management plans
This must be viewed as unacceptable, for, while caoital con-
struction is a valid technique for providing outdoor recrea-
tion opportunity, other viable techniques such as
provision of information, law enforcement, and greater
agency cooperation are deemphasized.

Even if the problems surrounding existing measurement
systems could be overcome, the general planning model
has innumerable operational approaches which fail to produce
comparable results. in other words, the selected
operational model for recreational planning, if strictly
adhered to by management, would alone determine future
direction. The failure to produce a satisfactory
planning model has undoubtedly contributed to manage-
ment's unwillingness to rely on planning as a tool.

To avoid these methodological difficulties the Parks
Division is commited to the overall goal of:

Managing Montana's resources to meet present
and future demand for recreation participation
in a manner consistent with resource capability.

This goal will be met through the application of a
variety of management methods including regulation, pro-
vision of information, inter- and intra-agency cooperation,
law enforcement, site protection, land acquisition and
capital improvements. These tools may be applied where
necessary and possibly in such a manner as to influence
participation itself.

Clynn Phillips, et. al.. Projections of outdoor
recreation participation for South Dakota: 1990
Laramie, Wyo. University of Wyoming Water
Resources Research Institute, April, 1975.



Further, as a device to assist the planning effort
it was initially hypothesized that:

Present and future management efforts are
adequately coping with and will continue to
adequately cope with the demand for
recreation relevant to the existing supply.

All evidence which would tend to negate this hypothe-
sis is defined as a problem which needs to be addressed.
Problems are addressed through the formulation of strategie
which require either redirection of current effort or the
provision of new effort and which might be employed at
some future date as a partial solution to the problem
identified. Among the many potential problems and strategi
identified, only a limited number are simultaneously
demanding of immediate attention and clearly within the
responsibilities of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game. These problems are set out as tasks to be
addressed by the Department's Parks Program in the final
chapter of this plan. Current strategies being applied
to these problems as well as strategies which will be
implemented in the future are also identified in the
final chapter of this plan.

TABLE I

Activities on Which Data Was
Gathered for This Plan

Camping and Day Use

Boating - River Floating, Sailing and Motorboating

Non-Urban Swimming

Non-Motorized Trail Activities - Walking, Backpacking,
Bicycling, and Horseback Riding (both on and off
trails)

Off-Highway Vehicle Recreation - 4-Wheel Vehicle Driving
and Motorcycle Riding

Site Oriented Winter Activities - Ice Skating on man-made
rinks and natural water bodies. Sledding, Tubing,
and Tobogganing

Downhill Skiing

Winter Trail Activities - Cross-country Skiing and Snowshoeing

Snowmobiling

Sightseeing

One effect of this procedure has been to force the plan-
ning process, in the collection and analysis of data, to
dwell only upon those recreational activities for which there
is a degree of public management responsibility borne by the
Montana Department of Fish and Game or other public agencies
(Table I)

.

Excluded from this list and beyond the scope of this
plan per se are a number of activities about which little
direct data was gathered but which are provided for to a
degree as "spin-off” benefits from the entire park system.
The list could be as long as the imagination allows but some
obvious examples are photography, bird watching, flower
collecting, and rock hounding.



Also excluded from the list in Table I are resources
which are vital to Montana's recreational system but about
which meaningful data is nearly impossible to gather.
Notably, this is the use, enjoyment and study of Montana's
cultural, historic, archaeologic and scientific heritage.
The management of these resources is explicit in Law
(Sec. 62>304 R.C.M. 1947) and implicit in the state park
system site classification criteria {A.R.M. 12-2 . 26 (1) -S2670)

.

These sites may generally be viewed as the central reason
for the existence of the state park system. However,
evaluating these sites in terms of participation or attendance
will not assess their value to the people of Montana because
their true worth resides in subjectivities and aesthetics.
Examples of sites and values falling into this category
are displayed in Table II.

8 .

9.

TABLE II

Unquantified Values of Selected
Montana State Parks and Monuments

Park Value

Bannack
Chief Joseph Battleground
Chief Plenty Coups Memorial
Tort Owen
Giant Springs
Lewis & Clark Caverns
Makoshika
Missouri Headwaters
Pictograph Cave

History
History
History
History
Science
Science/Scenic
Science/Scenic
History
Archaeology

To the extent that any management program compromises
the unquantified values of park resources, it would have to
be judged inadequate. Further, many of the decisions con-
cerning future expansion and management of the park system
will of necessity and law center around the unquantif iable
values.

It has also been necessary to discuss topics not directly
associated with recreational activities per se. These
include: 1) service to special population groups, 2) the
adequacy of funding for Montana's overall recreational
resources, 3) the standing of urban areas as recipients of
federal funds for recreation, and 4) the relation of outdoor
recreation to the energy situation and to energy conservation.
At this point it is necessary to note that the term "urban"
in this plan is used in a political rather than demographic
sense. An urban atea is defined here as an incorporated town.

Since this plan seeks generalization, it therefore
lacks specifics. These specifics will be developed through
three interrelated "action planning" functions:

1) Budget Formulation . This plan is based on the
assumption that the Montana Department of Fish
and Game will continue to experiment with
planned program budget formats approaching a
"zero base.” Under this concept, action
projects will be developed and evaluated
against their ability to address major problems
and to provide recreation in a timely fashion.

2) Management Planning . The Department has begun
experimentation with approaches to site and
resource long-range management planning. It
is assumed that this effort will continue.

3) Continued Comprehsive Planning . Comprehensive
planning will draw future projects from those
centering directly around problems identified as
major within this plan. It is assumed that the
long-range objective will be to structure com-
prehensive plans for each of the seven department
administrative regions.



Throughout the plan, dictation of policy, procedure
or goals to other agencies has been avoided. However, where
problems and areas or types of responsibility may, in whole
or in part, best be addressed by other agencies, this is
identified. Further, the need to enhance coordination efforts
as a strategy for coping with problems has frequently been
proposed.

Data Collection, Presentation, Use, and Availability

Data on demand, participation, and opinions concerning
outdoor recreation in Montana were gathered through three
independent surveys:

1. A July, 1976, participation/opinion mail
survey sent to adult Montanans randomly
selected by county from the Motor Vehicle
Registration Files.

2. A February, 1977, participation/opinion mail
survey. The sample source was the same as
above.

3. A structured interview of selected aged
and/or handicapped individuals.

Supply data was gathered from routinely available
standard sources subject to inter-agency review and contained
within

:

Montana Department of Fish and Game, Parks
Division, Statewide Non-Urban Developed
Recreation Site Inventory . January, 1976.

1

No attempt has been made in this plan to reproduce all
the data gathered. Rather, only data offering critical
guideposts has been relied upon. With certain exceptions,
the format for data presentation is the same for each
activity. Tables divided by state and Fish and Game

This information has since been revised in Volume 2 -

Outdoor Recreation Inventory

Administrative Regions are shown (refer to state map) and
participation rates (defined as the average number of
occasions per capita of participation within the survey
month) are presented. Participation rates are then
multiplied by the population for 1976, 1980, 1965, and 1990
to determine total resident participation. This was
adjusted, where the information was available, to reflect
travel patterns for recreation. Where this was done,
total resident participation is a reflection of where the
activity took place rather than where the recreationist
lived.

Supply was defined as those sites inventoried above
offering support for the given activity. An adequacy
indicator was then calculated by dividing total
participation by supply. Obviously the larger the
adequacy indicator the greater the magnitude of
activity each site must bear.

A relative need indicator was then calculated on
the assumption that management wants to allocate
resources in proportion to the participation-supply ratio.
The relative need indicator was calculated by dividing
the regional adequacy indicator by the sum of the
adequacy Indicators for Regions 1 through 7 and multi-
plying by 100. The relative need indicator is expressed
in dollars rather than a per cent and where no supply
indicator was available, participation was used to
calculate the relative need indicator.

The relative need indicator is not intended to be
an inflexible technique for budget allocation. Rather,
it is intended to be interpreted as an indicator only
based on the above assumption of management behavior
and the assximption that the data is precise. The relative
need indicator is accompanied by a rank order priorititation
of each Fish and Game region. Like the relative need
indicator, the prioritization is intended to assist as a

general guide only and is subject in its Interpretation to
the same assumptions and caveats as the relative need
indicator.



As long as tlie data is used only as a guide to relati
trends, violations of assumptions concerning its precision
are generally tolerable.

Users of the data, however, are advised to be aware
of several inherent problems:

1) Since there is no knowledge of what the
participant meant by an "occasion,"
comparison of levels of participation
between activities can be undertaken
only at great risk.

2 ) Confidence intervals which surround the
rate of participation and consequently the
total participation are rather large. Again,
the intent is to view the dat.i in terms of
relative general trends. This implies that
small differences in total participation
between regions must be interpreted as no
difference at all. Precise measures of
confidence can be provided upon request.

3) Population projections were obtained from
the Research and Information Systems
Division of the Montana Department of
Community Affairs and are subject to
the assumptions and reservations which
accompany that data. Most notably
1) population IS probably ovei

-

estimated statewide and 2) population
projections for Fish and Game Administrative
Regions 6 i 7 are probably high and low
respectively. Uncertainty concerning future
i^ineral developments in Montana make all pop-
ulation projections concerning the state
exceedingly speculative. These projections have
necessarily been limited to twelve years to
correspond with the census periods for which
population projections are available.

4) The supply indicators do not consider either
the magnitude or quality of each unit of
supply. Further, considering that much

activity in Montana is "dispersed,*
supply is universally underestimated. It
is assumed that regional inaccuracies
balance out.

5) Recreation by non-residents in Montana,
with one exception, is not considered in
formulating adequacy~rndicators or
relative need indicators. The one
exception is "Developed Camping" where an
estimat was made from data collected in
1971. E en here, the estimate is of
doubtful accuracy at this date. Similarly,
the inoact of recreational resources
immediately adjacent to Montana have not been
considered

.

Despite apparent weaknesses, the data base provides
considerable insight and utility. The entire data base
IS available upon request, at cost, in an automated
format. Potential users should consult the Chief of
Planning, Parks Division, Montana Department of Fish
and Game. Users are notified that sole responsibility
for use and interpretation of data rests with the
user alone.

This plan will be maintained and amended as these
data inadequacies aic overcome. Persons interested in
commenting or participating in the revision process are
urged to do so (see "Ack.nowledqments" in white section
for instructions)

.



CAMPING AND DAY USE

This section considers the activities of camping in both
developed and undeveloped sites, as well as day use and
picnicking. Since facilities for these activities can be
expensive to provide and sites may also serve as the "bedrooming
function" upon which many other recreation activities are based,
planning for camping and day use is extremely important.

For the resident, participation in camping in "undeveloped"
sites is somewhat greater than participation in camping at
"developed" sites. However, in the July, 1976, Statewide Summer
Recreation Survey no definition of the terms "developed" and
"undeveloped" was suggested to the respondent. Rather, a
definition was arrived at by correlating the expressed pre-
ference for "developed" and "undeveloped" camping with expressed
preference for certain types of sites on a continuum of
development from the most primitive to the most elaborate.
41% of the respondents expressed a preference for camping in
primitive areas with no development, while another 43% expressed
a preference for basic campgrounds no more elaborate than a
typical state Fishing Access Site. Only 9% expressed a pre-
ference for the more elaborate developments which might be
typical of a Montana State Park while only 7% expressed a
preference for even more elaborate facilities.

In the Summer Recreation Survey the Montana resident was
quite definitive about both the activities and qualities which
attract him to camping and day-use areas. Opportunities to
rest and relax in pleasant surroundings: fish, walk, hike and
hunt offered the most attraction. Opportunities to swim and
observe wildlife were also significant attractions. On the
other end of the spectrum, opportunities to drive ORV's or ride
motorcycles or horses were mentioned infrequently but more
often than opportunities to meet people or play group games.

The most attractive environmental qualities were
privacy and solitude in scenic, wooded sites near lakes
and streams. Least important to the recreationist were
"modern" restrooms, safety, boating facilities, "modern"
camp units and the availability of many activities.

The conclvsion is that for most Montanans caunping
is more dependent upon the natural evnironmental quality
than upon man created support facilities.

This is not to say, however, that developed areas
are not appreciated. Development at major lakes and
reservoirs which have a high appeal to Montanans is
welcomed. Additionally, while restrooms, boating
facilities, modern camp units and security are not
the primary factors in selecting a camping area, these
services are often expected by the public at the more
popular camping areas.

At first glance Montana's ability to supply
desirable recreational resources without expensive or
elaborate support facilities is a characteristic to be
envied by most of the nation. However, this ability
is not without its unsatisfactory consequences. Camping
and associated dispersed use activities cannot be
conducted in massive volumes without adverse impacts
on the environment. Even undeveloped camping does not
occur randomly in the landscape and it often concentrates
around specific high quality resources. In the long
run, undeveloped camping may adversely affect fish,
wildlife, their habitat ind can create an increased
potential for wildfires.



Realistically, the decision to provide developed camp
units is dependent upon the nature of the resource and the
willingness of the people to use the facility while
undeveloped camping must be managed in such a fashion as

to minimize the adverse environmental impacts.

Since the federal government controls a vast amount
of the available resources most desired by the resident
as well as a large segment of non-residents, the decision
of the state or private sector to expand camping and day-
use facilities should be based on an objective analysis of

market factors to include the nature of the resource
involved, the segment of society to be served and the
management goals and the management techniques required to

achieve those goals.

There is considerable regional variation in the
capability of camping and day-use supplies to serve the
d errand for camping and day use (Tables I and ID .

In terms of those providing services (Table 1(7)), the
federal government appears to have underbuilt in terms of
demand for its developed campgrounds and the private sector
appears to be overextended. It must be remembered, however,
that the principal market of the private sector is
apparently the non-resident who is not considered in
Table I and that the federal government is the major pro-
vider of the undeveloped camping supply. Also contributing
to the problem is that some campgrounds have been poorly
located and thus seldom used.

The effects of undeveloped camping and dispersed use
recreation can produce a conflict between the recreationist
and the land manager as well. There is every reason to
believe that this conflict will increase in the near
future for there is evidence that camping in undeveloped
areas will increase. Mobile light-weight equipment
facilitates dispersed use activity as do many aspects
of recreation agency policy such as increased fees and more
stringent rules in developed areas. Overcrowding of

popular developed facilities resulting in user conflict
is also a motivating factor. However, the desire for
privacy and solitude and the resulting desire to relate
directly to the natural landscape appears to be a major
factor motivating camping in undeveloped areas.

Managerial solutions to the problem of dispersed
use and undeveloped Ccimping and associated activities
have not been fully explored. Recent innovations such
as the U.S. Forest Service’s transportation plans offer
some hope for managing dispersed use. There
is immediate need for inter-agency cooperation and
coordination on research and planning which will identify
reasonable managerial responsibilities for dispersed
use recreation.

In many ways day-user facilities are subject to the
same considerations as for camping facilities. There
are, however, conflicts between the camper and day user.
Providers of facilities should give mote attention to
conflicts in their management of recreational resources.
Clearer segregation of campers and day users within sites
and the devotion of entire sites to either camping or
day use are management responses which should be
explored in more depth. Overcrowding has also become a
major source of conflict requiring innovative site
design, land acquisition and new enforcement techniques.

At the present time in most state managed sites, the
camper is forced to bear a disproportionate share of the
operation and maintenance costs. This is in part a

result of the present policy of the Parks Division to
use the fee system as a means of recouping as much of the
operation and maintenance costs of the state park system
as easily as possible. While the 1976 study of the
efficacy of the state fee system in northwest Montana
indicated an extreme unwillingness of the day user to
pay fees as well as a cost-to-return ratio which
indicates that collection of- day-user fees is pro-
hibitively expensive, every effort should be made to find
workable techniques for shifting a greater share of
maintenance costs to the day user.



Goal

As a result of the above considerations the goal of
the Montana Department of Fish and Game is to:

Manage through regulation, information,
inter- and intra-agency cooperation, site
protection, land acquisition and capital
improvements for current and future demand
for camping and day use anticipated in
Table II.

It is anticipated that this goal will be achieved
largely through inter- and intra-agency cooperation as
well as through site protection, acquisition and
improvement.

Policies

Consequently, the policies of the Montana Department of
Pish and Game should be to:

1) Undertake substantial development of campgrounds
only after all other alternatives have been
considered and dismissed.

2) Develop camping facilities to best provide
for their use and enjoyment while protect-
ing the resource. Development needs shall
result from long-range management plans for
individual areas.

3) Encourage, whenever feasible, the private
sector to provide for developed camping
areas and services.

4) Ensure that land acquisition and subsequent
development be conducted only in the light of
clearly defined Department policies made
operational through developed criteria and
long-range management plans.
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5) Consider alternatives to development including
acquisition and development of alternate sites,
intensive management, intensive maintenance,
and use limits such as "first come, first serve"
or reservations.

Uniform and objective implementation of these policies
will require research and development of precise and
workable methods.

PROB..EMS

1. Coordination of efforts
on dispersed use
camping between federal
and state officials is
lacking

.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

l.a. Establish a
federal-state
coordinating
committee.

b. Make better use of
Statewide Comprehen-
sive Outdoor Recreation
Plan in influencing
federal decision
making.

c. Undertake regional
cooperative management
plans for specific
resource areas.

d. Take no action

2. The current fee
collection system
at state sites needs
evaluation.

Establish task force
to review the fee
system and make
recommenda t ions

.

Secure services of a

consultant to evaluate
fee system.

Take no action.



PHOBLEMS

3. The role of camping in 3.

a

highway rest areas
remains controversial.

b

d

4. Criteria for evaluating 4.

a

the appropriate use
at given sites is lack-
ing.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Introduce legislation to either
prohibit or permit camping
in highway rest areas.

Encourage the Highway Dept,
to develop camping areas.

Parks Program
administer sites where
camping is allowed.

Lease sites to the
private sector.

Take no action.

Establish criteria
as a portion of agency
policy.

Establish criteria
as a portion of design
and development process.

Utilize more effectively
the environmental
impact assessment process
in deciding appropriate
site uses.

Take no action.

5. Criteria directing
design and develop-
ment concepts are
informal, lacking or
poorly communicated.

5.a. Establish criteria for

iesiqn and development
as a portion
of agency policy

b. Establish criteria
guiding design and

develooment as a oortion
of divisional operation.

c. Take no action.
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PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

6. Dispersed use camping Undertake a study to
may be in conflict with determine the extent
the wishes of private of the problem.
landowners

.

b. Educate the public
on their responsi-
bilities towards
private and public
land holdings.

c. Take no action.

7. Data on non-resident
recreationists is
incomplete and the
aspirations of non-
resident recreationists
are poorly understood.

7. a. Gather information on
non-resident
recreational use and
behavior

.

b. Develop state policy
on the role of non-
resident campers.

c. Take no action.

8. Criteria for evaluation
of potential land
acquisition for camping
and day use are lacking
or informal.

8. a. Establish crileria

of agency polciy.

b. Establish criteria
as a portion
of program policy.

c. Establish criteria
as a portion
of each region's
policy.

Take :tion.



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATFGTF..*;

9. Day-user /hamper
conflicts need more
management attention.

9. a.

b.

d.

Segregate campers and day
users within sites.

Define sites as either
day user or camper.

Periodically zone the
type of use permitted.

Take no action.

10. There is a lack of 10. a. Undertake study to reveal
day-use areas close the extent of the
to population problem and strategies
centers. for coping with it.

b. Stress acquisition of
areas closest to centers
of population.

c. Try to interest cities
and counties through
administration of the
LWCF in acquiring and
developing such areas.

d. Take no action.

11. Law enforcement in 11. a. Direct warden effort
developed camping to areas of greatest need.
and day-use areas is

b. Contract for law enforce-
ment with local govern-
ment units.

c. Take no action.

12. There is insufficient 12. a. Increase survey efforts
data on site use. overall

.

b. Increase car counter
efforts overall.

(continued)

PROBLEMS

d.

11

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Increase data
collection effort
only where direct
problems have been
identified

.

Take no action.

13. Historically, state
recreational lands
have tended to be
managed for singular
purposes thus failing
to assure the return of
maximum recreational
opportunity consistent
With the capacity of
the resource.

ation and cooperation
with other state
agencies in order to
assure that
lands of recreational
potential are
managed to their
fullest value.

b. Increase emphasis on
site and regional
management planning
in order to assure
that all values
are considered in
making management
decisions regarding
department admin-
istered lands.

Take acti'
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TABLE I

Camping and Day Use - Current Conditions

Developed Camping

iclpaclon Resident Non-reeldent Total
^

'

^1) Participation Participation Partic ipation Supplj_
Rat

.6743

.8094

.6482

.9817

.8957

.9749

.7546

.4753

643,952
96,005
86,179
135,575
166,082
108,716

36.926

14.469

517,558
112,702

65,532
91,449

202,398
35,701
5,219

4,557

1.161,510
208,707
151,711
226,994
368,480
144.417
42,145
19,026

(6)

(5) Relative

Adequacy Need

Indicator Indicator

Supply Dlatrlbutlon (7)

2234

1631
1367
1924

5048
2947

2007

951

AiBDunt /Morlty

$10.27 (5) 93 72

$ 6.61 (6) 82 57

$12.12 (4) 85 80

$31.80 (1) 51 33

$18.56 (2) 35 26

$12.64 (3) 14 11

$5.99 (7) 13 9

Undeveloped CaciplnR *

F4G

Rcelon (2)

State .9275 700,689

R1 1.0701 126,927

R2 1.1723 124,817

R3 .9176 126,723

R4 1.0042 186,200

R5 .7691 85,766

R6 .6084 29,772

R7 .6729 20,484

(4) (5) (8J

Affiant /Priority

$18.11 (2)
$17.81 (4)
$18.09 (3)
$26.57 (1)

$12.24 (5)

$4.25 ''

•

$2.92 '7

footnotes at end of Table I



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Day Use (picnicking)

Relative
FAC Participation Resident (2) Non-resident

Region Rate (1) Participation Participation
Total
Participation Supply (4)

Adequacy Need
Indicator (5) Indicator (6)

Amount /Priority
State
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

.6549

1.0362
.9303

1.0483
.8745
.5281

.8468

632.415

105..403

120,014
156,674
69,512
60,631
31,897

88,284
353

63

56

93
58

44

23

16

1792

1401
1882
1290
2701

1580
2636
1994

$10.39 (6)

$13.96 (4)

$ 9.57 (7)

$20.03 (1)

$11.72 (5)

$19.55 (2)

$14.79 (3).6680

(1) Number of occaalons per capita in July. 1976.

(2) July 1976 occasions.

(3) Estimates based on data from the 1973 Montana State Outdoor Recreation Plan.

(4) Publicized sites offering facilities (Including private).

(5) Participation ^ supply.

(6) Relative need Indicator • the desirable regional distribution of $100 If the goal of management Is to distribute
resources In proportion to the adequacy Indicator.

(7) Expected distribution is derived from resident rate of use facilities under federal, state and private
proprietorship.

(6) Relative need Indicator * the desirable regional distribution of $100 if the goal of management Is to

distribute resources in proportion to participation.



TABLE II

Canping and Day Use - Future Conditions

Developed CanolnK *

PW July 1976 (1)

Reelon Participation

July 1980
Participation

July 1985
Participation

July 1990
Participation

1976 Supply

(4)

1990
Adequacy
Indicator

(5)

1990

Relative Need

Amount / P

(6)

Indicator
rlorltv

1976

Relative Need

Aoount /

(6)

Indicator
Priority

State

RI

R2

RS

R5

R6

R7

1,161,510
208,707
151,711
226,994
368,480
144.417

42,145
19,026

228,096
165,198
251,986
424,010
162,816
46,482
17.576

240,806
166,680
284,923
474,050
184.782
49.933
17.787

1,604,748
270,067
211,880
318.608
526,116
207,498
52,542
18,037

502

128

111
118
73

49

21

20

3197
2110
1909
2700
7207
4235
2502
902

S9.78
58.85

S12.52
S33.42
$19.64
$11.60

$ 4.18

(5)

<6)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(7)

$10.27

$ 8.61

$12,12
$31.80
$18.56
$12.64

$ 5.99

(5)

(6)

(4)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(7)

Undeve looed CamplnR *

(1) (4) (5) 15L. tsi-

996,677
Rl 126,927 138,719 146,448 164.243 - - (4) $18.11 (2)

R2 124,817 135,913 153,587 174,319 - - $18.03 (3) $17.81 (4)

RJ 126.723 140,675 163,029 180,935 - - $18.72 (2) $18.09 (3)

R4 186,200 209,922 238,242 267,532 - - $27.68 (1) $26.57 (1)

R5 85.766 96.693 109,738 123,382 - - $12.76 (5) $12.24 (5)
R6 29,772 32,836 35,274 37,117 _ - $ 3.84 (6) $ 4.25 (6)

R7 20,484 18,923 19,150 19,149 $ 1.98 (7) $ 2.92 (7)

footnotes end of Table IT



TABLE 11 (Continued)

Day Use (picnicking)

F£.C July, 1976
Region Participation

( 1 )

July. 1980 July, 1985
Participation Participation

July, 1990
Participation

1976

Supply
(4)

1990
Adequacy
Indicator

1990

Relative Need Indicator
Amount / Priority

1976

Relative Need Indicator
Amount / Priority

State 632,415
R1 88,284 96,486
R2 105,403 114,733
R3 120,014 113,228
R4 156,674 180,285
R5 69,512 78,368

R6 60,631 66,870
R7 31,897 29,466

101,862 114,239
129,698 147,206
150,642 166.452
201,561 223,699
68.941 99.875
71,836 75,589
29,821 30.238

63 1813 S10.33
56 2629 $14.97

93 1611 $10.32
58 3857 $21.97
44 2270 $12.93
23 3266 $16.72
16 1890 $10.77

(6) $10.39 (6)

(3) $13.96 (4)

(7) $ 9.57 (7)

(1) $20.03 (1)

(4) $11.72 (5)

(2) $19.55 (2)

(5) $14.79 (3)

(1) Number of occasions per capita in July, 1976.

(2) July 1976 occaaions.

(3) Esclnatea based on data from the 1973 Montana State Outdoor Recreation Plan.

(4) Publicized sites offering facilities (including private).

(5) Participation ^ supply.

(6) Relative need indicator - the desirable regional distribution of $100 If the goal of management is to distribute

resources in proportion to the adequacy indicator.
'7) Expected distribution is derived from resident rate of use facilities under federal, state and private

proprietorship.

(6) Relative need indicator the desirable regional distribution of $100 if the goal of management is to

distribute resources in proportion to participation.





BOATING

This section considers the role of boating as a part
of the Montana outdoor recreation scene. Specifically,
river floating, sailing and motorboating are considered
(Tables I, II and III)

.

Much of Montana is abundantly supplied with waters
suitable for motorboating, sailing and floating. The
July, 1976, Summer Recreation Survey shows that, in terms of
popularity, motorboating is most important though both
river floating and sailing are gaining in importance
faster than the general population growth. Survey data
indicate that overall needs for attention to the boating
situation are greatest in Pish and Game Regions 5, 4,
and 1 respectively. Statewide, however, boaters are
facing increasing problems some of which are discussed
in the problems and strategies section below.

One of the more important issues that concerns all
water-related activities as well as boating is the problem
of recreational benefits gained and lost by the develop-
ment of water impoundment projects. Some impoundments
may be partially justified by the recreation opportunities
they can malte available, while others may in fact destroy
recreational resources of more value than they create.
It is very important then, especially where the many-
faceted activity of "boating" is concerned, to evaluate,
individually, realistically and impartially, all future
proposals for publicly owned, operated or financed
water impoundments.

Goal

of the Montana Fish and Game Department is

Manage through regulation, information, inter-
and intra-agency cooperation, site protection,
land acquisition and capital improvements for
present and future demand for boating activities
anticipated in Table II.
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It is assumed that the major responsibility for
managing boater activity will continue to rest with the
Montana Department of Fish and Game with financial
assistance from a number of funds and agencies.

The policies of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game should be to:

1) Scrutinize boating and recreation benefit/cost
ratios for proposed water impoundments to
assure that realistic values have been used
before assuming that such impoundments will
either benefit or harm such values.

2 ) Oppose the damming and/or draining of
navigable rivers on the basis that it is a
detriment to recreation in
general.

3) Evaluate each water impoundment proposal consistent
with "2" above individually on its own merits,
regardless of supposed similarities with others.

Expand existing sites.

Purchase and develop
new sites.

Limit use as appropriate
to the size of the
water body.

Encourage the develop-
ment of private
marinas where
appropriate.

Specific sites serving
boaters are periodically
overcrowded and some
lakes are overused.

(continued)



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

e. Design for intensive use

of selected sites.

f. Recogni2e and accept
periodic overcrowding.

g. Use site design to
limit use as appro-
priate to the size of
the water body.

h. Take no Action.

2. Limited riparian
access is a major
problem identified
by most water
oriented recreation
ists (July, 1976
survey) . _ ^

the personal property
tax on boats for the
boating program to
include access
acquisition.

c. Cooperate with federal,
state and local agencies
to develop all-weather
access roads to public
waters where soils or
other natural features
restrict access.

d. Pursue agreements with
Indian reservations for

public recreation access
to boatable waters

Explore and initiate the
use of recreation access
easements as an
alternative to fee
simple acquisition.
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ALTERNATE

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

e. Acquire right-of-ways
across private lands
to public lands border-
ing boatable waters.

f

.

Take no action.

3. Information supporting
river floating
activities is limited.

3. a. Increase planning and
management of the
State Recreational
Waterway System as
defined byA.R.M.
12-2.26{1)-S2610.

b. Publish standardized
floaters guides for
appropriate rivers as a

portion of planning the
State Recreation Water-
way System.

Initiate a project to
better quantify and
make known the supply
of accessible areas.

d. Take no action.

4. Users feel that some
floatable rivers are
crowded which affects
the quality of their
experience.

4. a.

b.

Limit use.

Publish information to
divert use to other
rivers.

Accept intensive use of
appropriate rivers and
limit use on others.

d. Prepare and use river
management plans to
assist in maintaining
experience levels.

Take no action.



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

5.d. Encourage and cooperate
with local efforts to
limit riparian
development.

b. Seek water reservations
to maintain in-stream
flows.

c. Seek easements to
protect the natural
quality of rivers.

d. Take no action.

6. a. Develop alternate
sources of acquisition
funds other than fishing
and hunting fees.

b. Recommend legislation
to earmark taxes and
registration fees on
all boats so the boating
program may include
site acquisition.

c. Take no action.

7. Water safety require- 7. a. Encourage legislation
ments and programs to extend registration
benefit all boaters requirements to all
but are currently vessels

.

paid for by motorboat
registration fees.

b. Encourage and expand
formal water safety
education.

c. Take no action.

6. Acquisition of
riparian access
cannot always be
justified on the
basis of fishing
or hunting values

5. Recreational use of some
floatable rivers is
endangered due to
riparian development and
water withdrawal.

PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE

9. User conflicts are
common at popular
water-oriented

Zone the use of rivers,
lakes and reservoirs
if necessary.

Recommend legislation
to set maximum
allowable noise levels
for all watercraft.

Increase educational
and enforcement efforts
by increasing warden-
recreationist contact.

Provide additional water
access where appropriate
to better distribute
users

.

Expand the use of buoys
as management tools.

Consider and minimize
user conflicts through
innovative site design.

Take no action.

9. The legal
"navigability" of
many rivers is
unknown, contri-
buting to difficult
relations between
landowners
and recreationists.

9. a.

b.

Establish, implement,
and enforce existing
laws and definition of
" navigable .

"

Acquire access easements
for specific types of
recreational uses where
appropriate

c. Seek a clear and useable
definition of
"navigable .

"

d. Provide public infor-
mation on navigability
and private property
rights.

(continued)



PROBLEMS

10. The boating potential 10
for Fort Peck
Reservoir remains
unrealized.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES
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Take no action.

Encourage Congress to
clarify recreation
management responsibilities
and objectives at Fort
Peck Reservoir.

Encourage Congress to
provide funds for
development and
maintenance of boater
facilities, including
access.

Seek appropriations from
State Legislature for
boater facilities.

Encourage and cooperate
with counties, other state
agencies, and appropriate
federal agencies to provide
all-weather access roads to
the reservoir periiaeter.

Take no action.



TABLE I

Boating - Current Conditions

RIVER FLOATING SAILING

Peurticipation Tbtal (2)

Rate (1) Peurticipaticn
Participation

Rate (1)

Ttotal (2)

Participation

OTHER (3)

Participation TCftal (2)

Rate (1) Participation

ItJtal

Participation Supply
All Boating{2) (4)

Adequacy
Indicator Relative Need

(S) Indicator (6)

State .2847 201,066 .0683 49,444 .7911 542,310 842,639 172 4,899
Amt ./ Priority

Rl .3339 48,383 . 1338 19,388 1.2544 181,769 249,540 62 4,025 $10.29 (3)
R2 .4192 29,572 . 1197 8,445 .8775 61,903 99,920 29 3,446 $ 8.81 (7)
R3 .4691 50,558 .0542 5,842 .5721 61,658 118,058 31 3,808 S 9.74 (4)
R4 .2033 36,531 .0669 11,991 . 9347 167,952 216,474 23 9,412 $24.07 (2)
R5 .2183 24,360 .0261 1,585 .5494 61,307 87,252 8 10,906 $27,89 (1)
R6 . 1039 6,790 .0182 1,189 .6266 40,955 48,934 13 3,764 $ 9.63 (5)
R7 .1579 4,691 . 0338 1,004 . 5644 16,766 22,461 6 3,744 S 9.57 (6)

TABLE II

F&G
Region

Total Boating
July, 1976

Particioation

July 1980
Participation

(11

Boating -

.7ulv 1985
Particioation

Future Conditi<

•lulv 1990
Participation

1976
Supply

(4)

1990
Adequacy
Indicator (5)

1990 (6)

Relative
Need
Indicator

1976 (6)

Relative
Need
Indicator

State 842,639 1,144,903 172 6,656
Amt. /Priority Amt./Priority

Rl 249,540 272,722 287,919 322,905 62 5,208 $ 9.88 (4) $10.29 (3)

R2 99,920 108,803 122,952 139,548 29 4,012 $ 9.13 (5) $ 8.81 (7)

R3 118,058 131,056 148,186 165,706 31 5,345 $10.14 13) $ 9.74 (4)

R4 216,474 249,097 278,494 309,082 23 13,436 $25.49 (2) $24.07 (2)

R5 87,252 98,368 111,639 125,363 8 15,670 $29.73 (1) $27.89 (1)

R6 48,934 53,969 57,977 61,006 13 4,692 $ 8.90 (6) $ 9.63 (5)

R7 22,461 20,749 20,999 21,293 6 3,549 $ 6.73 (7) $ 9.57 (6)

(1) Number of occasions per capita in July, 1976.
(2) July, 1976, occasions consumed within the region.
(3) Assumed to be largely motorboating.
(4) Publicized facilities offering services to boaters (including private).
(5) Participation 7 supply.
(6) Relative need indicator - the desirable regional allocation of $100 if the goal of management is to distribute

resources in proportion to the adequacy indicator.
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TABLE III

Relative importance of

Activity

1. Motorboating

2 . Floating

3. Sailing

several boating activities

Total Activity

= 70.28%

* 23.06%

5.07%



NON-URBAN SWIMMING

This section considers the role of beaches and
swimming in Montana (Tables I and II). Swimming related
activities are i"’portant summer activities particularly
among the younger portion of the population. The 1976
Recreational Survey of the Handicapped further indicates
that swimming has a great potential for serving the

severely handicapped, particularly develoomentally
disabled vouth.

Despite this interest and the fact that Montana's
water resources are fresh, clean and clear, developed
swimming beaches in Montana are rather limited. This
appears to result from fundamental difficulties with
beach development in Montana. Swimming seasons are short
and water temperatures are seldom in the comfortable
range. Responsible federal, state and local agencies
should base decisions to construct or expand beach
facilities on criteria which recognite these
environmental factors.

The 1976 Statewide Summer Recreation Survey shows
that Fish and Game Regions 4, 5 and 6 are particularly
high priority areas. On a local basis, expansion of
existing facilities rather than construction of new
facilities may be the most practical solution.
Certainly highest priority for new construction or
expansion of existing beach areas should be on multi-
use recreation sites close to population centers.

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game is to:

Provide for the foreseeable July
demand displayed in Table II for
beach swimming through resource
management to include regulation
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provision of information, inter-
and intra-agency cooperation, site
protection, land acquisition and
capital improvements.

It is anticipated that in achieving this goal
expansion of existing facilities will be preferred over
new development.' where appropriate and emphasis will be
on high density multi-use sites close to major
population centers

ALTERNATE
PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

1. The system of deciding
to develop beach
swimming areas could
be improved.

Establish minimum
environmental standards
to guide the decision
to establish beach
swimming areas.

Establish a minimum
criteria of "need" to
guide the decision to
establish beach
swimming areas.

Take no action.

2. There is
conflict
swimmers

evidence of
between
and boaters.

2. a. Expand efforts to
properly mark swimming
areas

.

b. Invest in additional
safety equipment and
enforcement personnel

.

Modify beach fronts to
accommodate use while
separating conflicting
users

.

d. Take no action.



PROBLEMS

3. Safe non-urban 3.

swimming opportunities
do not exist or are not
generally known to the
public.

4. The swimming season is 4.

shortened due to
climatic and water
conditions

.
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ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

List swimming
in information
literature as a major
attraction at sites
suitable and developed
for this activity-

suitable sites should
be developed for a safe
swimming opportunity.

An inventory of suit-
able sites should be
made with priorities
for development.

Take no action.

Consider heavy develop-
ment in areas of high
demand to create shallow
warm water lagoons where
water temperatures would
otherwise be uncomfort-
able .

Carefully consider all
site conditions before
encouraging development
of swimming facilities.

Take



TABLE

Non-Urban Swimming - Current Conditions

2S

FSG
Region

Participation
Rate (1) Total Participation Supply

Adequacy
Indicator (4)

Relative
Need Indicator (5)

State .7001
(2)

516,302
(3)

151 3,419
Amount/i'r]rSrTTy

R1 1.2125 103,305 52 1,987 $6.62 (7)
R2 .9366 106,117 35 3,032 $10,10 (5)
R3 . 4848 57,352 24 2,390 $7.96 (6)
R4 .7345 131,592 16 8,224 $27.38 (1)
R5 . 3821 50,953 9 5,661 $10.85 (2)
R6 .6069 43,454 9 4,820 $16.00 (3)
R7 .5075 23,529 6 3,922 $13.06 (4)

FiG July 1976
Re2io^^_^^art^ci^tio^

State 516,302
R1 103,305
R2 106,117
R3 57,352
R4 131,592
R5 50,953
R6 43,454
R7 23,529

TABLE II

Non-Urban Swimming - Future Conditions

July 1980
_Par^ic^atio^

112,902
115,551
63,666

151,423
57,444
47,925
21,736

July 1985 July 1990 Total
^articig^^^_^__Pa^ici£atio^^

119,193
130,577
71, 988

169,293
65,194
51,484
21,997

699,954
133,677
148,203
80,499
187,887
73,209
54,174
22,305

1976

151
52
35
24
16
9

9

6

1990(5)
1990(,)) Relative

Agequacy Need
Indicator Inclcator

1976 (5)
Relative
Need
Indicator

4,635
2,571 S6.46
4,234 $10.65
3,354 $8.43

11,743 $29.53
8,134 $20.45
6,019 $15.13
3,717 $9.35

(7) $6.62 (7)

(4) $10.10 (5)

(6) $7.96 (6)

(1) $27,30 (1)

(2) $18.85 (2)

(3) $16.00 (3)

(5) $13.06 (4)

ID Number of occasions per capita in February, 1977.
(2) February, 1977, occasions consumed within the region.
(3) Active areas providing downhill skiing.
(4) Participation 7 supply.
(5) Relative need indicator * the desirable regional allocation of $100 if the goal of management is to distribute resources

in proportion to the adequacy indicator.
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NON-MOTORIZED TRAIL ACTIVITIES
27

This section considers the non-motorized trail
type activities of backpacking, horseback riding and
several activities not necessarily dependent upon trails
per se— recreational use of horses, rural area
bicycling and walking. (See Tables 1 and II).

Overall, trail and trail type activities are exceed-
ingly iinportant to Montanans and may be expected to increase
significantly in the future. Table II presents future demand
projected on the basis of expected population growth. There
is evidence that the popularity of trail type activity is
growing faster than the population (Forest Recreation
Syr.iposium Proceedings, SONY College of Forestry, Syracuse,
New York, October 12-14, 1971, p, 116).

Based on U.S. Forest Service transportation systems
records it appears that Montana possesses an abundant
supply of trails. For example, in Broadwater county there
are 141.2 miles of trails. This amounts to 199 yards
per square mile of the county or 99 yards per resident.
If only the 62.1 miles of recreational trails are considered,
there are still 88 yards of trail per square mile of county
or 44 yards per resident. This compares very favorably
with the 100,000 miles of trails in the U.S. (BOR 1966)
which average about 50 yards per square mile, Alaska aside,
and less than 1 yard per citizen.

While this type of supply-demand analysis indicates
abundant supply, it hides other facts which indicate
that the supply is not so impressive. While over half
of all U.S. trail mileage is on National Forests, the
mileage of those trails has dropped over one-third since
1946 (Forest Recreation Symposium, 1971). Furthermore,
many of the remaining trails are relic fire protection
trails not designed for recreational use. Logpina
and resource extraction roads have replaced many
of these and have obliterated others or cut them into
undesirable and unmarked segments. Information on trail-

head facilities and trail conditions is also lacking and
few trails are linked to major population centers. Public
information concerning campgrounds indicates that only
108 serve as trailheads and only 37 serve as trailheads
for horses.

Montana's trails are unevenly distributed as well.
West of the continental divide Montana is abundantly
supplied with trails while they are noticably lacking
in the eastern two-thirds of the state. While many
national trail proposals transect Montana, the state is
not sufficiently close to the nation's population
centers to merit full development of these nationally
significant resources much less more mundane resources.

The July, 1976 State Sumner Recreation Survey also
indicates that there is considerable variation in regional
needs for different types of trails as well. With such
complications, it is exceedingly difficult to optimize
benefits to all trail users.

The Recreational Horse

Previous Montana State Outdoor Recreation Plans
have failed to identify the role of recreational horse
ownership in Montana. Tables I and II indicate the
considerable importance of the use of horses for
recreation. Also limited information from the 1973
Montana State Outdoor Recreation Plan indicates peak
horse use in the spring and fall rather than in July.
Despite the fact that horses are taxed as personal
property in Montana, there is virtually no reliable
data on the number or value of recreational horses in
Montana. Subjectively, a drive about the suburbs of any
urban areas suggests an importance which has yet to be
appreciated. A number of realtors have suggested that the
desire for recreational horse ownership is an important
variable explaining "urban to rural migration" and
consequent rural subdivision.



The future of recreational horse ownership in
Montana is uncertain, however. Horse owners have begun
to complain that rules on individual, group and
commercial horse use on public lands are difficult to
find, regionally inconsistent and differentially
enforced in the field. Recreational use of horses near
urban areas is threatened by urban and suburban devel-
opment and local planning which too frequently fails to
recognize open space and trail values of any type much
less those upon which recreational horse use is
dependent. These conditions point to a future where
recreational enjoyment of the horse will be
increasingly restricted to large public landholdings
or riding academies.

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game is to:

Provide for the current and future demand
displayed in Table II for non-motorized
trail activities through resource management
to include regulation, provision of
information, inter- and intra-agency
cooperation, site protection, land
acquisition and capital improvements.

In light of the suggested policies below, this
goal must be met by emphasizing regulation, information
provision and inter- and intra-agency cooperation above
site protection, land acquisition and capital improve-
ment. The main reason for these policies is that the
Montana Department of Fish and Game controls relatively
few resources amenable to trail-type developments in
comparison with other public land managing agencies.
While the Department will engage in capital development
of trail facilities where and when appropriate on Depart-
ment lands, most existing trails and the necessary
resources for trail development are already controlled
by, and consequently the responsibility of other
agencies (Table III).
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Policies

In light of this discussion, the policies of the
Montana Department of Fish and Game with respect to
non-motorized trail activities should be to:

1) Commend the U.S. Forest Service for its
excellent efforts in trail inventories
and transportation planning.

2) Recommend that the U.S. Forest Service set
priorities for trail maintenance,
proper maintenance levels be determined , and
adequate funds for a proper maintenance
program be requested.

3) Recommend that increased efforts be made to
provide the public with appropriate and up-
to-date information concerning trail
resources .

4) Recommend federal, state and local
cooperation in identifying and linking
established trailheads to urban areas. The
Department, where appropriate, may make LWCF
money available to local sponsors of such
trailheads

.

5) Encourage the development of recreational
trails, bikeways, bridle paths and walkways
in and near Montana's cities and towns.
The Department, where appropriate, may
make LWCF money available for such facilities.

6) Encourage implementation in Montana of the
federal bikeway programs specified in
Section 124, 07 Statute 262 and Section 119,
80 Statute 2288 by the Montana Highway Depart-
ment in accordance with its Bikeway Policy
Statement of January, 1974.



7) Reconunend federal, state and local
cooperation in the evaluation of trails
within the state for improving their
diversity, variety, recreational
quality and accessibility by respective
public agencies.

8) Encourage railroads and public recreation
agencies to cooperate in converting
abandoned railroad right-of-ways to
recreational trails in accordance with
Section 809 of the Railroad Revitalization
and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976 (PL 94-
210) and the Land and Water Conservation
Fund program.

PROBLEMS

1. The regional distri-
bution of trails
heavily favors Western
Montana

.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

l.a. Inventory potential
trail locations and
develop trails.

b. Encourage federal
agencies to inventory
and develop trails.

c. Encourage implementation,
development and manage-
ment of National
Recreation, Scenic and/
or Historic Trails in
Montana east of the
continental divide.

d. Ta)ce no action.

ALTERNATE 29
PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

2. Recreational trails, bike-
ways, bridle paths and
walkways are lacking near
urban areas.

2. a. Encourage cities and
counties to plan for
and submit LWCF pro-
jects providing these
facilities.

b. Encourage federal-
state cooperation in
identifying and
developing linking
trails

.

c. Encourage and assist
cities and counties
in utilizing and
developing utility
corridors and right-
of-ways for
recreational trail
uses

.

d. Take no action.

3. Public horseback riding
facilities are lacking
near urban areas.

3. a. Recommend legislation
to earmark a percent
of the personal
property tax on
horses for equestrian
facilities

.

b. Encourage cities and
counties to submit
LWCF projects which
provide equestrian
facilities

.

c. Encourage the U.S.
Forest Service to
develop and maintain
appropriate trails,
including clarifying
rules and developing
trailheads.

(continued)



ALTERNATE

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

d. Provide information to
equestrian groups on
sources of funds and
public agency
responsibilities for
providing horseback
riding facilities.

e. Take no action.

4. The supply of
recreational trails
by user type is not
adequately quantified.

4. a. Initiate a project to
better quantify and
describe trails by type
of use intended and
designed for.

b. Cooperate with the
U.S. Forest Service
to provide better
public information
on trail standards
and use.

Develop and publish a
standardized up-to-date
inventory of public
trails and trailhead
facilities.

d. Take no action.

5. Conflicts occur on
trails between
different types of
users.

5. a. Reduce conflicts by not
maintaining trails.
Let users maintain to
their own standards
based on their use of
the trail.

PROBLEMS

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Encourage land
managers to limit use
as appropriate to
reduce conflicts.

Encourage land
managers to develop
and to designate
trails for specific
user types.

Publish information
to encourage specific
uses of appropriate
trails.

Take no action.



TABLE I

Non-rootorized Trail Activities - Current Conditions

Backpacking

FiG Participation Total Participation Supply
Region Rate (1) (2)

State .3659 272,457

Rl .4931 51,968

R2 .6122 66,070

R3 .3927 55,232

R4 .2762 40,143

R5 .3702 43,107

R6 .0831 3,193

R7 .1504 4,844

108
27
27
20
21
7

3

3

Adequacy Relative Need
Indicator (5) Indicator (6)

Amount / triority
2,523
1,921 $10.50 (5)

2,447 $12.29 (4)

2,762 $15.10 (2)

2,293 $12.54 (3)

6,158 $33.67 (1)

1,064 $5.82 (7)

1,615 $8.83 (6)

Horseback

Rl
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

•jdinq - Trails

.1402

.1966

.2018

.1220

.1430

.1142

.0701

.0795

103,403 37

16,750 2

22,864 18

14,432 4

25,620 8

15,032 2

5,019 1

3,686 2

2,795
8,375 $20.89
1,270 $4.30
3,608 $12.45
3,203 $11.05
7,516 $25.93
5,019 $17.31
1,843 $6.36

( 1 )

(7)

(4)

(5)

(2)

(3)

(6)

footnotes at end of Table II
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TABLE I (Continued)

Horseback riding

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Other Than Trails

.2011

.2306

.1836

.2378

.1931

.1711

.2037

. 2146

150,254
19,647
20,825
28,132
34,595
22,521
14,585
9,949

(7)

Amount / Priority

$13.08 (5)

$13.86 (4)

$18.72 (2)

$23.02 (1)

$14.99 (3)

$9.71 (6)

$6.62 (7)

Bicycling

( 1 )
(3)

(7)

State .2260

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

.2522

. 3323

.2366

.1862

.1378

.2813

.2030

168,334

21,487
37,650
28,226
33,359
18,138
20,141
9,333

$12.76 (4)

$22.37 (1)

$16.77 (3)

$19.82 (2)

$10.78 (6)

$11.96 (5)

$5.54 (7)

footnotes at end of Table II



TABLE 1

Walking

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

( 1 ) (3)

.7484

.8498

.9923

.8765

. 7288

.5737

.5544

.4735

556,251
72,403

112,427
103,690
130,570
75,514
39,695
21,952

* footnotes at end of Table II
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(Continued)

(6)

$13.02 (5)

$ 20.21 ( 2 )

$18.64 (3)

$23.47 (1)

$13.56 (4)

$7.14 (6)
$3.95 (7)
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TABLE II

Non-motorized Trail Activities Future Conditions

Backpacking *

July 1976
‘pa^ion__^^

State 212. Ml
R1 51,968
R2 66,070
B3 55,232
R4 49,143
R5 43,107
R6 3,193
R7 4,944

July 1980
^a^icigati^^

July 1985
Par^cigat^n^

56,867
71,944
61,313
55, 399
48,599
3,522
4,475

59,847
91,299
69,327
61,936
55,155
3,783
4,529

July 1990
^articigatioi^

376,162
67,117
92,273
77,524
68,739
61,936
3,981
4,529

1976
Supply

108
27
27
20
21
7

3

3

1990
Adequacy
Indicator

3,483
2,486
3,419
3,976
3,273
9, 948
1,327
1,531

1990 (6)

Relative
Need
Indicator

$10.04 (5)
$13.81 (3)

$15.65 (2)
$13.22 (4)

$35.74 (1)

$5.36 (7)
$6.18 (6)

1976 (6)
Relative
Need
Indicator

$10.50 (5)
$12.29 (4)

$15.10 (2)
$12.54 (3)

$33.67 (1)

$5.82 (7)
$8.83 (6)

Amt./Priority Amt./T^ority

Horseback riding - Trails *

State 103,403
R1 16,750
R2 22,864
R3 14,432
R4 25,620
R5 15,032
R6 5,019
R7 3,686

19,306
24,897
16,021
29.491
16,947
5,335
3,573

19,326
28,134
18,115
32,960
19,233
5,947
3,634

141,965
21,674
31,932
20,257
36,580
21,599
6,257
3,667

37
2

18
4

2

1

2

3,837
10,837 $26.34
1,774 $4.31
5,064 $12.31
4,572 $11.11

10,799 $26.25
6,257 $15.21
1,834 $4.46

(1) $28.89 (1)

(7) $4.39 (7)

(4) $12.45 (4)

(5) $11.05 {5)

(2) $25.93 (2)

(3) $17.31 (3)

(6) $6.36 {6}

footnotes at end of Table II



TABLE II (Continued)

riding - Other Than Trails (4) 1990 (5)
1990

Relat:
(6) 1976 (6)

Relative

n

July 1976
( 1 )

July 1980
Participation

July 1985
Participation

July 1990
Participation

1976
Supply Indicator Indie ator Indicator

state
Rl
R2

R3
R4

R5

R6

150,254
19,647
20,825
28,132
34,595
22,521
14,585
9.949

21,472
22,676
31.229
39,808
25,390
16,086
9,191

22,669
25,625
35,311
44,506
28,816
17,280
9,301

201,224
25,423
26,948
39,486
49,394
32,358
18,183
9,432

:

$12.63 (5) $13.08 (5)

$13.39 (4) $13.86 (4)

$19.62 (2) $18.72 (2)

$24.55 (1) 523.02 (1)

$16.08 (3) $14.99 (3)

$9.04 (6) $9.71 (6)

$4.69 (7) $6.62 (7)

Bicycling

State
R1
R2
R3
W
R5
R6

R7

168,334
21,487
37,650
28,226
33,359
18,138
20,141
9,333

23,483
40,997
31,334
36,386
20,449
22,214
8,622

24,792
46,328
35,429
42,916
23,208
23,863
8,725

227,653
27,804
52,582
39,618
47,630
26,061
25,110
0,846

S12.21 (4)

S23.10 (1)

S17.40 (3)

$20.92 (2)

$11.45 (5)

$11.03 (6)

$3.89 (7)

$12.76 (4)

$22.37 (1)

$16.77 (3)

$19.82 (2)

$10.78 (6)

$11.96 (5)

$5.54 (7)

Walking

Rl

R2

R3
R4

R5

R6

R7

556,251
72,403

U2,427
103,690
130,570
75,514
39,695
21,952

84,594
122,421

U5,106
150,247
85,134
43,780
20,279

(1) Number of occasions per capita in July, 1976

(2) July, 1976, occasions comsumed within the

(3) July?''i976, occasions produced within the

region.
(4) Publicized trailheads.

(5) Participation r supply.

(6)

(7)

89,308
150.646
130,152
167,978
96,620
47.031
20,523

782,405
100,159
170,982
145,539
186,428
108,499
49,986
20,810

Relative need indicator -

if the goal of management

the adeguacv indicator

.

Relative need indicator =

if the goal of management

participation.

the

the

$12.80 (5)

$21.85 (2)

$18,60 (3)

$23.83 (1)

$13.87 (4)

$6.39 (6)

$2.66 (7)

$13.02 (5)

$20.21 (2)

$18.60 (3)

$23.47 (1)

$13.58 ( 4 )

$7.14 (6)

$3.95 (7)

ie.irable regional alatribution of SlOO

desirable re

to distribute
gtonal distribution of 5100

resources in proportion to
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TABLE III

Relative Importance of Several Trail Activities, 1976

Activity Relative Participation Dominant Rtsponsibility

1. walking - non urban - 44.48% Federal, State, Local

2. Backpacking

3. Bicycling - non urban

4. Horseback - other than
trails

5. Horseback - trail

- 21.78%

- 13.46%

- 12.01%

8.27%

Federal

State Highway Department, Local

Local, Private

Federal, Private

100%



OFP-HIGHWAY VEHICLE RECREATION

This section analyzes the current and future role of
off-highway vehicle recreation in Montana. The term of
'fcff-highway vehicle" or OHV best describes this type of
recreation because the predominant use of these motorized
vehicles takes place on established dirt roads, jeep
trails and other trails off of paved roads. This definition
also encompasses "off-road vehicle" or ORV recreation which
takes place off of paved, dirt or other roads or trails.
Specifically addressed in this section are four-wheel drive
vehicles and motorcycles-

Off-highway vehicle recreation including the use of

off-road vehicles is possibly one of the most extensive
recreational activities taking place on our public lands
today and all indications are that it will continue to
grow at an increasingly rapid rate. However, it is

also the most emotional, subjective, and misunderstood
of all activities. It has been the subject of much con-
troversy charged with opinions and supported with few
facts. A simple answer for the OHV opponent is to ban
the vehicles everywhere; while many OHV enthusiasts
believe that all public lands should be open for their use.

This section attempts to provide a better under-
standing of the situation and to suggest alternatives
which the Montana Department of Fish and Gcune might pursue
to better carry out its responsibility to provide safe,
accessible, high quality outdoor recreation experiences.

There are basically three recreational uses for these
vehicles: {!) exhilaration and excitement derived from
the 'physical handling of the equipment, (2) participation
in competitive events, and (3) use of the vehicles as a
means of transportation to see and experience the out-of-
doors, usually on established paths or corridors. It is
also known that many OHV users are younger adults. For
example, a 1970 Gallup poll showed that the median age
of all motorcycle owners was 24 years and over a third

had not yet graduated from high school. Furthermore,
statewide surveys in Montana in 1971 indicate that
recreation use of OHVs peaks in the spring and fall
when many other outdoor recreational activities are
tapering off.

OHV use has its beneficial and adverse
impacts. The benefits are obvious to millions of
participants. So obvious, unfortunately, that too
little effort has been made to gather factual support for
the sport rather than philosophy.

On the other hand, most complaints by opponents are
easily communicated to non-users since they are based
on such recognizable impacts as noise and soil erosion.
Noise is the most irritating and most complained
about impact. Potential soil erosion is also a concern.
While individual vehicles may do only a little damage,
the cumulative effect of many may be large and not
easily calculated. The resulting siltation of water
courses is also a concern. Other negative aspects m^ include
poaching, dust created by much activity, and the
careless use of OHVs leading to vandalism, littering,
wildlife harassment, the destruction of cultural resources,
and danger to the user.

All this points to a need for proper planning and
management for OHVs. There is a greater need for
communication, cooperation and coordination between
federal, state, other land managing entities and user
groups. One means of effecting this coordination can be
through the use of the federal "off-road vehicle plans"
as required by Executive Order 11644 of February 8, 1972.
Provisions for approved roads and trails should be made,
possibly consisting of zoned networks of established roads
and trails which are buffered and separated from other
incompatible recreational uses. Possibilities include



unused farm, logging or mining roads, abandoned railroad
right-of-ways, utility corridors and fire lanes.

The major need is for suitable riding areas close to
population centers where participants can expend their
energies without interfering with others.

Goal

It is recognized that off-highway recreational
vehicles provide a legitimate form of recreation which
presents both problems and opportunities. Consequently,
the goal of the Montana Department of Fish and Game is
to

:

Manage through regulation, information, inter-
and intra-agency cooperation, site protection,
land acquisition and capital improvements for
the present and future July demand for off-
highway vehicle recreation displayed on
Tables I and II and associated spring and fall
participation peaks.

For the foreseeable future, the management emphasis
is expected to be on regulation, information, inter- and
intra-agency cooperation and site protection, with possible
future emphasis on land acquisition and capital
improvements. The use of LWCF monies by local govern-
ments to acquire land and provide facilities for off-
highway vehicles is and will continue to be encouraged.

Policies

The policies of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game should be to:

1) Cooperate with federal agencies when
planning for off-highway vehicles.

2) Recognize that the major responsibility
for managing public land for off-highway
vehicles rests with the federal government.
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3) Identify and mark appropriate roads and
trails on Department lands as to their
suitability for off-highway vehicle
recreation.

PROBLEMS

1. Federal and state funds
are inadequate for a

viable off-highway
vehicle management
program.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

l.a. Seek legislation ear-
marking a portion of
the federal and state
fuel and/or property
taxes for management
of recreational
vehicles

.

b. Seek legislation to
tax recreational
vehicles at time of
purchase and/or
registration for
recreational manage-
ment programs.

c. Seek legislation to
tax recreational
vehicles at the point
of production or
import and add this
to the LWCF.

d. Seek cooperative agree-
ments with other
appropriate agencies
where such agreements
can make better use
of limited off-highway
management funds.

Take :tion .



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE

2. Off-road vehicular 2. a. As necessary zone
recreation is a selected areas for
consumer of land appropriate off-
resources, and as a highway vehicle use.
result adverse impacts

b. Close appropriate public

easily result from
off-highway activities.

lands to off-road
vehicles

.

c. Where appropriate limit
vehicles to established
roads only.

d. Provide "play areas."

e. Take no action.

3. Vehicular recreationists 3. a. Provide information and
are unaware of the education programs.
effects of their
activities upon others. b. Encourage user organ-

izations to educate
vehicle users.

c. Take no action

4. There is a lack of 4. a. Seek federal and state
uniformity in off- laws and regulations
highway vehicle which are uniform and
regulations which is comprehensible

.

causing confusion
among off-highway b. Coordinate with user

groups in determining

administrative agencies. laws which should be
changed.

c. Take no action.
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ALTERNATE
PROBLEMS STRATF.CTR.*?

S. Some public lands are 5. a.
oversupplied with
vehicular access and some
are undersupplied.

^

Enhance and accelerate
federal transportation
planning

.

Close roads where
appropriate.

State and/or federal
agencies purchase and
develop access where
appropriate.

d. Take no action.

6. OHV's may be excessively 6. a.

noisy, creating adverse
impacts on operators,
other recreationists, .

and wildlife.

Provide information and
education program for
operators.

Zone use of OHV's.

Provide play areas.

d. Establish and enforce
maximum noise standards
for all OHV's.

Cooperate with
appropriate federal, state
and local agencies in
establishing and
enforcing maximum noise
standards

.

f

.

Take no action.



TABLE I
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Off-hiqhway Vehicle Recreation- Current Conditions

4-wheel driving

F&G
Region

Participation
Rate (1)

Total
Participation (2) SuoDlv

Adequacy
Indicator

Relative
Need Indicator (3)

State .4650 346,796 _ _
Amount / Priority

R1 .4164 35,477 - - $10.23 (5)

R2 .6998 79,287 - - $22.86 (1)

R3 .6616 78,267 - - $22.57 (2)

R4 .4078 73,061 - - $21.07 (3)

R5 . 3421 45,030 - - $12,98 (4)

R6 .3003 21,501 - - $6.20 (6)

R7 . 3057 14,173 - - $4.09 (7)

Motorcycling
(1) (2) (3)

State .4159 308,768 _ _

R1 .5043 42,966 - - $13.92 (4)
R2 .6181 70,031 - - $22.68 (1)
R3 .4932 58,346 - - $18.90 (3)
R4 . 3625 64,945 - - $21.03 (2)
R5 .2303 30,314 - - $9.82 (5)
R6 . 3639 26,055 - - $8.44 (6)
R7 . 3475 16,111 - - $5.22 (7)

(1) Nujnber of occasions per capita in July, 1976.
(2) July, 1976, occasions produced within the region.
(3) Relative need indicator = the desirable regional allocation of $100 if the goal of management is to

distribute resources in proportion to participation.



TABLE II

Off-highway Vehicle Recreation - Future Conditions

4-wheel driving

F&G July 1976 (1) July 1980 July 1985 July 1990 Adequacy Need Need
Region Participation Participation Participation Participation Supply Indicator Indicat Indicator

State 346,796 475,751 - _ Amt./a-iority Amt./Priority

R1 35,477 38,773 40,933 45,907 - - $9.65 (5) $10.23 (5)

R2 79,287 86,336 97,563 110,732 - - $23.28 (1) $22.86 (1)

R3 78,267 86,884 98,241 109,856 - - $23.09 (2) $22.57 (2)

R4 73.061 84,071 93,993 104,316 - - $21.93 (3) $21.07 (3)

R5 45,030 50, 767 57,616 64,699 - - $13.60 (4) $12.98 (4)

R6 21,501 23,713 25,474 26,805 - - $5.63 (6) $6.20 (6)

R7 14 , 173 13,093 13,250 13,436 $2.82 (7) $4.09 (7)

Motorcycling
(1) (2) (2)

308,768 419,336 _ -

42,966 46,958 49,574 55,598 - - $13.26 (4) $13.92 (4)

76,257 86,173 97,805 - - $23.32 (1) $22.68 (1)

58,346 64,770 73,236 81,894 - - $19,53 (3) $18,90 (3)

64,945 74,732 83,552 92,728 - - $22.11 (2) $21.03 (2)

30,314 34,176 38,787 43,555 - - $10.39 (5) $9.82 (5)

26,055 28,736 30,870 32,483 - - $7.75 {6) $8.44 (6)

R7 16,111 14,883 15,062 15,273 $3.64 (7) $5.22 (7)

(1) July, 1976, occasions produced within the region.
(2) Relative need indicator = the desirable regional allocation of SlOO if the goal of management is

to distribute resources in proportion to oarticipation.





SITE ORIENTED WINTER ACTIVITIES

This section considers the role of site oriented
winter recreation, particularly ice skating on natural
water bodies, ice skating on man-made rinks and
sledding, tobogganing and tubing (Tables I & II).

Montana is abundantly supplied with winter, a
winter which is often cold and dry but nevertheless
can be exciting and exhilarating. Certainly, the avail-
ability of winter sports and outdoor recreation
activities contributes to a pleasing and exhilarating
winter experience. Under these conditions, it would
be thought that Montana communities would possess a

wide variety of site-oriented winter sports facilities.
Such is not necessarily the case in part because
financially hard pressed communities have not been
inclined to invest in winter recreational facilities
and in part because winter recreational facilities
are difficult to manage due to the extreme variability
of Montana's winter weather.

For the foreseeable future, however, the major
responsibility for the supply and management of site
oriented winter recreation facilities will rest with
Montana's local governments. With this in mind the
Department of Fish and Game, in awarding LWCF monies to

local governments should give priority to projects which
provide for multi-seasonal use either by the inherent
nature of the project or through innovative management and
progrartiming.

While major responsibility for site oriented winter
recreation may rest with local government, all agencies,
the Department of Fish and Geutie included, should seek to

manage their recreation areas so that, within reason, "off-
season" uses are maximized. This is not as easily done as
said. The Montana state park system evolved from a concern with

the economic benefit provided from tourism and only
recently has the park system begun to be viewed as a
social service which enhances the day to day quality
of life in Montana. Concern with tourism placed
emphasis on traditional "summer" activities so that
funding for all-season programs close to where people
live is currently weak at best. Managers are also
inexperienced at providing for winter activities with
the resources controlled by the state park system.

Nonetheless, park system resources should be
reviewed for their ability to provide for winter recreation.
Minor investment and experimentation within the limits
of current funding may be all that is required to
manage these resources for winter recreation. Such
activity might include snow removal and ice clearing at
popular state park system sites near urban areas. Such
experiments, however, should be carefully monitored
with respect to costs and benefits. No site should
be acquired with the intent of providing specifically
for winter recreation until considerably more experience
has been gained in the management of resources for winter
recreation .

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and Game is

to:

Manage through regulation, information,
inter- and intra-agency cooperation,
site protection, land acquisition, and
capital improvements for current and
future demand for site oriented winter
recreation.

Initially it is expected that this goal will be achieved
through regulation, information provision, LWCF Grant



Administration and inter- and intra-agency cooperation.
Site enhancement and protection possibly will become more
important as experience is gained and funds become
available.

Policies

The policies of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game should be to:

1) Manage the allocation of LWCF monies to
local governments so that projects maximize
multi-seasonal use.

2) Review existing state park system sites for the
ability to provide winter recreation and
simultaneously begin experimentation within
the limits of current funds in managing
these resources to provide winter
recreation opportunities.

3) Carefully review all experiments conducted
under 2) above for costs, benefits and the
adequacy of management techniques.

4) Seek adequate funding for winter recreation
management as 3] above is accomplished.

5) Avoid acquisition of sites on the basis of
providing winter recreation as the
major output until 4) above is accomplished.

PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

•re is a lack of areas
1 facilities for site
.ented winter activitie
and adjacent to urban

l.a. Encourage communities to
plan for and submit LWCF
projects to provide
areas and facilities.

b. Encourage communities to
consider these winter
activities in park and
open space master
planning efforts.

Provide maintenance
funds for these
activities on Department
lands near urban areas
if compatible with
primary management
objectives.

d. Develop technical
assistance capacity and
make it available to
local governments.

e. Take no action.

2. Popular fishing access
sites near urban areas
have not been adequately
developed or maintained to
enhance their use for
other compatible
recreational activities
during winter.

2. a. Provide multiple use
facilities such as
warming huts at popular
fishing access sites
near urban areas.

b. Provide for snow removal
in selected areas at
popular fishing access
sites near urban areas.

Take act;



PROBLEMS

3. Lack of snow and 3. a. Encourage communities to
frequent Chinook type
conditions limit the
use season for these
activities in urban
areas.

take advantage of natural
features {frost pockets,
north facing hills, etc.)
when planning for winter
activities

,

b. Encourage communities to
acquire or lease and
maintain sites which maximize
winter recreation opportunity.

c. Encourage communities to
submit LWCF projects for
sheltered ice rinks.

d. Develop technical
assistance capacity and make it
available to local governments.

e. Take no action.

4. Criteria for selection 4. a.
and design of winter

Initiate a study of
selection and design
concepts to developrecreation sites

lacking or poorly
communicated.

standards adaptable to
local situations

b. Take action

.



TABLE I

if.

Site Oriented Winter Activities - Current Conditions

Ice Skating on Natural VJater Bodies *

F&G
Region

February
Participacion

Rate (1)

Total
Participation

(2)

Supply
Adequacy
Indicator

Relative
Need Indicator

(3)

State
R1

. 1555

. 3531
115,964
30,004

Amt. / Priority

$25.94 (1)
R2 .1567 17,754 - - $15.31 13)
R3 . 1120 13,250 - - $11.43 15)
R4 .1141 20,442 - _ $17,63 12)
R5 .0707 10,491 - _

$ 9.05 16)
R6 .2320 16,611 - $14,32 (4)
R7 . 1712 7,332 - - $ 6.32 (.7)

Ice Skating

FSG
Region

on Man Made

February
Participation

Rate (1)

Rinks *

February Total
Participation

(2)

Supply Adequacy
Indicator

Relative
Need Indicator

(3)

Amt . / Priority

State 154,276 .

R1 .2062 17,568 - - $11.39 (6)
R2 .203S 23,090 - _ $14.97 (3)
R3 . 3249 38,436 - - $24.91 (1)
R4 .1673 29,973 - - $19.40 12)
RS .1516 19,981 - - $12.95 14)
R6 .2707 19,382 - - $12,56 15)
R7 .1261 5,846 - - $ 3.79 17)

footnotes at end of Table I



TABLE I (Continued)

Sledding, Tobogganing, Tubing

FkC
Region Participation

Rate (1)

Total
Participation

(2)

Supply
Adequacy
Indicator

Relative
Need Indicator

(3)

State
R1

.3532

.4399
263,357
37,479

Amt. / Priority

$14.23 (3j
R2 .4357 49,365 - - $18.74 (2)

R3 . 3137 37,111 - - $14.09 14)

R4 .3156 56,542 - - $21.47 ll)

R5 . 2513 33,078 - - $12.56 (5J

R6 . 3923 28,089 - - $10.67 t6)

R7 . 4679 21,693 - - $ 8.24 (7)

(1) Number of occasions per capita id February, 1977,
(2) February, 1977, occasion produced within the region.
(3) Relative need indicator = the desirable regional allocation

resources in proportion to participatim.
of $100 if the goal of management to distribute



Ice SKating

F&G
Region

,
Natural iratcr Bodies

February 1977 (1) February 1980 February 1985 February 1990

Partici£a^^^_^^^_^a^^i^ig*tio^^___^artici£atio^_^_^articipatio^

ly90 12) 197/ (2)

Relative Need Relative Need
Indicator Indicator

Lority Amt. / Priorit

115,964
30,084
17,754
13,250
20,442
10,491
16,611

32,879
19,332
14,709
23,523
11,828
18,320
6,774

35,711
21,646
16,631
26,299
13,423
19,681
6,855

154,243
38,929
24,795
18,598
29,187
15,074
20,709
6,951

Amt . /

S25.24
Sl6 . 08
$12.06
$18.92
S 9.77
$13,43
$ 4.31

U) $25.94
$15.31
$11.43
$l/.63
5 9.05
$14,32
6 6.32

ll)

Ice S)

F&G
Reqior

;ating on Man Made
February 1977

1 Participation

Rin)(8

(1) February 1980
Participation

February 1985
Participation

February 1990
Participation

1S90
Kelarive
Indicator

(2)
Need

1977
Relative
Indicate

(2)

Need

Amt. / Pr.’ onty Amt. / Priority

190,139
19,200 20,270 22,733 $11.96 16) 16)

25,143 28,413 32,248 $16.96 13) $14.97 l3)

42,667 4/, 295 53,948 $28.37 (1) $24.91 ll)

29, 973 34 ,490 38,560 42,795 $22.51 12) $19.40 (2)

19,981 22,527 25,566 28,709 $lb.lU (4) $12.95 (4)

19.382 21,376 22,964 24,164 $12.71 15) $12.56 15)

R7 5,846 5,401 5,465 5,542 $ 2.91 (7) $ 3.79 (7)

Sleddi ng. Tobogganing, Tubing 1990 (2) 1977 (2)

F&G February 1977 (1) February 1980 February 1985 February 1990 Relative Need Relative Need

Reqion Participation Participation Participation Participation Indicator
Amt. / Priority Amt. / Piriority

State 263,357
R1 37,479 40,961
R2 49,365 53,753
R3 37,111 41,197
B4 56,542 65, 063
R5 33,078 37,292
R6 28,089 30,979
R7 21,693 20,040

43,244
60,743
46,581
72,74?
42,323
33,279
20,281

353,370
48,498
68,943
52,089
80,731
47,526
35,018
20,565

$13.72 (4)

$19.51 U)
$14.74 (3)

$22.85 ll)

$13.45 C5)

$ 9.91 l6)

$ 5.82. 17)

$14.23 C3J

$18.74 12)

$14.04 14)

$21.47 ll)

$12.56 15)

$10.67 l6)

$ 8.24 (7)
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(1) February, 1977, occasions produced within the region.

(2) Relative need indicator = the desirable regional allocation

resources in proportion to participation.
of $100 if the goal of management to distribute



DOWNHILL SKIING

This section considers the role of downhill skiing
in Montana's recreational complex. Considerable care
and sensitivity must accompany efforts to accommodate
these recreationists while preserving natural and cultural
amenities. Being specifically charged with both the task
of providing outdoor recreation opportunities and super-
vising the state’s fish and wildlife, the Montana Depart-
ment of Fish and Game must approach planning for downhill
skiing in the harsh light of reality. Developments
associated with downhill skiing often include major on-
site real estate developments, along with sprawling spin-
off developments adversely affecting fish and wildlife
habitat. At the same time recreation use at such facil-
ities is substantial. The question remains, how much
value do Montanans place on natural amenities as opposed
to developments for recreation which may adversely affect
those amenities? consequently, planning for this activity
must be both sensitive and cautious.

Skiing has been thought of as an "elitist" activity
by some. This fact, combined with the high cost of
developing ski facilities, has led the recreation manager
to the conclusion that development of downhill skiing is
properly the exclusive responsibility of the private
sector. In this section the "elitist" theory as well as
the responsibility of the private sector is evaluated.

The February, 1977, Statewide Winter Recreation
Survey demonstrated that the downhill skier both spent more
and was willing to travel further per outing than other
winter recreationists surveyed. The 399,985 February
activity occasions (Table I) point out the popularity of
the sport. Also, the average expense of S40.70 per day and
the average willingness to travel a distance of 93.39 miles
per one day trip and 197.24 miles per two day trip, while
greater than for other winter activities, is probably
comparable to many summer activities. The facts point
out that downhill skiing is participated in by a wide
segment of society.
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The elitist image of the downhill skier has fostered
as well an image of the ski resort with elaborate
facilities. There is certainly a market for such resorts
which can only be met by the private sector but there is
little to suggest that the Montana skier is routinely
interested in such resorts or that these resorts are
economically feasible when dependent upon the Montana
population alont.

The economic benefits of spin-off real estate devel-
opments associated with ski resorts, coupled with
Montana's magnificent landscape, tends to make resort
promoters prematurely optimistic. Conversely, ski devel-
opments may pose a threat to some of Montana's natural
amenities - particularly, fish and wildlife.

Montana ski resorts are competing on national and
international markets from a fairly isolated location
against well established resorts with established
transportation networks closer to major population centers.
This, coupled with the fact that almost any substantial
resort development is certain to encounter careful
scrutiny by environmentalists, suggests that expansion
of the ski resort industry in Montana must be undertaken
with great care and forethought. This is not to say,
however, that ski resorts do not have their place in
Montana’s economy and environment. However, a joint
public-private feasibility study of ski resort market-
ability and environmental acceptability is probably
wise before investment is undertaken.

Between the enthusiastic resort user and the skier
who is willing to settle for any hill with snow on it is
the skier (probably the majority of Montanans) looking
for a decent, inexpensive slope close to home. Serving
this skier has been viewed as the exclusive domain of
the private sector. Development, however, of even
modest ski areas is a capital intensive land use and
with uncertain snow conditions this business is



speculative and risky. It is precisely in this area that

the relationship of the public and the private sector needs

considerable scrutiny. Many possibilities exist whereby

the public sector could enhance skiing opportunities,

possibly while enhancing other winter and summer

activities and at the same time insuring greater stability

within the ski industry. Analysis of these possibilities

could be included within a review of the marketability

and environmental acceptability of the ski industry.

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and Game

Manage through regulation, information, inter-
and intra-agency cooperation, site protection,
land acquisition and capital improvements
for the current and future demand for
downhill skiing anticipated in Table II.

Site protection may include protecting specific sites

for development, and when necessary, from development. The

policies below assume that this goal will be met largely

through inter- and intra-agency cooperation.

Policies

In light of the above discussion, the policies of the

Montana Department of Fish and Game should be to:

1) Encourage closer working relations
between the public and private sector
in providing skiing opportunities,
with the U.S. Forest Service assumed to

be the major public agency responsible
for development of this relationship.

2) Encourage and participate in a joint
public-private analysis of the
marketability, environmental accept-
ability, and environmental impacts of
spin-off developments associated with
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the ski industry. A semi-independent
organization with advanced capability
in economic analysis should assume
leadership responsibility for the
analysis.

3) Define when 2), above, is completed the
role of the Department of Fish and Game
towards the enhancement of downhill
skiing opportunities.

4) Avoid until 3), above, is completed the
commitment of public
enhancement of downh;

PROBLEMS

1. Lack of dependable snow
conditions restricts
private investment in ski
facilities to areas far
from population centers.

resources to the
.11 ski resources.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

l.a. Provide LWCF grants
to local govern-
ments for ski
facilities

.

b. Encourage commun-
ities to consider
low cost mass
transit systems to
popular ski areas.

c. Acquire and develop
State Recreation
Areas for skiing
near population
centers where snow
is sufficient and
private investment
is not feasible.

Take action

.



PROBLEMS

2. Federal and state
safety and operating
requirements are in
need of evaluation
for their adequacy,
usefulness, and
enforceability.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

2. a. Encourage the U.S.
Forest Service and
the state of Montana
to evaluate safety
regulations

.

b. Encourage exploration
of state subsidization
of costs of meeting
state requirements by
small operators.

c. Encourage Congress
to subsidize the cost
of meeting federal
requirements by small
operators

.

d. Take no action.

3. The national market- 3.

a

ability of Montana
ski resorts is
uncertain

.

Encourage a study by a

semi- independent
organization of the
marketability and environ-
mental feasibility of Montana
ski resorts to non-residents.

b. Encourage appropriate agencies
and organization to increase
national advertising efforts
to promote existing Montana
ski resorts.

Take action.
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There is a lack of 4. a. Develop a state-
coordination wide policy on

between ski resort ski area develop-
owners/developers and
public agencies with

ments .

recreation responsi- b. Encourage public
bilities. agencies to

develop facilities
for other winter
activities at or
near popular ski
areas

.

c. Take no action.

5. Ski resort development
can be disruptive to
the environment,
particularly fish and
wildlife.

impacts

.

b. Seek methods to
control and direct
spin-off
developments

.

c. Monitor ski area
development proposals
to insure that
information is avail-
able on a timely basis
regarding fish, wild-
life and other values.

d. Couple methods of
control ing and direct-
ing spin-off develop-
ments with the grant-
ing of required permits

or other government
participation.

e. Take no action.

5. a. Work closely with
resort owners/
developers and
public land managing
agencies to minimize
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TABLE I

Downhill Skiing - Current Conditions

Ri
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Participation Total Participation
Rate (1) (2)

.5365 399,985

.5120 75,402

.4193 42,b36

.B739 141,161

.5913 92,129

.4346 39,149

.2000 4,836

.2432 1,672

Supply
(3)

Adequacy
Indicator (4)

Relative
Indicator

Need
(5)

26 15,384

Amount / Priority

4 18,851 $21.92 (2)
5 8,527 S 9.91 (5)

10 14,116 $16,41 (4)
5 18,426 $21.42 (3)
2 19,575 $22.76 (1>
1 4,836 $ 5.62 16)
1 1,672 $ 1.94 (7)

FiG
Region February 1977
^^_^__^^a^ic^ation

February 1980
_^artici^tion

TABLE II

Downhill Skiing - Future Conditions

February 1985 February 1990 1977
Participation Participation Supply (j)

(5) (5)

1990 1977
1990 (4) Relative Relative

Adequacy Need Need
Indicator Indicator Indicator

State 399,985
Rl 75,402 82,408
R2 42,63b 46,42b
R3 141,161 196,703
R4 92,129 106,012
R5 39,149 44,137
R6 4,836 5,334
R7 1,672 1,545

86,999
52,464

177,185
118,524
50,091
5,730
1,563

Amt. /Priority Amt. / Priority

550,654 26
97,570 4

59,545 5

198,134 10
131,542 5

56,249 2

6,029 0
1,585 0

21,179
24,392 $20.64
11,909 $J0.08
19,813 $16.72
26,308 $22.26
28,124 $23.80
6,029 $ 5.10
1,585 $ 1.34

(3) $21.92 (2)

(5) $ 9.91 (5)

(4) $16.41 (4)

12} $21.42 (3)

11) $22.76 (1)
16) $ 5.62 (6)
{7> $ 1.94 (7)

a)
C^)

0 )

(4)

S)

Number of occasions per capita in February, 1977
February, 1977, occasions consumed within the region
Active areas providing downhill skiing
Participation supply
Relative need indicator the desirable regional allocation of $100 if the goal of management
in proportion to the adequacy indicator.

is to distribute resources



WINTER

This section considers the role of non-motorized
winter trail activities as a part of Montana's recreational
complex through a detailed analysis of cross-country skiing
and snowshoeing (Tables I and II).

Recent years have witnessed a substantial increase in
interest in winter trail activities such as cross-country
skiing and snowshoeing. Projected participation rates
(Table II) must therefore be viewed as speculative. The
increased interest may be attributed to:

1) Increased availability of a wide variety
of equipment.

2) Increased public interest in maintaining
health through year-around lifetime
sports activities.

3) Increased interest in and appreciation of
the environment and natural phenomena.

4) A search for simple, environmentally
acceptable and relatively inexpensive
recreational activities.

These activities must be regarded as permanent aspects
of Montana's outdoor recreation complex.

The February, 1977, Statewide Winter Recreation Survey
indicates that cross-country skiers (and generally other
winter trail users as well) prefer short outings of two days
or less (95.77% of the trips) with family or friends (89.43%
of the trips) in natural undeveloped areas (67.49% of the
trips). Indeed, cross-country skiers are willing to travel
a considerable distance to find these natural areas. The
winter 1977 estimate of willingness to travel in order to
participate in in cross-country skiing averaged
51 miles per one day trip and 128 miles

ACTIVITIES

per two day trip. This estimate points to the fact that
if energy conservation is to be practiced, resources for
winter trail users as for other outdoor recreation
activities should be located as close as possible to
population centers.

Though the survey shows that cross-country skiers
prefer natural areas, concern for the safety and
enjoyment of winter trail users dictates some measure of
development. Results of the winter survey indicate that
designating and marking appropriate trails and areas to
separate non-motorized trail users from motorized trail
users would be of great benefit. In addition, better
information on area conditions and trail difficulty as
well as information on winter survival techniques would
be of assistance to winter trail users in addition to
other winter recreationists.

The non-motorized trail user and snowmobiler
appreciate in general the same type landscape, but the
premium which the non-motorized trail user places on
solitude puts him in inevitable conflict with the
snowmobiler. While this conflict will probably never be
entirely eliminated, agencies planning for winter trail
use should be cognizant of this conflict and make every
effort to reduce it to a minimum through careful planning
and, where necessary, zoning and the provision of public
information, education and law enforcement.

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and Game

Manage through regulation, information,
inter- and intra-agency cooperation,
site protection, land acquisition and
capital improvements for current and
future demand for winter trail activities
displayed in Table II.



This goal will be met through the provision of
information, inter- and intra-agency cooperation and
regulation.

Policies

The policies of the Montana Department of Fish and
Game with respect to winter trail activities should be
to

:

1) Assume that major responsibility for
winter trail activities will reside
with the U. S. Forest Service.

2) Cooperate in, and lead when necessary,
projects which will enhance through
non-structural techniques the quality
of and opportunity for winter trail
activities.

3) Select whenever possible winter recreation
projects funded through the Department
which provides the widest array of benefits
to all winter recreationists.

PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

1. Information is lacking
on suitable areas for
winter trail activities

l.a. Prepare brochures and
maps of suitable areas
on department lands for
public distribution,

b. Cooperate with the
U. S. Forest Service
and other federal
agencies to identify
and mark suitable trails
and areas.

Take actii
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PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

2. There are serious con-
flicts between non-
motorized and motorized
winter trail users.

2. a. Encourage spatial and
temporal zoning to
separate user types.

b. Encourage U. S. Forest
Service and other
federal agencies to mark
and maintain trails and
areas closed to
motorized vehicles.

c. Strictly enforce noise
limits on motorized
vehicles.

d. Encourage the develop-
ment of special noise,
speed and passing regu-
lations at popular
multiple use trails and
areas

.

Take no action.

3. Facilities for winter 3. a.
trail users are lacking
in some areas.

b.

Encourage the design and
development of multiple
use facilities for winter
recreationists where
activity patterns are
compatible.

Make provisions for
winter trail activities
when designing recreation
facilities near trailheacb
or roads where snow
removal is not provided.

(continued)



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

c. Encourage cities and
counties to consider
winter activities
when developing
recreational trails.

d. Encourage ski resorts
to include winter
trail activities in
their development
plans

.

e. Survey winter trail
users and areas to
determine if facilities
are needed.

f. Take no action.

Winter trail
opportunities are
lacking near many
urban areas.

4. a. Encourage cities and
counties to submit
LWCF projects for
winter trail activities.

b. Encourage the U.S. Forest
Service and the Bureau of
Land Management to set
priorities for trail develop-
ment near urban areas.

c. Give high priority to
projects funded through
the Department which
include winter trail
development/maintenance
activities near urban
areas

.

d. Take no action.

PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

5. Winter trail activities
may disrupt wildlife and
other resources.

6. Winter trail activities
can be dangerous.

i.a. Limit activities to
established trails only.

b. Zone against human
activity as necessary to
protect resources.

c. Seek cooperative enforce-
ment agreements between
local, state and federal
agencies to make better
use of existing enforce-
ment resources.

d. Encourage better education
and stricter sanctions
for users by user groups.

e. Take no action.

.a. Increase public knowledge
of winter activities and
safety precautions
through information and
education programs.

b. Increase recreationist-
law enforcement officer
contact to reinforce
proper safety and equip-
ment precautions under
field conditions.

Take no action.
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TABLE I

Winter Trail Activities - Current Conditions

Cross-Country Skiing

Reg\o^n Participation
Rate (1)

Total Participation
(2) -

Supply Adequacy
Indicator (5)

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

. 3726

.4742

.4357

. 5742

. 3213

.308y

.0663

.1261

227, 78y 108 2,572

41,646 77 1,542

51,861 27 1.921
91,463 20 4,573
53,084 2l 2,528
30,521 7 4,360
5,870 3 1,957
3,344 3 1,115

Relative Need
Indicator C6)

Amount / Priority

$ 8.57 16J

$10.67 (5)

$25.41 (1)

514.05 (3)

$24.23 (2)

$10.8/ (4;

$ 6 20 (7)

Snowshoeing

State .1125

R1 .2509

R2 .2100
R3 .1204

R4 .0703

R5 .0681
Rb .oooo
R7 .0631

83,897 108
21,37/ 27

23,793 27
14,243 20

12,595 21
8,964 /

0 3

2,925 3

(1) Number of occasions per capita in February, 1977.

(2) February, 1977, occasions consumed within the region.
(3) February, 1977, occasions produced within the rpoinn.
(4) Publicized trailheads.
(5) participation i Supply
(6) Relative need indicator = the oesirable regional aliocat.

resources in proportion to the adequacy indicator.

777
/92 515.09 14)

888 $16.92 (3)

712 $13.57 15)

bOO $11.43 l6)

1,281 $24.41 (1)

0 0 (7)

975 518.58 \2)

of $100 if the goal of management is to distribute



trbtj: II

Winter Trail Activities - Future Conditions

Cross-Country Skiing

sigkrf February 1377 (D February 1380 February 1985
Participation Participation Participation

(3)
February 1990 1977
Participation Supply

(4)

1990
Adequacy
Indicator

State 277, 7a9
R1 41,646
R2 5],B61
R3 91,463
R4 53,0B4
R5 30,521
R6 5,870
R7 3,344

43/515 48,051
56,471 63,815

lOi/533 114,004
61,084 68,293
35,121 39,265
6,474 6,955
3/089 3,126

384,555 100 3,561
53,890 27 1,996
72,429 27 2,683

120,377 20 6,419
75/793 2l 3,609
43/578 7 6,225
7 / 310 3 2,439
3,170 3 1,057

(5)

1990
Relative
Need
Indicator

(5)

1977
Relative
Need
Indicator

Amt. /Priority Amt. /Priority

S 8.17 16)

S10.98 (4)
$ 26.28 ( 1 )

5/14.77 l3)
$25,48 (2)
$ 9.98 (5J
$ 4.33 (7)

$ 0.57 i6)
$10.67 (5)
$25.41 (1)
$14.05 13)
$24.23 (2)
$10.8/ (4)
S 6.20 (7)

Snowshoeinq

(2)

State 83,897
R1 21,377
R2 23,793
R3 14,243
R4 12,595
R5 8,964
R6 0
R7 2,925

23,363 24,665
25,908 29,277
15,811 17,878
14,493 16,203
10,106 11,469

0 0
2,702 2,734

114,517 108
27,662 27
33,229 27
19,991 20
17,983 21
12,879 7

0 3

2,773 3

1,060
1,025 $14.91
1,231 $17.90
1,000 $14.54

056 $12.45
1,040 $26.76

0 0
924 $13.44

(3) $15.09 (4)
(2) 516.92 (3)
(4) $13.57 (5)
(6) $11.43 (6)
(1) $24.41 (1)
C7) 0 (/)
(5) $18.58 (2)

( 1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

February, 1977, occasions consumed within the region.
February, 1977, occasions produced within the renion
Publicized trailheads.
Participation f Supply
Relative need indicator = the desirable regional allocation of $100 ifresources in proportion to the adequacy indicator.

the goal management to distribute





SNOWMOBILING

This section analyses the activity of snowmobiling
which involves the use of over-snow motorized vehicles for
recreational purposes.

The sport of snowmobiling has grown so tremendously
during the past decade that it has evolved from an obscure
pastime to one of the most popular winter outdoor
recreation activities in the state. The February, 1977
Statewide Winter Outdoor Recreation Survey estimates
current participation at over 400,000 February activity
occasions. The fact that snowmobiling has been one of the
fastest growing winter outdoor recreation activities is
supported by reports from several other "snowbelt'' states.
The snowmobile industry estimated that 3 million
snowmobiles are in use by approximately 8 million people
in the snowbelt states and that sales have surpassed
$1 billion with nearly 100,000 people employed because of
the sport in the U.S. and Canada. (Utah Snowmobile Resource
inventory, 1975)

.

In Montana, snowmobile registrations have increased
from 16,854 in 1975 to 23,169 as of July, 1977. The
February survey indicates that snowmobilers are motivated
by the same general aspirations as other winter trail
users and are quite gregarious. Over 94% usually go
snowmobiling with family or friends. Snowmobilers also
prefer short outings of two days or less (95.73% of the
trips) in natural undeveloped areas (53.19% of the
trips) and on bac)< country roads (37.5% of the trips).

Resource planning for the snowmobiler is becoming
increasingly imperative for public recreation and land
management agencies because the snowmobiler and his
machine have been critized for excessive noise, breakdowns
requiring search and rescue, wildlife harassment, parking

violations, vandalism, trail etiquette infringements,
dangerous conflicts with automobiles on roads, trespassing,
and snow compaction creating erosion, as well as other
adverse environmental impacts.

The snowmobile industry and snowmobile clubs,
to acknowledging these criticisms, have developed
oroarams to mininize these negative impacts. For
example, average .ioise levels have been reduced
by the snowmobile industry from highs of over 100
decibels before 1968 to 1975 models with a 78
decibel rating at 50 feet.

Snowmobile clubs have also been active in Montana
disseminating information and educating snowmobilers in
proper snowmobile use and etiquette. The social structure
of these clubs also acts to enforce public standards
of behavior through peer pressure. Montana snowmobile
clubs have also been instrumental in passing state laws
to provide for snowmobile registration, safety education
and facility development.

The 1977 Montana Legislature earmarked 3/10 of one
percent (.3%) of the state fuel tax for use by the Parks
Division of the Department of Fish ana Game to provide for
the acquisition, development, operation and maintenance of
snowmobile facilities. These funds are in addition to funds
currently reserved from registration fees for facility
development. Eligible publicly sponsored projects
may be financed in whole or in part through these
funds and when appropriate receive LWCF money.

Preliminary criteria development to evaluate the
benefits of individual project proposals are based on:

1) Environmental acceptability of the project.
2) Established snowmobile use of the area to

be served by the project.



3) Proximity of the project area to
snowmobile owners.

4) Total outdoor recreation benefits
expected from the project.

The program guidelines are experimental and subject
to revision as actual projects are built and analyzed for
adequacy

.

Goal

^

The goal of the Montana Department of Fish and Game

Manage through regulation, information, inter-
and intra-agency cooperation, site protection,
land acquisition and capital improvements for
current and future demand for snowmobiling
acticipated in Table II.

The policies below assume that this goal will be met
initially through regulation and inter- and intra-agency
cooperation leading to capital improvements, operation andmaintenance, and information where appropriate.

Policies

In reference to the above discussion, the policies ofthe Montana Department of Fish and Game should be to:

1. Cooperate with other government agencies,
primarily the U.S. Forest Service, State
Highway Department and counties, to acquire,
develop and maintain snowmobile facilities.

2. Develop snowmobile facilities which will
provide the maximum possible recreational
benefit with the least environmental impact.

3. Assure that the major responsibility for
the development of snowmobile trails on
federal land will reside with the federal
government.
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4. Work to minimize the negative impacts associated
with snowmobiling which act to retard the
advancement of the sport.

ALTERNATE
PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

1. Snowmobilers would like to
see more services and
facilities provided.

l.a. Earmark a percent of
the personal property
tax on snowmobiles
for services and
facilities

.

b. Cost-share projects
with LWCF money.

Seek cooperative
agreements with
federal, state or
local agencies for
facility development
and maintenance.

d. Take no action.

2. Information is lacking on
areas suitable for snow-
mobile use near population
centers

.

2. a. Cooperate with the
U. S. Forest Service
and BLM in identifying
such areas.

b. Prepare informational
brochures for public
distribution

.

Give facilities near
urban areas a high
priority for develop-
ment .

d. Take no action.



PROBLEMS

3. Snowmobiles may cause
damage to wildlife and
other resources.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

3. a. Limit snowmobiles to
established trails only.

b. Zone against snowmobiles
as necessary to protect
resources.

c. Seek cooperative
enforcement agreements
between local, state and
federal agencies to make
better use of existing
enforcement resources.

d. Encourage user groups to
educate and police users,

e. Take no action.

4. A lack of understanding
of proper trail
etiquette results in
trail user conflicts.

4. a. Provide an information
and education program,
for all winter trail users.

b. Strictly enforce
safety regulations.

c. Use spatial and temporal
zoning to separate
snowmobiles from other
recreationists .

c. Design snowmobile facilities
to reduce user conflicts.

d. Take no action.
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PROBLEMS

5. There is a lack of 5

uniformity in regulation
and management of snow-
mobiles on public and
private lands.

6. Snowmobiles may be
excessively noisy,
creating adverse
impacts on operators,
other recreationists,
and wildlife.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

a. Develop inter-agency task
force to standardize
regulations and
management

.

b. Undertake a study to
summarize all existing
state and federal
regulations

.

c. Reevaluate and subsequent^
enforce regulations to
govern the use of snow-
mobiles on roads and road
right-of-ways.

d. Take no action.

.a. Provide information and
education program for
operators

.

b. Seek changes in state
law to require all
snowmobiles to meet
minimum noise standards.

c. Require annual certifica-
tion that noise standards
are met before issuing
registration decal.

d. Strictly enforce noise
standards.

Take action

.



TABLE I

Snowmobiling - Current Conditions
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F6G
*

Region

State
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

Participation
Rate (1)

.5489

.7766

. 5455

. 6190

. 5056

.2801

. 4190

. 6321

Total (2)

Participation Supply

409,247
70,344
70,161
70,838

110,342
29.304
27,667
26,591 -

1977
Adequacy Relative Need
Indicator Indicator (3)

Amount / Priority

S17.19 (3)
S17.14 (4)
$18.29 (2)
$26.96 (1)
$ 7.16 (5)
$ 6.76 (6)
$ 6.50 (7)

• Footnotes at end of Table II

TABLE II

Snowmobiling - Future Conditions

P6G (2) 1990 (3) 1977 (3)
Region February 1977 February 1900 February 1985 February 1990 Relative' Need Relative Need

Participation Participation Participation Participation Indicate Indicator

State 409,247
Amount / Priori.ty Amount / Priorit

R1 70,344 76,079 81,163 91,025 $16.45 (4) $17.19 (3)
76,398 86,333 97,987 $17,71 (3) $17.14 (4)
83,070 93,937 105,042 $18.98 (2) $18.29 (2)

126,970 141,955 157,546 $28.47 (1) $26.96 (1)
33,037 37,494 42,104 $ 7.61 15) $ 7.16 (5)

Kb 27,667 30, 514 32,780 34,492 $ 6.32 (6) $ 6.76 (6)
24,565 24,860 25,208 S 4.56 (7) $ 6.50 (7)

(1) Number of occasions per capita in February, 1977
(2) February, occasions consumed within the region.
(3) Relative need indicator B the desirable regional allocation of $100 if the goal of

resources in proportion to participation.



SIGHTSEEING

The desire for sightseeing differs from other types
of recreation discussed in this plan in that it may also
be the motivation for many other activities which are
more easily measured. Driving for pleasure and trail
related activities varying from hiking to snowmobiling
are probably as much dependent upon the quality of the
scenery in which the pursuit is conducted as the pleasure
derived from the activity itself. Other forms of
recreation are also dependent on scenic and environmental
qualities although less obviously. For example, after
considering the availability of desired activities the
Montana camper strictly evaluates campgrounds for scenic
and environmental attributes as well. Further, there is

evidence that fishing trips are explainable not only on

the basis of fishing success but also on the scenic
quality in which that fishery is set. However, in Montana
there is a tendency to think of sightseeing as experiencing
scenic and wildlife resources only, neglecting the large
amount of activity at man-made sights such as historic
sites and districts, political centers and industrial
areas

.

Because of the complexity of measuring and defining
sightseeing as an activity, it has been difficult to gather
adequate and meaningful data on supply and demand and
consequently it is impossible at this time to establish
quantitative goals or policies for the management of

either sightseeing or scenery.

The Montana Department of Fish and Game is committed

by law to the conservation of scenic resources. This
commitment should take two forms. First, with respect
to Department sites, scenic values should be considered
as direct and measurable variables in the criteria for
site acquisition, development and management.
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Second, with respect to other lands, the Departjnent

should remain committed not only to the conservation of
natural landscapes but also to the conservation of historic,
archaeologic , scientific and recreational resources as
well as an orderly man-made environment. With respect to

the latter, LWCF grants to local governments can bring
about projects which complement urban planning and
development.

ALTERNATE
PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

1. Urban areas are subject l.a. Support legislative
to visual blight. efforts to develop

laws for the
protection of visual
elements

.

b. Use urban LWCF grants
to promote visual
resource preservation
and enhancement.

c. Support and cooperate
with intra-urban
redevelopment or
preservation programs.

d. Encourage communities to
reserve land for parks
and open space.

e. Undertake educational
programs, such as
reestablishing the
Helena Wildlife Exhibit
to help people under-
stand and appreciate
their environment.

Take action

.



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

2. Rural subdivision may 2. a.
lead to chaotic and
visually offensive
developments.

Support legislative
efforts to restructure
taxation of real pro-
perty to preserve
natural landscapes such
as expanding the use
of conservation ease-
ments and land speculation
taxes

.

Provide technical assist-
ance to subdividers and
local governments to aid
in preservation of scenic,
and visual resources.

c. Support legislation to
expand the definition of
easements donated for
"conservation purposes" to
include specifically
easements for cultural,
scientific, historic and
archaeological sites and
research.

d. Use LWCF grants to promote
visual resource preser-
vation and enhancement.

Take action

.

PROBLEMS

3. Visual and cultural
resource values on
public lands can be
negatively impacted
by resource extraction.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Support and cooperate in
the planning and review
process for public land
development .

Support legislation
which insures wise
resource use.

Encourage the develop-
ment of procedures

ensure full
implementation of NEPA
and MEPA and other
related laws and
regulations for the
conservation of visual
and cultural resources.

Develop the technical
assistance capability
to assist land
managers and industry
in minimizing adverse
impacts and reaching
acceptable levels
of landscape change.

Encourage federal grant
programs to allow
visual and cultural
resource preservation
to be eligible for an
increased federal
share of project costs.

Take no action.



PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Visual and cultural
resources are not
always planned for by
public agencies.

4. a. Identify these resources
on Department sites and
carefully address them
in management documents.

b. Encourage requirements
that agencies identify as
a part of program planning
all resources which qualify
for protection under RCM 62-301

Undertake projects to clarify
the nature of these resources
and methods for their
preservation.

d. Implement natural area pre-
servation to include
examples of representative
as well as pristine and
unique ecotypes and land-
scapes .
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PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Recreation, scenic
and cultural values
are seldom directly
considered in formu-
lating local land use
plans.

capability to assist with
recreation, scenic and
cultural elements of local
plans

.

c. Work with the Department of
Community Affairs to offer
assistance with recreation,
scenic and cultural elements
of local plans.

d. Take no action

5. a. Encourage Department personnel
to assist in the development
and review of recreation,
open space and cultural
elements of local plans,

b. Develop technical assistance





CULTURM, AND

The term "cultural resources" is used in this plan
quite often in place of historic and archaeologic since
it is a more inclusive and general term which refers to
buildings, sites, districts, structures or objects
significant in history, architecture, archaeology or
culture. The term "scientific resources" refers to areas
with significant ecological, geological, paleontological
or biological values.

The state park system has been responsible for con-
serving the cultural and scientific resources of the state
for the enjoyment of the people since the first compre-
hensive state parks legislation was enacted in 1939.
These resources form an important segment of the state
park system and are in fact the primary value of the
first state park ever established in Montana— Lewis and
Clark Caverns.

The Montana Department of Fish and Game has acquired
and maintained a significant amount of property which is
either v/holly or partially dedicated to the conservation
of cultural and scientific values (Table I) . The value
of and need for these areas however is not easy to assess
since need is not a function of the amount of visitors
observed or expected. This is because the impact or
value of a single visit to a cultural or scientific site
is often' many times that of a visit to a recreation site.
Each visit can be an educational experience and can be
recalled many times to reinforce abstract concepts.
Nevertheless, the relative importance of these unique
resources must be assessed and representative examples
preserved and appropriately interpreted to the public.
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RESOURCES

The basic state park law (Sec 62-301 R.C.M. 1947) dictates
that conserving cultural and scientific resources must remain
as one of the primary purposes of the state park system despite
the lack of data to indicate heavy use of such areas (heavy use
would in fact be contr.try to the reasons for preserving these
places). Nevertheless, '.he 1971-1972 Montana Resident
Recreation Survey indicated that Montanans preferred historic
and cultural sites over intensively developed areas by a margin
of two to one. The Montana Legislature has also from time to
time directly brought about Inclusion within the state park
system many significant cultural and scientific resources when
other methods failed.

Staggering problems still exist in the effort to preserve
cultural and scientific resources. A concensus on the relative
significance of known cultural resources has yet to be reached
despite inventory efforts by the Department which date back to
1968. No inventory has been made for scientific resources.
Laws to protect these resources, even on state and federal lands,
are still woefully inadequate. A massive amount of coordination
and cooperation will also be necessary between private land-
owners and state agencies, state and federal agencies, and state
agencies themselves to insure adequate conservation of these
resources. Perhaps the most necessary and beneficial coordination
must be between the Montana Department of Fish and Game and the
Montana Historical Society which both have responsibilities for
preserving historic sites, and plans and programs for doing so.

Goal

The goal of the Montana Department of Pish and G 2UDe is to:

Manage through regulation, information, inter- and intra-
agency cooperation, site protection, land acquisition,
capital improvements and maintenance to conserve reoresentatiw
examples of Montana's cultural and scientific resources
for the enjoyment of the people.



The policies below assume that this goal will be

met largely through inclusion of the most
significant sites within the state park system with

other sites preserved through regulation and inter-
agency cooperation.

Policies

Therefore, the policies of the Montana Department
of Fish and Game should be to:

1) Cooperate with other government agencies
primarily the Montana Historical Society
and the state universities in the
identification, acquisition, development,
and maintenance of areas with unique
cultural and scientific values.

2) Encourage the Montana Historical Society
to implement the goals and objectives
of the existing Montana Historic
Preservation Plan and participate
wherever possible.

3) Make available for recreation or visitor
facilities, where appropriate, LWCF money
to public owned areas with cultural and
scientific values which fulfill needs
not served by federal historic preservation
grant monies.

4) Recognize cultural and scientific values
on Department lands and to identify,
preserve, and interpret to the public those
values in appropriate ways.

ALTERNATE

PROBLEMS STRATEGIES

1. Public support for the
preservation of cultural
and scientific values
has at times been
disjointed and
ineffective

.

b.

l.a. Support reorganization
within the federal
government to unify fund-
ing sources and implement
programs such as the
National Heritage Trust.

Recommend that federal
LWCF money and historic
preservation money be
combined under a federal
aid option like Pittman-
Robertson/Dingell-Johnson
funds

.

Recommend that the
Governor's Office review
and consolidate state
administration of federal
funds for cultural and
scientific resources.

Support legislation
requiring federal agencies
to clear with appropriate
state agencies expenditures
on cultural and scientific
resources .

Take no action.

There is a lack of 2. a. Encourage the Montana
public awareness and Historical Society to
understanding of implement preservation
cultural and plan recommendations on
scientific resource information and education.
values . b. Where appropriate, identify,

protect and interpret these
values to the public where-
ever they are found on
Department lands.

(continued)
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PROBLEMS

3. There is a lack of
coordination and
communication regard-
ing the preservation
of cultural and
scientific resources.

ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES PROBLEMS

c. Encourage the estab-
lishment of a state
supported Montana
Conservation Council
to mobilize and con-
solidate concern for
all cultural and
natural resource
values

.

d. Encourage broader
public representation
on the Governor's
Historic Sites and
Antiquities Advisory
Council

.

4. Cultural and scientific
values are threatened
by vandalism and private
and public development
projects.

i.a. »uppurc legislation to

strengthen provisions
of the State
Antiquities Act.

b. Undertake surveys to
identify cultural and
scientific values on
Department lands.

c. Increase law enforce-
ment efforts on depart-
ment lands.

d. Explore the use of
cooperative agreements
to protect cultural
values on non-depart-
ment lands.

e. Take no action.

3. a. Encourage the
implementation of a

comprehensive
cultural
and scientific site
inventory system.

b. Encourage the use of
criteria which help to
assess preservation
potential and predict
archaeological values.

c. Recommend inclusion of

the State Liaison
Officer for the Land 6

Water Conservation Fund
on the Governor's
Historic Sites and
Antiquities Advisory Council.

d. Take no action.

5. Assistance is necessary
for preserving cultural
and scientific values
on private lands.

5. a. Support legislation to

release landowners
from liability when
preserving cultural
or scientific resources.

b. Support legislation to

establish a revolving
fund for acquisition
or development of
significant resources
by private individuals.

c. Support legislation
giving tax credits for

preservation work and

tax benefits for
maintaining cultural
and scientific
resources

.

d. Use law enforcement
personnel to enforce
provisions of the State

Antiquities Act.

e. Take no action
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TABLE I

PARK SYSTEM AREAS WITH MAJOR IDENTIFIED CULTURAL OR SCIENTIFIC VALUES

DESIGNATION VALUES

Bannack
Giant Springs
Lewis & Clark Caverns
Makoshika
Medicine Rocks
Missouri Headwaters

State Park
State Park
State Park
State Park
State Park
State Park

historical

,

geological

,

geological

,

geological

,

geological
historical

,

architectural
historical
ecological
paleontological

cultural

Beaverhead Rock
Chief Joseph Battleground
Chief Plenty Coups Memorial
Citadel Rock
Fort Maginis
Fort Owen
Granite
Greycliff Prairie Dog Town
Madison Buffalo Jump
Natural Bridge
Pictograph Cave
Sluice Boxes
Ulm Pishkun

State Moniurient
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument
State Monument

historical
historical
historical
historical ,

geological
historical
historical
historical, architectural
biological
archaeological
geological
archaeological
historical

,
geological

archaeological

Coal Banks Landing
Cow Island Landing
Hole-In-The-Wall
James Kipp
Judith Landing
Slaughter River

State Recreation Area
State Recreation Area
State Recreation Area
State Recreation Area
State Recreation Area
State Recreation Area

historical, geological
historical
historical, geological
biological
historical
historical

Big Pine
Camp Baker
Intake

Fishing Access Site
Fishing Access Site
Fishing Access Site

biological
historical
biological

( 1 ) Cultural vail identified from Montana Hi; Preservation Plan , 2nd Ed., July, 1975,



URBAN

Over the past several years the Parks Division has
undertaken several rather detailed studies of recreation in
Montana’s urban centers. The most important of these have
been

:

1) Montana Department of Fish and Game, Recreation
& Parks Division and the Governor's Council on
Physical Fitness, Recreation and Lifetime Sports
(1974). 1973 Statewide Survey of Urban
Recreation Facilities and Programs.

iisure Research Associates (1975) . Statewide
Urban Outdoor Recreation Areas and Facilities

Prepared tor the state of Montana.Department of Fish and Game.

The first of these studies sought to identify, community
by community, existing urban recreational facilities. The
second study sought to determine the frequency of use of, the
impression of the conditions of, and the priority for con-
struction or renovation of urban recreational facilities in
Montana's communities.

Needs

The number of facilities in each community (Montana
Department of Fish and Game, 1974) were compared with
the number of facilities each community should have according to
Montana SCORP , "Standards," 1973, Vol. 1, pp. 40-52, in order
to define the recreational needs of each communitv. The
calculations of need considered the rural population which
might reasonably be expected to use an urban community's
recreational facilities. The needs were then combined on
a county and then regional basis.

All regions showed a "need" for more urban recreation
facilities. There was nothing, however, to suggest that
recreational needs were greater, in a relative sense, in
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larger communities than in smaller communities. Urbaniration
varies in magnitude rather than kind so that the needs of
the smallest communities are micro-scale versions of the
same problems which are encountered in the largest
communities

.

Some regions, however, showed more need than others.
Need was greatest in those regions where the tax base has
been small. Poor recreation facilities, then, result
from the unwillingness or inability of poor communities to
include urban outdoor recreation in their budgets.
Federal matchina funds can be expected to avail little to
such communities relative to their richer neighbors.

Efforts, however, are being made to identify
reasonable urban projects suitable for Land and Water
Conservation Fund sponsorship in area? of the greatest

Use and Preference

In the 1975 study mentioned above, there was
considerable variance in the responses from community to
community as to the impression of the conditions and the
priority for construction or renovation of urban
recreation facilities. This is to be expected for the
sample sise in the individual communities were often
extremely small and thus highly sensitive to single
responses. On the other hand, when the data was grouped
according to cities of similar size, variance disappeared--
the use, impression of and the priority for renovation or
construction of urban recreational facilities was
basically the same regardless of the size of the
community. The same was true when the communities were
grouped by planning region—no significant variation by
region as to use, impression of the condition, and the
priority for renovation or construction of urban
recreational facilities could be found.



These observations are not surprising for they are in

accord with basic theories of urbanization. Urbanization

is a process repeated time and again in different places

and periods in history. The process, however, remains

basically the same. The similarity of the process suggests

that cities, regardless of where they are, possess basic

needs in terms of prograneand facilities and among these

are recreation facilities and programs. Slight variation

in desired facilities may be accounted for by understand-

ing local fads and leadership. Theory and the findings of

these studies suggest that there is indeed a basic set

of recreational facilities and programs as necessary to

tolerable urban existence as a safe water and sewage

system.

What, however, is the nature of this basic set of

urban facilities? The 1975 study mentioned above found

that in the summer, parks and playgrounds were the most

used urban facilities (30.42% of the total incidents of

use encountered in the survey) ,
followed by swimming

pools (16.28%). The other ten facilities surveyed

accounted for 57.30% of the total incidents of use with

the low going to wading pools (2.17%) and the high to

golf courses (9.14%). No clear pattern of use of these

ten facilities could be determined.

The general impression of the condition of urban

recreational facilities differed from the use pattern in

several important aspects. Those surveyed were most

satisfied with the condition of the parks, 48.9%

indicating that conditions were satisfactory. Play-

grounds tied with baseball fields for second place,

34.1% of the respondents indicating that these

facilities were generally in satisfactory condition.

Swimming pools on the other hand came in 6th among

the thirteen facilities asked about with only 28.0%

finding conditions satisfactory.
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The expressed priority for construction or

renovation of facilities proved surprising. The con-

struction or renovation of swimming pools was the

highest priority (44.1% of those responding) with parks

and playgrounds coming in seccndand third (respectively,

38.1% and 34.6%). No meaningful pattern could be

found for the other ten facilities.

This suggests that people generally want to improve

the quality of those things which they use most often. In

terms of facilities the municipal swimming pool is

highly esteemed :..ollowed by parks and playgrounds. It

should be noted rhat parks and playgrounds are not

facilities but institutions in which facilities occur.

While swimming pools, parks and playgrounds are highly

esteemed in municipalities, opinions on other facilities

are divided. This does not imply that these other

facilities should not be built but that facility con-

struction should be carried out in the light of a long-

range parks program of which capital improvement is

only a part. These progreims, whether informally

conceived or reflected through the most formal of proce-

dures, must be initiated in and reflect local community

priorities.

Goal

In the light of the above discussion the goal

of the Montana Department of Fish and Game is to:

Provide Land and Water Conservation Funds

to all urban recreational projects other-

wise eligible for those funds to the
extent the Fund is available and requested.

In meeting this goal, the policies should be:

1) To fairly and equitably administer through
acceptable procedures about 50% of

Montana's share of the Land and Water



Conservation Fund to Montana's
communities and counties and
appropriate public agencies.

2) To assume that responsibility for
defining local recreational needs
lies with the communities.

3) To assure that LWCF funded projects
benefit as far as possible
all segments of society.

Procedures

For the foreseeable future requests for Land and Water
Conservation Funds will probably exceed available funds.
Consequently, it has been necessary to establish with
review by the Montana Fish and Game Commission, the Montana
League of Cities and Towns and the Montana Recreation and
Parks Association, a procedure for allocating limited
funds to urban projects. Variables considered are:

A. Project type and use

1. Season of use
2. Spectator/participant use
3. Population segment served
4. Nature of project design

B. Need for project

1. Land and Water Conservation Funds
received to date

2. Sponsor funding source
3. Land acquisition
4. Estimated need (1973 Montana SCORP,

Vol. I, Ep. 40-52)
5. Resubmission of previous project

C. Project Administration
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For the purposes of establishing need, the standards
set forth in the 1973 SCORP, Vol. 1, pp. 40-52, will
continue to be used. Efforts will continue to be made
in association with the Montana League of Cities and
Towns and the Montana Recreation and Parks Association
to improve the evaluation system.

PROBLEMS
ALTERNATE
STRATEGIES

Information necessary
to properly evaluate
urban projects is
difficult and expensive
to obtain

l.a. Increase planning
staff.

b. Planners could spend
more time on urban
data collection
projects at the
expense of other
efforts

.

c. Create an advisory
council for assistance
in decision making
on topics where data
is lacking.

d. Take no action.

2. Projects conducted under
the Land and Water Con-
servation Fund are not
used to their full
advantage particularly
by the aged and physically
handicapped because of
lack of or inadequate
recreation programming
and leadership in many
Montana communities.

2. a. Implement in Montana
as rapidly as possible
appropriate recrea-
tional resolutions of
the White House Con-
ference on the
Handicapped and the
suggestions contained
in the "Special
Populations" section
of this plan,

b. Take no action.



PROBLEMS

1 Administrative costs of

Land and Water Conser-

vation Fund grant
administration continue

to be charged to the

communities and

counties as overhead.

This overhead has the

effect of diluting the

impact of the fund.

4. Many communities are

lacking the technical

staff necessary to

conduct necessary
planning and to

properly administer

LWCF administered
projects.

ALTERNATE
strategies

Pay overhead costs from

the State General Fund

or other source of state

money

.

Take no action.

Provide technical
support directly to

communities

.

Increase efforts to

coordinate with other

agencies providing
technical assistance
to communities.

Take action.



SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Special populations are defined as those people whose

physical mobility is impaired. The cause of the impaired

physical mobility may result from a physical disability,

mental disability, old age, poverty or a combination of the

above. The degree of impairment may also vary considerably

from individual to individual and from group to group.

This implies that no single recreational program can serve

all special populations equitably. It is known, however,

that approximately one in every ten Montanans suffers from

impaired mobility to a degree sufficient to merit official

attention at some point in his or her life.

Recent studies including the 1976 Recreational Survey

of the Handicapped have revealed that as a group special

populations do not participate in outdoor recreation on

par with the rest of the population. Participation is less

frequent and aimed at the more passive activities.

Aspirations, however, lean toward the same activities as the

rest of the population. After considering the realities

of the handicap, the variance between aspiration and actual

participation may be explained by:

1, Architectural Barriers.

2. Program barriers

Architectural Barriers

Though provisions of several federal and state laws

aimed at reduction or elimination of architectural barriers

to the free movement of special populations obviously apply

to many recreational facilities, the relationshrp begs for

specifics. What type of barriers affecting what kinds of

populations are to be eliminated from what types of facilities.

It is obvious an inter-city park should be barrier free.

But should a trailhead in a wilderness area be subjected to

the same design criteria? vmat are those design criteria?
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Presently the criteria are lacking so that the structure

of a barrier free recreation facility is more dependent

upon the imagination and compassion of architects and

engineers than any acceptable standards of the pro-

fessionals.

Recommendations

To overcome these problems, the Montana Department of

Fish and Game recommends:

That the National Recreation and Parks

Association, The National Therapeutic Recreation

Society, and the Federal Bureau of Outdoor

Recreation undertake a review and evaluation of

architectural standards relevant to the design

of recreational facilities.

Until such a review is completed, the

Department will continue, where appropriate,

to:

subject environmental impact statements,

management plans, and site designs to

review by representatives of and for special

population groups;

and

,

continue to evaluate local project applications

in part on the basis of compliance with the

letter and intent of the Architectural Barriers

Act of 1966;

and,

encourage local communities to evaluate their

existing recreation facilities for compliance

and correction where necessary;
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give preference to local project applications

which have demonstrated a special consideration

for the needs of special populations either in

design or programming for the project covered

by the application.

However, the Montana Department of Fish and Game:

Generally opposes the use of the Land and Water

conservation Fund for projects within the boundaries

of state institutions or on sites where use ^
limited only to selected groups to the exclusion of the

general public.

Program Barriers

Recreational programming will remain generally the

responsibility of local government and the private

philanthropic sector.

Recreation programs are defined as those social

processes which give the recreationists knowledge hhj

Lthusiasm, and develop skill and ability. These personal

characteristics are nonrally developed through socialization-

leadership, training and association with tellow recreat^n-

ists. Recreational socialization is provided through formal

and informal institutions. The formal institution is the

school system while informal institutions consist of a

variety of public and private associations which provide

"continuing recreational education."

institution must be adequate before informal institutions

develop.

Recommendations

To improve the formal training of the physically

handicapped, the Montana Department of Fish and Game

recommends that:
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State educational policy be altered to prohibit

waivering physical education requir^ents for

students at public educational facilities where

Physical education requirements are stated

and that when a student is realistically

incapable of participation in a given

activity he be given alternate individualized

instruction. The alternate instruction may

include physical training or training in the

cultural arts where the situation merits.

Meaningful pliysical education training, be it

or informal, for the handicapped
^ ^

education of recreation leaders and educators is hihered to

include awareness and consideration of the
,

of the physically handicapped. The Department consequently

recommends that:

The National Therapeutic Recreation Society,

the National Recreation and Parks Association

and the American Alliance for Health and

Physical Education and Recreation initiate

investigations into the methods of encouraging

the integration of consideration of needs of

the physically handicapped into the physical

education, recreation, and parks curricula in

the colleges.

Even, however, if these investigations prove fruitful

it must be recognized that at least ten
,

before graduates of altered programs would enter mid-level

management positions and consequently be able to sub-

stantially influence policy and program struct^e.
^ „

Programs should be developed to help overcome this time lag.

For example. Congress should be encouraged to

establish a program of ten years duration to subsidize

correspondence courses at no more than ten colleges

involving a 12 semester hour sequence of courses on

recreation and the handicapped. The ten colleges would

be selected on the basis of competitively evaluated

proposals. The sequence of courses should consist of.
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at least, one three semester hour introductory course? and
nine additional hours as determined by the competitive
proposals

.

In order to assure that the course study is pursued
by physical education, park and recreational leaders the
following suggestions should also be implemented:

1) The federally established program should
bear one-half of the students' tuition
cost and the other half should be matched
by other federal funds where eligible
for any student holding at least a
half-time position in physical education,
parks, or recreation management, supervision,
programming, planning, design or development.

2) The course of study should meet state
continuing education requirements for
elementary and secondary physical education
instructors.

3) State Liaison Officers for the Land and
Water Conservation Fund Program or their
delegated representatives should be required
by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to be
registered or have completed the introductory
three hour course within one year of its
being available in three universities.
Failure to meet this requirement would place
the state on probationary status for the
receipt of Land and Water Conservation
Funds. In the event that staff turn-over
removed the individual who had taken the
course from the office of the State Liaison
Officer, staff failure to meet the requirement
within six months would lead to probationary
status.





ENERGY

AND

RECREATION PARTIC

Should the Montana Department of Fish and
Game adopt a policy to:

Stress and stimulate the conservation
of energy in the pursuit of outdoor
recreation activity within the state
park system?

Before the question can be answered, it must
be asked how such a policy would be meaningfully
implemented. While the agency can and will as a
good citizen seek to conserve energy in its
internal operation, only three techniques are apparent
for influencing recreational behavior with respect to
energy conservation. The Department can:

1) Select for acquisition and development
those sites which are "closest" to
major centers of population.

2) Attempt to direct through advertising
and public information the recreationist
to "energy conserving" activities.

3) Curtail operation of selected sites
within the system where it appears
that curtailment will discourage
travel.

The third option may become viable if the energy
situation achieves crisis proportions. Presently,
however, the option is inviable for political and
legal reasons. The "trust concept" which surrounds
most if not all land holdings within the park
system makes it virtually impossible to close these units
without clear legislative mandate, a mandate which the
Montana Legislative Assembly has the option of issuing
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every two years. Since the Assembly has not
issued this mandate and has clearly indicated its desire
to maintain the operation of the park system, a

unilateral course of park closure would be a foolish
administrative course indeed.

Turning to the first option, there can be little
doubt that the purchase and development of prime
recreational lands close to population centers is
a wise course for a number of reasons, among them energy
conservation. The problem arises when the policy is
extended to the acquisition of marginally valuable
recreation resources closest to the people. The option
would be viable if travel for recreation were highly
elastic; that is, if for each unit decrease in fuel
availability there were a corresponding decrease in
travel for recreation, and if it could be assumed that
supplies of fuel were to decline in the near future
to the point that travel for outdoor recreation were
significantly curtailed.

In fact, travel for recreation appears to be highly
inelastic so that only a catastrophic fuel shortage
would significantly curtail travel for outdoor recreation.
To illustrate the point, the 1977 Winter Recreation
Survey demonstrated a willingness among Montanans to
travel more than 593 million miles in order to
participate in only four activities (Table I) . Since
this represents fully 10% of the estimated 1976 urban
and rural highway mileage in Montana, it is obvious
that actual mileage travelled must be considerably less
than the expressed willingness to travel. In other words,
despite higher gas prices and the stress on energy
conservation, the Montananan seems willing to travel
even further than is now required in order to reach
desired outdoor recreation resources.



Indeed, rising fuel prices and periodic local

fuel shortages have led to the expectation of

declines in park visitation and use. In recent

years, these expected declines have not been

realized on a sustained basis and, where short

term declines have occurred, they have not been

demonstratively related to increased fuel costs

but rather the prospect of totally unavailable fuel.

To explain this phenomena it has been theorized

that the recreating public is having a "last fling."

Alternatively, with interest in the environment

increasing and prices on all commodities rising,

the public may simply be finding that outdoor

recreation is an attractive and economical

alternative to other uses of leisure time. This

leads to the prospect that demands for quality

recreation sites and possibly willingness to travel for

recreation may actually increase as the energy

situation continues to deteriorate.

Another tact which could be taken is to actively

encourage through a public information program the

participation in "energy conserving" activities.

To an extent this is currently being done through
discriminatory taxation on certain recreational
equipment, generally major consumers of fuel. The State of

Montana taxes boats and snowmobiles but not track

shoes and cross-country skis. The major problem

in stressing "energy conserving" activities,
however, is in defining those activities which
"conserve energy." Presently, among the four

activities covered in Table I, cross-country skiing,

for example is associated with a lower total willingness

to travel than other activities. This results from the

fact that at present there are simply relatively few

cross-country skiiers. On a per capita basis willingness
to travel does not differ between cross-country skiing

and, for example, snowmobiling. To deliberately
stimulate interest in cross-country skiing would simply

be to encourage greater total travel for that activity,

interfere with competition within the private sector and

aggravate problems associated with a new and developing

form of outdoor recreation.

Further, the problem of identifying "energy con-

serving" activities is even more complex if other variables ai

considered. For example, if economic benefit as measured

through cash flow (Table I) is considered as a variable to

maximized while willingness to travel is to be minimized,

then the "energy conserving" activity in Table I becomes

downhill skiing.

It is further doubtful, even if "energy conserving"

activities could be isolated, if an agency directed

public information campaign would have any significant

impact relative to the cost of such an effort. With

recreational industries possessing avid, well financed

advertising programs a publicly sponsored information

program would be either prohibitively expensive or an

unheard voice in the deluge of advertising.

Conclusion

The Montana Department of Fish and Game should con-

tinue to identify energy conservation techniques within

its own operation and to stress the acquisition and

management of prime recreational resources with those

closest to major population centers receiving highest

priority. The Department can also contribute to energy

conservation by supporting sound urban planning which

integrates consideration of recreation and transportation.

Indeed, once conducted, the Land and Water Conservation

Fund can be a potent force in executing such plans. To

extend a policy of energy conservation to the acquisition

of marginal recreation lands close to population centers

appears at this time to dangerously oppose public
priorities and risk misapplication of limited public

funds. Attempting to influence public preference for

activities also appears to be dangerously expensive and

might, unless carefully planned, create more problems

than it would cure. The agency is, however, well advised

to continue careful monitoring of the energy situation
and particularly the public reaction to it.
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TABLE I

1977 Travel - Cash Flow Data

For Selected Activities

Activity

Snowmobiling

Ice Fishing

Downhill Skiing

Cross Country Skiing

Willingness to Travel
for 1 and 2 day trips
(Millions of Miles)

149.0

187.0

187.0

70.0

Total 593.0

Cash Flow
(Millions of Dollars)

$45.

S

$42.5

$75.2

$16.2

(1) Direct expenditures by participants for recreation for the
the February, 1977, Statewide Winter Recreation Survey.

itimated from





RECREATION COSTS IN MONTANA
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1. What should operation of the state park
system cost in Montana in 19787

In 1978 there will be approximately 55,760,795
man days of non-urban outdoor recreation in Montana!^ The
cost per boating occasion to the state park system in 1978
is about 14.13C. ^ Assuming, since boating is the only
activity for v'hich this type of data exist, that it is
adequately funded and the cost to manage a boating occasion
is typical of the cost of other recreation occasions, the
1978 operational cost of recreation in Montana should
approximate $7,879,000. The Montana state park
system's share of this cost, based on the assumption that
the share should be proportional to the ratio of Parks Divi-
sion recreational sites to all recreational sites in the
state (27.63%), should theoretically be $2,176,967.78. The
actual 1978 state park system budget is $1,999,786
indicating that the system is under funded by $177,181.78.
However, the maximum 1978 budget request was $2,055,548.
This reduces the under funding to $55,762.00. Further it
seems to indicate that the professional recreation managers

1 Based on July, 1976, and February, 1977 survey
extrapolated to annual participation through 1973
SCCRP, Vcl. II, Part 1, p. 6-10 and adjusted
to 1978.

2 Total Boating Costs 1976 7 Boating occasions 1976
inflated to 1978 where the rate of inflation is
assumed to be 7.6% per year.

feel that they can do $2,176,976.78 worth of work for
$2,055,548 for a cost efficiency of about 64 on the
dollar.

3

2 . How should this cost be met ?

The mere difference of $55,762 between the
requested and appropriate operation funding for the
state park system indicates that at least a temporary
meeting of the mind has been achieved between professional
park managers and those allocating funds as to the reason-
able cost of operating the present state park system.
Increased costs resulting from inflation and expansion of
the system may disturb this understanding.

A closely related question to the amount is the
source of funding. Presently, the state park system is
funded through ten sources and many of these sources are

^ There are certain negative and positive
externalities associated with investment in
recreation. An example of a positive externality
is that an unknown eunount of each dollar spent at
a water based caunpground also benefits the boater.
A negative externality occurs when a dollar spent
on an activity actually requires the investment of
more than a dollar in order to protect the
interests of other recreationists. The data on the

entire system seems to indicate that the positive
externalities out weigh the negative by
about 6%.



earmarked for specific uses often precluding allocation
of financial resources on the basis of "need."^ A
traditional source of revenue for the park system has
been the State General Fund. To the extent that the
state park system produces benefits accruing to the
entire society rather than specific recreationists,
this is a legitimate source of funding. The problem
is that it is a limited fund derived from an already
strained tax base for which there is intense inter-
agency competition. For the good of the state park
system as well as the state taxpayer it appears that
managers should place high priority on finding techniques
which minimize demand for the State General Fund.

One alternative to the State General Fund is to
increase direct fee charges for the use of state park
system sites. This might include:

1) Increasing camping fees.
2) Institution of day-user fees.
3) Increasing non-resident fees.
4) Increasing season-use fees.
5) Selling park conservation stamps

similar to hunting and fishing
licenses.

6} Increasing cabin site and
concessionaire fees.

7) Increase admission fees to Lewis
and Clark Caverns

^ These sources are the General Fund, Coal Tax,
Fish and Game Earmarked Revenue, Parks Earned
Revenue, Motorboat Gas Tax, Motorboat Registation,
Snowmobile Gas Tax, Snowmobile Registration,
Motorboat Safety and federal and private revenue.

Work in Fish and Game Region 1 in the summer of
1976 indicated that there is some potential in such
increased fees. 2 However, at least temporarily, such
increased fees would reduce use and consequently revenue.
The cost of collecting additional fees could quickly
exceed the new revenue generated. While increased direct
user fees has some potential, it is doubtful if such
fees will ever fully fund the maintenance of the state
park system. Legislative mandates permitting essentially
free park use by selected social groups, such as senior
citizens, will do nothing to enhance park funding and may
do little to enhance recreational participation among
those needing it most.

Another alternative is to place more of the
burden for maintenance on user groups generally or those
whose activities increase demands on the state park system.
This alternative might include:

1) An excise tax on recreational
vehicles and/or recreational equipment.

2} Increase registration fees on
recreationally related equipment
(i.e. , vehicles) .

3) Earmark subdivision filing fees for parks.
4) Increase state gas tax and earmark for

parks or increase percent of fuel tax
earmarked for parks.

2 Montana Department of Fish and Game, Parks
Division, On The Potential Efficacy of Day User Fees
in Eleven Water Based Recreation Areas of Northwest
Montana ^



Pursuit of any or all of these alternatives,
however, will require careful study and planning to assure
that the increases are just and reasonable.

Yet another alternative is to rely increasingly on
the private sector. The possibility of establishing a
Montana State Park Foundation to collect and
administer private donations as a perpetual fund for park
operation and maintenance is worthy of consideration.
Obviously, such an undertaking would be experimental and
demand careful planning.

3 . Is state parks law enforcement adequately
funded ?

The state park system managers presently have
intensive obligations toward only a limited number of
activities. These are;

1) Off-highway vehicle (OHV) recreation.
2) Boating.
3) Picnicking.
4) Camping (developed area).
5) Motorcycling.
6) Swiinining.

7) Snowmobiling.
8) Ice skating on natural ice.

The obligation to off-highway vehicle recreation and
motorcycling is presently almost exclusively law enforce-
ment. Other activities requiring law enforcement include
boating, snowmobiling and general enforcement of the state
park system regulation at state sites. The total 1978 park
law enforcement budget is about $340,784 of which $120,000
is anticipated for water safety and $44,300 for enforcement
of snowmobile regulations. This leaves about $176,484 for
off-highway vehicle recreation and enforcement of land based
regulations at all sites within the parks system. Since
the average expense for a warden is $25,000, the budget
cannot support more than seven full time equivalent wardens.

The funding of an adequate law enforcement force
is vital to the protection of property and the provision
of public health and safety. Additionally, adequate law
enforcement may be an important factor in maintaining
private lands open for recreation. To the extent that
law enforcement is not paid for directly it will be paid
for indirectly through increased repair and maintenance
of recreation areas, user dissatisfaction and private land
closure. The incidence of vandalism, combined with
comments on law enforcement from the 1976 and 1977 survey
would indicate thet, while no projection of adequacy of
law enforcement can be made, seven wardens are certainly
not enough. While direct expansion of the warden force
should be a high priority for the Parks Program, some
alternatives are obvious. These include:

1) Exofficio enforcement training
of park's staff.

2) Contracting with local law enforcement
agencies to provide law enforcement
at specific sites.

4 . Except for law enforcement, how should the
parks system operational budget be
distributed?

Before any model is used for predictive purposes,
it should be capable of describing fairly accurately the
current conditions. In other words, if the variables
which have influenced the distribution of the 1978 budget
can be identified and properly weighed and interrelated,
then the model can be adjusted annually to allocate the
parks operations budget toward the achievement of specific
goals .

It is hypothesized that the allocation of the
parks budget is a function of: 1) the available money,
2) the activities for which the parks system has dominant
responsibility, 3) the relative Importance of these
activities statewide and regionally and 4) the degree of

present commitment of the state park system to facilities

in support of the activity within the region.



The available FY 1978 money is $1,999,786. Based
upon the variables listed above the hypothesized^ and
actual 1978 regional allocation is:

Hypothesized

Distribution Rank

Actual

Distribution Rank

R-1 19.04% 3

R-2 9.03% 5

R-3 21.47% 2

R-4 25.02% 1

R-5 12.94% 4

R-6 ''.4 5% 7

R-7 0.C5% 6

24.65% 2

9.72% 5

47.83% 1

10.24% 4

17.06% 3

5.33% 7

7.34% 6

Statistically these two distributions are not
significantly related; however, when the rank orders are
statistically compared they are found to be highly
correlated. In other words, the model is a relatively
good predictor of regional priorities by rank but a relatively
poor predictor of the amount distributed to those priorities.
Observation suggests that the model could be improved by
considering 1) the impact of non-resident recreation on the
allocatic;. of funds and 2) the impact of quality rather than
mere quantity of sites already in the system. Until this
is achieved the model is too weak to be effectively used
for descriptive much less predictive purposes, so the best
alternate technique available for distributing the
operational budget remains the reliance on precedence
modified by the pressures of new opportunities.

1 The actual method by which the four major variables
were used to construct the hypothesized distribution
are too lengthy and complex to reproduce here.
Technical details on this process are available in
the Parte Division files.
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5 . What amount of money should be spent on the
acquisition of land and how should this money
be distributed to the Fish and Game regions?

Land acquisition is one method which may be used
to provide satisfying recreational experiences and,
certainly, if the objective to conserve resources is to
be met, it is a method of vital importance. There appears,
however, to be no sound method to project how much money
should be spent on land acquisition. Theoretically, if
one could identify how much land should be conserved under
the general parks law and the period over which it should
be conserved, a decirable annual budget for land acquisi-
tion could be developed. Since the variables presently
defy quantitative definition, however, the land
acquisition program must continue to reflect the will of
the people through the appropriations of the State
Legislature.

Given that X dollars are available for acquisition,
the theoretical regional land acquisition budget could be
calculated by the same general method used under question 4)
above. However, since this method proved inadequate for
explaining the relativeV well understood operational budget,
its use on budgeting for land acquisition would be entirely
inappropriate

.

Further, such rigorous allocation of land
acquisition monies is unrealistic. land acquisition will
always be opportunistic so that strict allocation of
monies to regions could create a situation where unsuit-
able land is being bought in one region while prime
recreational land is passed over in another region. Such
models are blind to the significance of the potential
acquisition. There will always be those sites, such as
the Chief Plenty Coups State Monument, which command
attention for aesthetic and historic reasons even though
actual use is relatively low.



There is, however, room to improve the policies and
procedures by which land is purchased. Minimally, proposed
purchases should be evaluated in terms of their
suitability as a state park, monument or recreation area;
the lands should be evaluated as to their scenic, historic,
archaeoligic, scientific and/or recreational significance and
the long range costs of operation relative to proposed use
levels under a long-range management plan should be assessed.
These variables should be reduced to a quantitative system
with a minimum acceptable score identified. Such a pro-
cedure would assure that each acquisition reaches an
acceptable standard in the Montana State Park System. The
fact must also be faced that this acceptable standard may
vary from one region of the state to another.

Managers, including the legislature, must realize
that a continued land acquisition program will necessarily lead
to a growth in the operational budget request which is
greater than the rate of inflation. This factor must be
anticipated in the preparation and approval of budgets.
Further, even when new acquisitions are intended
to remain "primitive," it must be realized tha
some development to protect the site and provide for the
health and safety of users is implicit in every land
acquisition.

In the past several years considerable advance-
ment has been made in finding alternative techniques to
the fee simple acquisition of land. Under the general
provisions of law these techniques include:

1) Land donation.
2) The use of scenic, conservation and

recreational easements.
3} The leasing of state trust land.
4) Encouragement of private landholders

to maintain their lands open to the
public.
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These techniques should be more intensively applied in
the future and considered in formulation of a viable
policy for land acquisition in the Parks Program.

6 . What should other agencies be spending
to operate the overall Montana Recreation

A substantial portion of Montana is owned by the
federal governme jt. This land ownership places a great
obligation on age icies of the federal government,
particularly the n.S. Forest Service and the Bureau
of Land Management (and to a lesser extent the Corps
of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and U.S. Pish and
Wildlife Service) to assure that the recreational
potential of their lands is adequately managed. These
federal agencies have primary responsibility for the
management of trail activities, both vehicular and non-
vehicular and dispersed or non-site oriented camping
in addition to maintenance of existing sites.

The minimal acceptable 1978 recreation budget
for the U.S. Forest Service in Montana is $2,750,684^ and
for all other agencies and the private sector
$1,887,931.77.2 Since the private sector must retrieve
operations cost in order to survive, the entire SI.

9

million can be ascribed to the federal government with
the majority being attributable to the BLM and lesser
amounts to the Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of
Reclamation. The proposed accepted budgets include
only operations and no money for capital improvement or
land acquisition.

Total 1978 ©Derations costs x U.S.F.S. share of all
sites less

2 Total 1976 operations costs less state and U.S.F.S.
share and less 6%



It has proved nearly impossible to acquire
accurate figures to compare against the desired federal

agency budgets. However, the difference between the

desired and the real budget is apparently great. This
situation should receive the immediate attention of federal
authorities and receive high priority for rectification if

state and national recreation needs are to be met in a manner
consistent with the long range capacity of the recreational
resources.

7. How will the state’s share of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund be allocated
in the foreseeable future ?

The Land and Water Conservation Fund performs a

vital function in providing recreational facilities in

Montana. Anticipated Land and Water Conservation Funds for
Montana should amount to S3 million in 1970, $3.7 million
in 1979 and $4.5 million annually between 1980 and 1989.

In this plan, full funding is both recommended and assumed
through 1989.

The Land and Water Conservation Fund serves
essentially four functions in Montana:

1) Provides for expansion of urban
recreational lands and facilities.

2) Provides for expansion of the state
park system as described in
Title 62, R.C.M. 1947.

3} Provides for acquisition of fishing
access sites under Sec. 26-234, R.C.M. 1947.

4) Assists the state recreational planning
effort authorized under Sec. 62-403(1),
R.C.M. 1947.

These priorities were established as a result of surveying
the legal responsibilities of the Parte Program and the
needs and demands of recreationists. The problem, however,
is to define the degree of commitment to these priorities.
To do this, stability of state and federal funding must be
assumed.

a. Allocation to Planning - More than a decade of

experience with planning indicates that an adequate planning
function can be carried out for not more than 2% of the

total Land and Water Conservation Fund available. The con-
tribution of adequate planning, including traditional
comprehensive planning, program planning, and planned
programmed budget preparation, is recognized as vital to

the formulation of a quality state recreation system.
However, unlike pure or applied research, planning projects
should be selected on the basis of their direct contribution
to the overall state programs. Certainly project priorities
should not be sec as a response to intra-governmental
regulations established by those at a distance from the
"front-line" problems. Planning costs above 2% of the annual
Land and Water Conservation Fund available to the state
should be conducted with other funds or not done at all.

b. Allocation for fishing access sites (Sec. 26-234 ,

R.C.M 1947) - According to 1973 SCORP data (Vol. iH
Part I, P. 4-5) fishing is the fourth most popular outdoor
recreation activity among Montana adults and the fifth
among children. The July, 1976, Statewide Summer Recreation
Survey confirmed the continued importance of fishing as an
outdoor recreation activity in Montana. Further, the July,
1976, survey confirmed that Montanans are experiencing

^
difficulty in finding access to Montana's streams and rivers
and generally see a need for a program to enhance stream
bank access. ‘ Further, planning research within the
Fisheries Program of the Montana Department of Fish and Game
has revealed a general statewide pattern of insufficient
supply of fishing access land (2nd draft paper of 11-5-76,
"A Comparison of Regional Fishing Access Needs and Benefits).

42.6% agreement with the statement "I have experienced
difficulty in gaining adequate access to rivers and
streams in my county.

62.9% agreement with the statement "Montanan's need
greater access to all rivers and streams in the state."



In anticipation of these needs the Montana State
Legislature has reserved money from the sale of each fish-
ing license for the "purchase of fishing accesses, stream,
river and lake frontages and the land deemed necessary toprovide recreational use thereof" (Sec. 26-234, R.C.M. 1947). In
conjunction with Sec. 26-234 the Fish Prooram has initiated apolicy of acquiring "fisherman access sites by priorities

° *

based on habitat and access needs (Department of Fish and
Game, Six Year Projection , Fish Program, EPP Form 1). These
priorities are currently under development. Furthermore,
while the majority of benefits from this program accrue
directly to the fisherman substantial benefits accrue to all
recreationists seeking waterfront accessibility.

Given the needs and program stated above, any
projects initiated by the Fish Program under authority ofand deemed acceptable to the intent of Sec. 26-234 are
eligible for Land and Water Conservation Fund matching
funds to the extent that such funds are available and theproject otherwise satisfies all requirements of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund Act and associated regulations
(U.S. Department of Interior, Outdoor Recreation Grants-in-Aid Manual, 1973 as amended).

For the near future provisions of Sec. 26-234 are
expected to generate roughly S450, 000/year . This implies
authorization of expenditure of Land and Water Conservation
Funds up to this approximate amount for projects under
Sec. 26-234 if projects meeting the criteria of the FishProgram can be identified.

Obviously the sudden availability of substantially
more than $450,000 for projects under Sec. 26-234 would
necessitate reevaluation of priorities for the application
of Land and Water Conservation Fund to Sec. 26-234 sponsored
projects.

Fund to
^ • Allocation of Land and Water Conservation

urban projects and Title 62 R.C.M. 1947 (General State Park
System ) - Money not assigned to planning or the FishingAccess Site Program is available for urban area projectsand the acquisition and development of sites under
Title 62. It is not simple, however, to determine howmoney should be allocated to these projects.

In general the urban projects are viewed as thehighest priority with demand for state funded projects
availability of matching money, 2) avail-

ability of long range operations monies and 3) the
availability of lands suitable for acouisition under
Title 62. The third factor is critical. While state
demands on the Land and Water Conservation Fund maynomally be relatively low, the opportunity to acquire

® given year, increase demands
significantly. If such opportunities are missed because
of an excessively rigorous allocation system they are
generally missed forever. Obviously, the reverse is
true. When a community has the opportunity to acquire
uniquely valuable recreational land the state system may
be required to defer its activities.

The long range goal subscribed to over the past
decade of generally attempting to make at least 504 of
the Land and Water Conservation Fund available for urban
projects seems adequate so long as it is understood that
in any given year response to unique opportunities may
demand considerable modification of this allocation mode

Presumed Allocation

Distribution of Land and Water Conservation
Fund monies in Montana should approximate through 1989:

Priority Amount

Urban Areas Not less than 50%
State Park System Approximately 40%
Fishing Access Sites Not more than 8%
Planning Not more than 2%



In the final allocation of Land and Water Conservation
Funds, land acquisition should be stressed. The final
decision to divert money from one priority to another will
be based upon availability of uniquely valuable recreation
lands, be they urban or rural, in immediate danger of being
compromised if they are not acquired.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE THE ALLOCATION OF
FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO RECREATION IN MONTANA

1) The Montana Department of Fish and Game must identify
additional reasonable, implementable sources of funding for
operation of the Montana State Park System.

2) Efforts must be made to increase and improve the
quality of law enforcement within the state park system.

3) The impact of non-residents on state resources
needs to be identified and policies with respect to tourism
need to be established or reviewed as appropriate.

4) Policies, priorities and procedures with respect
to land acquisition under Title 62 need to be clearly
articulated and a quantitative technique found which
assures that each acquisition is at least minimally
acceptable under the stated policies and priorities.

5} There is considerable evidence that federal
agencies are underfunded with respect to their obligation
to operate recreation resources in Montana and this situation
should be rectified.

6} Efforts must be continued and expanded to develop
expertise in acquiring land and recreational access and
opportunity through other than fee simple purchase at
fair market value.
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MAJOR TASKS TO BE UNDERTAKEN IN THE PARKS PROGRAM

OF THE DEPARTMENT OP FISH AND GAME

This plan has identified seventy-three problems
which may substantially interfere with meeting the goal of
managing Montana's resources in such a manner as to meet
present and future demand for recreation participation con-
sistent with resource capabilities. While all of the pro-
blems are real, many will best be addressed by other
agencies or levels of government while still others are
presently insignificant and may be dealt with on an
opportunistic basis without specially directed efforts.
Among the identified problems, however, there remains a
number conceived of either as they are now stated or as
symbolic of still broader problems which command
immediate and significant effort. Once these problems are
clearly identified they form the basis of redirecting effort
toward the solution of major problems— the singular objective
of program planning.

In order to facilitate the process of identifying
significant problems, Montana Department of Fish and Game
personnel were asked to prioritise the importance of
activities and identified problems to their areas of
operation. Twenty-three problems emerged as major but many
of these major problems addressed different aspects of a
broader underlying problem. Consequently, the twenty-
three problems were edited into a relatively small number
of major tasks, again reviewed by Department of Fish and
Game personnel, and submitted to appropriate administrators
for final approval. These tasks are summarized in Table I.

In order to accomplish the tasks set out it is
desirable to establish objectives to monitor progress and
to delineate possible strategies for coping with the

problems. At the same time, it must be recognized that
were the planning process to identify major tasks not
already known to park managers, the planning process
itself should be questioned. This suggests that signif
cant departmental effort directed to each task should
already be identifiable. The tasks, the
objectives, the current effort in addressing the tasks,
and strategies which will be undertaken are summarized
in Table II.
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TABLE I

Major Tasks Of The Park Program

1. The state park system must be maintainea
at a level acceptable to the public.

2. Additional and alternative reasonable sources
of funding must be found to support the state park system.

3. In order to best utilize present and prospective
limited funds there is a need to establish regional
management plans which will relate directly to the actions
and budgets of Montana's regions conceived of either as
resource areas or administrative units.

Prerequisite to or concurrent with the formulation
of these regional management plans the following tasks must
be accomplished:

a. Overall policies, procedures and
criteria to adequately evaluate
potential land acquisitiore must be
established and/or more adequately
articulated.

b. Efforts to provide for river and lake
access must be continued; alternate
sources of funding and alternate methods
to fee simple land acquisition must be
found; efforts must be undertaken to
protect the rights of adjacent land-
owners and the environmental quality
of Montana's rivers and lakes must
be continued.

resources, the establishment and imple-
mentation of sound manaaement plans
for these areas.

d. Maximum benefits must be derived from
present law enforcement resources
available to the Parks Program and
with this accomplished, the adequacy
of the current level must be
evaluated

.

4. The snowmobile management program must be more
adequately implemented and efforts to establish an
adequately funded unified off-highway vehicle management
program should be made.

5. Since the bulk of outdoor recreation in Montana
will occur in urban areas, program managers must continue
to refine procedures assuring fair and equitable
distribution of the LWCP to Montana's communities
including the gathering of necessary data, provision of
information on the progreun, assurances that facilities
are serving the widest possible population, and the
stimulation of innovative approaches to project and
program design and development.

6. Efforts must be continued and expanded to insure
that rural subdivision and the extra:tion and development
of natural resources, particularly on public land, are
conducted in a manner compatible with the long range

interests of Montana's cultural, scientific and recreational
resources

.

Conflicts and overcrowding within the
state park system require for the
protection of users, facilities and
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TASK
(See Table I for detail)

1. Operation of a
basic park system.

TABLE II

Tasks, Objectives, Present Activity And Prospective

State Park Program

5-YEAR
OBJECTIVES CURRENT ACTIVITY

Strategies

STRATEGIES

Maintain 9 state 1.

parks, 13 state
monuments, 6 state
recreation areas,
roads and trails , the
Parks Program share of
L56 fishing
access sites, plus
such expansion of
the physical sites
and the addition
of new sites as 2.

the Legislature
may see fit to
authorize.

While the 1977 funding
and staffing of the state
park system appears recuur
ably adequate this condition
may degenerate as new
sites are acquired and as
relatively new physical
structures age and con-
sequently demand greater
maintenance.

Experimentation with
program budget formats
which seek to unify
all aspects of state
park management.

Ma.ntain funding and staffing at a level
consistent with the size of the park system.

Avoid expansion of the system in terms
of both physical structure and non-physical
responsibilities unless adequate
operations funding accompany any pros-
pective expansion. Establish a desirable
number of on-site personnel to the number
of sites and degree of site use.

Experiment with management techniques which
may improve utilization of on-site
personnel

.

Experiment with techniques which reduce
the needed support staff relative to
on-site personnel.

Experiment with techniques aiming at
making the state park system
economically more self-sufficient.

Devote more effort to developing a property
management system which identifies
prospective required maintenance so that
the maintenance scheduled can be
anticipated and planned for.
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TABLE II (Continued)

TASK
(See Table I for detail)

5-YEAR
OBJECTIVES CURRENT ACTIVITY STRATEGIES

2. Identification of
additional and
alternative
sources of funding.

To provide admin-
istrators, the
Office of the
Governor, the
Legislative
Assembly and the
Public with
adequate infor-
mation on funding
problems within
the Parks Program,
to provide decision
makers with
adequate and
impartial infor-
mation concerning
costs and benefits
associated with
alternative pros-
pective techniques
for adequately
funding the Parks
Progreun and to
help decision-
makers achieve an
adequately funded
park system.

Experimentation with
program budget formats .

Analysis of the
efficacy of the state
cabin site fees.

Analysis of
techniques for
increasing direct
fee charges for the
use of state park
system sites.

Determine the purpose of the state park

system user fees and evaluate the

efficacy of the current structure in

light of the purpose.

Increase efforts to find, analyze and

recommend techniques for increasing

direct fee charges for the use of state

park system sites.

Increase efforts to find, analyze and

recommend techniques for placing greater

costs on recreational use groups
generally or those whose activities
increase demands on the state park system.

Increase efforts to analyze the viability

of a State Park Foundation aimed

at defraying the public costs of

operation and maintenance.

Increase efforts to determine the fair

costs and benefits derived from the

park system and especially the fair cost

burden to benefit ratio as it varies
with the public generally and user

groups particularly.
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task
(See Table I for detail)

5- YEAR
OBJECTIVES CURRENT ACTIVITY STRATEGIES

3. Regional management
planning.

To produce by 1983 1.
management plans
for each Fish and
Game Administrative
Region, two of
which should be
produced on an
experimental
basis by June,
1979.

Reorganization of the
department to reflect
greater regional
responsibility.

2. Planning projects to
be initiated in
January, 1978, which
will review methods
of region management
planning and their
relevance to Park
Program goals and
organization.

Establish minimum standards of acceptability
for Regional Management Plans. The planning
process be carried out by the Helena staff
with the cooperation of individual regions.
Plan implementation would then become the
responsibility of the regions following
plan approval.

To explore and subsequently implement an
alternative technique of program planning
and zero base budgeting. The alternative
selected, if any, should be adaptable
to the management of park resources.

Undertake efforts to clarify the roles,
responsibilities, and policies of the several
levels of government with respect to outdoor
recreation

.

3a. Enhance Land
Acquisition pro-
cedure and policy.

To establish and l,
continually
evaluate an approach
to land acquisition
based on clearly 2.
understood procedures
and policies reflec-
tive of goals and 3.
objectives. To
communicate this
approach to Depart-
ment of Fish and Game
personnel, 4.
the Fish and Game
Commission, the
legislature and the
public.

Basic delineation of a.
policy for the Legis-
lative Finance Committee.

Recent public infor-
mation articles. b.

Recent review of land
acquisition policies
and procedures within
the Parks Program.

Continuing effort in the
Fish Program to place
evaluation of potential
acquisitions on a
quantitative basis.

Undertake efforts to alter the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation Grants-in-Aid manual to
permit greater freedom in planning methodology
particularly with reference to statistical
procedures, public participation and inter-
government cooperation

.

Establish a task force to delineate
responsibility and procedure, set goals
and provide for the standardization of
evaluation data and procedures.

Establish an aggressive program for
explaining the purpose, objectives, and
techniques of the land acquisition function
to the public and the Legislature.
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TASK
( See Table I for detail)

5-yEAR
OBJECTIVES

Enhancement of
rivers and lakes
for recreational

To identify
rivers and lakes
having
significant
recreational
values.

To make these
accessible
and usable.

To take necessary
steps to protect
their values and
the rights of
adjacent land
owners

.

TABLE II (Continued)

CURRENT ACTIVITY STRATEGIES

Cooperation with river
basin commissions.

Inventory rivers and lakes to establish
recreational values.

Experimentation with b.

public-private
cooperation management
of selected rivers.

Land and Water Conser-
vation Fund involvement
with fishing access
site acquisition.

d.

Park system involvement
in operation and
maintenance of fishing
access sites. e.

Provision of information
to the public on the use
of selected rivers.

Provision of information
to the public on the f-

status of several rivers
of high recreational value.

Explore alternate sources of funding so that
acquisition of access can be aimed at
broadened recreational values.

Following inventory, enhance the State
Recreational Waterways System (ARM 12-2.26(1)-

S2670) so that it constitutes an effective
manaaement tool.

Accelerate efforts to gain less than fee
simple access rights and to pursue multi-
agency and public management agreements.

Increase efforts to inform the public on
safe and enjoyable river and lake
recreation use and to inform the user on
his obligations to river and lake
resources as well as obligations to adjacent
land owners.

Enforce bank-side use of navigable rivers
and seek legislation to clarify the limits
of legitimate use of these resources.

7. Development of site
specific management
plans for newly acquired
water based sites.

Continue and enhance inter-agency cooperation
in water management programs such as "208-

planning" and cooperation with river basin
commissions

.

h. Prepare, implement, and continuously evaluate
river and lake management plans. These plans
should identify those rivers and lakes which
may bear more use or which require stabili-
zation of use and identify techniques which
will permit these goals to be achieved.
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3c. Provide site
management plans.

To determine those 1.
sites deserving
long-range
management plans and
to complete these
site specific
management plans by
June, 1983. 2.

To provide and
implement a system
for continuous
evaluation of these
management plans.

Management plans are
being provided with the
development of major
new areas and with re-
development of major
sites within the system.

Experiments are being
underta)<en to integrate
the site management
planning with preparation
of Environmental Impact
Statements and
Preliminary Environmental
Reviews

.

Conduct inventory to determine sites
needing management plans.

In addition to needs for capital improve-
ment and a schedule for heavy maintenance,
the management plans should address the
site goals in, if possible, quantitative
te.ms, expected levels of visitation, fee
collection schedules, techniques for coping
with excess use, if any is expected,
and the anticipated long-range operations
requirements and the means by which these
requirements will be met.

3d. Parks system law
enforcement effort
must be enhanced.

To assure that maxi-
mum benefit is derived
from the present law
enforcement resources
of the Parks Program
and to evaluate the
adequacy of this
force.

To provide 11,138
hours of park system
patrolling, 7 5% of
which is to be pro-
vided between May 15
and Sept. 15, between
5 p.m. Friday and
7 p.m. Sunday by the
1978 season.

44th Montana Legislature a.

approved funding of the
Parks Program Law Enforce-
ment Activity Package
which placed a portion of
the warden force on valid
park system funding b.

sources. Managers are new
attempting to direct this
force to areas and periods
of greatest need.

Exofficio law enforce-
ment training of Parks
personnel

.

As that portion of the warden force funded
under parks is directed to the areas of
greatest need, evaluate its effectiveness
in maintaining an acceptable level of
compliance with regulations.

Evaluate park regulations continuously

for their ability to serve the
recreating public and the long-range
welfare of the resources.

Where appropriate, contract with local

governments or private enterprise
to provide for Parks Program law enforcement.

d. Increase exofficio law enforcement
training for Parks personnel.

Retain temporary law enforcement office)
to enforce park laws during periods of
greatest need.



TASK
(See Table I for detailj

4. Establish an
Off-highway Vehicle
Management
Program

5-YEAR
OBJECTIVES

To provide services
to OHV users
necessary to enhance
their recreational
experience while
lessening conflicts
with other
recreationists and
protecting the
resource base.

TABLE II {Continued)
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STRATEGIES
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1. Implementation of
1977 Legislative
action earmarking .3%

of the state gas tax

to provision of areas
and services for snow-
mobiling.

2. Coordination with the
Wildlife Program and
Montana snowmobilers
in determining areas of
potential conflict
between snowmobilers
and wildlife.

3. Development and
enforcement of reg-
ulations affecting the

use of snowmobiles.

4. Development and
enforcement of
regulations affect-
ing the use of OHV's
on state areas, and
snowmobiles statewide.

S. Coordination and
cooperation with
appropriate agencies
in transportation
planning and
enforcement of
regulations

.

a. Increase coordination and cooperation with

appropriate agencies in transportation
planning, form.ulating and enforcing
regulations, identifying potential play

areas and in educating the user and the

public.

b. Erhance coordination and cooperation with
appropriate user groups in the areas of

planning, regulation and enforcement,
education and the identification of

appropriate user areas.

c. Encourage communities to consider OHV’s in

their planning efforts and in the formulation

of projects and programs.

d. Seek federal and state legislation
clarifying OHV management responsibilities,

particularly those rules associated with

regulation and enforcement.

e. Seek federal and state legislation which

assures adequate funding for the provision

of services and facilities for OHV users.

f. Encourage the OHV industry to cooperate with

federal, state, and local agencies in pro-

viding services to off-highway vehicle
recreationists.
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5. Provision of
services to
communities in the
administration of
the Land and Water
conservation Fund
grants

.

To make officia Is 1. Through the Grant
in all communit ies Administrator

,

aware of the LWCF prompt attention
Program and to fairly is given to
and equitably each prospective
allocate these funds sponsor

.

through acceptable
procedures to the 2. Formal procedure to
communities in the evaluate prospective
amount of about 50% projects against
of Montana's share stated goals.
of the LWCF.

3. Formal explanation of
the nature and purpose
of the. LWCF to
potential snonsors.

4. Close coordination with
the League of Cities
and Towns, and the
Montana Recreation and
Park Association.

5. Assistance with actual
project administration
to grant recipients.

6. Inspection of pro-
jects for compliance
with terms of the
grant

.

a. Up-date of data base necessary for the
fair and equitable evaluation of
prospective projects.

b. Eniance efforts to assure that recreation
values are given adequate attention in
the conduct of local planning efforts.

c. Enhance efforts to assure a level of
planning for recreation appropriate to each
community's size and needs

d. Coordinate and cooperate with appropriate
agencies to assure that communities have
available an acceptable level of
technical assistance at a minimum cost
necessary to determine the future use of and
needs for local recreational resources.

e. Enhance cooperation with the Association of
Counties and the Montana Department of
Community Affairs.

f. Support maximum congressional funding of the
LWCF and reestablishment of a maximum
allotment of 40% of appropriated funds to
federal agencies.

g. Seek legislative appropriation to provide for
the non-federal share of administrative over-
head costs associated with LWCF grants to all
political subdivisions of the state and thus
eliminate the administrative overhead costs
currently borne by the political subdivisions
of the state.
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TASK
(See Table I for detail)

5-YEAR
OBJECTIVES

TABLE II (Continued)

CURRENT ACTIVITY STRATEGIES

6. Assure compatibility
of recreational,
cultural, and
scientific resources
with the develop-
ment and use of
other resources.

To assure that
major recreational,
cultural, and
scientific
resources are
identified and

their value con-
sidered in
making resource
utilization
decisions.

1. Coordination and a.

cooperation with the
Montana Historical
Society and the
National Park Service ^
in identifying cultural
and scientific resources
deserving of pre-
servation and identify-
ing methods of achiev- c.

ing preservation.

2. Direct management of
selected sites for
their scenic, scientific
and cultural values as
significant variables
and consideration of
these values in making
decisions to acquire,
design, develop, and
operate these sites.

3. Presently, much time is
spent in reviewing
plans and development
proposals of various
types; however, this
effort is presently
inconsistent in appli-
cation and lacking in
central direction.

Enhance land acquisition policy and
procedures to assure that scenic, scientific,

and cultural values are systematically
considered

.

Enhance site management planning to assure
systematic consideration of scenic,
scientific, and cultural values in decisions

to develop and in methods of operations.

Parks Program administration analyze the
activities associated with the review and
coordination functions within the Parks
Program and attempt to give it central
direction and maximum effort in achieving
the stated objective.
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